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L PREFACE

Z7 The significance of helicopter operations in the land battle scenario of the future is increasing. Advances in sensors.
weapons and avionics systems can only lead to improvements in operational qffectivencss of helicopters if total sysAems
approach to the vehicle/crew/mission systems/envir, mwt is pursued. 7Ar.; CI p -oc. rI ~~

A ' 1i S9OGuidance and Control Pane4&%ddressthis specific "topic since helicopters represent a very significant portion of
the future fleet of air vehicles. The various sessionsQ structured as follows: Requirements and operational use of future
helicopters; New methods of briefing helicopter crews and tactically setting up the mission systems before and during the
flight; Flight control, displays, communications, navigation; Sensors and weapon systems integration in overall cockpit
desin;imulation and flight research and development experience.

* The symposium concluded with a Round Table Discussion by the participants.

PREFACE

Les operations heiportees prennent une importance croissante dans les scinarios de combat terrestres de l'avenir. Pour
que les progres interessant les syst~mcs de capteurs, d'armes et d'avionique puissent se traduire par un accroissemnent de
1'efficacit6 operationnelle des hilicopteres, ii faut aborder les problemes de vihicules, d'cquipages, de syst~mes de mission et .-

denvironnement sous I'angle d'une approche global des syst~mes.

Les hilicopteres entrent pour une part tres importante dans la composition de la future flotte adrienne; c'est pourquoi le.-.
Commission Guidage et Pilotage a choisi de traiter maintenant de ce probime sp~ciflque. Les diverses seances seront
consacrees aux questions suivantes: Les imp~ratifs des fUturs helicoptires et leur utilisation operationnelles; Nouveiles
methodes appliques au briefing des iquipages d'hilicopteres et a la nuse en place tactique des systemes de mission avant et
pendant le vol; Pilotage, affichage, communications, navigation; Integration des capteurs et des systemes d'armes dans
1'ensemble du cockpit au stade conceptuel; Experience en matiere de recherche et de developpement dans lea domaines du *~

vol et de )a simulation.

Ce symposium s'est acheve par une Table Ronde i laquelle ont participei tous lea delegues. JOV
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TECHNICAL EVALUATION REPORT

by

Geoffrey C.Howe'
Director Aircraft Equipment and Systems Development

Ministry of Defence (Procurement Executive) UK

1. Introduction

The following sumarises the theme of the Conference: "The significance of helicopter operations in -. - .-
the land battle scenario of the future is increasing. Advances in sensors, weapons and avionic systems can
only lead to improvements in operational effectiveness of helicopters if a total systems approach to the
vehicle/crew/mission systems/environment is pursued".

The helicopter is a flexible element in the land battle, and this flexibility must be exploited by
the use of modern guidance and control systems but in an affordable manner. The Keynote Address amplifies
this main theme, and the hope of the programme committee was to organise a conference that exposed the
current state of the art of weapon and avionic systems for helicopters, and set them in the context of the
land battle scenario in order to establish any critical need for research and development into the applica-
tion of emerging technologies or a need for new technologies. The aim was also to highlight any major
challenges or trends in system design.

2. Technical Programme

The programe was organised into five sessions and a final Round Table Discussion. The balance of
papers between the nations was particularly good, with a strong technical input from European nations who
provided two-thirds of the papers. Only one paper was not presented (Paper 24) and this, it is hoped, will
be included in the proceedings. The papers, by country, were:

US Ca UK Fr Ge it Total

8 2 6 5 7 2 30

The meeting was classified NATO SECRET and in the event 5 papers were classified; the rest were
unclassified. In particular, Session V was unclassified, and the Round Table Discussion was therefore held
in an unclassified environment. This did have the effect of inhibiting the discussion a little.

There was a general concensus that the papers generally were of a high standard and supported the
theme of the conference. Most attendees who completed the Questionnaire found the technical programe
exceeded their expectations. The theme certainly attracted high interest which supported the need for a
conference on Guidance and Control of Battlefield Helicopters.

The one criticism that has been made is that the Round Table Discussion at the end was the only real
discussion period of the whole conference. It would have been better if each technical session had time
allocated at the end (30-45 minutes) for a discussion on the theme of that session. However, the Round
Table Discussion was of a high standard and did draw out the main conclusions and recommendations of the * i .
conference. The five gentlemen sitting on the platform: Messrs Fellows (UK), Elliott (US), Roy (UK),
Pelegrin (Fr) and Beyer (Ge), all made short but effective points for discussion and the contributions from
the floor were apposite and stimulating. The Chairman had no difficulty in maintaining a lively discussion.
period up to the closing ceremony.

3. Assessment of Technical Sessions

3-.1 Session I

Paper 11 by Capt Coyle was a good presentation by an Operator who gave a very "down to earth" presen-
tation of what the operator is looking for in new technology to help in Wartime scenarios. His main
message was that a proper dialogue must exist at all stages of a project between procurement specification
writers, manufacturers and users. Paper 12 by Messrs Boeha and Haiplik (Ge) was a description of MBB's Air
Combat modelling involving guns and missiles. The results clearly depended on the assumptions made, and
more debate is needed on these assumptions. Papers 13 and 14 gave a good overview of UK research work in
the field and the innovative or even entrepreneural approach to affordable helicopter mission systems which
are tailored to the real Army battlefield scenario and operational requirements. The solution to night: -* - -
flying and target acquisition proposed took account of the realistic short range of practical vision in nap
of the earth flying, rejecting the costly requirement being suggested by some for 10 km range for infra-red
systems.

3.2 Session 11

Paper 21 was a useful discussion of the various considerations making up a total mission planning, .. ..
briefing and debriefing system. The relationship between C3 network, terrain data base and cockpit display
requirements were well described, and ideas for verification of on-line intelligence and data acquisition
were given. Paper 22 was particularly good, addressing the data base problems and the presntation/display/
hnman factor considerations associated with digital maps. The compatibility of colour displays with Might
Vision Goggles was also covered. _

Paper 23 was a straight description of a commercial development of an electronic map display using

flying spot scanner reader of cartographic ap with television link to cockpit colour CRT.



3.3 Session I!

Paper 31 gave a good summary of the multi-sensor integrated navigation system with combinations of IN,
OPS, Omega, Doppler and Nagnetic Compass. Paper 32 gave an exposition on the theory and practice of
Doppler Navigation: useful for reference. Paper 33 gave a good description of designing down to low cost
of a standard AMRS for the three US Services (refits and new projects). The reliability target was ambi-
tious: better than 10,000 hours MTBF.

Paper 34 gave a good description of an integrated mission management system, and made a strong plea
for an integrated approach to the system design. Paper 35 gave an interesting description of the design
philosophy for the software for high integrity flight control. Various techniques were discussed such as
the use of High Order language (PASCAL) and Assembler Code in parts of the system, and the use of dual pro-
grasmiAg for high integrity. Paper 36 described a design study and experiments for HF antennae. Data link
and voice transmission were studied, and to achieve satisfactory performance at ranges up to 250ka, and low
reference power (100w), the author concluded that a loop antenna is the ideal radiator for a helicopter.
Paper 37 was one of the most significant in the conference. The concept of a fibre optic link between
weapon and helicopter is extremely attractive, since it eliminates the need for the helicopter to have a
line of sight to the target throughout the flight time.

3.4 Session IV

Paper 41 gave a very good survey of the advantages and disadvantages of roof-mounted, nose-mounted and
mast-mounted sights, including all aspects of system design - piloting, vulnerability/detectability, pilot
seating position, etc. The conclusion reached was that there was little to choose between roof and nose-
mounted sights, but mast mounted sights were good for Air/Ground missions. For Air/ Air missions, the
choice is open, although there can be disadvantage in the mast-mounted selection. The authors recommended
serious consideration of a multi-sensor package unit including Direct View Optics, TV, LLTV, FLIRI Laser
Ranger, Reconnaissance Radar, etc. The costs of these elaborate options were not addressed.

Paper 42 discussed various low airspeed measuring devices, including laser anemometry. The require-
ment was to measure in the range 1 knot to -40 knots and +50 knots in a frequency band O.O5Hz to 2Hz.
Flight tests have just begun using a following car with anemometer as the calibration vehicle.

Paper 43 described a 60 G Hz Radar solution to helicopter obstacle warning with a 600m maximum range
requirement. Results achieved were greater then 500m in a clutter free environment.

Paper 44 gave a good account of an integrated core avionic system where the author concentrated on "" "'" "
Flight Management System, performance and fuel management, plus maintenance parameters. Special emphasis
was placed on the need to establish software standards and design procedures.

Paper 45 gave a description of the build-up of a current Data Bus Integrated Avionic System. The

navigation sub-system was also on a data bus using a High Order Lantguage and ISA microprocessor. The
various sub-systems were connected through microprocessors which were then connected by a high speed data
bus. This allows for functional development by the use of the 'intelligent' terminals.

Paper 46 was a very interesting discussion paper starting with the stark history of the number of
cockpit controls growing from 40 to 440 in 40 years. The reduction of pilot workload can be achieved by -
sensor 'fusion' onto electronic display surfaces, eg Map, Threats, Contours and Escape Routes, etc. The -
way to achieve these advances is through advanced software management, application of artificial intelli-
gence, etc. However, a key problem emerges as to who is responsible for the system design in such inte-
grated systems.

3.5 Session V

Paper 51 gave a good review of the aircrew-aircraft integration problem, and highlighted the design of
the sidestick controller. A four axis system is ideal provided the SCAS is reliable. The tests were done
on a simulator with a one-on-one air combat task.

Paper 52 described results of a piloted simulator programme to establish control system designs to
give good pilot ratings. The analysis of results was carefully done, taking account of limitations in the
simulator. The most significant result was that good control system design promoted more aggressive nap of
the earth flying - a feature which is very important but hard to quantify.

Paper 53 described a flight simulator for helicopter development. The model of dynamics was very
elaborate: the simulator was fixed base with motion onset and buffet with a day/night/dusk visual system.
No results of simulation trials were yet available, but the description of facilities was useful.

Paper 54 described a helicopter weapon system simulator in anti-helicopter and anti-tank roles using a
variety of weapons such as guns, and for air/air very short range missiles. The pilot and gunner stations
were both represented separately, and COI visual system has been specially developed for these tasks with a
terrain data base. As in Paper 53 no experimental results were reported.

Paper 55 provided some insight into why simulator results can be significantly different from flight. •
Mathematical modelling of the pilot was used to try and explain the discrepancies. The conclusion reached
was that the disparity between motion and visual cues was almost certainly the main cause. This paper was
a very good simulation applications study, using the NASA Ames Vertical Motion facility with COGI display.
The nap of the earth flying tasks were also carefully designed to represent realistic operations.

Paper 56 gave results of flight experiments using a Digital Feel Force System in a B0105 helicopter.
The main results given were the desire to have lower breakout, spring and damping forces than in existing

oin-service helicopters.



Paper 57 described theoretical studies of a Gust Alleviation Control System for the rotor blades. The
concept involved very complex and difficult engineering realisation, but is a useful guide into possible
longer term research and development into improved helicopter ride control.

Paper 58 gave a comprehensive description of flight trials of Night Vision Goggles, Doppler Navigation
and Electronic Displays. The results showed that with two crew, the workload was acceptable in night nap
of the earth operations. The paper was a thoughtful one with useful discussions on pilot workload assess-
ment techniques.

Paper 59 gave a description of an approach guidance system compatible with ILS using X-band radar and
beacon based ground system. The results showed that comparative performance with MIS could be obtained.

3.6 Round Table Discussion

The following points were made by the five men on the platform:

a. The imaginative use of technical solutions already devised for fixed wing aircraft and helicop-
ters should be encouraged. Many of the problems in helicopter operations could be solved if existing
technological solutions were properly applied.

b. The target detection and recognition systems in helicopters must be designed as an integral part
of the total weapon system. Thus the weapons for helicopters should be optimised specifically to
integrate with helicopter systems.

c. Night capability is an essential extension of existing flight and weapon aiming operations: hence
the vital importance in developing cost/effective night systems.

d. The helicopter is basically a cheap air vehicle, and so it is vital to do proper cost/performance

trade-off studies when designing helicopter mission systems.

e. Crew workload reduction is a high priority objective and this must be achieved in wartime scena-
rios. However, peacetime training has its own problems and these must also lead to acceptable crew • 0
workloads.

f. The way forward into the use of new systems has to be organised in an evolutionary fashion.
Large revolutionary changes will lead to high cost of introduction and possible imcompatible opera-
tional procedures.

g. Maintenance and logistic support must be considered from the outset in developments of new heli-
copter systems. - .

h. New and better prediction and assessment techniques are needed to establish true crew workload
levels. Are we doing enough work in this area, and have we enough people who are specialists?

i. Present helicopter operations rely too much on speech communications: there is a need for a high

integrity data link using self correcting codes, etc.

J. Since computing power is developing rapidly and becoming relatively cheaper, systems using a .0

number of low cost sensors with processing become attractive as an alternative to some of the recent
highly sophisticated sensors.

k. The detectability of helicopters is still a major constraint in battlefield operations: more
attention to methods of reducing detectability is needed.

1. Simulation is important in developing new systems. Should we be spending more on this kind of
activity to help make choices in new system concepts? Helicopter test aircraft are also neceseary 0
since some simulation is very difficult and expensive to achieve with sufficient fidelity.

m. In planning battlefield strategy and tactics, the high command must take account of the existence
of the helicopters on both sides.

n. One way forward is to do attrition studies with the objective of getting a better balance between
helicopters and tanks. There is also need to balance the costs of the two weapon systems, tanks and
helicopters.

o. Updating of existing systems is a good way forward rather than just introducing completely new
systems (see f. above). Also it is important to get some simple systems into service and then move
forward to introduce more innovative ideas.

4. Administrative Arrangements

The meeting site in Monterey was ideal, both for the technical meeting itself and the social mixing of
the participants. The US National Authorities responsible are to be congratulated, and in particular
Mrs Deanna Zook, the host National Co-ordinator. Any criticisms from participants were very minor indeed.
The lecture theatre was very large, but nevertheless the participants did not feel "lost", and the public . . .
address system worked very well for most speakers. Because most sessions were classified, no note-taking

could be allowed. A number of attendees found this a great disadvantage since no preprints could be dis-
tributed. One suggestion was made to group the few classified papers into one session, leaving the ajor-
ity of sessions unclassified. However, the logical flow of the conference would be lost.



The weather and tourist attraction in Monterey were a great distraction for participants, but most
found the informal social arrangements very much better than too many organised events. It was a tribute
to the interest of the technical programe that so many attended through the conference, and in particular
the final session and Bound Table Discussion.

5. Conclusions and Recomendations

Two main areas emerged which represent the key problems that need urgent resolution:

(a) Crew Workloadt/an Machine Interface

The very demanding task of nap of the earth flying in European weather conditions and at night
poses a major problem. There is still debate as to whether a single crew is at all feasible - even
with two crew more research and development is needed to off-load the pilot by the use of automation
of 'routine' functions, al owing the tactical flexibility of the pilot to be exploited. More research
is needed to measure objectively and quantify work load.

A subsidiary area is the development of electronic displays of sufficient brightness and contrast
to operate in a battlefield support helicopter cockpit. Flat panel displays have great advantages in
cockpit space relative to CRTs. The input/output controls and cockpit controls need to be improved by
the better complementary use of touch displays, multi-function keys, switches and direct voice input.

(b) Cost Effective and Affordable Totally Integrated Systems 0

There was unanimity in the need to design the total Mission System/Helicopter as a unified exer- -
cise, and that this complex task must aim for low cost solutions. This will need radical approaches
and ideas compared with some current lines of development. In fact, designing down to me cost
target is suggested as a firm discipline.

As well as the two main thrusts needed, the following emerged as very important areas for future
research and development:

(c) The helicopter system needs to be designed for a realistic battlefield environment in war condi-
tions. At the same time peacetime training has to be considered (with its additional safety con-
straints). Also, crews need training and adapting to new system concepts, and to achieve this it is
essential that operational front line helicopter crews are involved in the formulative and test stages
of research and development of new systems.

(d) To maximise the use of new sensors, blending and integration of sensor outputs and signal proces- -

. sing as well as the development of 'smart' displays is the way forward. New software and VSIZ I.-
developments will allow the realisation of such developments.

(e) Navigation, flight control and propulsion control will need to be integrated to make better use -
of redundant sensors to improve system integrity at modest cost.

(f) All these advances depend on the development of fault-tolerant software and better and cheaper
methods of software design and validation.

* Finally, the advances in technology are so rapid that a conference with similar objectives should be
held in about three years time, to review again these critical areas as applied to the battlefield

S"helicopter.
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KEYNOTE ADDRESS BY

GOFFREY C HOWELL, DIRECTOR AIRCRAFT EQUIPMET AND SYSTEMS DEVELOPMENT
MINISTRY OF DSFENCE (PROCUREMENT EXECTIVE) UK

I was very pleased indeed to be invited to give the keynote address at this GCP Conference. I was
still a member of the panel when this topic of Helicopter Guidance and Control Systems for Battlefield
Support was selected, and the importance of this topic has heightened in the intervening two years. I - -
was not surprised to hear from Jeff Fellows, the Chairman of the Programme Committee, that they had had
an extremely good response to the Call for Papers, and therefore were able to assemble a good programme
for the four days of this Conference. As well as giving this opening talk, I have also agreed to produce
the Technical Evaluation Report: this gives me a unique opportunity to speculate as to what I hope will
be achieved in this meeting, and then assess what, in fact, was achieved.

The technologies in the Guidance and Control field have advanced very rapidly over the last few
years. Most of them are equally relevant to military helicopter systems as for fixed wing combat air-
craft. However, trade-offs in cost-effectiveness are considerably different - helicopters in the land
battle scenario must have a reasonable cost ceiling compared with other elements such as tanks, armoured
vehicles and surface/air missiles. I believe the main problem to resolve in the next five years is to
capitalise on existing or certainly emerging technologies in the particular applications to Battlefield
support helicopters. All NATO nations are now defining the operational requirements for Light Attack and
Utility Helicopters to be in service in the mid-1990s or so, because of the need to exploit the tactical
flexibility of the helicopter as a launching platform for weapons as well as the other roles in recon-
naissance and transporting men and supplies. In this keynote address I would like to highlight key
features that need to be addressed to make helicopter systems contribute in a cost effective way to the
land battle.

Helicopter/Weapon Systems Integration

It is well known that most of the current weapon systems fitted to helicopters have been developed
initially for ground launching or man portable - guns, rockets, guided weapons. Compromises have had to
be made in the sighting arrangements and the physical installation solutions. In the future, the crew/
system interface, installation and avionic system integration must be considered from the outset of the
design of the vehicle and its guidance and control system. One of the key technologies that needs
exploiting is Target Detection and Recognition for line of sight and lock before launch missiles. The
sensor package (probably infra-red) has to be designed for surveillance and weapon aiming. A wide angu-
lar range is needed and varying fields of view. These requirements must be integrated into a sensible
affordable sensor package that is easy to align and ergonomically satisfactory from the viewing and con-
trol point of view. The debate still rages between roof-mounted and mast-mounted sights. The complexity
and cost of satisfactory mast-mounted solutions needs justifying against any consequent improvement in
helicopter concealment. When fire and forget weapons are available the whole launch scenario changes.
Similarly, the use of laser designators for missile guidance depends on the weapon system solution. The
autonomous system needs a long range laser and very accurate sight pointing accuracy; the co-operative
solution on the other hand requires the helicopter with the illuminating laser designator (acting as a
substitute for the Forward Air Controller) to be near the target and therefore potentially vulnerable.

Crew WorkloaSVMan Machine Interface

The requirements for future Battlefield Support Helicopters call for a two-man crew to share the
piloting and weapon system operator tasks: usually with the proviso that on the injury of one man, the
other can fly the helicopter back to base. Thic calls for a dual-control vehicle. The side-by-side lay-
out is the best for overall crew station design, but obviously leads to a higher drag fuselage than the -
tandem layout. For the battlefield scenario the pre-flight tactical briefing is vital, and data link/
cockpit displays for on-line intelligence updating is a further step in the automation needed in the
cockpit. It is my strong belief that the crew station and system integration design is the biggest
challenge we have today. Electronic displays, Direct Voice Input, Knowledge-based Intelligent systems,
etc, are all essential technologies that need to be harnessed in an intelligent manner to produce the
best man/machine interface with the crew wearing full NBC kit for the role of the battlefield support
helicopter. A key need in the development phase is to have an adequate dynamic helicopter/mission system -

simulation facility as well as a flight test vehicle. The development of suitable simulation facilities
should be a high priority of Research and Development Organisations in order to be able to mount repre- " .
sentative comparative experiments to optimise the man/machine interface, utilising the new technologies
well in time to be able to influence the helicopter design.

Survivability and Stealth 5

The operational missions required of the battlefield support helicopter makes it very vulnerable
" indeed to all threats associated with the melee of the battle: SAMs, rockets, artillery, small arms fire
. and attacks from WP helicopters, are simultaneously present. Recent experience has highlighted this
'. problem, and the two distinct lines of defence need pursuing - Improving survivability when hit, and

Avoidance of being hit by stealth technologies and tactics. There is a limit on what can be done to
minimise the effect of battlefield damage: the cost and weight of modern armour protection is, in itself,
limiting. On the systems side, the use of distributed digital computing, multifunction displaysand the
two-man crew can provide a degree of redundancy which should be exploited more in the future. The hazard
of power lines is very real, and development of cable warning systems is another vital area in reduction
of vulnerability of helicopter systems in Nap of the Earth operations.
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The subject of stealth systems and tactics for helicopters is a growing one and must be of highest
priority. Some key technologies are:

a. Hap of the Earth flying techniques requiring high agility from the vehicle/flight control
system combination.

b. Reduction of Optical, IR Radar and Acoustic Signatures.

c. Use of ECM techniques both active and passive.

The fitting of self-defence weapons is another key advance that must be pursued. Again these will --

have to be designed from the outset for helicopter use - particularly for slow speed phases of flight.

Reliability, Availability. Maintainability and Durability (RAM-D)

The logistic support for the helicopter operating in the front line areas is clearly an important .
issue. A recent UK requirement for a new Army helicopter asks for the maintenance manhours/flying hour -

not to be greater than one. The advanced battlefield support helicopter of the kind now being specified
will have significantly sore mission systems than the previous generation, but the availability must be
at least as good. Thus the reliability of new systems must be improved considerably, and indeed, some of
the more sophisticated and complex systems may have to be rejected on these grounds.

The other strong driver to improve reliability is to reduce in-service costs and hence the overall
Life Cycle Costs. There is no doubt that the cost of the helicopter is going to be balanced against
other elements of the land battle, such as tanks, SAMs, etc. The unit price must keep within an upper
limit of around £500K to £1M - this has to be compared with an advanced combat aircraft UPC of £10 or so
(10 to 20 times). This statistic puts into perspective the task ahead of us to achieve effective heli-
copter weapon systems, using advanced technology, that are affordable.

I have covered rapidly and rather superficially the subject, but I hope I have reinforced the need
to approach the Helicopter Guidance and Control Systems for Battlefield Support in a Total Systems
fashion. I believe this to be essential in deciding how to make best use of the advances in technology S
now becoming available. The programme of this Conference looks extremely promising. I am looking for-
ward to all the Sessions, and I hope the final Round the Table Discussion in particular will highlight
the key thrust areas for future research and development. I will close with the headlines of areas I -
believe to be most significant:

Helicopter/Weapon Systems Integration.

Crew Workload/Man Machine Interface.

Survivability and Stealth.

Reliability, Availability, Maintainability and Durability.

Life Cycle Costs: Development, Unit Production Cost, In-service Support Costs.
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OPERATIONAL REQUIREMENTS

VERSUS

TECHNOLOGICAL CAPABILITIES

BY. .
Captain Shawn Coyle
Helicopter Flight Test

Aerospace Engineering Test Establishment
Canadian Forces Base Cold Lake

Medley, Alberta, Canada
TOA 2MG

SUMMARY

This paper discusses the lessons learned in the wartime use of helicopters, and
the impact that modern technology can have on what have become common themes. Lessons

"" learned, the constraints on helicopter operations, and the requirements of the
battlefield helicopter are integrated to show where technology would better serve the
operators. Performance monitoring, handling qualities and radio communications examples 0
are presented, and a brief outline of how existing technology could be used to update an
existing helicopter is made.

INTRODUCTION

That the helicopter is poised to undergo as dramatic an advance as the fixed wing
.- aircraft did in changing from piston to jet engines should be obvious to every person in

this room, even without the projections of what LHX or JVX will look like or the
fanciful cinematics of "Blue Thunder" or "Airwolf". The helicopter is coming of age.

The helicopter's image as a relatively fragile, underpowered device useful for
hauling troops, cargo or casualties is gradually being removed. Developments in the
technologies of structures, composites, and engines have overcome many previous

. shortcomings and the helicopter is about to become a device whose uses may well be
limited solely by man's imagination.

HISTORY

The whole history of aviation has been one of development based on knowledge. .
* Often this has been hard won and many have paid with their lives for lack of knowledge.
.' Rotary wing aviation unfortunately has not been immune to this costly way of learning,
* and many of todays advances owe their impetus to the shortcomings of the past. The

improvements in airframe design and powerplants and the use of composite materials, for " -.

the most part, are logical extensions of the things we have grown familiar with. They
present no great leap of knowledge nor difficulty in application. This is not the case
in electronics. Even the most expert are having difficulty in keeping up with
developments and no one can forsee all the possible uses for many new items. That -

.. electronics will do almost anything we ask is not the problem. What do we want done and
how much we want to do is of far more importance.

The main improvements that electronics have provided for the helicopter have been
' in the area of night and bad weather operations. These two areas show up all too

readily man's shortcomings, and here electronics has extended capabilities. Wars do not
stop at night, nor on account of rain, and up to now this has been a crippling
limitation of the helicopter. Yet before we get too deeply into the improvements

-.. possible with technology it is necessary to review some of the other, non-technical
lessons that have been so dearly learned in the past. While the helicopter has been
used in warfare for only a relatively short time in comparison with fixed wing aircraft,
many lessons can be learned from WW II, Korea, Malaysia, Algeria, Vietnam, Yom Kippur
and the Falklands conflicts.

THE LESSONS OF WAR

Briefly and by no means completely, the history of aviation in general and
helicopters in particular in a combat environment seems to point to some interesting
aspect.:

Operations are conducted beyond what the original design intended

in terms of weight, and to a lesser extent, role.

Unit level modifications are the norm, not the exception.
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Periods between overhaul are extended

Personnel, both operators and maintainers, are pushed to limits
of endurance

Operators and maintainers have low experience levels

To a greater or lesser extent, all of these aspects have been present in the S
previously mentioned conflicts, and interestingly enough, have parallels in the
development in fixed wing aviation. There is no reason to suspect that they will be
missing from the next war, and if we can use technological improvements in such a way as
to focus on these lessons learned in the past, we may make a significant improvement in

* .our operational capabilities.

RULES, LIMITATIONS, AND LAWS 0

During peacetime the operation of any aircraft is subject to a never ending
number of rules and regulations, and operating limitations. Broadly speaking these
items break down in the following way:

RULES AND REGULATIONS S

Those regulations set out by authorities to govern the conduct
of peacetime operations in a safe and orderly manner.

- As every pilot will tell you, there are many rules that you can break with
impunity. It is expected that many of the numerous rules and regulations governing day S
to day operations will be gratefully thrown out when a war comes along. Rules cannot

* cover the variety of situations encountered in peacetime, and to slavishly follow them
in war would be folly of the highest order.

AIRCRAFT LIMITATIONS

The restriction of an aircraft parameter, such as weight, speed,
-" engine power etc., to permit safety of flight, long life and

continued use at an acceptable maintenance penalty.

Likewise, limitations are placed on helicopters to preserve them. Speaking from
personal experience, it is not difficult to exceed some of these limitations and not
know it, or to exceed them with small or no consequence. It only takes one transmission - ..5
overtorque, with a subsequent discovery that all it means is checking the oil filters,
to realize that a healthy margin of safety is built into many components. In my test
flying career, I have become more aware of the allowances made for inadvertent
excursions beyond the limitations published for the operators.

For example, there is almost no way of determining the effective weight (aircraft
plus underslung load) of a helicopter without resorting to cumbersome and imprecise
charts. The UH-60, for example, 0-signed to be able to achieve a rate of climb in the S
hover on a 4000 foot pressure altitude, 95 degree F day, has been flown at 50% above its
original design weight. While few would argue with having this sort of capability,
consider the consequences - the operational pilot seeing this sort of demonstration now
realizes that he can overload his UH-60 with impunity. As previously discussed, there
is a very strong possibility that given a war environment he is going to overload the
machine anyway, so now caution can be thrown to the winds. Unfortunately there is a
third set of constraints, often ignored and much less forgiving, that the operational
pilot is about to face, one that he cannot ignore, like rules, or stretch, like 0
limitations.

PHYSICAL LAWS

The laws of aerodynamics, performance, thermodynamics and
strength of materials.

There are already numerous examples of what happens when people attemp to break
some of these laws - one of the most common being performance required exceeding
performance available from the engine. Some services have reacted to accidents of this
nature by regulating that prior to every sortie, performance must be calculated using "-.
the various charts. As one of the first casualties of a war is the regulations, and as
the charts aren't light in weight or easy to use, the operational pilot is put in a very _

*. unenviable situation. Suitable technological application in this area would eliminate .
this problem, however, adequate guidance beyond the limitations prescribed for peacetime
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operations must be given. For example, it is feasible to put all the performance charts
of a helicopter into a microprocessor, which would certainly eliminate the problem of
carrying around all the charts, and probably give more accuracy at the same time. If

'- much a microprocessor were to be hooked up to sensors in the aircraft, such as air
* temperature, pressure and radar altitude, a low airspeed sensor and engine conditions

such as torque, temperature and RPM, it would be possible to automate the performance
calculation process. The very large change in power required versus airspeed in the
area where current pitot static systems are ineffective is graphically demonstrated in S
Figure 1. With such an automated system the pilot would be able to instantly determine
if he had overloaded his machine (useful in peacetime to satisfy the authorities) and

*also determine if he has sufficient power available for the more critical wartime
situation. Such technology has existed for at least five years, and an example of an
attempt to put it into a helicopter is shown in Figure 2. Unfortunately this equipment

* did not proceed beyond the demonstration phase. There is clearly an operational
requirement for this equipment, and the technology has been available, but it has not
been harnessed.

It would be relatively easy to programme such a device to cater for the wartime
scenario. Given that limitations are going. to be exceeded, the computer could say what
capabilities exist for the conditions. It could, for example, take into account flight
control margins for hovering out of wind, or allow for increased weight when it is
possible. Rather than leaving the pilot to "suck-it-and-see" in an overloaded aircraft,
some precise guidance could be given. The penalty for failing the "suck-it-and-see"
test is very high. Laws, especially physical laws, cannot be broken repeatedly without S
a very high penalty.

THE OTHER LESSONS

Unit level modifications are going to be the norm, not the exception, as the
*. personnel most affected by shortcomings in material and equipment cannot and will not •

wait for the official answer to their problems. How this can be improved upon is not an
. easy question to answer and is beyond the scope of this paper.

The other lessons gleaned from the past should also have an impact on how we use
*- our technology. It has been gratifying to see more and more "on condition" maintenance
"' being demanded and built into helicopter designs, however, do they take account of the

very strong possibility that the normal operating limits will be exceeded? Are there -

data recorded to see exactly what limits were exceeded and for how long? Has anyone
thought about how this will impact the long-term life of the aircraft concerned? This
will not only have an impact on wartime availability, but also on peacetime operation,
when perhaps not all that should be reported is in fact reported.

That everyone is worked to the limit of their endurance in a war is a fact that
*'- all who design, build or test military equipment should be well aware of. What it means .

is that the system that worked so well in the lab or in set field exercises may be too
complex or too time consuming to be worthwhile in a war. In addition, it is worth .
considering the factors of mans adaptability, and his desire to make things work. That
man could fly some of the early helicopters and perform some of his magnificent feats of
flying in them is surely the only proof that is needed of his adaptability. New
equipment often needs a long hard look by the sceptical to see if it really is progress.
An inertial navigation system with superb accuracy but with a 10 minute warm-up time is
not only a hinderance if you want to take off in a hurry, it could be a liability if it
is the only system you have. The increased capabilities that electronics have

*_ bequeathed on the helicopter were mentioned previously, and the prime areas affected are •
night and bad weather operations. Previously these had afforded tired crews at least
some chance for a rest. Unless adequate provision is made for around the clock manning
for aircrew and groundcrew, the advantages gained will be for naught. Tired people make
more mistakes and faster computers will only accelerate the gravity of the mistakes.

MURPHY'S LAW

No endeavour of mans is immune to this law. War may amplify it, due to hard use
of equipment and the inevitable fog of war, but even the best engineering will not make
it go away. It certainly did not disappear with the advent of the microprocessor.
However, wars do not stop because the circuit breaker blows, or because the voltage
levels are not right or because the operator inputs wrong information. For example,
with a means of distributing information the overall number of errors may decrease
slightly, for a given amount of information to be inserted, but the impact of any error •
is magnified many times. Consider a totally integrated cockpit that has a cassette
device for the input of data. Due to the volume of information required, for example,
friendly and enemy troop positions, code words, call signs, frequencies, and so on, the
compiling of data will probably be done by someone other than the pilot or crew.
Without this system, if one person makes an error entering a grid reference in a
navigation system the consequences of the error are probably small in the overall
picture. If one person makes an error in a data cassette that a whole formation will
use, the results could be much worse. At the least, a means of verifying data should be -
avialable to the crew, and a suitable means of completing the mission after multiple
failures should be high on the priority list.
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The low experience levels of the operators and maintainers are also cause for
concern. At present it takes a relatively short time to train a helicopter pilot, in
comparison with his fixed wing counterpart, as most helicopters have been little more
than engines, airframes and at best a rudimentary armament system. More complex
helicopters require more lengthy training, more specialized pilots and more specialized
groundcrew. As we have not yet started genetically engineering pilots it is well to
remember that pilots are no better nor worse than they ever have been. It is not enough
to cater for the mythical and nonexistant "average" pilot, as by definition, half of the
pilots will be below the mark. Having trained and equipped the future aviator at great
cost can we afford to put him at risk in the same fashion as the cheaply trained and
cheaply equipped?

A REVIEW OF THE CHARACTERISTICS OF HELICOPTER OPERATIONS --

At the risk of offending many who are intimately familiar with helicopter
operations in the land scenario, a review of the items that separate helicopter
operations from those of our fixed wing brethren is necessary. These include, in the
main:

OPERATION FROM REMOTE, AUSTERE SITES

Weather information is either limited or non-existent.
Navaids are extremely limited, and air traffic control is almost non-existent
(there are also no runways on which to align the compass).
Communications are mostly to and through Army networks.
Knowledge of elevation, variation and so on is limited to what is shown on the
maps available.
Operations are conducted in small groups, and the supported units are widely
scattered.
Operations are conducted in conditions of poor visibility.

FLEXIBILITY OF OPERATION

The crews must be expert in reconnaissance, observation, artillery fire
control, anti-tank operations and numerous other army related specialities,
often simultaneously.
Response time to different tasks must be rapid. - S
Numerous radios must be monitored and different call signs and even different
jargon must be used on each different radio.

CONTINUOUS PERFORMANCE MONITORING

Torque limitations.
Engine speed and temperature limitations.
Low airspeed flight envelope.
Low altitude flight with very limited terrain clearance.

There are obviously too many of these to be dealt with completely in this brief
discussion, however, some of the implications of these problems should be considered.
Let us look at the impact of these aspects on only one new type of system. Personally,
one of the pieces of avionics I would like to have in any helicopter is a Doppler
navigation system, so for the purposes of illustration let us look at a Doppler - 0
navigation system . For operation at low speed or in reduced visibility it gives the
ability to observe groundspeed and eases the task of navigating. It is to date the only
navaid that I am aware of that will permit an accurate zero groundspeed IFR hover, yet
it requires very precise inputs from the magnetic compass to be of any use in
navigation. How will the accuracy of the compass be checked when operating behind a
barn one day and in a village the next? Even more interesting, how will the magnetic
variation be checked for the area of operation? How long will it take to programme the
system,and can it be done without starting the engines or APU?

A Doppler navigation system has been used here as it is a personal preference,
however, any navigation system is only as good as the person who is using it. It will
not show errors in entry, it will not correct mistakes, it will not relieve the operator "
from checking it, and most important, it will never replace a man with a map. The best
that any navigation system can hope to do is to assist in navigation. It will permit
the operator to perform another task, such as observe the enemy or fire weapons, instead
of constantly referring to a map, but it will not permit him to stop navigating. It . -
certainly will not let the crew be ignorant of the principles and practices of
navigation.

There have already been examples of human error defeating very complex,
triplicated navigation systems, and these have been without the complications of
fatigue, pressure or confusion that will be prevalent in war. Navigation systems are .- -
needed, as the job of navigating at night or in bad weather is difficult. Even in these
conditions however, it is still necessary to update the system by some other external -.-
means. Navigation systems must not be made so excessively complex as to be too
difficult to use or understand, nor must they be treated or advertised as replacing



maps. Even moving map displays will still require checking against the ground, which
presupposes a minimum skill level at map reading. Any device designed to replace the
printed paper map should also be capable of displaying at least as much information and
to the same resolution as a map held 18 inches (0.5 metre) away from the eye.

There is an operational requirement to assist in navigation, but there is no
requirement to make the operator a slave to the technology.

PERFORMANCE MONITORING AND HANDLING QUALITIES

Moving on to performance monitoring and handling qualities, it is interesting to -.. ,',-
note the number of engine instruments in fighter cockpits and the number in helicopters. -. '-.
It is also interesting to note that not only are the critical instruments that require
monitoring in helicopters more numerous, but they all appear to change simultaneously. .
(See Figure 3)

The requirement to monitor so many engine parameters simultaneously must be
questioned. Each of the parameters concerned can be justified on the basis that it is
vital to maintain the longevity of the component, and has historically always been in .
helicopters, yet why do we not have transmissions that can handle all the power that the
engine can put out, and which do not require a separate indication? Why do we not have
a single indication that will tell if the engine is performing satisfactorily, and if
the power required for the ambient conditions and at other sites enroute is sufficient?
Why do we not have more collective lever designs like that of the Gazelle, that
incorporate changes in force? Without having to look inside, the pilot is able to pull
to a position that is defined by a tactile stop, (that is easily overcome), and to know
that no limitations will be exceeded. This is very handy in rapid reaction situations.
As air to air combat between helicopters becomes more probable such a feature will be
essential.

Helicopters have been saddled with handed down technology for too long, and it is
only recently that this mold has been broken. The first generation of helicopters to be -
fitted with low airspeed sensors has just emerged and it promises to revolutionize the
way helicopters will be used and what low airspeed envelopes will mean. The next step ° "
is to integrate them into the previously mentioned performance computer which will be
able to predict to the pilot what manoeuvers he will and will not be able to perform.
For example, current low velocity limitations are most rudimentary and are given as side
and rear wind speed limits. Often these have no mention of the effect of weight or
density altitude, or if they do mention them require the use of cumbersome graphs. Side
and rear wind limitations are based for the most part on having sufficient yaw or pitch
control to maintain a desired flight condition. This is not a limitation in the terms
of the definition given previously, but it is rapidly approaching being a law.

Like any other aerodynamic variable, the amount of thrust available from a tail
rotor or the amount of pitching moment available from a main rotor will vary, at
constant RPM and angle of attack, with density altitude. What may be an adequate margin
at sea level may not be adequate at greater altitudes. For the most part, no direction
is given to the operational pilot on this matter, and the result is another attempt to
break a physical law. By using a low airspeed indicator it would be possible to warn
the operator when he is approaching an area of inadequate yaw control before he gets
himself into trouble. Again, as it is very likely that the helicopter will be operated
beyond the peacetime limits, information in this area is also needed. The technology
has existed for some time to obtain low airspeed information, but those helicopters that
use such equipment do not use it for anything related to performance or control
margins.

INTEGRATING THE TALK SHOW

Communication is one other area of great difference between fixed and rotary wing "
aircraft. It is not uncommon for an Army helicopter to have four or more radios. The
agencies that a helicopter may have to talk to are shown in Figure 4. A breakdown of
the radio types is given below and should be taken as being a minimum fit.

TYPE USE

VHF-FM (2) Talk to Army units

VHF-AM Civilian air traffic control

UHF-AM Military air traffic, Forward
Air Control and inter-formation

HF Beyond line-of-sight communication

Not only is there a proliferation of radios, but there are different ways of
talking on each one and to further complicate the matter the same aircraft may often
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have different call signs on different radio nets. To say that handling the various
radios in a battlefield helicopter is one of the more difficult tasks is a large
understatement. Until recently this has had to be accomplished with different radio - .
control heads and inadequate intercommunication facilities that required the radio - -
volume to be set at the radio, and that required hands off the flight controls to change
transmitters and frequencies.

Recent developments in cockpit design have improved some aspects of this 0
problem, however, they have led to another problem where perhaps we can take some very
good lessons from the fixed wing community. Using the AHIP and SH-60 as examples it is '-.
interesting to note how all the controls on the cyclic and collective have been .- '
positioned for the thumbs to use; none have been positioned for the other digits. This
first attempt at Hands On Cyclic and Collective (HOCAC) is long overdue, but there may
be room for further improvement. Compare this with the F-18 where the controls have -- -
been more equitably divided. Surely more use of the other, equally dexterous, digits of
the pilots hands could be found without much more effort. Figures 5 and 6 show these
differences.

Returning to communications, careful control of technology is required to truly
reduce the workload of the operators. Prior to analyzing what is or is not progress in
radios, let us look at what we have at present. Radio packages seem to fit into two
catagories, those with preset channels and those without. For an operational pilot
faced with a suite of radios, his actions are relatively simple. To change frequencies
he either moves the preset channel knob to another channel, or if he has no preset 6
channels he dials up the new frequency. To change the transmitter he simply changes the
position of the selector, and to select any receiver he merely changes the position of
the appropriate switch. To see what frequency he is transmitting on he need only look
at the control head of the radio concerned. This system has its shortcomings, mostly in
the panel space it takes up, however, it is simple to operate and exceptionally easy to
learn to use. Any technological change should, if at all possible, improve on the
situation, and certainly should not either take up more panel space or, more important,
require more steps to preform a task. As we shall see this is not always the case.

Two examples of radio controllers and intercom systems are given to illustrate
the point. One is a definite improvement, the other is in my opinion almost a
retrograde step.

The first case involves retrofitting of a radio package for a light observationhelicopter to include six radios. This is shown in Figure 7. The exact details of this

controller have been detailed in a previous AGARD paper (AGARD Guidance and Control
Panel Proceedings Number 329, Paper 19; Communications Management - A Vital Link). An
operational pilot who tried the system commented that it took ten minutes of instruction
to learn how to use it. It is simple, it looks like a radio and it is easy to change
fixed and preset frequencies with this system. The drawbacks are that it only displays
the frequencies of the radios selected for transmission on each side, (given that panel
space was limited this was an acceptable shortcoming), and that it requires hands off
the flying controls to change frequencies or radios. .

The second system, shown in Figure 8, was admittedly from a prototype
anti-submarine warfare helicopter, however, that does not mitigate the bad features of
its design. It was designed for a single pilot operation aircraft, with two rear cabin
crew, and each station featured 18 pushbuttons and 14 rotary volume controls. The
rationale for the proliferation of pushbuttons was that they were inherently more
reliable than rotary switches.

The display was blank until a pushbutton had been pressed. The logic was _
arranged so that the first press of the button brought the set to receive, the second
push placed it in transmit/receive and the third push turned the radio off again.
Changing transmitters took a minimum of three pushes of buttons, if it was done
correctly the first time. After all of that the controller did nothing more than select
radios for transmitting and adjust volumes. Changing frequencies still had to be done
through a Controller Display Unit (CDU) and took a minimum of five further steps. If
the CDU happened to be on another function the pilot was not able to see what frequency
he was transmitting on. This second system clearly demonstrates many things, but most
important, it shows that a minor technical decision (use pushbuttons as they are more
reliable) can have a tremendous impact on the usefulness of the system. The operational
requirement was subordinated to the technological requirement.

UPDATING THE MATURE HELICOPTER

Putting together a package of advanced technology is not easy, especially when
starting from scratch on a new design. There is always the demand to put a quart in a
pint pot and demonstrate improvements in performance, fuel consumption, noise,
maintenance and the whole host of other measures of a product. Rather than pursue this
avenue, I will attempt to show how a retrofit to an existing helicopter can
significantly improve its safety and capabilities, while reducing pilot workload. The
devices chosen for the mock retrofit are existing technologies and represent a minimum " *

amount of risk. The helicopter chosen is the venerable UH-lH. .
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No changes to the engine, airframe or rotor are considered as they are
independent of the electronics and in any case represent only a minor change in the
existing order of things. Items that are changed are those that will reduce pilot
workload while improving capabilities. In addition, no attempt will be made to include
such items as MLS or tactical approach aids.

To assist in flying the helicopter a simple AFCS should be installed. It should
include an attitude hold feature in pitch, roll and yaw, and permit rate damping when ,
manoeuvering. Each lane should be deselectable, i.e. a malfunction in the pitch channel
should still permit the roll and yaw channel to operate. To maintain simplicity, it
should not feature any altitude hold, turn to heading or other modes.

Performance monitoring and computation would be greatly enhanced by the addition
of a computer, as previously described. This would require inputs from the engine,

transmission, the low airspeed sensor, the radar altimeter, the cargo hook and the
Doppler navigation system. With the appropriate information in its memory, it would be
able to determine if power required was likely to exceed power available, or if any
control margins were being approached. It should of course be capable of computations
well beyond the normal published limits to cater for the wartime case. Figure 9 shows
basically how this could be integrated.

To assist in navigation, a Doppler navigation system should be added, however, it
should have a limited number of waypoints, and simple controls. It should require only
battery power to insert information, and have a suitable instrument panel display of •

groundspeed, drift, and at low speed, a set of cross hairs for hovering. The display
should be to the right of the radar altimeter

If not already fitted, a radar altimeter should be installed, and situated
immediately to the right of the attitude indicator.

The radios should be replaced to minimize the work required to change not only
frequencies, but also transmitters. This should be possible with hands on the flying S
controls. The flying control grips may require slight modification to permit this. The
frequency currently being transmitted on should be displayed in front of each pilot on
the instrument panel.

Finally, the pilots seats should be made comfortable enough to permit eight
hours of flying to be done each day without crippling the pilot.

SUMMARY

In summary, the lessons of previous conflicts have taught us many things about -
the helicopter and its shortcomings. Many of these lessons have been absorbed, and
advances made, however, the electronic explosion presents an opportunity to correct many
of the recurring themes that may have slipped through the cracks. The danger lies in
letting technology do everything, when a man is capable of performing many functions S
with equal ease. Future helicopters must not be technological showpieces just because
technology has the capabilities, but should have only sufficient technology to do their
mission, driven by a firm operational requirement.
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REQUIRED POWER vs AIRSPEED

Figure 1. Power Required Versus Airspeed.
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Figure 3. F-18 and SH-60 Engine Instruments.
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Figure 4. Typical Radio Links.

HOCAC

SH-60

Figure 5. Helicopter Hands On Cyclic and Collective (HOCAC).

F-18 HOTAS

Figure 6. F-18 Hands On Throttle and Stick (HOTAS).
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AUTOMATIC BRIEFING AND MISSION MANAGEMENT SYSTEMS
FOR BATTLEFIELD SUPPORT

C.G.V. Roads
Ferranti pic

Navigation Systems Department
Silverknowes, Ferry Road,

Edinburgh EH4 4AD, Scotland.

SUMMARY

Mission planning and briefing systems have been used for almost a decade to make the best use of advanced avionics
fitted to high performance fixed-wing aircraft. As similar equipment is fitted to helicopters to enable them to
perform on the battlefield the need for mission briefing systems will become apparent. The paper describes how such
a system might be used in the context of a hypothetical future operation and in doing so seeks to highlight some of
the technical problems which will be encountered in developing and fielding such equipment. It considers the
interaction of the databases which could be exploited by such a system. Lastly the paper considers whether the
equipments in service today are developing towards the future systems described above.

INTRODUCTION

Briefing and Mission Management systems for battlefield helicopters are still in their infancy. This is partly due to
the relatively simple avionics which have until now been fitted to these helicopters and partly because the 0
operational necessity of these systems has not existed. Within the foreseeable future, both these situations will
change. This paper explores these changes and, in the light of our experiences with fixed wing aircraft, tries to
ascertain the likely form and function of future mission management systems, how the anticipated advances in
technology will enable them to come about, and what limitations technology will place upon them.

THE SITUATION TODAY

The greatest asset the helicopter of today can offer a field commander is its mobility. The operational roles of S
helicopters have in the past emphasised the rapid transportation of men and materials with great rapidity and over
ground of difficult going. The most aggressive manifestation of this role has been the rapid and semi-clandestine
insertion of small packets of men into hostile territory. Nowadays, helicopters offer a more potent role. Their
ability to transport firepower has made them an altogether greater asset to a commander. But this in itself has
caused a limitation of employment - so important are they to his tank-killing capability that a commander deploying
limited numbers of helicopters in the defensive battle is forced to keep them back, ready to unleash in the
counterpenetration role in order to stop the enemy breaking through his positions.

To date, the greatest asset to crews in achieving their high mobility task has been an improved navigation system.
While this has helped operations, particularly at night, the principle navigation tool is still the hand-held map, marked
to show troop dispositions as well as terrain and the mission plan, a line drawn across the map, marked off in minutes.
Position displays are still rudimentary. Weapon aiming sensors and their appropriate displays are improving. These
reflect the fact that hitherto commanders have been unable to rely on the availability of their helicopters in adverse
conditions. The extra killing power of the helicopter has forced the requirement for them to be available in all -
conditions. New sensors for target acquisition and their associated displays are now being fitted. These are the first
steps towards a full helicopter avionic fit. .

* FUTURE DEVELOPMENTS

Whilst the roles of future helicopters may not be extended, their ability to perform these roles will be. They will
have to fly aggressive sorties at night or in bad weather often within sight and range of enemy positions. The
improved organic air defence capability of a potential enemy will increase and the helicopter will become more
vulnerable. As it is not an inherently survivable machine, it relies for its survival on concealment. Concealment at
speed is extremely difficult - in some instances any movement will give away position - and requires very low flying S
to make best use of contours. In fire positions concealment means lurking behind cover but in front of high ground to
avoid being silhouetted. Here, modern technology can reduce the risk of discovery through the deployment of
fire-and-forget weapons.

So the tasks of modern technology avionic systems will include:

a. To assist in the fast traversing of ground in safety and in adverse conditions.

b. To assist the crew in choosing suitable fire positions.

c. To facilitate flying in the hover.

d. To enable the crew to engage targets at greater ranges and in adverse conditions.

The essence of this is to reduce the burden on the crew of an increasing work-load, and this includes the good
presentation of the increased quantity of information which can be used by the crew. This information will include S
the hazards presented by the terrain - especially important at night - and those presented by forces on the ground.
The display should also show the desired route through these hazards, as well as the actual heading and position of the
helicopter. The presentation of this information will be possible through the wide range of technologies which are
becoming available. These include more precise navigation, giving the crew confidence of their position in relation to
the hazards mentioned above, electronic displays, the greater capacity of data storage systems, digital avionics to
manage them, and, of course, new sensors.

S
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Much of the technology which will be required for these avionic systems has been driven by developments for fixed
wing aircraft. These systems have generated the requirement for the mission planners which are in service today to
make the best use of on-board systems. There are parallels which can be drawn between fixed wing close air support
and aggressive helicopter operations, but a number of factors change the emphasis:

a. Much more detailed planning with regard to terrain is required for nap of the earth operations;

b. Good fire positions will need to be found to engage the enemy from cover. 0

C. A greater knowledge of the tactical situation will be required not only to avoid engaging friendly forces and to
find the enemy, but also to enable flight commanders to predict the course of the battle and anticipate likely
future tasks.

The crucial point is that the battlefield helicopter force must be a fully integrated part of a combined arms battle - -
formation, working closely with the other arms. It will therefore have full access to the formation's command and
control network and this will help the flight commander in his task. How might this be used in the mission planning
process of the future?

PLANNING AN OPERATION OF THE FUTURE

A field formation has deployed for war, and its aviation elements are dispersed into hides. Each flight headquarters
is equipped with a mission planning equipment. The headquarters is fully integrated into the formation's Command
and Control (C2 ) System and the mission planner is able automatically to update its tactical information store from
this source. It already holds a terrain data base for the area, and has been programmed with the performance
characteristics of the aircraft. The machine is equipped with rudimentary artificial intelligence which enables it to
deduce some likely future tasks, based upon its knowledge of the ground and the tactical situation.

The flight under consideration receives a Warning Order; it is to carry out a counter penetration task on an enemy
armoured thrust which threatens to outflank friendly ground forces. Whilst the flight is being prepared with fuel and
ammunition, the mission planner carries out an analysis of the task. This analysis covers a wide field - it assesses the
likely rate of advance of the enemy armour along its axis and compares this with the likely arrival time of the flight's
helicopters. As part of this analysis, it considers the routes and flight times to the areas as well as constraints
contained in the Warning Order. It will present the flight commander with a number of areas which it considers
suitable for the attack, both from the flank and the front. Should the flight's deployment be delayed, the number of
options will reduce. The machine will also take into account the endurance of the flight, balancing approach time
with engagement time.

It will be difficult for such a machine to recommend an optimum engagement area. As regards the chance of success
in terms of a battle between the helicopter flight and the enemy armour, it is probably best to leave the attack as
late as possible. The flight's endurance will be greatest, more time will be available for preparation and the selection . ..
of fire positions, and it is likely that more information will be available on the strength and intentions of the enemy
column. However, the aim of the engagement is to minimise the damage to friendly ground forces. The longer the
engagement is delayed, the less will be the chance of achieving this aim. The flight commander will have to decide
where to carry out his attack within the constraints of his orders and balancing the above factors. He can then issue
his Warning Order to his crews.

Once the flight commander has selected his primary and secondary engagement areas, the mission planner will •
present for each area a number of fire positions. For each one it will display possible arcs of fire and maximum and -
minimum ranges at a variety of heights above ground level. The commander will be able to allocate these positions
to the aircraft under his command and adjust the arcs to suit his plan, so that the machine will present to each crew
exactly where his commander wishes him to be and what he is to do.

There is a word of caution to be sounded here. The terrain data base may be able to take into account the height of
trees and to some extent might carry out some seasonal adjustment. It cannot substitute for detailed reconnaissance,
but, when time is short, it can indicate likely suitable areas. Adjustments of a particular helicopter's fire position
once it has arrived is likely to be the rule rather than the exception.

The flight commander now ties down the final, details of his plan, choosing from the options the route into the battle
area, perhaps with a final rendezvous (RV) point before entering fire positions. His plan will include an alternative
route with an alternative RV. He will allocate withdrawal routes to a concentration area before deployment to a
secondary engagement area. At the end of the battle, each helicopter will withdraw along allocated routes through
another RV to either a replenishment point or another hide, again on routes chosen from options presented by the
mission planner. Just as a commander does at present, the commander of this flight will try to take into account as
many eventualities as he can. Although he will know he can adjust his plan from the ground he will wish to make his .
aircraft as autonomous as possible to minimise the use of the data link and reduce the effect of its possible loss.

Having completed his plan, the commander is free to attend to his personal administration. The mission planner will
revert to its usual operator, possibly the flight second-in-command. It will continue to monitor the situation as
received from the formation's command and control system. Should anything happen which might affect the
commander's plan, it will alert the operator to the change. When confirmatory orders and timings are received, the
commander can confirm this plan or modify it as necessary. He demands print-outs of the area from the digital data
store, complete with a situation overlay and routes of his plan. He can give one to each of his crews and if time
permits talk them through his plan. The mission planning system will meanwhile load the same information into a
portable data store for each aircraft which the crew will use to load the aircraft mission store. This information will
be displayed during the execution of the mission so that with the aid of the navigation system, each pilot will be able
to compare his actual heading, position, and height with the plan. -.

S-* . .
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The processes involved are represented in Figure 1. As can be seen, the mission planning system makes use of
information from its own terrain data base and.that of the formation's C' data base. It provides an aid to the flight
commander who can quickly make decisions based on the information laid before him. It will prompt him to ensure
that his plan is complete. It will also fill in relevant extracts from Standing Operating Procedures. It will then
provide him with briefing aids in the form of hard-copy orders and printed plans. It will also transfer the digital
information to the aircraft, via a Portable Data Store (PODS).

OTHER TASKS 6

The above scenario is very much concerned with the planning of an operation. But a mission management system
should be concerned with other tasks as weltl. It should be able to organise other aspects of the on-board avionics.
The communications system can be presented with instructions for the correct frequencies and codes and voice . - . . -

recognition codes may also be required. Weapons management stores can be organised for safe and effective
delivery. Through the formation command net, it will warn friendly forces of the flight's route and operations,
arranging safe lanes through which to fly. It can warn the logistic chain of combat supply demands - fuel and
ammunition -and the flight time remaining before servicing and undertake the analysis of maintenance data recorded
in-flight on the PODS.

INTERACTION WITH AIRBORNE SYSTEMS

The systems within the helicopter which are expected to interact via a databus with the information supplied from
the Portable Data Store are shown in figure 2. The navigation system will wish to compare the actual route with the
planned route so that it can provide corrections. The displays suite will also make important use of stored
information, showing the terrain with planned routes and tactical symbols overlaid on the head down display. The S
weapon management, system may require information of ammunition loaded, and the status of weapon stores would
also be displayed. The communications system would also require information from the PODS.

TECHNICAL CONSIDERATIONS

The technizal operations required include:

a. Interaction with the formation's C1 system; * -

b. Storage of and access to a terrain data base;

C. Analysis of the tactical situation (including threats) to provide a breakdown of likely future tasks (currently - .-.
done by commanders);

d. Interpretation of formatted orders; 7" -

e. Analysis of tasks and comparison with the terrain to produce route options, and fire positions;

f. Presentation on displays;

g. Easy interaction with the operator;

h. Interaction with aircraft either via a portable data store or other data link;

i. Advanced printers.

Central to these operations will be the interaction of databases. There would be the terrain database, stored within . " ".
the system. The tactical database, containing positions and strengths of friendly forces, known and suspected
strengths, positions, and intentions of enemy forces, and other information (artillery fire plans, engineer obstacle " -
plans) would be continuously consulted. Not yet mentioned is the on-board data base held in the aircraft, and this
may be dependent on the data link with the ground. The helicopter database will be loaded before the mission by the
mission management system either via a portable data store or a wire link. It would contain all the information •
required for the mission including a large enough terrain database overlaid with tactical symbology to cope with a
diversion should the mission plan change in flight.

Amendments to the loaded mission plan may be crucial. The safest course is to preplan alternative routes and tasks
as part of the mission plan. But if the mission management system is to be used during the mission, a rapid data link
is required. This would give the flight commander the facility of consulting the system should any change of plan be
required. For this to be satisfactory, the data link must be secure and reliable, even allowing for a helicopter flying
fast and very low, using the ground for cover, in forward areas.

The use of Portable Data Stores (PODS) has been mentioned as a medium for carrying data to the aircraft. Whilst
this is only a suggested method, it is one which is proving satisfactory today. PODS are compact, robust and fast.
They eliminate the need for wires trailing to aircraft. They have the added advantage that they can be carried during
the mission and used to record data for later analysis. A hand-held PODS using EEPROM memory can presently store
over half a Megabit of information. Within the timescale this will improve dramatically.

The size of data stores and speed of processing are critical factors today but it is unlikely that this will be so in a few
years time. The size of the terrain database is very much a matter for debate at present, and estimates of its
requirements vary from large (I Mbits) to enormous (35 Mbits) for a 1:50 k scale map sheet. This uncertainty is due
to the lack of definition of what information will actually be required for storage. There exists a general agreement
that contours will be required and that post office symbols will not but there is a large grey area between these
extremes. This definition will be an important area of study.

, o S- .",
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The analysis of tactical information is carried out today by commanders using a combination of common sense,
knowledge (or lack of it) of the enemy's modus operandi or his own commander's methods and intuition. With added
luck, the good commander does this well. There is a possibility that a machine equipped with some form of artificial
intelligence will be able to undertake this task but the results would be rudimentary or merely an extrapolation of
events in the past. I suggest that some operational analysis will be required to demonstrate whether this facility is
really worthwile.

The analysis of terrain particularly for finding optimum routes is a different matter. The algorithms for this analysis -

have been worked out, but as far as is known no in-service equipment makes use of them today. This is because the
software still needs refining, and, particularly, the machines required to process it are larger than those presently
fielded and the time required by them to produce the analysis is too great. All these factors will change within the
next few years as processors become faster and more compact, and so fielding the route analysis task will be quite
feasible.

The provision of advanced displays and fast printers is an obvious one and the technology of these equipments is being
driven hard by many other applications. The interaction with the operator is, however, an interesting area. Mission •
planning systems are supposed to speed up a rather tedious process, but in the past they have not always achieved this
with great success. Our advances in this area seem to owe as much to the light of experience (trial and error) as to
the application of common sense or psychology. Some basic rules can be applied:

a. Simple instructions;

b. Use of menus;

c. Diagrams rather than alphanumerics.

One other point is that the NATO standard symbols, agreed after so much discussion, appear to be unsatisfactory on
colour electronic displays and will need to be changed.

THE SYSTEMS OF TODAY

Most of our experience to date has been gained with systems for use with fixed wing aircraft. However, Ferranti - 0
Aircraft Equipment Department, in conjunction with the Royal Aircraft Establishment have developed the Battlefield
Mission Management System specifically for use with helicopters. At first sight, the systems of today seem a long
way from the hypothetical system described above. Closer inspection, though, reveals early approaches in the right . - -

directions.

One of the first lessons learnt was how necessary the portable data store is, and strangely this is a lesson which seems
to have been lost on some of our competitors. The Autoplan system designed to work with the Jaguar NAVWASS
system was designed with an early PODS. This was not taken up as part of the system, so that once the pilot had -

plotted out his route, he had to carry a printout to the aircraft and punch in the data. This was unsatisfactory.

A development of this system for the Tornado, uses a tape cassette (which plugs into the Cockpit Voice Recorder) as
the data transfer medium, so that the name of the system is Cassette Preparation Ground Station. As terrain
analysis is still carried out by the crew looking at the map, the system uses a plotting table to lift the route plan and
other information from the map. The processor carries out some simple calculations relevant to the route -

particularly to do with fuel requirements and timings -but the capabilities of the processor are considerably
under-used. The machine is equipped with a floppy disc data store interface which until now has been mainly used for - .
storing routine flights or pre-planned missions with some supporting intelligence data. As well as a printer and visual
display unit, the machine is fitted with a MODEM interface so that it can be used with a data link.

* " Our later systems are based upon this form, but have shown steady step-by-step developments. The use of higher -..'-
level languages made the software more flexible. The displays are improving -in particular, graphical displays show
up planning errors more effectively than alphanumerics and, as an alternative to keyboards, we use a grid overlay, to
make the systems easier to use. And of course we have gone over completely to solid state Portable Data Stores.

The emphasis of the Battlefield Mission Management System is rather different, reflecting the different requirements
of the helicopter. The essential elements of the system are similar -preparation of information for loading into an
airborne store via a Portable Data Store - but the information is more concerned with the tactical disposition of
forces over an outline map than with route planning. The system has to use a dedicated display as none is presently
fitted and the crew can call up a series of formats as required.

CONCLUSION

This paper has described a hypothetical mission management system of the future based on likely requirements, the
technology which is expected to become available, and current trends. It has identified technological problem areas

"" which will need looking at and include:

a. Analysis of the desirability of a forward data link into the flying aircraft;

b. Better definition of the terrain data base;

c. Assessment of artificial intelligence capabilities for tactical analysis;

* d. Improved methods for operator interaction. %

" One aspect which has not been covered in this paper is perhaps the greatest limiting factor of all - the user's
- perception of what these systems have to offer. In the fixed wing world, where the use of mission planners is now

accepted, initial specifications always emphasise a minimum solution to data entry and yet after discussion this
requirement is expanded. It is hoped that this paper has at least given an insight into future possibilities and will act
as a stimulus to discussion.
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A COMPUTER-GENERATED TOPOGRAPHIC DIPLAY SYSTEM
FOR NAVIGATION AND ENEON PLANNING IN HELICOPTERS

Steven P. Rogers
Anaeapa Sciences, Inc.

P.O. Drawer Q
901 Olive Street

Santa Barbara, California 93102

SUMMARY

The Integrated Mission-Planning Station (IMPS), under development by the U.S. Army Avionics R&D Activity, is a 0
computer-generated topographic display system. The IMPS will provide not only a greatly enhanced navigation
capability, but also a combination of dramatic improvments in cartographic support, map information content, and
aviator-map interactions. The powerful computational capability of the IMPS can be used to present a shaded "relief
map," to display areas masked from visual or radar observation, to construct perspective views of key terrain, to support
a self-contained terrain correlation navigation system, and to permit rapid solutions to problems of previously forbidding
complexity.

This paper briefly describes the tasks conducted to provide detailed human factors engineering specifications for
the construction and programming. The outcome of these efforts is described in terms of an overview of system
components and functions. Each of the major functions of the IMPS system is discussed, and the operational
requirements, present deficiencies, and IMPS capabilities are identified.

INTRODUCTION

BACKGROUND
Army Aviation T.s

Only a few years ago, the Army used helicopters for little more than medical evacuation. Today helicopters are an
integral component of the combined arms team and perform a great variety of tasks. Army aviators must be prepared to
enhance the ground commander's capabilities in one or more of the five functions of land combat: firepower, mobility,
intelligence, command and control, and combat service support.

These functions require the performance of an impressive array of diverse missions. The missions required depend
upon the aviation unit type, the combat arm that the aviation unit serves, the aircraft type, and the specific tactical
situation. Thus, the potential missions of Army aviation are countless. A common theme in nearly all of these missions,
however, is the requirement for terrain flight.

Terrain Plight
Terrain flight is the tactic of degrading the enemy's ability to detect the aircraft by using landforms and

vegetation for cover and concealment. This tactic requires flight close to the earth's surface and includes low-level, .
contour, and nap-of-the-earth (NOE) techniques. Low-level flight generally employs a constant heading, altitude, and
airspeed. Contour flight is conducted in very close proximity to the ground and requires altitude changes to conform to
the contour of the earth, while maintaining a generally constant heading. NOE flight is flight as close to the earth's
surface as vegetation and obstacles will permit, varying course, airspeed, and altitu~de in order to take maximum .

advantage of the cover and concealment offered by terrain, vegetation, and man-made features. In practice, the aviator
may use a combination of these three techniques during a single mission. The most important determinants of flight
techniques are the enemy situation and the availability of masking terrain. It is critical that the aviator be aware of the
positions and altitudes at which masking is or is not available. Flying unmasked sharply reduces survival probability in
the high-threat environment. On the other hand, unnecessary NOE flight is inefficient because more sorties can be flown
or greater distances covered in a given period using contour or low-level flight. Furthermore, high altitudes offer a
greater margin of safety in dealing with aircraft emergencies and hazard avoidance.

Geographie Orientation
Whatever the combat task or flight technique, the Army aviator must be able to maintain his geographic

orientation at all times. Aviators must be able to plan and execute their missions precisely in both time and space and
relate their momentary position to their planned route and to the movements of other friendly ground and air forces. In
the critical timing of events on the modern battlefield, disorientation is tantamount to mission failure. As a minimum
standard, Army aviators are expected to navigate to an accuracy of 100 meters at all times (1). Furthermore, aviators
are expected to navigate in unfamiliar terrain, around the clock, and in adverse weather conditions.

Descent to NOE flight levels greatly increases the likelihood of geographic disorientation due to the aviator's
limited view of checkpoint features useful in navigation. While NOE flight serves to mask the enemy's view of the
helicopter, it often masks the aviator's view of potential checkpoints. The view of the surrounding terrain may be
limited to features within 100 meters of the aircraft. Features often cannot be seen in their entirety, and the extremely
low angle of view increases the difficulty of determining the contours of visible landforms.

Both anecdotal evidence and controlled field tests have indicated that the percentage of NOE sorties in which the
aviators experience no navigation problems and remain well oriented throughout the flight is exceedingly small. In an . [...
early study by Thomas (2), aviators were able to navigate a 6-km course only 48% of the time without becoming .--.
disoriented. In a Canadian test (3), aviators were able to reach the designated end points of short courses only 61% of ....
the time. In a more recent experiment (4), major course deviations (500-2000 meters) occurred in half of the 12 30-km
course attempts by Cobras, and only two crews navigated the entire course without missing checkpoints, circling,
doubling back, or experiencing other navigational difficulties. In another recent test (5), 35 Army aviators flew NOE _
missions in a series of 279 test flights. The results of this experiment indicated that the probability of successfully
acquiring both the initial point (IP) and a subsequent landing zone (LZ) was .65.
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The results of Anacapa laboratory studies of the accuracy of geographic orientation by Army aviators (6, 7) are in
agreement with the field tests, and suggest that the navigation problems are rooted in the difficulty of the map
interpretation and terrain analysis tasks. Such findings suggest that the aviators must also experience great difficulty in
the extensive mission-planning tasks required for each mission. The successful accomplishment of many of these tasks
depends heavily upon the aviator's ability to extract voluminous information from maps. For example, the aviator must
study and visualize the overall situation and topography; select engagement points, observation points, or landing zones; S
determine primary and alternate (masked) routes of flight; select air control points, checkpoints, and barrier features;
and determine flight modes, altitudes, speeds, and durations. Each of these activities places an onerous information
compilation and processing burden upon the aviator, and omissions or errors might well prove to be disastrous. Although
previous map display systems have been designed primarily for assisting in navigation, it would appear that the potential
contribution of a map display might well be greatest in aiding the performance of mission-planning and tactical decision-
making tasks.

A COMPUTER-GEER ATED TSyrxM

The Integrated Mission-Planning Station (IMPS) computer-generated topographic display system will provide not
only an enhanced navigation capability, but also a combination of dramatic improvements in cartographic support, map
information content, map-orientation computations, and aviator-map interactions. Some of the potential advantages of
the IMPS system are discussed below.

The single most important advantage of the IMPS system over paper maps or projected maps displays is its
potential for truly comprehensive and rapid response cartographic support. NOE flight requires the use of large-scale
maps (0:50,000 or larger). The smaller scale maps (such as 1:250,000 and 1:500,000), which are designed for donventional 0
flight, do not portray sufficient detail for NOE navigation. Only a very small percentage of the earth's surface is
currently mapped in large scale, and in the event that a conflict arose in an unmapped area, it could take mraths to
develop conventional topographic maps. Even photo-base maps could require weeks for preparation. In contrast, it is
feasible to obtain the data required to support computer-generated display systems in a matter of hours.

A second advantage of the IMPS system is its capability for providing operator control of the content of the
displayed information. Many of the problems in using contemporary 1:50,000-scale topographic maps stem from the fact
that maps were designed to fulfill the requirements of all branches of the Army. The result is a compromise product
that is densely packed with data but is not optimal for any single user. The Army aviator, because of his variety of roles,
may need many different types of information on different missions or in different phases of a single mission, yet map
clutter must be avoided to the greatest extent possible. Aviators using a computer-generated system can select the
information that is needed to provide a map optimal for the momentary situation. Aviators can control the classes of
information that are displayed (vegetation, hydrography, etc.) and the specific features of a given class to be portrayed
(deciduous trees, perennial streams, etc.) In addition, map scale and contour interval can be changed at will to tailor the
map to the aviator's changing requirements.

A third advantage of the IMPS over conventional map products is its powerful computational capability. For
example, the IMPS can be used to:

a Show the general lay of the land by use of shaded elevation bands to indicate high and low areas

* Present a shaded "relief map" enhanced by contour lines

* Display the areas masked from visual or radar observation given known or likely enemy positions -.

* Construct oblique, perspective views of terrain to familiarize the aviator with the landforms as they will be - •
seen during the mission

• Perform navigational computations pertaining to airspeed, elapsed time, or wind vector considerations over a
given flight route

0 Interact with a terrain correlation navigation system similar to that used in the cruise missile, which is small,
lightweight, accurate in all weather, self-contained, and essentially invulnerable to countermeasures

A fourth advantage of the IMPS is that it offers a truly interactive system. An aviator can enter information such -

as map annotations, coordinates of objectives, planned routes, and so forth. These items of information can then be
selected at will, and used in the computations described above. Furthermore, the "intelligent" nature of the system can
permit its interrogation by the aviator to determine certain characteristics of the portrayed features, such as tree height
and crown cover. The interactive nature of the IMPS can remove some of the natural limits to the aviator's decision-
making capabilities and permit him to rapidly solve problems of previously unthinkable complexity.

PROJECT APPROACH

The approach employed to meet the project objectives included a series of overlapping and iterative information-
gathering and system design activities. Documents related to Army aviation tasks were reviewed to identify functional
requirements for the IMPS system. Aviators were observed during the conduct of mission-planning activities performed
to meet the requirements of hypothetical missions selected by the author. Aviators were also observed performing
navigation tasks during NOE flight in a variety of terrain types.

Formal interviews were scheduled with aviators of the 101st Division to aid in determining the optimal aviator-
computer interactions for the processing, storage, and display of topographic and tactical data. Additionally, interviews
took place with aviators of the 2nd Armored Division, the 6th Cavalry Brigade, and the Career Training Division of the
Army Aviation Center, In order to evaluate specific characteristics of the preliminary conceptual designs. During these
Interviews, mission scenarios and simulated control and display surfaces were employed to graphically portray the
capabilities of the system and encourage comments and suggestions from the aviators.

Aviators of the 101st Division completed a questionnaire designed to identify current practices with paper maps
that might influence the IMPS system design, to examine opinions of aviators regarding the basic requirements for such a
system, and to determine aviators' assessments of various IMPS special features. Subsequently, over 100 aviators •
completed an extensive survey by rating the importance of topographic and tactical features used In meeting Army
aviation mission requirements (s).
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Concurrent investigations at Anacapa Sciences include a basic research program exploring the effects of various
display variables on the perception of topographic symbology. Many of the interim research findings have been useful in
defining the characteristics of the IMPS displays, as well as the sizes, shapes, and colors of the displayed symbology (e.g.,
9, 10, 11).

Mission analyses were developed from baseline scenarios to identify required system tasks. The specific tasks were
then analyzed to determine human performance parameters, hardware/software capabilities, and the tactical ...
environmental conditions under which the tasks are conducted. Specific controls, displays, and procedures evolved from
the task analysis.

Given the system purpose and the user capabilities, a menu-selection dialogue was judged most appropriate for the
IMPS system. Analyses were conducted to ensure that feedback of system status was continuously provided to the
operator, that event sequences were consistent from one mode to another, that consistency was tempered by flexibility .'-

and that special prompting and assistance messages were provided to aid the operator in the prevention, detection, and
correction of errors.

SYSTEM COMPONENTS AND THEIR FUNCTIONS O

The IMPS is composed of two major systems: the airborne system and the ground-based system. The ground-based
system includes all of the features of the airborne system and has additional capabilities for mission planning and data-
base editing.

THE AIRBORNE IMPS COMPONENTS

The aviator interacts directly with four components: the color CRT map display, the magnetic tape loader-copier,
the control-display unit (CDU), and a joystick-type control called the airborne hand controller (AHC).

Color Map Disply
A multi-color map display is necessary to meet the extensive visual search and feature coding requirements of

Army aviation. Reviews of the literature (10, 12) have revealed that color codes are nearly always extremely beneficial
in search and identification tasks. This is an important finding because NOE navigation requires cont'n, -us orientation
through searching for and identifying topographic features on the map, and correlating them with fea*- --s seen in the
real world. The finding that color codes are of increasing value with increasing map complexity (13) is particularly
applicable to the densely packed features on a topographic map. S

An additional requirement for a color display stems from the resolution limitations of electronic display mediums.
The tiny shape codings possible on paper maps (such as the cross-hatched railroad track symbol) are not currently
achievable in a pixel-matrix format, and must be replaced by color codes.

Although many emerging display technologies (electro-luminescent, light-emitting diode, plasma, etc.) offer
specific advantages, at the present time only the cathode ray tube (CRT) can meet the multi-color map display
requirement. The CRT to be used in the aircraft cockpit is assumed to be approximately 6 to 8 inches in width
employing a 512 x 512 pixel matrix. Navigation sensor data, augmented by a terrain correlation technique, are used to - .
identify the aircraft's current position on the map display. The map display translates and rotates (in real time) in

response to aircraft motion. The aviator has control
over a large selection of display formats and
capabilities, as described later in this paper.

MENU Magnetic Tape Loader and Copier

SCALE 3 The magnetic tape loader and copier consists of a
small electronics unit and removable hermetically-

POSITION DESealed cassettes. The four-track cassette provides
. CONTOUR * storage for elevation data; vegetation, hydrographic,

MASKING a and cultural data; intelligence and operations data; and

r AREA T W mission-planning and in-flight annotation data. The
FEATURES- geographic area storable on the cassette depends upon
FEATURES the resolution or grid-point interval of the data. The

ORIENT 13 high-resolution data desired for Army aviation use will
FLIGHT PLAN permit the geographic area stored on a single cassette

U T to be 100 x 100 kilometers--approximately 16 times the
area shown on a standard 1:50,000 scale paper map.

AUX The provision of a tape copier greatly simplifies
the logistics of map distribution and tactical data
exchange. Upon arrival at a new area of operations,

TER" CL FEZ] E the aviator can simply borrow the required cassette and
ON ONcopy the data on a blank or previously used cassette.

- 'NThe distribution of tactical overlay data from higher
J- headquarters can be handled in the same efficientmanner.

m m Airborne Control-Display Unit
CRT [5:] The airborne control-display unit (CDU), shown in
BET Figure 1, is an integrated, multi-purpose module which

ZERO F E'1 F F provides the aviator with his primary means of
0 - Li L- exercising the extraordinary flexibility built into the

IMPS system. The uppor portion of the CDU is
"NL m _-_ F 1 m composed of a small monochrome CRT that displays 12
B-. P F L J F6 (16-character) lines of data. The top line is reserved

for advisory data, and the bottom line is used as a
"scratch pad" to echo keypad entries. The central 10

ea lines may be used for data display, prompting messages,
or labels for the adjacent line select keys. The labels
change to indicate the current function of each line
select key because the functions of any given line

Figure 1. The airborne control-display unit. select key will differ depending upon the type of
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transaction in progress. The versatility of this display-control concept provides an easily understandable method for
leading the user through operational sequences, and it also eliminates the need for hundreds of single-purpose control and
display elements.

The lower panel of the CDU provides several different types of controls. On the left side of this panel are the
power on-off switch, the CRT and panel brightness knobs, and a "zero" switch to erase secure information in the event of
an emergency. The right side of the lower CDU panel is devoted to a numeric keypad and ENTER button for data input,
as well as several special-purpose pushbutton controls. The CLEAR button, when pressed once, clears the last digit 0
shown on the scratch pad. A second press clears the scratch pad completely. The MENU button is used to call the
display page that presents the function initiation points for all transactions with the IMPS. The LAST PAGE button may
be used to display the CDU page presented immediately before the page currently displayed, in order to correct errors or
accommodate special strategies for employment of the IMPS dialogue. The other special-purpose buttons, TERRAIN
AVOIDANCE, SAVED UPDATE, DECLUTTER, and MAP FREEZE are discussed in subsequent portions of this paper.

Airborne Kuin Controller
The airborne hand controller (AHC) is composed of a miniature joystick and three adjacent push buttons. The 9

joystick is used by the aviator to slew the map in order to expand the viewable area, to update the navigation system,
and to perform other special tasks. The AHC is also used to move a cursor across the map display in order to designate
points in the terrain. In this manner the aviator can obtain range, bearing, coordinate and elevation information
regarding the designated points. The cursor may also be used for map annotation and other position-indication tasks.

THE GROUND-BASED IMPS; COMPONENTS

The ground-based IMPS components include all of the airborne equipment described above. In addition, the IMPS •
also provides a pressure-sensitive screen over the color CRT, an alphanumeric keyboard, and map overlay digitizing
equipment. The CDU employed by the ground-based system is identical to that employed in the aircraft except that
additional software is provided for special IMPS tasks performed at the Tactical Operations Center (TOC).

OPERATION OF THE AIRBORNE SYSTEM

This section of the paper describes the procedures employed in operation of the airborne IMPS system. The -
procedures are defined for eleven sets of functions performed by the system. The requirements for each set of
functions, and the present deficiencies in providing these functions, are briefly described, followed by a short discussion
of the capabilities of the IMPS system for meeting the requirements and overcoming the deficiencies.

THE AIRBORNE MENU PAGE

A single CDU page is used for initiating all procedures. This page, called the MENU page, is in Figure 1.
The line labels on the MENU page identify nine sets of related functions performed by the airborne system.

Pressing the line select key adjacent to one of the labels initiates the procedural sequence required for performance of
that function. An additional two sets of functions, tape copying and flight simulation, can be initiated through the
auxiliary (AUX) functions button.

In addition to its role in initiating functions, the MENU page also provides a status display, using reverse video to
indicate current IMPS settings pertaining to map scale, contour interval, displayed area, map orientation, masking
portrayal, and feature selection rules. The menu page is accessed through the MENU button on the lower portion of the
CDU and can be called at any time, regardless of the transaction in progress. .

In the subsequent paragraphs, operational procedures are described for the following eleven sets of functions:

Map Scale
Map Contour
Map Area
Map Orientation
Position Update
Position Designation
Masking and Intervisibility
Feature Selection
Flight Plan
Flight Simulation
Tape Copying

MAP SCALE

Requirements. Aviators attempt to obtain maps of several different scales for use in the planning and conduct of -
missions. Maps in 1:250,000 scale, valued for their wide area coverage, are useful in depicting the overall battlefield
situations. Maps in 1:25,000 scale show small areas, but provide fine detail for study of the objective or features along
the flight route. Maps in 1:50,000 scale are typically used for navigation at NOE altitudes because they provide the . .
minimum required detail for correlation of map and terrain features.

Preenmt Defieieelm. Although NOE flight requires the use of large-scale maps (1:50,000 or larger), only a small ..J

percentage of the earth's surface is currently mapped ir large scale. Attempting to use small-scale maps (1:250,000 and
1:500,000) is almost certain to lead to disorientation during NOE flight. Even where large-scale maps are available, .9
however, their use in the cockpit is often awkward because many different map sheets may be required for a single
mission.

IMPS Capabilities. The IMPS data base may be employed to portray the terrain in any of four scales selectable by
toe aviator. During mission planning, Rmall-scale portrayal can be used for overall route selection, alternated with
large-scale portrayal for scrutiny of specific terrain features. During mission conduct, the map scale can be changed for
greatest utility given the aircraft speed, the view of surrounding terrain, the information necessary for orientation, and
the desired look-ahead distance. The size of the data base (100 x 100 km) is independent of map scale, so that "flying off
the map" is no longer a drawback to large-scale map use.
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MAP CONTOUR

Requirements. For Army aviators, terrain relief--the shape and height of landforms--is probably the most
important class of information on a map. Landforms are stable over long periods of time, are often unique in
appearance, and are nearly always discernible. These considerations make landforms the primary reference for
geographic orientation. Furthermore, terrain relief has great tactical significance for military operations in general, and
NOE flight in part 'ular. It is essential for all types of missions that aviators be able to extract terrain relief
information from , atour data presented on maps. Terrain relief is depicted on most topographic maps through the use 0
of contour lines. The contour line technique is the only terrain encodement scheme which meets the severe requirements
of NOE navigation: depicting very large elevation ranges while maintaining the precision required for referencing
relatively small terrain features.

Present Defieiencies. Unfortunately, the perceptual task of relating contour lines on a map to the terrain relief on
the ground is the most difficult aspect of map interpretation during NOE flight. Even experienced Army aviators
commonly encounter difficulty in performing contour interpretation (6, 7). This difficulty tends to result in geographic
disorientation and limits the ability of aviators to become reoriented.

The ideal contour interval for landform portrayal depends upon the dimensions of the features, the steepness of
their slopes, and the precision required by the aviator. A small contour interval is useful for defining relatively small,
flat terrain features. The same contour interval cannot be used for steep terrain features because the lines would abut
and form dark areas devoid of information. The contour interval on paper maps, however, is fixed. The cartographer
must select a compromise interval (although supplementary contours are sometimes added).

IMPS Capailitlm. The IMPS system is capable of displaying any contour interval selected by the aviator. The
contour interval can be quickly shifted to meet the changing requirements for precision and to improve the ease of
contour interpretation. The general lay-of-the-land, or the configuration of specific landforms, may be carefully 0
examined by selection of the appropriate map scale and variation of the contour interval The IMPS may also be
employed to produce extremely precise relief shading without incorporating human errors of interpretation. The shading
algorithm developed at AVRADA (14) produces an extremely realistic representation of a three-dimensional landform
from elevation data, and will greatly :educe the information processing burden imposed upon the aviator by the contour
interpretation task. An example is shown in Figure 2. In addition, the IMPS provides the aviator with an elevation guide
capability. Rather than employing a separate small-scale depiction, the entire map area is used to display the gray-
shaded contour bands so that the guide may be used in conjunction with data providing precise navigational reference
points. Furthermore, the aviator can adjust the guide bands in order to optimize the utility of this feature.

A special case of the elevation guide is the terrain avoidance mode, called by a special purpose button (TERA) on
the lower portion of the CDU. The terrain avoidance mode clearly identifies terrain above and below aircraft altitude
through the use of a color-coding scheme. The terrain above aircraft altitude will be depicted in amber, and the terrain
below will be shown in gray. The only other features shown in this mode are enemy activity and flight hazards (red). The
terrain avoidance mode will be of particular importance when the view of the terrain is obscured by smoke or other
atmospheric attenuation, or at night when the use of night vision goggles may be inappropriate.

Figure 2. Plan view of terrain depicted by contour lines only and by slope-shading. .- ".-''

Rirements The aviator is concerned not only with the position of his aircraft on the map, but with the positions ... '
of the surrounding military units, obstacles, checkpoints, and landforms. Although the primary area of interest is usually i '.'
forward of the aircraft, the aviator must also be able to examine mapped data to the sides and to the rear of the aircraft.,....
in order to annotate the map with positions of bypassed targets, downed friendly aircraft, or other tactical data. In
addition, it is sometimes necessary to study sites at some distance from the aircraft's present position--for example, the
area surrounding the mission objective.

Present Defielenes. Paper maps provide good flexibility for examination of areas adjacent to, or distant from, -7 ,\.
the aircraft. In the cockpit, however, the required folding, unfolding, and refolding of maps often becomes awkward. ... -
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IMPS Capat es. The IMPS incorporates several features that enable the aviator to conveniently study portions
of the data base near to or distant from the aircraft's present position. First, the aviator may select the location of the
aircraft's present position indicator--either centered on the display screen to permit portrayal of the terrain surrounding
the aircraft, or decentered to provide maximum look-ahead distance. Second, the IMPS system will display the area
surrounding any position in the data base designated by the aviator. Third, the displayed area may be changed by slewing
the windowed area to increase the viewing distance in any direction.

NAP ORIrNTATION

Reqsalrements. The majority of aviators prefer to orient the map so that the spatial arrangement of the map
features is congruent with the arrangement of topographic features on the ground. This map orientation simplifies . .navigation by terrain referencing because it minimizes left-right confusions. A small proportion of aviators, however, " - -

prefer to maintain the map in a constant orientation and mentally transpose the spatial relationships of map and ground
features. Still others prefer to turn the map to the cardinal direction nearest the aircraft's planned or actual flightheading.•

Prwent Deficiencies. Although paper maps are easily turned to any orientation, determining their correct
orientation can be confusing when the aircraft is following a sinuous course--as is often required for NOE flight.
Because all of the alphanumeric information on a map (place names, spot elevations, grid line numbers, etc.) is oriented
to be read when the map is north-up, some aviators attempt to alternate between north-up and heading-up map
orientations, risking momentary disorientation with each change of map position. Others elect to maintain the north-up
mode to reduce this source of confusion, even though the spatial relationships of map and terrain features are not
optimal

IMPS Capabilities. The IMPS system is capable of providing any desired map orientation, and alternating among
orientations at will, whether the aircraft is on the ground or in flight. The terrain correlation subsystem continues to
function during any map orientation. The map orientation can be set at any cardinal direction up, or at track, heading,
course, or ACP up. These settings are, of course, mutually exclusive. The track-up model is based on prior movement
over the ground and is essentially a wind-corrected course upward display. In helicopters, a stable track can be
computed only when the aircraft is proceeding at some given forward speed, probably about 10 knots (15), so a heading-
up capability must also be provided for use during hovering. Heading up is simply the direction the aircraft is currently "
pointed. Course up is based on an aviator entry of any desired direction. The ACP-up mode sets the top center of the - -
display at the current compass bearing to the selected ACP. A map "freeze" capability is also provided to temporarily S
halt map motion for the cases in which a stabilized image may aid in examination of map details.

POS ION UPDATE

Requirements. Navigation at NO0E altitudes requires continuous maintenance of orientation by identifying terrain
features along the route and correlating them with features depicted on the map. Because of the aviator's limited view
of the terrain, extremely reliable checkpoints may be available only intermittently. At these checkpoints, the aviator
must "update" his estimated position on the map, reducing any accumulated error to a minimum. Although navigation
during NOE flight is one of the most demanding tasks ever required of an aviator, there is no substitute for accurate -- .
position updating. The most direct method of updating is recognition of specific terrain features on the ground near the
aircraft and identification of their referents on the map. In the absence of such correlation, or because flying near
recognizable features may be tactically inadvisable, aviators must be able to update their position by knowledge of the
range and/or bearings of distant objects.

Prest Deficiencies. Both anecdotal evidence and experimental data indicate that the average Army aviator is
unable to consistently perform NOE navigation to the required level of accuracy. Furthermore, in scout aircraft,
navigation is often the responsibility of a crew chief who is insufficiently trained for this difficult task and may be
unable to do more than recognize the most obvious man-made terrain features.

IMPS Capabilities. The IMPS system incorporates the most recent development in automated navigation--terrain
correlation technology, similar but superior to that employed by "cruise missile" weapons. The system uses the digital
elevation data, the ground clearance (determined by a radar altimeter), and doppler data to continuously update the
navigation display. The system will present the aircraft position with great accuracy. The aviator will have only to set
the initial position of the aircraft, and (possibly) to make occasional corrections enroute by slewing the map.

POSrON DURGNATION

Requirements. All miitary activities are dependent upon the rapid and accurate transmission of geographic data.
The determination, recording, and communication of position designations are continually recurring requirements for - - "
Army aviators. Examples include handing off targets, calling for artillery support, requesting tactical air strikes, .. -.-
gathering battlefield intelligence data, specifying rendezvous points, coordinating battle team operations, performing
resection for navigation checks, and identifying LZs. Positional information is transmitted by simple grid coordinates,
coded coordinates, preselected position code names, and range and bearing from known positions. Latitude and longitude
is used for communicating positions to supporting tactical aircraft. _ .

Another type of data often required regarding specific geographic positions is that of elevation. A primary use of .- - -
elevation data is for terrain avoidance during conditions of limited visibility. Elevation data are also useful for
navigation by terrain association through provisions of relative heights of groups of features seen in the terrain, and
absolute heights of features near the aircraft. In addition, elevation data are useful in increasing the effectiveness of
supporting artillery fire.

Position designation often includes the requirement for a graphic record of specific positions of features on the
ground. These annotations serve as readily recognizable cues for mission activities, as well as a method of summarizing _
intelligence data in a concise manner. Although numerous annotations are provided prior to flight, many must be entered
in the aircraft during performance of the mission.

P ueat Deficiencies. Present procedures for position designation are often awkward and inaccurate. For example,
although the military grid reference system permits the location of a point within 10 meters, use of the system to this
level of accuracy requires that a plastic coordinate scale be overlayed on the map. The recipient of these coordinates
also must use the coordinate scale in order to plot the designated point on the map. Army aviators have found that the
coordinate scale is unsuitable for use in flight, and almost never attempt to designate positions closer than the nearest
100 meters (six-digit grid coordinates). Even at this level of accuracy, it is commonly acknowledged that errors are
made in determining the coordinates, communicating these coordinates, and in applying them to locate a point on the
map. Similarly, without the use of a protractor and distance-scaled straight edge, it is difficult to determine or apply
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range and bearing inforr iation to designation positions on a map. Because these devices are also unsuitable for cockpit
use, aviators simply make rough estimates of range and bearing--even in such critical applications as target hand-offs.

The use of the data on 1:50,000-scale topographic maps to convert between grid coordinates and latitude-longitude
figures is difficult under any circumstances. In the helicopter cockpit, it is nearly impossible. Determination of
elevations at specific positions requires that the aviator count up or down to the nearest index contour line and follow
this line to a point where its elevation is given--an awkward and error-prone procedure.

IMPS Cap bilities. The IMPS computer is capable of speeding point designation, while improving accurae Ind O
precision. Coordinates and elevation of any location on the display may be determined simply by positioning a cursor; )r,
keying in coordinates will result in a symbol appearing at the designated position. The designation of positions may 0&so
be achieved by entering range and bearing data or preselecting code names. The CDU also has provisions for annotatb.g
the map display, converting UTM coordinates to latitude and longitude, and computing range and bearing of positiouit
from any site on the map display.

MASKING AND INTERVLSEBIrTY

Requirements. The term "masking" refers collectively to cover from weapons fire and concealment from visual, 0
optical, or electronic observation. Masking is the central objective of terrair flight, whether of the NOE, contour, or
low-level type. It is critical that the aviator be aware of the positions and altitudes at which masking is available.
Helicopters exposed to the enemy for more than a few seconds are likely to be destroyed. However, NOE flight should
be avoided when it is safe to do so because more sorties can be flown or greater distances covered using contour or low-
level flight. In addition, higher altitudes provide a greater margin of safety in dealing with aircraft emergencies and
hazard avoidance.

Masking considerations are crucial not only for the selection of flight altitudes and flight routes, but also for
planning radio communications; determining enemy and friendly fields of fire; predicting checkpoint visibility; selecting
LZs, rally points, pickup points, FARRPs, and other tactical sites; and determining one's own visibility to enemy forces.

Present Defieiencies. Although the importance of masking is clear, no practical methods of accurately determining
the masked areas and altitudes from map study have been devised, except for the most obvious situations and solutions.
For example, FM 1-1, Terrain Flying, offers only this advice on planning masked routes:

To do this in mountainous or rolling terrain, plan the route on the friendly "
side and below the crest of a ridgeline. In very gently rolling terrain, plan
the route across the low terrain such as stream beds where it does not
serve as an avenue of approach to the enemy position. In arid or open
areas, plan the route along stream beds or depressions where trees may
exist.

Examination of standard topographic maps
indicates that the masking determinations
will often be considerably more complex. _

The procedure for manually plotting
masked areas, based on a series of profiles,
is described in FM 21-26, Map Reading
(16). This procedure entails an extremely
time-consuming series of steps to plot the
masked areas for even a relatively small J!,
geographical expanse. Such an approach is
totally impractical for an aviator who - .0
needs to determine the masking available
in broad and long flight corridors, with . .
several known or suspected enemy
positions in the area of operation.

IMPS Capabilities. A computer-
generated topographic display may perhaps
make its greatest contribution in the
computation of masked areas and altitudes
for terrain flight. Such computations are
relatively simple ones, but the requirement
for hundreds or thousands of computations
is the arena in which computers are most
valuable and efficient. The IMPS system
can quickly produce a plot of the areas
visible and not visible to an observer or
radar at the designated position.

A number of enemy positions could " '

be designated, if desired, to depict the
likelihood of being observed given the
actual battlefield situation. It remains
only for the aviator to choose the most
direct path to this objective through the Figure 3. Examples of masking plots at NOE flight leveL
masked areas, and to select the shortest S
paths between masked areas when brief exposures are unavoidable. Similar computations may be performed to
determine radio communication points, fields of fire, and the visibility of checkpoints or tactically important sites.

Figure 3 shows a sample portion of a masking plot depicted on the map display. The horizontal bands show the area
unmasked from enemy radar. The size of the unmasked areas varies with the altitude of the aircraft--the lower the
altitude, the smaller the unmasked areas. Because it is not yet feasible to compute masked areas in real time, the
computation of masked areas is done prior to the light, at the mission-planning console.

Although the masked areas must be computed at the mission-planning console in the TOC, the aviator is able to 9
compute intervisibility along a straight line while in flight. The aviator indicates the viewing point and viewed point by
entering coordinates or placing a cursor at the desired point on the map display.



The CDU indicates the required altitude above ground level (AGL) at the viewing point for visibility to the viewed
point. In addition, it shows Yhether or not the aircraft would have a terrain 'backdrop" when hovering at the
intervisibility altitude, and the range between the two positions. "Backdrop" is the case in which the line of sight from a
viewed position is terminated by a landform (within the scene memory). The concept of the backdrop is illustrated in
Figure 4. The line-of-sight from the tank to the aircraft in this figure is terminated by a landform. Thus, there is a
terrain backdrop that greatly increases the difficulty of visually detecting the aircraft. If the aircraft rises to a greater
altitude (as shown by the dashed aircraft outline), it would be silhouetted against the sky and would present a relatively
easily detectable target to the enemy. 0
FEATURE SELECION "

Requirements. Because of the many
different military activities supported by . . -

maps, it is very difficult to make . "

generalizations about the types of features
that should be shown on maps. Both the
tactical situation and the geographic area .

determine the importance of various --
hydrographic, vegetation, and cultural -

features. If these features could become
"key terrain" because of the tactical
situation, or are by their nature good
navigational checkpoints, they should be
portrayed on the map. However, it is not Figure 4. Examples of silhouetting and backdrop.

Ad possible to rank hydrographic, vegetation,
and cultural features in order of their importance as key terrain or navigational checkpoints without very carefully
defining the circumstances. Categories of features valuable in some situations are of little help in others. Although as
many potentially useful features as possible should be portrayed, the density of features depicted on the map must not be
so great as to create a "clutter" problem, with symbols crowded together, overlapping each other, and obscuring the
basic landform contour information.

In order to correlate mission information with the topography in the area of operations, the Army aviator must
heavily annotate his map, either directly or with a series of notes and overlays. Dozens of information items are
absolutely required, and many more are extremely useful. Once again, it is important that the annotations and overlays
do not obscure other important features on the map.

Present Deficiencies. Because of the high cost of producing paper maps, virtually all products of the Defense
Mapping Agency are designed to serve the needs of several different classes of users. It would be impossible to produce
maps with all information desired by all the potential users without cluttering the maps beyond the point of legibility.
Consequently some compromises must be made in each map's information content, so that each class of user is likely to
find the map deficient in some manner. Even a map designed specifically for Army aviators could not present all of the .potentially useful topographic information because of the clutter problem, and the cartographer is forced to make

judgments regarding the items of information best omitted. Paper maps must be oriented north-up to ensure legibility of
alphanumerics and other symbols, although other orientations may be superior for navigation and planning purposes.

Aviators have found that direct annotations must be limited in number if the topographic information is not to be
obscured, and that a limited amount of annotations are possible with overlays. Many annotations on a single overlay
introduces unacceptable clutter, and attempting to use multiple overlays introduces the problems of positioning errors
and lost time in overlay selection and alignment. In addition to the clutter problems, the aviators' attempts to copy
tactical information from the situation map at the TOC (or from other aviators' maps) introduces two types of
error--errors of inaccurate reproduction of the data, and errors of omission of critical items of information because
their value is not immediately apparent.

IMPS Capabilities. The IMPS system permits the aviator to select any combination of topographic features and
tactical information so that he may design an optimal map display for mission-planning and in-flight use, no matter what
type of terrain or battlefield situation he encounters. Various overlays and annotations may be displayed at will or
rapidly deleted to study the underlying topographic data. The point symbols created by the IMPS digital map generator
are inset in the terrain data so that they are always upright, regardless of map rotation with aircraft heading. Thistechnique provides optimal legibility of alphanumerics and other symbols with any map orientation, as shown in Figure 5. 0
Because the aviator controls the feature selection rules, he is also in control of the density of displayed information and
can prevent or eliminate disruptive clutter.

Figure 5. Examples o IMPS p

Figure 5. Examples of IM PS point, linear, and area features. .'- -'-i
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The battlefield situation data produced by the G2/S2 and G3/S3 is entered on the map cassette from a master tape
at the TOC, so that the aviator is provided with the most recent data--and the time losses and errors accompanying
manual reproducing of situation map data are eliminated. In addition, the problems of overlay selection, positioning,
alignment, and smearing are avoided. Furthermore, the aviator may annotate the cassette with planned course lines,
checkpoints, and other data, either at the mission-planning console or in the aircraft, and display this information at will.

In summary, the IMPS system permits the aviator to tailor the feature selection rules to best suit his needs
depending upon the type of terrain and the level of clutter acceptable on the display screen. Like scale and contour 5
interval selectability, feature selectability would permit the aviator to maximize the accuracy and utility of the terrain
portrayal while minimizing the presence of irrelevant information and clutter on the display.

FLIGHT PLAN

Requirements. After mission-planning tasks have been completed, the aviator must annotate his map with data to
indicate the selected flight path to and from the objective and, in some cases, alternative routes to be used in the event
of changes in the battlefield situation. The aviator normally annotates the map with air control points (ACPs) coincident
with easily recognized terrain features. ACPs are often selected by unit commanders, and have the dual role of S
checkpoints and cues for some tasks, such as turning to a new general heading, communicating by radio, or changing from
contour to NOE flight mode. Lines are usually drawn between the ACPs to define the legs of the flight, even though the
actual flight path is a weaving one. The length of the legs is measured and the headings are determined by protractor
(plotter). The length and heading data may be recorded on the map sheet or in some type of log or kneeboard.

When enroute, the ACPs and course line annotations are used to maintain the appropriate courses and airspeeds for
successful performance of the mission. Frequent checks are made to determine the present position of the aircraft with
reference to the ACPs, and to determine required changes in aircraft course and speed in order to arrive at ACPs or the
objective on time. Timely arrival is particularly critical in crossing friendly lines at scheduled air passage points (to
avoid friendly air defense artillery), in following a supporting artillery curtain along the flight route, and in massing for a
surprise attack on enemy positions.

Present Deficiencies. Although paper maps are easily annotated, penciled-in lines tend to obscure topographic
data, grease pencil annotations often smear, and acetate overlays may be difficult to keep in position. Measurement of
the course line lengths and headings is somewhat clumsy, especially when contingency operations require that these tasks
be performed at night. Determination of the appropriate headings and airspeeds for timely arrival at ACPs is inexact
and inconvenient. S

IMPS C.apbilities. When it is possible for the aviator to report to the TOC for a pre-mission briefing, he will be
able to use the special features of the IMPS ground-based system to perform mission-planning tasks. It is not unusual,
however, for the aviator to receive fragmentary orders by radio. For this reason, the airborne IMPS system permits
certain annotations to be made in the aircraft, including the entry of ACPs and the planned flight path. In flight, the
IMPS system can provide the range and bearing of these ACPs on demand. In addition, the IMPS system can compute the
time required to arrive at an ACP at current speed, or the speed required to arrive at a given time.

FLIGHT SIMULATION
Requirements. After performing the route-selection and map-annotation tasks, aviators will use any remaining

map-study time to become familiar with the planned route. This familiarization often takes the form of a mission
rehearsal and includes attempts to visualize the expected landforms, contemplate planned activities and contingency .- - -
events enroute, and review the set of responses to these expected and unexpected events.

Present Deficiencies. Mission rehearsal with paper maps presents several problems. Many of these problems, such
as the difficulties of contour interpretation, inability to select map scales or feature selection rules, and the near-
impossibility of determining cover and concealment, have been discussed in other subsections of this report. Another
deficiency in using paper maps is in the difficulty of determining the effects of wind speed and direction on aircraft
flight, especially when the aviator must continuously change the heading of the aircraft during NOE flight.

IMPS Capabilities. The capabilities of the IMPS system to interact with the aviator and provide the desired map
scales, features, contour visualization aids, and masking plots have been previously described. These capabilities are
particularly valuable in the mission rehearsal activities because they assist in route familiarization without the presence
of real-world terrain.

The IMPS flight simulation feature also enables the aviator to examine exactly what terrain depictions and areas
will be shown on the color CRT during the mission, depending upon his control settings, by presenting a map display
moving as if the aircraft were in flight. Movement of the map is based upon the route selected, the aircraft speed, and
the wind speed and direction.

An additional benefit of the flight simulation feature is that it permits operation of all of the airborne controls and
displays. Thus, part of the mission rehearsal activities may include practice with the IMPS control and display features
both to review their characteristics, and to fine-tune their settings for the upcoming mission.

TAPB COPYING
Requirements. Army aviators are expected to move rapidly over long distances in order to surprise the enemy and "'" " "

concentrate forces for decisive combat power. In order to perform their required missions, adequate maps are needed
for flight to the new area of operations and additional maps and map overlays are needed to depict the battle area, the . '
friendly and enemy situation, and other battlefield information.

Present Deficiencies. Obtaining the required large-scale paper maps for an area of operations has always been
difficult for Army aviators, and the number of map sheets needed for a lengthy flight can cause significant map storage S
and handling problems in the cockpit. Obtaining and hand-copying suitable map overlays carries a penalty in lost time.
Furthermore, the copied overlays are likely to be less accurate with each successive tracing, and critical information
may be left out because its importance was not immediately obvious.

IMPS Capabilities. The IMPS system provides a tape-copying capability in each aircraft. The tape-copying feature
permits extremely rapid transfer of error-free map and tactical overlay data from one cassette to another. Each - "
cassette will contain map and overlay data for 100 x 100 kilometers--about 16 times the area shown on a standard
1:50,000 scale paper map. Prior to or upon arrival at a new area of operations, an aviator can borrow the required
cassette and copy the data on a blank or previously used cassette. This method of dissemination can be used both for 0
communication between superior and subordinate units and for ensuring that all aircraft in a unit have complete terrain
and tactical data.
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OPERATION OF THE GROUND-BASED SYSTEM

This section of the report describes the procedures employed in operation of the ground-based portion of the IMPS
system. All of the functions performed by the airborne system are provided. In addition, the IMPS provides six sets of
special functions important for mission planning. The requirements for each set of funct.ons and the present deficiencies
in providing these functions are briefly described, followed by short discussions of the capabilities of the IMPS system for
meeting the requirements and overcoming the deficiencies. Extensive descriptions are available in a separate report
(17).

In the subsequent paragraphs, operational procedures are described for the following special IMPS functions:

Overlay Entry and Editing
Oblique View Construction
Pilot Plan Annotations

OVERLAY ENTRY AND EDITING

Requirements. One of the central activities at a tactical operations center (TOC) is the maintenance of well-
edited situation boards and associated special overlays showing such data as enemy situation, friendly situation, fuel and
armament locations, hazards and obstacles, battle positions, assembly areas, radar coverage charts, artillery target
points, and the scheme of maneuver for operations. Some of these data are from combat information--raw data used for
fire and maneuver as received, without interpretation or integration with other data. Another portion of these data are
intelligence--data that have been analyzed, validated, or integrated with other data. Much of the information is
operations data, either locally generated or received from superior or supported units. Any of these types of information
may be critical to successful military operations and must be supplied to aviators in accordance with their requirements
for specific mission data.

Present Deficiencies. The primary deficiency in dealing with combat information, intelligence, and operations data
is in conveying the critical information to those who need it most--aviators who must perform combat missions. The
TOC typically has far more information than the aviator can use for a given mission and selecting just the important
information items is a time-consuming task, whether it is performed by TOC personnel or the individual aviators. The
situation board overlays are too large and often too cluttered for in-flight use. When portions of these data are copied
for specific missions, however, two types of errors are introduced: errors of inaccurate data reproduction, and errors of
omission of critical data. In addition, as previously discussed, overlay use presents problems in the aircraft, especially if 0
multiple overlays are required for presentation of all of the useful information.

IMPS Capabilities. The IMPS system permits the storage and selective display of many types of digital overlays.
These data bases may be updated rapidly by several types of entry devices. A keyboard, keypad, touch-sensitive screen,
or joystick and cursor may be used to enter and erase features in the various data bases. A special tablet for map
overlay digitization is also provided. The masking plots are also generated through use of these features.

Any of the data base overlays generated by the IMPS can be selected or deleted in the cockpit by pressing line
select keys. Thus, the problems of handling multiple acetate overlays and obscuration of topographic data during flight S
are eliminated. Furthermore, the IMPS editing capability significantly increases the likelihood that aviators will be
provided with the most current, accurate, and complete information available.

OBLIQUE VIEW CONSTRUCTION

Requirements. An oblique view of the terrain is one which portrays the terrain as it might be seen from some angle " "

between ground level and directly overhead. The virtue of oblique photographs is that they present terrain from a more
familiar point of regard than that provided by the vertical (plan) view, and features are usually more recognizable. In
particular, terrain relief becomes much more discernible in an oblique photograph than in a vertical photograph (except
for stereo photographs).

The preflight uses of the oblique view included its employment in route selection, tactical decision-making, and
route rehearsal. The oblique view simplifies the specification of good checkpoints, barrier features, battle positions,
landing zones, and many other such terrain-related mission-planning requirements. Examination of the features as
portrayed by the oblique view offers the aviator an opportunity to develop an "area familiarity" without exposing him to
the unacceptable risk of flight hundreds of feet above the actual terrain in a high-threat environment.

Present Deficiencies. Because of the risk and the time requirements involved in obtaining a sufficient number of
oblique photographs to adequately cover an area of operations, they are very unlikely to be available to Army aviators.

IMPS Capabilities. A computer-generated topographic display system can, in many respects, substitute for oblique
view photography. n many respects, computer-generated visualizations are actually superior to photographic imagery.
With the IMPS system, the aviator need not search for or request specific aerial photographs, but can select exactly the
views he needs to examine the terrain--either from well above ground level, or from NOE altitude. Such a system may
be employed to construct a perspective view of the landforms as they might appear to the human eye, either at ground
level or at any chosen elevation above the terrain. Although the current IMPS design does not include cultural,
hydrographic, or vegetation features in the oblique views, this capability is being actively explored by AVRADA. An
examples of a computer-generated perspective views is shown in Figure 6.

PILOT PLAN ANNOTATIONS

Requirements. Following the operations (G3/S3) and intelligence (G2/S2) briefi, the aviator selects and plots
LZs, ambushes and/or firing positions, ACPs, flight routes, potentially hazardous points or areas, key terrain features,
and other items of importance to the mission. The special considerations for route selection and annotations have been
previously discussed.

The aviator must perform a map reconnaissance, studying the map (and aerial photos, if available) until he is able
to visualize the entire route of flight. He must identify areas where detection must be expected because sufficient
masking is not available, even at NOE flight levels, and plan for suppresive fires, srm-ke, chaff, or standoff jamming.
The flexibility of mission conduct is in direct proportion to planning efforts, and extensive planning requires detailed map
annotations. The ability to mark, draw, and write upon the map provides an unsurpassed aid in recalling the information
noted during the planning process.

Presnt Deficiencies. As noted previously, paper maps are easily annotated, but pencil lines may obscure important -
topographic data, grease pencil annotations are easily smeared, and acetate overlays may be difficult to keep in position.

-~% ---------
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IMPS Capabilities. The ground-based IMPS can provide annotation capabilities similar to (and in some respects
better than) those currently used on paper maps. The aviator can rapidly insert point symbols of his choosing, "draw"
linear and area features of importance to the mission, and insert words when special notations are required. The pilot's
annotations are similar, but simpler than those of the editing procedures previously described. In the aircraft, these
annotations may be selected or deleted at the touch of a button, so that data obscuration or smearing is no longer a
problem.

N0

Figure 6. Slope-shaded terrain perspective view.
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INDICATEUR CARTOGRAPHIQUE POUR HELICOPTERES
par

Pierre CHOLLE
THOMSON-CSF

ISSY-les-MOULINEAUX - FRANCE

* 0. RESUME

* Les hdlicopt~res de combat modernes sont appelds A 6voluer dans un contexte tel que Is charge de
* travail de l'dquipage augmente constamment. L'indicateur cartographique glectronique est un moyen

d'alldger considgrabiement la tiche de Navigation. II donne en permanence ia position pr~sente, permet
des recalages de navigation tras rapides. 11 peut fonctionner "Nord en haut" ou "Route en haut". Un zoom
permet de grossir certains ddtails. Un joystick sert A d~placer manuellement is carte pour visualiser
d'autres zones. Des changements d'6chelles sont possibles. Si l'hglicoptare coinporte un systame de visua-

-. lisation performant, il est possible de doter l'indicateur cartographique d'une capacitg de dialogue
permettant de renseigner la carte au aol avant ia mission et m~me pendant le vol.

1. TNTRODUCTION

-Compte-tenu de l'6volution actuelle, lea hdlicopt~res de combat modernes doivent s'adapter aux
situations suivantes

* le nombre de menaces Sol-Air ou Air-Air eat en consante augmentation.
L'hdlicopt~re doit voir a discrgtion ainliorge

*par sa conception :diminution du bruit, de Is sign~ature infrarouge, 7
*dana son emploi :en 6tant capable de vol tactique.

a lea missions doivent pouvoir 9tre rempliss si possible par tous les temps.

* la miss en oeuvre de systainss d'armes performants :canon, missiles, roquettes, doit itre possible.

* Cette 6volution se traduit finalement par une augmentation importante de Is charge ds travail de
* l'6quipage alors que parallalement Is croissance du nombre des menaces ngcessite de rendre ce dernier

plus disponibls pour

- l'observation,
* - la ddtection,

- l'identificstion,
- les actions dgfensivss ou offensives.

* Un remilde consists A utiliser lea ressources offertes par l'6volution technologiqus pour

- traiter le maximum de donnges,
- faciliter et acc~lgrer la prise de ddcision de l'6quipsge.

* THOMSON-CSF travaille dans ce sens en 6tudiant et ddveloppsnt des produits teis qus

* . visualisations couleur et gdndrateurs de symboles,
* . vissur/visuel de casque,

- . viseur de tate haute,
*indicateur cartographique.

Ce dernier produit psut fortement all~ger le travail de l'6quipage. En effet une tiche est particu-
lit'rement consommatrice de temps :"is tenue A jour de Is Navigation".

Les syst~mes de navigation hdlicoptares, pour des considgrations de Prix, ne sont pas des systames
"haut de gamme" :des recalages de navigation frdquents sont n~cesaires, en outre les contraintes du

* vol tactique et de navigation avec conditions de vision m~diocres n arrangent ps les choass.

La derni~re g~n~ration d'indicateur cartographique 6lectronique, d~velopp~e dana ce but, bdngficie
* de 1'expkrience acquiss dans ce domains par THOMSON-CSF et des ressources offertes par lea plus rgcentes -

6,olutions technologiques.

Pour uns machins 6quip~e de visualisation glectronique couleur, cet fiquipement permet d'avoir

* - la position pr~sente entretenue en permanence (Nord en haut ou Route en haut),.
* - des recalages du syst~me de navigation simples et rapides,

- des examens de zone de carte avec grossissement,
- des changements d'fichelles de carts,
- des examens de zones aui seront survolges ultdrieurement.

En option ce materiel peut aussi itre utilisd comme une console de visualisation interactive.

Avant le vol, il eat possible de rsimoriser un ccrtain nombre d'informations concernant la mission

* - d~limitation des zones A surveiller,
- - report des positions des forces amiss connues, ennetaiss connues ou supposges,
* - points de ravitaillement.

En coura de vol, il est possible de noter des informations compl~mentaires

- volution des positions ennemies par exemple.

Les informations sont m~morioges en utilisant lea symboles codga OTAN en usage dana lea diff~rentes
* ~armies pour "renseigner" lea cartes papier habituelies. '-
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2. DESCRIPTION DE L' INDICATEUR CARTOGRAPHIQUE

2.1 Rappel (fig 1)

nique cteu cartographique eat un dquipomont qui, ajout6 A un systime de visualisation fi:ctro-
niqe (ouaurdopriffirence), pernot deprfsentor our unfcran d fvi i 'iinage de Il are

Lee coordonnies de Ia position pr6sente fournies par Is systame de navigation servant I position- 0
*nor automatiquefont la carte sous un riticulo symbolisant Is position prisente.

* Des coasnandes peruettent AI 1utilisateur do

sfilectionner l'6chelle,--

*s~1ectionnor 1s mode -Nord en haut, -- -- "--

-Route on hour. 0
*zoomer 1& carte,

*diplacor tan rdticule do ddsignation (joystick),

*validor un recalago do navigation,

*visionnor uno zone difffironto do cello survolfio,

a n option utilizor 1. systme comme tans console interactive.

La carts sat stock~e dans une cassette amovibis insgrge manueliement par l'utilisateur.

THOHSON-CSF a dfiveloppS successivemnt plusisurs gfinfrations d'indicateurs cartographiques.
* La dsrnilre miss au point pour le Programse Frangais d'avion do combat MIRAGE 2000 comporte un dispositif

d'analyse de carts entibreuent glectronique. L'utilisateur bdnfificie d'un 6quipoment trbs performant et
* fiable.

Une version dfiriv~e a dt6 adaptge aux bosomns sp~cifiques "Hfilicoptlres".

0 a 0 VISUALISATION

FIG I :-

Dans loa systlmes simples, l'indicatour cartographique pout comporter une capacitf propre do

gfinfration do symbologie, 6vitant sinsi l'emploi d'un g~nfirateur do symboles.

2.2 Stockage do Ia carte

Le prsmier probl~ms I traitor eat is stockage do Ia carts. L'Evolution des capacitis do stockage
des dispositifs I m~moirs numfirique permet dsp~rer quo dons l'avenir ii sera possible do stocker des

* cartes "digitalisges" mais pour lea annfies qui viennent Ie film couleur rests de trls loin Is "mimoirs"
Is plus 6conomiqus. .9

La figure 2 montre is princips rstenu pour Ia rfialisation d'un film coulour do 35 m d'une
longusur d'environ 20 m.

La (ou lee) carte Papior concornfes est dans une premigrs 6tape photographile en coulsur sous
formo do "n" microcartes (avec do l~gers recouvrements).

Le film oat r~alisEi dans une deuxilme 6taps A partir des microcartes en photographiant vue par vue *
des zones tellss que "A" fig 2. Chaque zone assure un rocouvroment des zones voisines (55 2).

Los zones sont photographidss successivement pour constituor cur Is film des bondes$ do terrain
tolles quo 1, 2, 3.



r

Lorsque le film de Ia region concern~e A l'6chelle est rialiag, on ripite Ie mim processus en
portent do la carte de I& mime r~gion A 1'fichelle Y. Les vues correspondantes sont placges A la suite.
do* premibres (processus automatisf, coritr8ld par microprocesseur).

Le film terming eat log6 dans une cassette (fig 3). Une mimoire prograemble. solidaire de Ia
*cassette, contient lea donnkes d'identification de la rfigion photographiie.

Loruque l'utilisateur insare la cassette dans l'indicateur certographique, la lecture de cette
* mimoir. permet l'initialisation iimnidiate du systOame cartographique.

2.3 Fonctionnement do l'analyseur de film -. ;

L'fiquipement "indicateur cartographique" sort a reatituer une image couleur extraite d'un film.

La figure 4 aide A comprendre le principe do cette restitution.

Les coordonndes do la position prisente (fournies par le syst~Ae de navigation) permettent A
Vidctu cartographique de dfrouler (servo-ufcanisme) le film jusqu'l cc que la position prisente

* se trouve dans le cadre C fig 4 du dispositif d'analysq.

STOCKAGE CARTE
MAP STORAGE

rI

CARTE EOIELLE X

3

FILM 35 MR

LEN6Th 65.6 FEET FI2

55 IF CARTE PAPIER 590 SO FEET PAPER IMP1

3£ A ECIELLES/FIILi 3 TO 4 SCALES/FILM

ECELLE Y 0 _

,21 SCALE Y

I MM LOAM o I CAM *IM I*M

5 FIG 3

I PRA 20 IU 5 12 SUES 3 CROCAMS
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Deux examples cant prisentgoscur I& figure 4

Ex1m1le I&i position prisente est symboliage par la, croix centrale de Ia fenitre d'analyse
d~isil pFarI zone claire. A la prise de vue, le film est r~alisfi avec les cartes usuelles

"Nord en haut". La fenitre d'analyce cit orientle comens l film :Nord en hour.

Eli. reprdsente cur Ie film Is zone qui vs itre balayde trbs rapidement par tin spot 6lectronique

grAce A tine technique dite de "Flying spot". Ce spot eat gfinfrd par tin tube cathodique en lumiAre verte
luminoaiti constants.

* Une fois la fenfitre balayfie horizontalement par le spot en "N" lignes selon is mime mfithode que
*calls employg. pour tin tiliviseur domestique, Is balsyage recommence en haut et A gauche de is fenitre.A

Cette demuire (et non le film) cc dficale latiralemeni do Is maime faqon que Is position prfisente

en agiccant sur lea cousnandes fiectroniques de balsysge (longitudinalement le film se ddplace).
L'exemple I illustre tine, application sans utilisation du zoom - rapport I -Nord en haut.

* L'exemple 2 illustre tine application oO l'utilisateur a sfilectionng

Isl mode route en haut, de cc fait is fenfitre eat orienie dons Is sens de la route suivie
(toujours en agissant cur les conmmandos filectroniques do balsyage),

* tn zoom de rapport 2,5 environ :ceci a pour effet en agissani stir lea cosmiandes fiectroniques
do balsyage do rfiduire lea dimensions de is fenire.

* L'utilisateur perqoii cur son deran tine image qui occupe toujours toute Is surface do l'dicran
grice A tin "grossissoment" glectronique.

Cetie figure 4 permet d'illuctrer les points suivants
- le passage du mode Nord en haut aui mode Route en haut eat totalement glectronique,

- l'cffet de zoom eat entiarement diectronique.

Ces points fondainentaux illustrent lea progras considgrsbles rfialisfis.

L'utilisateur eat le principal bdndficiaire do ls souplesse d'emploi et de l'amdliorstion de

fiabilitf obtenues par rapport atix gfindrations antfirieures oal ceci 6tait r~alisE mficsniquoment.

FLYING SPOT
FIELD OF VIEW

+ NALYSIS WINDOI

FIG 4

AALYSIS RASTER X M E

NORTH UP 1XRL

TRACC UP EXILE

Le principe de l'indizateur cartographique giectronique oti Analyseur de Film eat prdsentl fig 5.

Les coordonnies de Is position pr~sent. fournies par 1. systaine de navigation sont requec et
trait~es par INT (interface) communiqules aui microprocesseur qui comanie Ie servo-in~canisme doe
Positionnosent do film (SERVOING).

La position pr~sent. stir le film est centrie cur la fenitre d'analyse.

Le microprocesseur contr8le lea cotusandec de balayage du tube cathodique du Flying spot.
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A chaque instant le spot iasu du Flying spot (1wni~re verte -luminositS constante) est focalisd
cur le film couleur par un objectif (OBJ). Ce spot balaye la trains d'analyse dont la dimension peut itre
modifidie pour l'effet zoom.

Apras avoir travers6 le film, le spot (moduld par lea informations mdmoriades cur le film couleur)
traverse un condenseur (COND) puis un sdparateur couleur (Rouge - Vert - Bleu). Les trois faisceaux
rouge - vert - bleu risultants sont amplifids grace A trois photo-iutiplicateurs (PM) ; A la sortie
d'un module de traiteinent (SIGNAL PROCESSEUR) on obtient le signal Viddo qui permet d'obtenir une image
TV cur ie syctime de visualisation de Ia planche de bord.

Le diagramse synoptique de l'indicateur cartographique Mercator est prgsentg fig 6.

A noter qu'une mdmoire d'image peut itre utilisde en option lorsqu'il faut

- superposer A la carte une image radar par example,

- "geler" une image pendant is temps de recherche d'n autre,

- pr~sentation d'images diff~rentes pilote-copilote.

PYMSPTCOLOR SEPARATION

FIG 5 . 0

COUP SYM a a

smWJ IW DCCL IIAD

VIDEO
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2.4 Caract~ristiques

Lee caractiristiques ci-apras concernent le matial diveloppfi en France. Un accord de license
a dt6 signd avec Ia firms amdricaine Hamilton Standard qui conduira A un produit rfipondant aux normes
U.S.

2.4.1 Caractfiristiques nicaniques - fig 7

-format 1/2 ATR 380 (12,4 x 19,3 x 38 cm)

-Poids 12 kg . .

-Refroidissement air forck.

2.4.2 Alimentation glectrique

-28 V DC/150 W4 MIL Std 704 A.

2.4.3 Interfaces de sortie

a/ sortie vidgo - A choisir entre

- KIA RS 330 (525 1/60 Hz entrelacd 2/1)

- CCIR (625 1/50 Hz entrelacd 2/1).

h/ viddo monochrome avec option polaritg positive ou nigative.0

c/ synchronisation extdrieure possible.

d/ symbologie synthdtique TV incrustation TV possible sun 512 x 512 pta avec

7 niveaux de couleur.

FIG 7
%S

2.4.4 Interfaces d'entris

Salon besoin, choix sntrs

- BUS 1553 B redondant,

- interface standard RS 232 C.
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2.4.5 Fonctions cartographiques

- zoom filectronique rapport 1 1 2,5

- rotation d'image pour mode Nord/Route en haut

- position pr~sente centr~e ou d~centr~e

- jusqu'l 4 6chelles exploitables.0

2.4.6 Autotest

La fonction autotest permanent eat capable de v~rifier 95 % des circuits internes.
IUo autodiagnostic eat pr~sent6 sur la visualisation par le gfinfrateur de syinboles incorporg lorsque la
proc~dure de test est appelge.

2.4.7 Performances dynamiques0

Le film est poaitionng A 10 microns.

L'erreur de position entre la carte et la symbologie correspond, a titre indicatif a
environ I mmn max sur l'Acran, avec a - 0,3.

D~roulament du film de bout en bout 1 2 s.

3. EMPLOI OPERATIONNEL

3.1 R~alisation des films

Les films sont rgalisabiea A l'6chelon d'un pays utilisateur 4 partir d'une installation qui peut
itre proposfie at ex~cutfie ou simplement sp~cifige par THOMSON-CSF. La surface de tarritoire couverta par
une cassette eat considdrable, bien antendu ella d~pend des 6chelles at do leur nombre/cassette.

A titre d'exeinple un film avac l'6chelle

- 1/1000.000 couvre un tarritoire de 7 400 kin x 7 400 kmn

- I/ 250.000 it to it de 1 850 km x 1 850 km

1 / 100.000 to if to de 700 km x 700 km.

3.2 Version do base

L'eniploi do la version do basa est simple. 11 se traduit pour l'utilisateur par

- l'introduction ou le retrait de is cassette film -voir fig 7,

- l'utilisation du posts de comnnands qui comporte

un joystick pour d6placer un r~ticule de designation ou d~placer la carte vera une autra zone,

une conmmands de mode Nord/Route en haut, -

une commnands de changement da l'6challa,

une coimmande de validation do recalaga de NAV.

3.3 Version optionnella interactive

Moyennant Ia choix do certaines options (I pr~ciser avec l'utilisateur en fonoction des besomns)
ii ent possible d'utilisar le systame indicateur cartographique avac

a/ renseignament do la carte avant la mission et debriefing,

b/ renseignement do la carte pendant la mission.

La figure 8 illustre un axemple do can possibilitfs qui peuvent permettre

- do tracer des lignes brisges pour s~parer des zones da terrain,

- faire apparsitra des symbolas r~pertorigs (aini - bleu ; annami =rouge) destinfis A positionner
des forces identifiges avant ou en cours do mission :des points do ravitaillement, des buts,
etc ...

La symbologie act lifie A des coordonnfes gfiographiques, elle se transpose en fonction de l'gchelle.

Si loon vout pouvoir renseigner la carte avant la mission, il faut pr~voir

- un module d'neto de parain~tres (mfimojre amovible - effaqable),

- une console de preparation sp~cifique pormottant de

visualiser ia syinbologie quo loon veut enregistrer dans le module d'insertion des paramatros,

exploiter au sol les informations enregistr~es au cours du vol.
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FIG 8

ILIPIDE APIIE

A bord de l'hflicoptgre, l'opdrateur doit disposer d'un pupitre mobile d'accas au systame-
voir exemple fig 8 - constitud

- d'un joystick et d'une coimmande de validation,

- d'un clavier de cormmandes de fonctions li

zoom / Echelles / Nord / Route / Auto /Manuel IRecalage /Trac6.
- d'un clavier d'accas A des symboles mis en mdmoire avec choix Rouge/Bleu.

Cet exemple illustre quelques possibilitgs de ce systame qui doit itre dfifini en fonction des
besoins de l'utilisateur.
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MAP DISPLAY FOR HELICOPTERS
by

Pierre CHOLLE
THOMSON-CSF

ISSY-les-MOULINEAUX - FRANCE

0. ABSTRACT

Modern combat helicopters have to be adapted to a context of constantly increasing crew work load.
The electronic map display is a way to greatly reduce Navigation tasks. It continuously provides present
position of the aircraft and allows for very fast navigation up-dating. North-up and Track-up modes are
also possible. A continuous zoom is used to enlarge some details. A joystick is used to manually move the
map for visualization of other zones. Different maps scales are available. If the helicopter's display
system is powerful enough it is also possible to create an interactive console giving the crew the
ability to memorize data on the map before the mission and in real time during the flight. S

1. FOREWORD

Taking into consideration the evolution of the battle field, modern combat helicopters have to be
adapted to the following new situations

increasing number of Ground to Air or Air to Air threats.
The helicopter's discretion must be improved : •

in its design : reduction of noise and infrared signatures

in its use : in being able to fly nap of the earth,

* missions must be performed in all weather,

* the use of performing weapons systems has to be possible : gun, missiles, rockets.

This results in a large increase in crew work load. At the same time the crew has to be more available
for: S

- observation,
- detection,
- identification,
- defensive or offensive actions.

One solution consists in using the resources of technological evolution

- to process the maximum amount of data,

- to ease and accelerate the crew's decision making process.

THOMSON-CSF works in those areas by developing equipment such as

color displays and symbol generators,
helmet sight and display sysLems,
head-up displays,
electronic map readers.

Since navigation tasks are particularly time consuming. This last equipment can greatly reduce crew
work load.

Navigation systems for helicopters, if low-cost,cannot be too scphisticated. Frequent up-datings are
required, and nap of the earth flight in poor visibility do not facilitate the crew's mission.

The last generation of electronic map readers, developed in this context, with the experience
acquired by THOMSON-CSF in that field,uses all of the most recent technological advances.

For a helicopter with an electronic color display system this equipment provides

- permanent present position (North-up or Track-up mbde),
- rapid and simple navigation up-dating,
- zone enlargement capability,
- scale change availability, S
- possibility to visualize other zones.

Optionally this equipment can be used as an interactive console. Before the flight, it is possible to
memorize data concerning the mission

- definition of zones to patrol, -
- pointing of known friendly positions, known or alledged enemy positions,

- maintenance or refueling nositions ...

For example, during the flight it is possible to memorize the advancement of enemy forces.

Data is memorized using the standard NATO symbology used for artillery, tanks... ect.
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2. MAR DISPLAY DESCRIPTION

2.1 See (fig 1)

The map reader provides an electronic display system (preferably in color) the capability to
display a map on a television screen.

Coordinates of present position given by the navigation system are usp on the map
correctly under a fixed reticle.

The crew uses controls to

- select the scale,

- define the mode : North-up or Track-up,

- zoom the map,

- move a designation reticle (joystick),

- enter a navigation up-date point,

- oversee another zone,

- optionnally use the system as an interactive console.

The map is stored in a removable cassette manually inserted by the user. S

THOMSON-CSF has successfully developed several generations of map readers. The last one, used
for the MIRAGE 2000 combat aircraft consists of a fully electronic remote map reader. The user has the
combined benefits of high performance and reliability.

A derived version has been adapted to the specific needs of helicopters.

ECRA aD SYSTrf

SCOULEU]R_. SYTBOLES
VISUALISATION

SSYSTUCDiL" ..

NAVIGATION' "'"'

In simple systems, it is possible to give the map reader its own symbol generator capability to

avoid using a separate one.

2.2 Map storage S

The first step for such a system is the map storage. In the future it will probably be possible
to store digitalized maps in large numerical memories,but for the coming years the color film stands
as the cheapest and most compact memory base.

Fig 2 shows the principle if a 35 m color film system. Film lenght is about 70 feet.

In the first step the color map is photographed in "n" micro-mavs (with some overlap).

In the second step the film is created from micro-maps, frame by frame as pictured in "A" fig 2.

Each zone provides overlaps of about 55 Z.

Zones are photographed successively on film strips like I, 2, 3 ...

- .o

.9,..-
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As soon as a given area at the proper scale is completed. the same process is repeated at another

scale Y (if necessary). Corresponding views follow on the film (automated micro-computer process).

Once finished, the film is inserted in a cassette (fig 3).

A prograimmable index memory fixed on the cassette provides the system with data to identify the
stored area.

When the user inserts the cassette into the equipment, the system is ready for operation after
reading the index memory.

MAP EO1ELLE X
MICRO CARTE 2 SAE

F" 35MR fig 2
" : 20 M

LEN6TH 55.6 FEY

ECHELLE X

55 M? CARTE PAPIER - 590 SO FEET PAPER rKAP

3 A 4 ECHELLES/FILL - 3 TO 4 SCALES/FILM

ECHELLE Y
2 SCALEY

I ML ADE111 I CM I MN I * PROM

0

fig 3

I FLU a 20 M a 512 SLIDES w 32 ?MCROCARDS

Lb 0
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2.3 Map reader operation

The map reader equipment is used to retrieve a color raster image from a color film. Fig 4 is
helpful for understanding.

Coordinates of the present aircraft position given by the Navigation system) are used to position
the film (through a servo-mecanism) until the proper frame is in the window C. See fig 4 (analysis window).

FLYING SPOT
FIELD OF VIEW

+ ANALYSIS WINDlOW

L _ _JANALYSIS RASTER f 4

NORTH UP EXERPLE

E ]TRACK UP EXF31PLE

ZOOM - 2.5 2

Two examples are presented on fig 4.

Example I : the present position is symbolized by the cross in the center of the square window.
When created the film is made from North-up maps. The square analysis window is oriented like the film
North-up. .

The square window represents, on the film, a zone which is rapidly scanned by an electronic spot " " -
by "flying spot technique". A cathode ray tube working in green light with constant luminosity generates -"-"-
this spot. " -

Once the window has been horizontally analyzed in "N" lines (like in a commercial TV set), the
electronic scan starts again left-up of the window. The raster scan (and not the film) moves laterally
to the new aircraft nosition due to the electronic sweeping controls (lonp.itudinally,it is the film that -

moves). Example is is equivalent to an application with zoom/ratio - I and North-up mode.

Example 2 shows an application where the user has selected

- Track-up mode, analysis window is oriented Track-up,

- a zoom/ratio of 2.5 : reduced size of analysis window.

Nevertheless the user always has the same size image on the screen due to electronic enlargement. S

Fig 4 shows the following points

- the change from North-up to Track-up mode is fully electronic, .- - - - .--

- the zoom effect is also fully electronic.

These fundamental points illustrate the major advancements which provides the user with great
improvements in reliability and ease of operation in comparison with the old mechanical systems._

The map reader principle is presented on fig 5.

* Coordinates of present position given by the Navigation system are received by INT (interface)
and transfered to the micro-computer which controls the servo-mecanism for film positioning (SERVOING).

-" 0LL-:"

0,. . . .
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FLYING SPOT LCOLOR SEPARATION

HVPS

fig 5

EXT SYN A A A

! / IGNAL PROCESSOR
I--"T M ICRO P. -

COMP SYN R Q B

The present position on the film is the center of window analysis.

The computer controls the scanning of the flying spot.

At any time the spot issued by the flying spot CRT (green light - constant luminosity) is
focused on the color film by a lens (OBJ). This spot sweeps the analysis window whose size can be modified

0 for zooming effect. S
Once it gets through the film, the sput (modulated by color information recorded on the color film)

goes through a condenser (COND) and a color senarator (Red - Green - Blue).

The three resulting beams are amplified by three photo-multipliers (PM). A video signal is obtained
as an output from a processing module (SIGNAL PROCESSOR) and used to produce the TV image on the display
system of the instrument panel.

The block diagram of Mercator Map reader is shown in fig 6. S

- - - - - - - - - - -

SCA V. IDE~nO I DISPLAY ! . J I. . . .

11 I I I SYNC

• 1 r -- ]--- - P REIECRORIVIDEO

SCA YMBL L .,TIU
CP!LCONTROL GENERATOR1  DIAfgL__L J_ L i

Bus
INTERFACE CONTROL PROCESSOR IV/ LV POWER SUPPLY

AC BUS 26V OCOR O15,00

1L__J OPT IONS

Optionallv an image memory can be used

- to superimpose a radar image,

- to "freeze" an image when looking for another one,

- to present different images to pilot and copilot.

",. . •0
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2.4 Characteristics

The following characteristics concern a French built map reader. THOMSON-CSF has also signed a
license agreement with HAMILTON Standard (UNITED TECHNOLOGIES) to develop a map reader to US standards.

2.4.1 Mechanical characteristics (fig 7)

- size : 1/2 ATR 380 (12.4 x 19.3 x 38 cm) 0

- weight : 12 kg

- cooling forced air.

2.4.2 Power supply

-28 V DC/150 W MIL Std 704 A.

2.4.3 Output interface

a/ Video output

-EIA RS 330 (525 1/60 Hz; 2/1 interlaced) or

CCIR (625 1/50 Hz 2/1 interlaced).

b/ monochromatic video with option between positive or negative polarity,

c/ external sync possible,

d/ TV synthetic symbology possible on 512 x 512 pixels ith 7 color levels.

2.4.4 Input interface

- BUS 3553 B redundant or

- Standard interface RS 232 C.

2.4.5 Cartography

-electronic zoom ratio I to 2.5-

- image rotation for North-up to Track-up mode,

- present position centered or decentered.

- up to 4 scales available.
- prsen poitio ceterd o decnteed,• .'..'..". _
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2.4.6 Autotest

- Permanent autotest is available to verify 95 % of the internal circuitry,

- Diagnosis is presented on the display by the incorporated symbol generator when the initiated
test is selected.

2.4.7 Dynamic performance

- film positioning accuracy 10 microns, - -

- error positioning between map and symbology could be about I mm max on the screen with a - 0.3. .-

- end to end film positioning in about 12 s.* . -

3. OPERATIONAL USE -

3.1 Film generation

Films are produced in the user's country with an installation which can be oroposed and executed
or simply specified by THOMSON-CSF. The ground surface stored in a cassette is considerable, of course it
is dependant on scales and the number of them in a cassette.

As an example,a film with a scale of :

- 1/,000,000 covers 4,600 x 4,600 (miles)

- 1/ 250,000 " 1,150 x 1,!50 (miles)

- I 100,000 430 x 430 (miles)

3.2 Basic version

The use of the Basic version is very simple. For the user, it requires : •

- introducing or removing the film cassette (fig 7),

- using a control panel consisting of

a joystick to move the designation reticle or the map,

a mode control for North-uo or Track-up,

a control for scale change,

a validation control for NAV up-dating.

3.3 Interactive optional version

Depending on the choice of ontions (to be defined with the user, taking into account his
operational requirements) it is possible to use the map display system to

a/ up-date the map before the mission and briefing, 5

b/ up-date the map during the flight.

Fig 8 gives an example of these possibilities used for

- drawing lines to define scouting zones on the ground,

- calling cn special NATO symbols (friend - blue / foe - red) to plot identified forces before or

during the mission, targets, refueling sites ... ect.

The symbology is linked to the geographic coordinates, it is recorded at different scales.

Up-dating of the map before the mission requires

- a removable module to insert parameters (removable and erasable memory), "". ""'

- a dedicated console for : ..

• visualization of the parameters to be recorded in the removable memory module, 5

visualization on the ground, after the flight, of data recorded during the mission.

7
. . . .

"_ _f .
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During the flight the copilot uses a mobile control box (see example fig 8) made of

• a joystick and a validation command,

* a function key board for

- zoom / scales I North-up / Track-up / Automatic / Manual up-dating / Drawing.

• a symbol key board for NATO symbols with the red or blue color choice.

This example gives some ideas of the system capabilities which has to be defined in detail with - -

the user.
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DEVELOPMENT OF A HELICOPTER INTEGRATED NAVIGATION SYSTEM

by

Dr D.F.Liang and Capt. W.R.Clubine
Department of National Defence

NDHQ (DASO-2-2)
Ottawa Ontario K I A 0Z4

Canada

L.C.Vallot and Dr J.K.Mahesh
Honeywell Systems and Research Center

2500 Ridgeway Parkway
Minneapolis MN 55413

USA

SUMMARYS RS

The Canadian Department of National Defence has initiated a project
to develop and test a helicopter integrated navigation system (HINS) that is
capable of satisfying all the operational requirements of shipborne, anti-
submarine warfare helicopters. The HINS mission requirements, development
plan and its basic hardware and software configurations are discussed
followed by a review of preliminary performance results obtained to date.

The integrated system is expected to bring forth vital benefits in S
mission reliability, operational efficiency and navigation accuracy.
Additional benefits are in terms of the size, weight, height and cost, etc.
The integrated system shall possess a high degree of flexibility, so that it
can be readily reconfigured to respond to future evolution in Canadian Forces
operational requirements and also to track advances in navigation technology.

In the current phase of this work, extensive simulation software
packages have been generated to accurately represent the operational 0 _
characteristics of various off-the-shelf candidate subsystems. An Integrated
System Evaluation Program has been developed which takes into account the
various characteristics of the navigation subsystems and the mission
requirements to systematically evaluate a sequence of candidate
configurations. Complex software routines are being developed for the HINS
processor to perform the tasks of optimal sensor integration, navigation,
operator interface control, data display and system diagnostic self-test.

The examination of candidate configuration performance results and
subsequent tradeoff study will enable the designer to determine a preferred
HINS configuration which can most effectively satisfy the operational
requirements of the marine warfare helicopter.

1.0 INTRODUCTION

The roles of the military maritime helicopter include search and rescue, ocean surveillance, anti-
submarine warfare (ASW), and weapon delivery. Many of the missions must be carried out at ultra-low
altitudes under all weather and visibility conditions. The increased range, speed and accuracy of modern . .
weapon systems impose stringent accuracy and reliability requirements upon the aircraft navigation system.
To enhance mission success in a hostile environment, the pilot amongst other things needs to operate
weapon systems, target acquisition and designation systems, radar detection, night vision systems and
perhaps engage in air-to-air combat. The traditional manual dead reckoning tasks can no longer provide
the required performance accuracy and would unnecessarily distract the pilot from performing mission-
critical functions.

More specifically, the Canadian Navy's Sea King helicopter will be nearing the end of its useful
life by the beginning of the next decade. As a result the Canadian Department of National Defence (DND)
has begun studying options, including the update or replacement of the maritime helicopter fleet. A
number of research and development projects have been initiated to develop certain avionic systems. One
of these projects is to develop and test an integrated navigation system that is capable of satisfying the
helicopter mission requirements within the cost limitations of the program. This project is called the 5
Helicopter Integrated Navigation System (HINS). This paper describes the development plans and the basic
software and hardware configurations of the systems under study. Some preliminary results of performance
simulation analyses are also presented.

2.0 MISSION REQUIREMENTS

In the 1990's and beyond, the effort in Anti-Submarine Warfare (ASW) will be directed toward 5
extending the range of detection and prosecution of submarine contacts. This my include ships towing
sonar arrays and ASW helicopters working in concert with the ships. The steady improvement in the
submarine's capabilities means that the CH-124 Sea King, which is currently deployed from Canadian ships,



will eventually lack the range, endurance, detection and data-processing equipment necessary to localize
and prosecute the long-range submarine contacts. The two prime solutions for this problem are to update
and life-extend the Sea King or replace it with a more modern maritime helicopter. In either case, there
exists a requirement for a number of new avionic systems, one of which is a new navigation system.

For the ASW mission the helicopter navigation system must maintain stable and accurate tactical
plots over long periods of time. In the anti-surface ship targetting role high orders of absolute and
relative navigational accuracy are vital to rapid and successful action. There are further complicating
factors as well. Operations must often take place under radio silence and shore-based or satellite
navigation aids may be destroyed or jammed during wartime. The small crew of the helicopter must not be
burdened with monitoring the functioning of, or updating, the navigation system. Consideration of these
factors has led to the following minimum operational accuracy requirements:

I. Radial Position Error (95%):

- with external aids* 2.0 nautical miles (nm)**
- without external aids 1.5 nm/hr

1I. Radial Velocity Error (95%):

- with external aids* 3.0 ft/sec**
- without external aids 4.0 ft/sec

Ill. Attitude Error (95%): 0.5 deg

IV. Heading Error (95%): 0.5 deg

• External aids are those systems such as Omega, Loran and the Global Positioning System
(GPS) which rely upon transmitters which are located external to the aircraft and may be
unavailable during wartime. INS, Doppler and Radar are representative of internal or self-
contained aids.

•* It is recognized that these performance levels can be exceeded by a large margin if, as
expected, GPS is part of the HINS.

3.0 HINS DEVELOPMENT PLANS

Modern day avionics systems are becoming increasingly complex as the demands for better performance
and higher reliability continue to escalate. These iemands, however, are being pressed in an extremely
cost-conscious environment. The HINS development project addresses the development of the helicopter
integrated navigation system by both functionally and operationally integrating the navigation subsystems.
This integration is the key to satisfying the HINS performance and reliability objectives in the most
cost-effective manner.

With several navigation subsystems available for HINS, a large number of equipment configurations - - .
are possible. The typical approach is to use previous experience in selecting two or three candidate
configurations in an ad hoc manner. This has the potential danger of eliminating good alternatives early
in the project and could eventually result In a suboptimal configuration. Thus, OND has decided to spend
a significant portion of the navigation system development time to simulate and study a number of
potential configurations with the aim of identifying, developing and testing an integrated navigation
system which best satisfies the requirements established for the project.

The HINS approach to achieving this aim is to first perform preliminary analysis and simulation to
identify four or five candidate configurations that meet the mission requirements. From the detailed
performance analysis of these configurations one of them will be selected for advanced development. The
product of this advanced development will be thoroughly tested. The completed navigation system will then
be ready for incorporation in the maritime helicopter.

To meet the schedule requirements of the helicopter program the HINS project was divided into two
phases as follows:

3.1 Phase I System Definition and Design (Figure 1)

1) Survey existing navigation sensors (off-the-shelf and those under development that will be
available in the next 5 years) and determine suitability for helicopter integrated navigation
systems.

2) Identify a cost-effective set of HINS sensor candidate configurations that can satisfy the
performance and reliability requirements of the maritime helicopter.

3) Generate sensor error models, integration (Kalman filter) algorithms and simulation software to
assess the HINS candidate configurations.

4) Conduct performance assessments of the candidate configurations using covariance and Monte
Carlo analysis techniques.

5) Identify the preferred configuration with which to proceed to advanced development.

b. • "°. ~. - °' S
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As part of the study, extensive work was directed toward collection of data describing potential
*i navigation equipment for the maritime warfare helicopter. This data base was used in an Integrated System
* Evaluation Program (ISEP) to generate a large number of navigation system sensor configurations. From

these configurations four have been selected as candidate system configurations for more complete
evaluation during the remainder of the study.

Complex software routines are being developed for the HINS processor to perform the tasks of
optimal sensor integration, navigation, operator interface control, data display, and system diagnostic "
self-test. These will provide DN0 with the detailed design of an integrated navigation system which can
most effectively satisfy the mission requirements of a maritime warfare helicopter.

3.2 Phase II Development and Testing

1) Acquire the sensor hardware for the preferred configuration and complete the development of the
design produced in Phase I.

2) Develop the data bus and interface electronics to connect the sensors.

3) Refine the preliminary forms of the Kalman filter and integration software from Phase I into
flyable programs. Develop the control and display software and transfer these programs into . .
the airborne processor.

4) Conduct static tests of the completed system in the integration laboratory and low dynamics .
tests in a mobile van. S

5) Conduct flight tests in a helicopter test aircraft to evaluate system performance in the high
vibration environment.

6) ,Assess the navigation system's performance by conducting extensive flight tests in a helicopter
test aircraft on an instrumented range.

The aim of Phase I is to realize in hardware the Phase I system design by constructing and . S
developing through ground and flight testing a HINS Advanced Development Model (ADM). The system software
developed in the Phase I study will be implemented in an airborne processor and the interfaces between the
processor and sensors will be developed. The resulting system will be further developed through an
extensive series of ground and flight tests.

At its completion, the project will have produced a fully developed and flight-validated navigation
system ready for incorporation in the maritime helicopter. The project will also have enhanced the
ability of the Department of National Defence to develop integrated navigation systems applicable to . .
future Canadian Forces aircraft programs.

4.0 SYSTEM OVERVIEW

A typical structure of the HINS is illustrated in Figure 2. The primary system component is the
integrated sensor unit which consists of all the selected navigation sensors (subsystems). They in
general, can be classified into two main categories, dead reckoning and radio navigation systems. The S
dead reckoning (DR) systems are the inertial navigation system (INS),doppler radar and air data computer.
These systems are self-contained and provide velocity information which can be integrated to obtain the
position of the aircraft. Position estimates so obtained have a tendency to drift, slowly accumulating a
large error over an extended flight. DR systems (except doppler) are generally non-radiating and non-
jammable and hence attractive for operation in a hostile environment. On the other hand, radio navigation
systems such as Omega, TACAN and GPS (Global Positioning System) rely upon radio signals transmitted from
several external sources which make them vulnerable to enenV actions in any serious confrontation. These
systems provide absolute position information with error characteristics which do not grow with the S
passage of time, because errors are not acumulated through an integration routine. In the short term
however, radio aids excepting the GPS generally don't produce as stable and accurate a track as the DR
systems.

In order to take advantage of the short-term stability of the DR system and the long term stability . -

of the radio navigation system, one can apply the theory of optimal estimation in the form of a Kalman
filter (K.F.) to combine all the available measurements and provide a statistically "optimal" estimate of
the aircraft position, attitude and velocity, etc.

Another system component is the data processing computer which handles the workload of optimal
integration, navigation and guidance functions. This means that large amounts of data can be handled at .. -
high rates, and the computer can be entrusted to carry out very sophisticated computations to provide much
more reliable navigation and control output data.

To achieve the desired performance from HINS, the HINS processor must perform signal conditioning " "
and sensor compensation functions, (Figure 3) and it must contain efficient K.F. integration algorithms, 0
error control and performance monitoring routines. The signal conditioning function controls the sampling
rate of incoming data and works as a prefilter to average the higher frequency data input. The sensor
compensator compensates for predictable deterministic errors intrinsic to each sensor, and also provides
compensation to remove the effects of unstable positive feedback in the GPS rate aiding loop. The
performance monitoring routines serve as a watchdog to keep track of the overall system performance, and .'"''"""

also provide CEP estimates to indicate the expected performance accuracy of the automated system.

The HINS integration filter will optimally weight and combine all available sensor data to estimate
aircraft position, velocity and attitude with greater accuracy than available from any of the sensors .-...-
individually. This means that mission requirements can be met by using sensors which are individually * *
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less accurate and less expensive than would otherwise be required. In the event of subsystem failures,
the system performance degradation will be graceful and the integrated system will automatically configure
itself to the next optimum operational mode.

The use of standard Data Bus (MIL-STO-1553B) facilitates configuration selection and data interface
of different brands and types of equipment, and allows integration of the HINS into future avionic suites.
The use of a digital data bus provides a higher data flow capacity, self check on each data transmission
and reduces susceptibility to electromagnetic interference. It also reduces weight and improves
reliability because less wiring and fewer connectors are needed.

5.0 MISSION PROFILES

Two representative mission profiles for the maritime helicopter have been developed for use during *-

the HINS simulation studies. The first profile is typical of an ASW sonobuoy mission while the second
represents an ASW convoy screening mission. The HINS flight test program would seek to follow flight
profiles similar to these:

5.1 ASW Sonobuoy Mission (see Figures 4 and 5)

(1) Mission Alert: (10 minutes)

- aircraft power turned on, helicopter-destroyer at speed of 18 knots. A contact is detected -

by the ship sensors at a range of 90 nu and a bearing at 90 degrees to the ship's course. 6

(2) Launch and Climb: (10 minutes)

- clit at a rate of 800-1000 ft/mmn. to a cruise altitude of 5000'.
- airspeed during clitmb 90-100 knots.
- course 235 degrees.

(3) Enroute/Cruise: (45 minutes) 0

- course 235 degrees.
- speed 140 knots, alt 5000', distance flown 100-110 nm.

(4) Sonobuoy Pattern Drop: (25 minutes)

- drop altitude 5000', speed 90 kts. -
- rate 1/2 turns (1.5 deg/sec), 15 deg. bank angle.
- eight sonobuoys, 5 nm spacing.

(5) Oribit/Sonobuoy Monitor: (40 minutes)

- orbit altitude 5000', speed 70 kts, circular or racetrack pattern, may alternate
direction.

- 10 nm long orbits, 15 minute circuits. h. "- Se
(6) Localize/Additional Sonobuoy Drop: (15 minutes).

contact passes between sonobuoys A and B.
- helicopter descends to 500' at 1000 ft/mtn, flies 7 nm downrange and inserts two additional

sonobuoys at C and D.
-orbit at 500 ft for 10 minutes to monitor sonobuoys A, B, C and D.

(7) Magnetic Anomaly Detector (MAD) Run: (10 minutes)

- use MAD to obtain a precise fix on the target by flying 1000' diameter ovals at 200' alt,
always flying in the same direction.
speed 90 kts, rate 1 turns (3 deg./sec), 22 degrees of bank.

-straight and level re-fly over high probability area.

(8) Attack: (5 minutes)

- helicopter descends to 150' and releases torpedo.

(9) Transit Back to Ship: (50 minutes)

- climb to 5000'..
- transit speed 140 kts.

5.2 Convoy Screening Mission (see Figure 6)

The maritime helicopter provides close-in ASW screening support to task force operation in open .. ':-''"
ocean. Dipping sonar is used to search a moving sector formed by a 60 deg. arc some 9-12 miles in front
of the ships.

(1) Mission Alert: (10 minutes)

- aircraft power on.
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(2) Launch/Climb/Enroute: (7 minutes)

- climb to 150' transit 10 nm to the search sector and begin first sonar dip at pt A.

- transit speed at 140 knots.

(3) Sonar Dipping: (15 minute cycle)

- this dipping sequence is repeated continuously for the duration of the 4 hr mission, with
sonar dip pts. at A, B and C within the sector.

-cruise velocity between dips is 90 kts.
-cruise altitude between dips is 150 ft.

Dipping Operation:

(a) - 700 to 1000' before dip pt. helicopter turns into wind with rate 1/2 turn, 15 deg. "
bank, slows to 70 kts and descends to 150' alt. •

(b) - transition to the hover at 50' altitude (max power setting, max vibration).

- lower sonar, hover at 50' for approximately 6 minutes.

(c) - retract sonar, move to next dip point at 70 kts. and 150' altitude.

(4) Repeat Sonar Dipping Cycle (as per (3) above), at B' and C'.

(5) Return to Ship: (10 minutes)

- velocity 140 kts.

6.0 CANDIDATE CONFIGURATION SELECTION

A wide variety of types and brands of navigation sensors can contribute to meeting the mission •
requirements of maritime helicopters. The following list of generic navigation subsystems is considered
to have merit in the HINS application:

Global Positioning System (GPS),
Inertial Navigation System (INS),
Attitude and Heading Reference System (AHRS),
Doppler Radar,
TACAN,
Omega,
Air Data System,
Strapdown Magnetometer,
Loran,
Radar Altimeter.

However, many of the generic equipment catagories can be further subdivided. For example, in the
INS category there are high and medium accuracy inertial equipments available. The inertial sensors can * _
be mechanized either as a ginalled platform or a strapdown configuration. Strapdown configurations may
use conventional or ring laser gyroscopes. Similarly, Doppler velocity sensors and Doppler navigation
systems are available in the Doppler catagory.

While it is expected that Omega will become redundant once the GPS system is available, Omega and
Loran have been included in this study as alternatives. Tacan serves a dual role in the maritime
helicopter. Firstly, it can supply absolute navigation data from ground stations, and secondly a ship-
based Tacan transmitter can be used by the helicopter for relative navigation and as a homing signal. S
Therefore, Tacan has been specified as required airframe equipment and been included in 'all
configurations. The air data system and magnetometer" are also considered as part of the standard
helicopter equipment and as such are not included in the calculation of weight volume and cost of the - -
candidate sets. Furthermore, due to the relative inaccuracy of the barometric altitude information, a *-" " 
radar altimeter is considered necessary for low altitude hover. Therefore, a radar altimeter is also
included in the evaluation of all candidate configurations.

In order to make an intelligent selection of a preferred HINS configuration, much information about S
candidate subsystems is required for evaluation. Amongst the characteristic$ for which information was
sought are:

i) Performance (navigation parameter, accuracy, error characteristics) """-"
ii) Cost -

iii) Reliability (mean time between failure)
iv) Canadian content
v) Weight, volume and power _

vi) Commonality with in-service equipment
vii) Suftability for helicopter environment

Other characteristics such as maintainability, logistics commonality with in-service equipment and
helicopter suitability are being considered on a continuing basis throughout the study.

0 i" T
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Solicitation for data was made to over 70 navigation manufacturers and suppliers. The information
supplied was used to generate a data base of the characteristics shown above. A summary of the navigation
sensor characteristics is given in Table 1. With few exceptions the cost figures are *budgetary" based on
complete installations including mounts and control display units. The GPS subsystem cost data are
particularly questionable because of the state of their developments. Most of the GPS quotes were based
on expected production unit prices.

6.1 Evaluations Using Integrated System Evaluation Program (ISEP) .

A computer-aided procedure called ISEP was developed by the Phase I contractor, Honeywell Ltd., to
systematically develop candidate configurations. ISEP generates a manageable number of configurations, , . .
lists the system characteristics and calculates the predicted performance of the integrated system. The .: -.

many candidate configurations can then be quickly reviewed by the designer and a subset selected for
detailed simulation and analysis. A block diagram representation of ISEP is shown in Figure 7. The
simplified error models for all the sensors considered are described in Table 2. ISEP uses a simplified
set of sensor error models In a covariance analysis routine to generate performance predictions for the
HINS configurations. Overly simplified INS and AHRS error models were used to coarsely represent the
error characteristics of medium accuracy INS and LR-80 type subsystems, respectively.

The aim of the HINS project is to determine the optimum sensor configuration which satisfies the

performance requirements. This does not necessarily mean that the optimum configuration will consist of
those sensors which provide the highest level of accuracy. The trade-off of system accuracy with cost,
reliability, weight and size must be considered during the equipment selection process. For example in
the selection of either an INS or AHRS, the ISEP can be effectively used to determine whether an AHRS can
satisfy the mission requirements or the improved accuracy to be gained from using a more accurate INS is
justified in light of the associated cost, reliability and weight penalty. In addition, due to the lower
cost of running the ISEP than that of a detailed generalized covariance analysis program, significant
insight can be gained by using ISEP to identify critical design elements that require special attention
during the detailed simulation and analysis portion of the project.

Some of the issues which can be initially addressed using ISEP are

I) the benefits of doppler aiding,
ii) the effects of initialization errors,
iII) mission profile sensitivity, and
iv) the benefit of external aiding.

There are five main sets of data which ISEP requires to generate the candidate configurations:

a) Mission requirements - performance specifications

b Sensor characteristics - cost, MTBF, weight, etc.
c) Mission profiles - used to generate trajectories
d) Sensor error models
e) Selection criteria - weight or volume limits, etc.

Approximately 120 candidate configuration were generated by ISEP. After eliminating those
configurations which were only small variations from another configuration, there were 45 configurations
remaining for the designers to review.

6.2 ISEP Evaluation Results

The ISEP output data for a sample candidate configuration is shown in Table 3. The candidate HINS
performance was evaluated by ISEP for both the aided mode of operation (externally referenced sensors such
as GPS or Omega were contributing to the solution) and the unaided mode. It should be noted that unaided
mode performance was evaluated assuming the availability and use of the Doppler velocity sensor.

The figure of merit for the unaided performance is the least square fit of the radial position
error rate in nautical miles per hour (951). The figures of merit for the aided performance are the
maximum and average radial position error in nautical miles (95%). In all cases the calculated figures of " ".. " -
merit are for two dimensional (level axes only) position errors. The performance goals for HINS are 1.5 -
nautical miles per hour (951) for the radial position error rate during unaided operation and 2.0 nautical
miles (95%) for the bounded radial position error with external aiding.

The ISEP simulation results are of course dependent on the types of mission profiles considered. .

There is significant uncertainty regarding how closely the performance predictions using these simplified
models match the true performance of the system under consideration. Therefore, it was felt necessary to
generate pessimistic as well as optimistic ISEP performance results in addition to the nominal results.
In this simplified performance evaluation, the Doppler and Omega errors are represented by three different
sets of parameters as shown in Table 4 to provide us with the envelope of performance results. The " ."'"".

pessimistic values were used to represent reduced-order suboptimal filter design and the usage of poorer
quality sensors. The optimistic values were selected to represent the limit of achievable performance.

In addition, it was found that the performance results of both the unaided and aided configur-
ations, depend very much on the condition of initial alignment. Therefore, three different sets of
initialization conditions (Table 5) were assumed to represent the ground fine alignment, shipboard fine
alignment and in-air alignment.

The initial conditions specified for shipboard fine alignment assumed uch poorer initial velocity
and position accuracy figures than those specified for ground fine alignment.



AHRS vs. INS

The ISEP results presented in Tables 6-8 consistently indicate that the low accuracy AHRS
integrated with a doppler performs drastically superior to the AHRS operating alone. The ISEP plots of
95% position error versus time for the INS/Doppler and AHRS/Doppler configurations are shown in Figures
8-9. The performances of these two configurations with initial ground fine alignment are evaluated
against the convoy screening and Sonobuoy mission profiles. As shown in these figures, the nominal
performance plot is bounded by the pessimistic and optimistic plots.

For the shorter duration convoy mission, the AHRS/Doppler unaided performance would in the most
pessimistic case of ground fine alignment (Figure 8) be only 20% worse than the corresponding INS/Doppler
performance. Whereas the more optimistic performance prediction of AHRS/Doppler is about 6% worse than
the respective INS/Doppler prediction. As illustrated in Figure 8, the helicopter hovering at very low
speed would enable the Kalman filter to significantly reduce the integrated system position error as well
as the position error growth. In the cases of shipboard and fti-air alignments, the AHRS/Doppler results
are approximately 2.5% - 10% worse than the respective INS/Doppler performances for all three sets of
doppler design parameters.

However, for the lengthier sonobuoy mission, the AHRS/Doppler unaided performance would in the most
pessimistic case of ground fine alignment (Figure 9) be more than 2 to 1 worse than the respective
INS/Doppler. Whereas the more optimistic performance prediction of AHRS/Doppler with ground fine
alignment is about 60% worse than the respective INS/Doppler system. In the cases of shipboard and In-air
alignments, the AHRS/Doppler results are approximately 30-90% worse than the respective INS/Doppler
performances.

In general, the unaided performance of INS/Doppler would satisfy the 95% design goal of 1.5 NM/HR
except in the cases of in-air alignment and short convoy mission with shipboard fine alignment. Whereas,
the unaided performance of AHRS/Doppler would only be able to marginally meet the 95% design goal of 1.5
nm/hr when it could appropriately conduct ground fine alignment.

In addition, the comparison of Table 7 with Table 6 indicates that the unaided performances of
Table 7 are drastically worse than those of Table 6 due to poorer initialization conditions specified for 0
velocity and position, which means that in order to meet the 95% design goal of radial error rate, it
might be necessary to provide not only precise attitude, but also position and velocity data transfer
alignment. The availability of shipborne GPS/SINS output data for transfer alignment to the HINS would
very effectively help both the INS/Doppler and AHRS/Doppler to meet the desired design goal. With the
provision of GPS/SINS data for initial fine alignment, the expected performance of the unaided systems
would not be too far off from that predicted in Table 6.

Furthermore, it should be noted that for INS/Doppler, the three sets of doppler design parameters .
have marginal effects on its performance accuracy. However, the performance results of AHRS/Doppler are
extremely sensitive to the selection of doppler design parameters. This imlies that to optimize the
performance of the AHRS/Doppler integrated system, the filter design should be subject to much more
stringent performance and sensitivity analyses than the design of the INS/Doppler system.

GPS vs. Omega

The extremely good accuracy available from GPS means that there is little doubt that it will be
chosen over Omega as the primary external aid for the HINS, if all other factors are equal. However,
considerations such as GPS availability and total ownership cost mean that the Omega cannot be discarded
as a viable alternative. For example, Omega systems which are currently in the inventory could be
included in the HINS as an inexpensive near-term substitute for GPS. For these reasons as well as the
intention to have a more complete phase I study, Omega has been included in the HINS candidate
configurations. This will assist the designer to determine whether the performance requirements can be
met using Omega instead of GPS.

The results of Tables 9-11 indicate that the INS/Doppler/Q would easily satisfy the 95% design goal
of 2 nm position error except for in-air alignment. But the AHRS/Doppler/o would only be able to meet the
95% design goal of 2 nm position error for the short duration convoy mission with both ground and
shipboard fine alignments.

For the convoy mission, the AHRS/Doppler/a would almost be as good as the INS/Doppler/Q. This is
consistent with the unaided performance result, since for the shorter mission, the effects of Q long term
stability are yet to be manifested.

For the lengthier sonobuoy mission, the AHRS/Doppler/Q would in the most pessimistic case of ground
fine alignment (Figure 10) be about 60% worse than the corresponding INS system. Whereas the more
optimistic performance prediction of AHRS/Doppler/o is only about 28% worse than the respective INS . .-
system. In the cases of shipboard and in-air alignments, the AHRS/Doppler/Q results are approximately 8-
35% worse than the respective INS/Doppler/Q results.

As a whole, the ISEP results indicate that all configurations considered can fully satisfy the
weight and cost objectives, and they indicate that if AHRS were to be selected as a HINS subsystem rather
than the more accurate and costly INS, it is unlikely that the Omega subsystem could provide accurate
enough external references to meet the maritime warfare helicopter performance requirements. Even if INS
were to be chosen, it is doubtful that the INS/Doppler and INS/Doppler/Q configurations with in-air
alignment would meet the performance requirements. Based on the ISEP results, one should have preceeded
with the selection of AHRS/Doppler/GPS and totally discarded Omega and INS from further design
consideration.



However, in order to have a more complete Phase I study and to ascertain the selection of the best
integration configuration for HINS, it was felt necessary to proceed with more detailed covariance
analysis and Monte Carlo simulations on three candidate configurations. They are catogorized as low,
medium and high options, roughly assigned based upon their cost and performance as follows:

Low Option Configuration

AHRS/Doppler/Omega

Medium Option Configuration

AHRS/Doppl er/GPS

INS/Doppler/Omega

High Option Configuration

I NS/Doppl er/GPS

By maintaining a broad scope for this study, one of the expected benefits is the ability to
demonstrate a range of available performance levels and their associated cost. The restilts of the
subsequent detailed study can also be compared to the ISEP results to determine the credibility of ISEP
performance prediction using a simplified error model covariance analysis program.

7.0 SIMULATION AND PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS

In order to properly analyse the performance of various candidate configurations, a versatile
simulation package is being developed. Since the fidelity and performance prediction of these
configurations are of prime importance, a substantial portion of this development project was expended
generating complete and accurate error models. These activities are described as follows:

a) Generate the navigation sensor error models. I
b) Develop the integration algorithms to blend the sensor outputs.
c) Generate a set of mission profiles to be used for trajectory generation.
d) Develop control and display software.
e) Develop diagnostic software to detect sensor failure.

Covariance analysis techniques are used as the primary design analysis and performance assessment
tool. The system performance estimates generated by covariance analysis will be verified using Monte
Carlo simulation techniques. L *
7.1 Subsystem Modelling

Detailed simulation and error models for all the relevant navigation equipment and environmental
disturbances (wind, sea currents) have been developed for the performance evaluation and sensitivity
analysis.

Highlights of the sensor error models are listed below: I S

a. INS/IRS/AHRS

error sources modelled
- the following errors will be treated as random constants or slowly varying (Gauss-Markov)
processes:

Gyro Accelerometer I S

G2-Drift Coefficient
Bias Drift Bias Error
Scale Factor Error Scale Factor Error
Input Axis Misalignment IA Misalignment
G-Sensitive Drift Coeff. Vibration Induced Bias

-the remaining errors will be treated in the following manner: b S

Gyro Random Drift (Random Walk)
Gyro Attitude Random Walk (White Noise Drift) ...
Gyro and Accel Turn-on Transients (Exponential decay)

* modify the parameters associated with these errors to suit AHRS, Ring-laser, Platform or
Strapdown system under consideration.

b. GPS

- 2 Channel receiver used
- accept the three dimensional position and velocity outputs and directly feed into the filter

c. Doppler Radar

error sources modelled S



- Speed offset error (Bias)
- Doppler radar error (Scale Factor)
- Doppler fluctuation error (White Noise)
- Sea current error (area correlation)
- Wind blown water speed error

d. Omega

error sources modelled

-Spatially correlated error
24 hour periodic error ILong-term errors

- Short term temporally correlated error

Uncorrelated error Short-term errors

* phase measurements from 4 Omega stations used to generate 3 lines of position (LOP)

e. Radar Altimeter

* primary overwater error source is system scale factor (Bias)
* altitude variations due to terrain height makes rad. alt. unuseable for vertical channel
stabilization. Used for hover stabilization only.

f. Magnetometer

* error sources modelled

- Heading dependent error (Periodic)
- Instrument bias and installation alignment error (Bias)
- magnetometer fluctuation error (White noise).

g. Air Data

* barometric altitude errors

- altitude variation in constant pressure surface (1st order Gauss-Markov process). -

- temperature dependent scale factor
- static pressure measurement error
- instrument error .

* air speed errrors due to wind speed slowly varying with altitude changes (time and distance

correlated process)

h. Tacan

error sources modelled - 0

- time delay (Bias)
- calibration (Bias)
- random ranging errors (Random Bias)
- bearing error (Random Bias and correlated error)

8.0 INTEGRATION SOFTWARE DESIGN AND CONFIGURATION ANALYSIS

8.1 Integration Software Design

The HINS processor is responsible for performing a wide variety of sensor integration functions.
These functions can naturally be divided into two groups: the sensor blending function and auxiliary
functions such as failure detection. The principle function of a blending algorithm is to properly select
the gains used to weight information available from the navigation sensors. The goal of sensor blending
is to achieve a composite result which is superior to that obtainable from any single source.

Over the last two decades, an ever increasing proportion of multi-sensor blending problems have
been solved using Kalman filters. The principle advantage of the Kalman filter over other blending
schemes is that it continuously calculates the appropriate gains to weight the sensor information. This
feature is important in navigation problems due to the continually time varying accuracy exhibited by many
of the navigation sensors. However, there is a price to be paid for the improved performance of the
Kalman filter and this is the significant computational burden placed upon the airborne computer. The
computer limitations are addressed by consideration of suboptimal, or "reduced order" filters. This
approach eliminates certain states that are not critical to the solution or combines their effects with
other states.

8.2 Filter Algorithm

The filtering algorithm implemented in this study is Bierman's U-D factorized Kalman filter. This
algorithm avoids the explicit computation of the estimation error covariance matrix P:

P E[(x - x)(x - x)T] S
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where Is the estimated state and E[. denotes the expectation operator. Instead, P is propagated in
terms o Its factors U and D:

P = UDUT

where U is a unit upper triangular matrix and D is a diagonal matrix.

The U-D algorithm is efficient and provides significant advantages in numerical stability and
precision. Specifically, the factorization of P provides an effective doubling in computer word length inS
covariance-related calculations, and avoids filter divergence problems which can arise in more
conventional filter mechanizations due to loss of the positive (semi-) definite property of P through the
accumulation of round-off and truncation errors.

8.3 Preliminary Kalman Filter State Selection

The preliminary selection of the Kalman filter for one of the candidate configurations is shown in 0
Table 12. New states may be added or states deleted as indicated by the analysis of the simulation
resul ts.

8.4 Inputs to Filter

The inputs to the filter from the various navigation sensors are indicated below. Most of these
input data are derived from the error models used in the simulation.

From INS: Aircraft pitch, roll, heading; wander azimuth velocities; latitude, longitude and
wander angle

From Doppler: Aircraft body axis velocity components

From GPS: Latitude, longitude, altitude and velocities

From Air Data: Airspeed 0

From Tacan: Range and bearing, Tacan ground station coordinates

8.5 Outputs of Filter

The outputs of the Kalman filter are indicated below. This information will be displayed to the
operator and possibly supplied to other aircraft systems and used in the generation of tactical plots. -

Aircraft State: Body attitude, body velocity, latitude, longitude, altitude and a measure of
system accuracy.

Other Data: Groundspeed, ocean currents, wind direction and magnitude, failure indications
(based upon residual tests)

8.6 Configuration Analysis

There are many more system characteristics, besides the system accuracy, that are necessary for the
navigation system designer to determine if all the requirements of the intended user are to be satisfied.
Some of these characteristics and issues which will be addressed as part of the analysis of the candidate
configurations are:

a) Failure Detection/Isolation - The inherent redundancy of multi-sensor navigation systems allows
a designer to detect and isolate a failed sensor subsystem.

b) System Reconfiguration - Given that a failure has occurred, been detected and isolated, a
design goal s uto matically reconfigure the system to remove that sensor from all
navigation calculations.

c) Navigation Display, Operator Interface - The navigation data (position, velocity and attitude)
are available for display purposes directly from the filter estimates. Additional information
of use to the operator such as an estimate of the system error, and system status (failures)
can also be built into the integration algorithms. An operator override feature is required to
allow for entry of initial position, waypoints and navigation updates.

d) Degraded Perfomance - Estimates of the system performance at various levels of degradation are
to e determined. ThIs information can be obtained by using the simulation tools developed for
HINS and performing a study in accordance with a failure tree such as is shown in Figure 11.

e) Alignment -Algorithms are required to allow at-sea and In-flight alignments of the inertialsysTe-ms. •

f) SUstem Architecture - The system configuration definition will also address the development of
the system archecture. The elements of the architecture that will be studied Include " . "
communication formats and controls, operating principles and data bus design.

g) Processor Characteristics - Since the integration software must eventually be transferred to an
airborne processor, estimates of the required processor capabilities are needed. These
include:



- Instruction set
- Processor speed
- Memory capacity
- Floating point capability
- Weight, volume, power

8.7 Preferred Configuration Selection

One of the principle products of the Phase I study will be the identification of an optimum
navigation system with specific sensor subsystems and the algorithms used to perform their integration.
The criteria against which the selection of the preferred design will be made have been described earlier
-in this paper. It should be noted that the preferred configuration that is selected will be a set of..generic" sensor subsystems. A specific manufacturer or model type will not be designated, rather a
choice of equipments which may be used in each generic catagory will be indicated.

9.0 REMAINING ACTIVITY

Remaining Phase I activity will focus on the following tasks:

(a) Completion of preliminary integration algorithm design for the four candidate system
configurations.

(b) Evaluation of predicted performance in the baseline (non-degraded) and degraded modes of S
operation for each configuration over a selection of representative mission profiles. This
evaluation will be conducted using both covariance analysis and simulation techniques.

(c) Development of software to perform the failure detection/isolation/reconfiguration function
for each of the configurations.

(d) Examination of cost/weight/volume/performance/reliability tradeoffs for the candidate
* configurations leading to the recommendation of a preferred system configuration. This S

recommendation will also address the question of the use of embedded versus dedicated
processing to implement the HINS integration algorithm.

(e) Development of a preliminary test plan for the Phase II laboratory/ground-mobile/flight test
activities.

10.0 CONCLUSIONS S

The objective of the HINS project is to design, develop and test an integrated navigation system
for the maritime ASW helicopter. By investing a significant portion of the development effort in

- modelling and simulation studies the performance of the candidate* configurations can be identified. Then
tradeoffs can be made between the performance and the other system characteristics such as cost,
reliability and size. The system designer and the customer can make the selection of the "optimum" design
using performance estimates which have been generated by proven research techniques. The approach taken .
to the HINS development work is a systematic design process which will have application to the dlvelopment S
of all types of integrated navigation systems.
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TABLE 11 -PERFORMANCE 19511 RADIAL POSITION ERROR (IN-AIR ALIGMENT)

CONOY MISSION

PESSIMISTIC OPTIMISTIC

AAS 2.69 m 2.22 s

IS 2.60 21

SONOBUOY MISSION

Pessimistic Optimistic

AAS 3.27 m 2.25 m5

IS 2.85 2.08

TABLE 1? -KALMAN FILTER STATE SELECTION

NAVIGATION STATES ERROR STATES DISTARBAI - - -.

3 Attitude Errors 3 Gyro Drift Rates 2 Sea Currents

2 Velocity Errors 2 Accel. Sias Errors 2 Wind States

2 Position Errors 8 Omga States (I long term error
Sta te and I Ahort-tem error State
f or each of the Rour stationso)

o opp long10 Track Error State
I oppler Across Track Efror State

.. . ... ...
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High Accuracy Doppler Navigation
employing optimum integrated Position Fix Information

by H. Hug
Standard Elektrik Lorenz AG
Hellmuth-Hirth-Strasse 42

D-7000 Stuttgart 40
W-Germany 0

" ABSTRACT

The basic accuracy limitations of today's Doppler navigation systems are mainly caused by sensor errors
and calibration errors. The navigation error of a typical Doppler system equipped with a magnetic compass
is therefore about 1 % to 2 % of the distance travelled. The presented approach for improved accuracy is 0
based on the usually applied method of position fixing t reset the error at specific waypoints. The
measured errors are used as an input to a Kalman Filter ich estimates various error parameters and con-
tinuously compensates for the actual navigation error.

The paper presents details of the implemented Kalman Filter algorithm for optimum integration of position
fix information in a Doppler navigation system, together with simulation results based on computer gener-
ated synthetic flight data and recorded real flight data.

INTRODUCTION

Doppler navigation is nowadays the most commonly used principle of self contained navigation in helicop-
ters. This is because navigation based on the Doppler effect provides many features which are of par-
ticular importance to helicopters. Among these are properties such as self contained operation in remote
areas without external aids, simple procedures for operation and maintenance, small size and weight and,
after all, a relatively low cost.

A Doppler navigation system requires three major elements: A Doppler radar velocity sensor (DRVS), an
aircraft heading and attitude reference and a suitable navigation computer including input/output capa-
bilities.

Although the currently available DRVS provide a quite good accuracy, the performance of an entire system
suffers from inaccuracies of the angle sensor subsystems as well as from calibration residual errors. For
typical systems with heading supplied from the helicopter's magnetic compass with a "one sigma" error of one . . .
degree, the resulting navigation error is about 1 % to 2 % of the distance travelled. Systems of this
medium accuracy have become a standard for helicopters in many military forces. However, the improved
requirements for next generation military helicopters call for navigation systems with a total system
error of less than 1 % of distance travelled.

There are several possible approaches under discussion which may meet these requirements. Among these are
for instance satellite and strap down inertial navigation in stand alone configuration or integrated to-
gether with Doppler velocity sensors. But as these kinds of systems may propably not be made available at 5
a reasonable cost in the very near future, there will still be a market for improved stand alone Doppler
navigation systems.

Improved accuracy for Doppler navigation systems can be gained by either a more accurate DRVS, more accu-
rate heading and attitude sensors and, what is the subject of this paper, by sophisticated signal pro-
cessing. The signal processing approach as presented in the following, is based on optimal linear fil-
tering. It utilizes a conventional Kalman Filter to provide an optimum linear estimate for significant
system errors by means of a linear dynamic error model and additionally available navigation information
from extertal measurements. Additional information can be provided by a simple operational method which

does not require any extra sensors. This method is called position fixing and is commonly used in oper-
ating Doppler navigation and other kinds of dead reckoning navigation systems. Position fixing results in
an error reset at specific waypoints with a priori known coordinates but the effective error mechanisms
remain unchanged for standard Doppler navigation systems. The Kalman Filter, however, takes advantage of
these external position error measurements in order to learn about the error behaviour.

The Kalman Filter for optimum estimation of errors inherent in Doppler navigation is derived in the-
following sections, starting with the mathematical treatment of the Doppler navigation principle and a
subsequent error analysis which yields the analytical error models for the Kalman Filter.

PRINCIPLE OF DOPPLER NAVIGATION

Aircraft navigation based on the Doppler effect comprises the measurement of aircraft velocity by means of
a Doppler radar, the measurement of aircraft direction and attitude by means of direction and attitude
sensors and the suitable processing of these data to compute the actual aircraft position. The Doppler
radar determines the aircraft velocity in direction of radar beams by extracting the Doppler shifts bet-
ween radar signals which are transmitted from the aircraft and backscattered from the ground. Standard
DRVS generally use four noncoplanar radar beams in a symmetrical arrangement as shown in Fig. I. This .. ...

provides a somewhat redundant basis for the determination of the aircraft velocity in an aircraft based " " . "
perpendicular frame.' To achieve this, the Doppler shifts fDi, i = 1,2,3,4 optained from four beam di- * '
rections are transformed on a minimum mean square error basis into velocity components vx", vy" and vz"
according to the roll, pitch and vertical axis of the aircraft. In matrix notation, this transformation
can be written as V1. = TI • f10( ):. : ::: .:_
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where fD and v" are vector notations of the Doppler
shifts-and veTocity components respectively. The
transformation matrix T1 depends on the radar signal
wavelength A and the beam direction angles Yx, Yy,
yz as shown in Fig. 1 and is given by

1 1 -1 -1

cosyx Cosyx cosyx cosyx
o\ - 1 1 1 - 1 . :...

COSyy C OSyc y cOSyy cosyy

I 1 1 1 0
Figure 1: Radar beam arrangement in a cosyz cosy z  cosy z  cosy z

4 beam DRVS

The aircraft based coordinate frame is then rotated by means of the vehicle roll, pitch and heading angles
in order to determine the aircraft velocity components vx, Vy, vz in a north/east/down oriented frame.

The required coordinate frame rotation is performed in the following steps: A transformation into an earth
based horizontal/vertical frame is carried out first, involving pitch and roll angles P and R of the air-
craft. The velocity vector v' in this frame is determined as

V. = T2 v" ' (3)

where the orthogonal transformation matrix 12 is given by

cosP sinR sinP cosR sinP

= 0 cosR -sinR (4) 0

-sinP sinR cosP cosR cosP

The horizontal/vertical frame is subsequently rotated in the horizontal plane by the amount of the aircraft
orientation angle H with respect to the geographic north direction.

The resulting velocity vector v x, Vy, vz T in north/east/down coordinates is then given by

v= 3 v' T 3 T2 T1fD (5)

with the transformation matrix

cs sinH 0
sinH cosH 0 (6)

13  = 6

0 1 I

The north and east velocity components vx and vy are finally integrated into north and east components of
distance travelled from the point of departure.

The block diagram in Fig. 2 illustrates the entire Doppler navigation algorithm as it was described above.

velocity velocity velocity position
aircraft easth north/east north/east
based based down

-DRV..":::":""". . .."

Ca V' - br a f 'i n P itc h H ead in g S ta rt P os. .

constants Roil

Figure 2: Doppler navigation functional block diagram .. .-

For the practical operation of a Doppler navigation system, only a few preflight data entries are required. -.
Among these are for instance the starting point position which represents the initial condition for the
integrator in Fig. 2 and the destination point position which can be used to compute steering information. S
Beyond this, additional waypoints are generally entered in order to operate the system between shorter
distances.

This is advantageous because, as will be shown later, the errors in Doppler navigation are propagating with .. ..
increasing distance and flight time, i. e. the indicated position becomes more and more inaccurate. This
effect is demonstrated in Fig. 3, where the typical Doppler navigation error is shown for a straight flight
at constant velocity. The upper curve shows the monotonously increasing error for a free running doppler
navigation system, while the lower one is representing the error for the practical application of position
fixing by means of waypoints with known coordinates. This results in resetting the error to zero each time
a position fix is performed.
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a)

LX

0-
L:

L6

b)

. a. ,.. ... . . . , . . ... *.* .. -- o

T IMIN

Figure 3: Doppler navigation position error for a straight flight 0
a) Free running Doppler navigation system
b) Doppler navigation employing position fixes

In order to reduce the overall error in Doppler navigation by means of an error estimation, the error
propagation mechanisms have to be well understood and analysed carefully. This is carried out in the
next section.

ERROR ANALYSIS AND MODELING

The errors inherent in Doppler navigation can be classified into the major categories of sensor errors,
calibration errors and numerical errors.

Sensor errprs come up from the DRVS and from the external angle reference subsystems. Calibration errors
are present mainly because of antenna misalignment and numerical errors are due to word length effects
within the digital navigation computer.

The individual errors are affecting different parts of the navigation algorithm. This is shown schema-
tically in the functional block diagram in Fig. 4.

AKxAKy, AP, AR AN BumetA

Figure 4: Errors in Doppler navigation

The Doppler fluctuation error vector Aft acts as a noise input to the entire navigation algorithm while
the other errors are affecting the algorithm itself. The calibration errors which can be specified as
two independant antenna misalignment quantities AKx and AK are changing the Ti transformation while the
pitch and roll angle errors AP and AR result in incorrect (ransformations T2 and T3 respectively.

Together with the numerical errors which are present throughout the algorithm, all these error mechanisms
end up in a total velocity error vector Av which is finally integrated to give the total position error
As.

In order to develop a Kalman Filter for the estimation of this total error, the individual error sources
have first to be characterized analytically. This can be done by means of physical error models and the
analysis of measured data. For this purpose, a large number of test flights have been carried out and data
was recorded for specific mission profils which allowed the separation and quantification of individual
error sources. The test flights have been performed with a BO 105 helicopter and a navigation equipment
as listed In Table 1.

The recorded flight data consists of the Doppler
Subsystem Type frequencies, pitch, roll and heading angles as well SSstTpas time dependent present position values and

Doppler AN/ASN 128 position errors at waypoints. An example of recordedDpeadngr . AN/ASN 8 flight data is shown in Fig. 5. The error components
HAdtingd Ref. A/ASN 89 that could be identified from the measured data are
Attitude Ref. 9000 C

now considered in detail.

Table 1: Navigation Equipment
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a) Doppler fluctuation error

Doppler shifts The Doppler frequencies as measured by the DRVS are
output of a frequency tracker. They represent the

C3__ center frequency of the narrowband Doppler spectrum
. . . . . . . . . . . . . which is fluctuating for instance because of the

N backscattering properties of the ground [1]. The
_ _ _ _ _ __ fluctuation is correlated according to the tracker '

time constant and its standard deviation 6AfD can
be shown to be proportional to the square root of

othe aircraft's absolute velocity [1):
Pitch

AfD= c rvI (7)

L The analysis of the measured data verifies the rela-
R -ltion in eq. (7) with the constant factor

__Roll c .5 Hz / in/sec. This can be seen from Fig. 6,
where AfD is plotted versus the square root of the

*velocity for several flights at different velocities.
C Fig. 7 shows an ensemble of normalized correlation

functions for measured fluctuation errors taken from
various flight samples. The correlation plots in
Fig. 7 are justifying that these fluctuation errors
may adequately be approximated by an exponentially B

] Heading correlated noise with the correlation time
___ , _ . . . ,. ._._. .I_. ',_ , , T 0.3 sec taken as a mean value from Fig. 7. The

1.0 4.0 S.0 12.0 16.0 20.0 24.o 2o e or model is therefore represented by the differen-
tial equation

Position North 2fD= - AfD + nf , (8)

"E. .where nAf is a forcing white noise with the spectral
l .. @.0 1. 1.0 2.o density

2 21V I (9)

.0 2.0 16.0 20.0 24.0

F oPosition East

mmn

Figure 5: Example of recorded flight data C

00

L
L -4

It.0 2.0 4.0 6.0 8.0 10.0 i.0 0.4 0.0 1.0 1.6 2.0

I I/m/sec T;me (seci

Figure 6: Standard deviation Oaf of Doppler Figure 7: Ensemble of normalized correlation plots
fluctuation error versos square root for measured Doppler fluctuation errors
of the absolute aircraft velocity

b) Calibration errors S

As already mentioned above, the calibration errors are mainly caused by antenna misalignment, i.e. by
radar beam direction errors Ayx, IYy and Ayz (Fiq. 1). However, only two of these angle errors are
linearly independent, so that for instance only Ayx and Ayy have to be considered. These errors are
suitably represented by the normalized quantities

AKx,y cosYx y , 0

- COS('rx,y+Ayx,y) (10)
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where Kx,y are abbreviated notations for elements in the T, transformation matrix:

K -~ 1
x,y 9 -cOSyxY

The calibration errors can be stated to be offset errors, i.e. random constants with a zero derivative:

This is confirmed by the measured data what is demonstrated in. Fig. 8 where the calibration errors are
depicted that have been derived from several test flights.

The average error AKx/Kx which is effective along
the aircraft's longitudinal axis can be identified

from Fig. 8 as

- ----------------------. .A K
L K---x - 6 .75 • 10 

- 3

The corresponding alignment angle error y xis about
0.1 degrees. X

L) 0 2.0 4.0 6.0 .0 0.0However, no noticeable error AKy in aircraft latti-
Flight sample tude or pitch axis could be identified even for

flights in pure lattitude direction. This is impor-
tant, because the AKy error is effective only for

Figure 8: Relative calibration errors for a nonzero drift velocity and moreover it does not
several test flight samples have a significant quantitative effect. Therefore,

this error component can be neglected when modeling
the calibration errors.

c) Pitch and roll angle errors

The vertical reference under consideration is composed of an averaging gravitational field sensor. The
errors inherent in this device are partially manoever dependent but a long term statistical data analysis
indicates that pitch and roll angle errors aP and AR may also be modeled by simple first order differen- . -
tial equations

P T AP + n (12)

AP
and an- . AR +nAR (13) . .

A TAR A

The respective correlation times TAP, TAR and spectral densities Sn ,Sn.R of the forcing white noise .
processes can be estimated from figs. 9 a, b, where measured correlation plots are shown for pitch and
roll angle errors. The appropriate values for a good approximation are

TAp 2 sec , S = 2 10- 4  sec - -

and APn AP-
T AR 2 sec , nAR= 5.6• 1Q sec

C J
0 0

C-

L L
'L ,,-_- _"" .."2.,

o -T To g--- T 1 T -T - T -T _

V .0 1.0 2.0 3.0 4.0 6.0 .O 1.0 1.0 2.0 3,0 4.0 5.0 6.0

Time [sec Time Isec I

Figure 8: a) Pitch b) Roll

Ensemble of correlation plots for measured pitch

and roll errors



d) Heading angle error

The most commonly used heading references in small aircrafts like helicopters are gyro stabilized magne-
tic compass sets. These devices show a very complex error behaviour which cannot be analysed and modeled
easily. The resulting heading error further depends on external effects like magnetic aircraft components
and unnormalities of the earth magnetic field. An adequately adapted error model therefore has to take into
account error components like slowly varying sensor noise, magnetic variation errors and direction dependent
magnetic deviation errors. The latter effects are generally even predominating the time varying effects and •
therefore the total heading error AH may be modeled as an offset error AH0 plus one and two cycle direction
dependent errors [1]

AH = AHo + AH sinH + AH cosH + AH sin2H + AH 6 cos2H (14)

However, there is in general an opportunity to compensate for the individual error components in eq. (14),
so that the residual error practically will depend on the goodness of calibration, i.e. it will be differ-
ent from helicopter to helicopter.

Beyond this, the error components in eq. (14) are generally not observable in normal flight, i.e. they
cannot be separated an therefore eq. (14) does not provide an appropriate error model for use in a Kalman
Filter. It is a common practice to overcome such modeling problems by using a statistical error model in
form of a random walk process [2] . The random walk model for the heading angle error can be written as

ZH = nAH (15)

where nAH again is a forcing white noise process which is integrated to produce the heading angle error.

THE KALMAN FILTER APPROACH

A Kalman Filter by definition is an algorithm for estimating the state of a linear dynamic system which is
corrupted by noise. The estimate is performed as a state vector extrapolation by means of a linear system

* model and after all, by additional external measurements which are used appropriately to update the extra- •
polation. For this purpose, the measured quantities must be linearly related to the state vector.

In the intended application of position fixing, the occasionally available measurements consist of north
and east position errors. Therefore, the state space formulation of the linear dynamic system model imple-
mented in the Kalman Filter has to contain these position errors as state variables.

A linear differential equation for the north and east position errors AN, AE can easily be found by differ-
entiating the velocity vector v in eq. (5) with respect to the disturbed quantities: •

AV = J T3 T3-1 v AH + T, a il T2
- 1 T3  v AP

T 2  -1 -I T3  vAR + T, T, cZK f AKx

x

+ l*T.Afo16-LOZI^ (16)

As the vertical velocity component is not of interest for areal navigation, the horizontal components of
eq. (16) can directly serve as a suitable linear state space formulation of minimum dimension. This can
be written as

AN Fo(t) • I G% (t) • n(t) (17)

where £o(t) and Go(t) are the system matrix and noise input matrix respectively and n(t) is a white noise
vector. However, the linear dynamic error model in eq. (17) will not be sufficient, Because the involved
error components do not represent white noise sources what is required for the Kalman Filter. Therefore,
the state vector in eq. (17) has to be augmented by all these error quantities, which cannot be considered
as white noise. This is achieved by means of the earlier derived differential equations for the character-
ization of the correlated noise sources. A completed state space formulation may therefore be written as

AN 00 a bI c d1 ,,N n,

AE 0 0 a2  b2  c2  d2 1 E n EAH 0 0 0 0 0 0 .H nH (18;

AP 0 0 0 - 0 0 P n,

AR 0 0 0 0 T. 0 "R
R

:,Kx/K 0 0 0 0 0 0 K KKj 0

where the calibration, pitch, roll and heading errors have been included as state variables and niN, n-
are horizontal velocity noise components which represent the Doppler fluctuation errors. The matrix elements
ai , bi, ci , di can be found by evaluating eq. (16). 0
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Because of their weak correlation, the Doppler fluctuation errors are considered as white noise in order
to keep the state vector dimension as small as possible. The danymic properties of this linear error model
have been investigated by simulation using computer generated synthetic flight data that provided a con-
tinuous and perfect reference.

Fig. 10 shows simulation results for north and east position errors, exactly as they are occuring and
as they are estimated by a Kalman Filter based on the error model in eq. (18).

acua
c S..I . ,. *.S 1. tS Sf US 6.

M •estimated

LXa. LJ"

Figure 10: Doppler navigation errors in north and east, 0
actual errors and errors estimated by the
Kalman Filter

From Fig. 10 it can be seen that the actual and estimated errors agree very well after a learning period
involving some position fixes at the beginning of the simulated flight.

The complete algorithm for Doppler navigation including Kalman Filter to integrate position fix informa-
tion is summarized in Table 2 and an information flow diagram is shown in Fig. 11.

Discrete time: t= vTA .- & r Oo Zv A gort ..................... v_"__, poton.

Doppler Nov. V(v) = T M3 v TM2 (v .4- Dlv) , V..-i.east

1(v) Vv 1) - ,- °,° .c

Measurements at I kiTA. i= 1,2,3_ -- - --- -- "- -"""-'-

KALMAN FILTER : Tratia

Extrapolation between measurements: o 1,2... (ki, 1 - ki -1 A

_xlki.v) =Alk~v-t) i T-)I + ""
EPki (k i  . v) -A 1)i f (I k i 1) -11Tlki v e-1) SOki* -1) waypoInt

1rue pos.""'

Measurements: as(ki) = Cx(ki) + e-(ki)exrpoaio ° 
x- - --,,

* Extrapolation and update at measurement instances kic.

'(k i  = A(ki-1tx(k- T1) 1 %

'lki) A _(k.-1) PKki-1lA(k-)- 1l (k -) A

K(k) = E(1k,) CT(C P'lkl CT + Rlk~i))l

"P(k') = (' I + K"(k I ) (k) I q, 2 j) I" AT 4' 0
E lk ,) = --A ' I A k , CCT~k iX

where A(M f W(vTA) TA Delay
2 (") . E J j,) nT(v) K- " " -' - . -" -

B~k, • E r~k)rT~,)l Errr_ co~v~~o~ne .et ,_ _po. tzn_. . _Kolman ga n cam~rp_, error coyupe " .
" "

. ... .' "'""

!Ik I E(j(k1Ir T lklj ro strpc!_t potoA.Kimn_.TPPKl 2 RVj

Table 2: Doppler nav. and Kalman Filter Figure 11: Information flow didgram,

algorithm Doppler nav. and Kalman Filter
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The algorithm has been implemented and tested off line by means of recorded flight data. An example is
shown in Figs. 12 and 13. In Fig. 12, the nominal flight path is depicted as straight lines between way-
points together with the flight path as indicated by the Doppler navigation system. The difference bet-
ween the nominal and indicated position, however, is meaningful only at the waypoints, where the actual
positions are the waypoints themselves, whereas the indicated positions include the error of the Doppler
navigation system. In Fig. 13, the absolute position errors are depicted versus the flight time, assuming
a linearly increasing error behaviour.

" - Free running Doppler system

---- Doppler nov. with pos. fixing

Doppler Kalmon Filter with pos fixing

t Figure 12: Flight path example composed of Figure 13: Position errors versus time for
individual flight legs flight depicted in fig. 12
Nominal an indicated flight path

From Fig. 13 it can be seen that a considerable improved accuracy is achieved with a Doppler navigator
that is extended by a Kalman Filter to integrate position fix information as compared to an unsupported
Doppler naviigator.

In terms of circular error propability values (50 % CEP), the resulting position errors averaged over 0
all processed test flight data have been found to be 1.4 % for the unsupported Doppler navigator and
0.43 % for the Doppler navigator extended by the Kalman Filter. This result demonstrates that stand alone
Doppler navigation as is in use today provides a considerable potential for improving the accuracy with-
out any extra navigation sensors.

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION

Based on the common practice of position fixing which is used in conjunction with Doppler navigation, a
signal processing method has been presented that provides improved navigation accuracy without more
accurate or any additional sensors. The occasionally available position fix information is integrated
into the Doppler navigator by means of a Kalman Filter that estimates and compensates the Doppler naviga-
tion errors. Loosely speaking, a kind of inflight calibration is performed by this approach.

The achieved navigation accuracy meets a "less than 1 % CEP" requirement, so that this improved stand alone
Doppler navigator can compete with more expensive approaches involving for instance inertial sensors, as a
long as no further requirements are imposed.
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STANDARD ATTITUDE HEADING REFERENCE SYSTEM
(SAHRS)

FULL SCALE DEVELOPMENT PROGRAM

KENTON L. BACHMAN
COMMUNICATION NAVIGATION TECHNOLOGY DIRECTORATE

NAVAL AIR DEVELOPMENT CENTER
WARMINSTER, PA 18974 USA S

SUMMARY

There is a recognized need within the military services for reliable, low cost-of-ownership
Attitude Heading Reference Systems (AHRS) capable of operating for extended periods without the
need for calibration or regularly scheduled maintenance. In recognition of this need, the mili- S
tary services have embarked upon a joint service full scale engineering development program to
provide a Standard Attitude Heading Reference System (SAHRS) utilizing strapdown technology for a
multiplicity of rotary and fixed wing platforms. It is the objective of this paper to describe
the system design concept, performance characteristics, and installation approach for placing
SAHRS in selected military aircraft. It also dicusses the program organization, procurement
approach, and schedules leading toward fully qualified military hardware.

INTRODUCTION

The AHRS is the primary navigation aid on most helicopters and it is used as either a pri-
mary aid or backup for the Inertial Navigation System (INS) on many fixed wing aircraft.
Historically, AHRS in the government inventory have been developed for unique applications with
little or no consideration for commonality. Although functionally similar, these devices are
logistically unique. The majority of AHRS in use today are electro-mechanical-analog devices
which exhibit low reliablity and are difficult and costly to maintain, both from the standpoint S
of obtaining spare parts as well as maintaining production lines to support the outdated tech-
nology. Consequently, a number of AHRS in all the services are approaching the end of their ser-
vice life and are being considered for retrofit. Recent technical and budget actions by the
services indicate additional unique AHRS are being proposed to satisfy their future needs. This
combination of activities presents an "opportunity window" for acquiring a SAHRS that can be used
for retrofit applications as well as for use on future aircraft.

This paper presents a cost effective approach for the development of a new generation SAHRS
that can replace existing multi-box AHRS Weapon Replaceable Assemblies (WRA's) with a Strapdown
Sensor Assembly (SSA) and an optional Interface Adapter Box (IAB), without requiring any changes
to existing aircraft wiring. It is believed that the design approach allows for the development
of an affordable system that meets the retroftt requirements of today's aircraft, and the forward
fit requirements of tomorrow's aircraft.

PROGRAM NEED

Many of the front-line military aircraft have been in service for more than 20 years - far
longer than was anticipated when they were first introduced. Today, the three services are faced
with the challenge of extending the life of these aircraft and their associated avionic systems
well into the 1990's. Avionics obsolescence and spare parts availability are now beginning to
adversely affect the operational readiness of these aircaft. In the Navy, for example, the
overwhelming majority of AHRS currently in use are based on late 1950 and 1960's technology.
They have relatively low Mean Time Between Failure (MTBF) rates and are subject to the dele- S
terious effects of vibration and shock.

Figure (1) illustrates the reliability problems on three of the most widely used AHRS in the
Navy inventory; the AN/ASN-50, A/A24G-39, and AN/ASN-107. A sampling of the aircraft using these
sytems is also shown. Note that the reliability, expressed in terms of MTBF, is not only failing
to get better, but is in fact getting worse with time. The AN/ASN-50, with primary application
in rotary wing aircraft, has been out of production for several years although spare Weapon
Relaceable Assemblies (WRA's) and Shop Replaceable Assemblies (SRA's) are still available from S
the manufacturer. The AN/ASN-107 is also out of production and will require several expensive
design changes to keep the system operational. The A/A24G-39 AHRS, while still in production, is
not an all attitude AHRS and i ,nsuitable for some applications. Other negative characteristics
include the use of an extensive number of WRA's, lengthy calibration procedures, accuracies which "
are less than those achievable with today's technology, lack of a standard digital interface --
capability, and inadequate analog interface characteristics.

PROGRAM BACKGROUND

For several years the military services have explored the concept of a standard AHRS for
both retrofit and forward fit aircraft applications. In 1981 the Army initiated a flight test
program evaluating prototype strapdown attitude heading reference systems from Litton Industries,
Slnger-Kearfott, Lear Siegler, and Sperry (reference a). Similarly, the Navy conducted a suc-
cessful flight test program on a CH-53 helicopter in 1981 (reference b). These tests proved the '" "
feasibility of using strapdown technology for AHRS applications in helicopter missions. The
Army, in fact, has introduced the Litton LR-80 AHRS in their AH-I, UH-60, and AH-64 programs.
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Figure 1. Attitude Heading Reference System Reliability

Subsequent life cycle cost analyses performed by the Naval Air Development Center have shown
that a government developed SAHRS has significant cost savings over unique AHRS developed inde- S
pendently by several contractors (reference c). In the referenced study, a cost comparison was
made between the two development approaches on the basis of total Research Development Test and
Evaluation (RDT&E), production (non-recurring and recurring), and operating/support costs. The
study assumed fixed unit production costs for a buy of 1000 systems procured over a 20 year
period. The reusits of this study are shown in Figure 2. The initial point and lower slope
exhibited by SAHRS for the period 1984-1986 reflect the lower RDT&E costs associated with thesingle source development approach. Lower production and support costs including learning curvetheory, inventory management, and support equipment costs account for the lower slope exhibited ... 0•
by SAHRS between 1986 and 1992. After 1992 the respective curves increase at a constant slope. - -- -
This reflects the assumption that all systems exhibit similar reliability characteristics and ....that spares replenishment schedules for both the proposed standard SAHRS and the unique AHRS are ii.i . i .* identical. As shown in the figure the resulting total lie cycle cost difference over 20 years
is approximately $100 million less for the standard AHRS approach.- _. :.!!iil
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In 1982 the Naval Air Systems Command tasked the Naval Air Development Center to initiate a
study effort investigating the feasibility, practicality, and retrofit requirements for replacing
existing AHRS with a new SAHRS on selected helicopter and fixed wing aircraft (reference c).
Helicopters selected for this study were the SH-2F, SH-3H, CH-46E, and RH-53D. The fixed wing
aircraft were the S-3A and C-130G; later, the SH-60B, F-14A, and E-2C aircraft were added to the
study. The results of this study (reference d) formed the basis of the design approach taken on
the SAHRS program.

PROGRAM CHARTER

The program was formally endorsed by the Standardization Panel for Avionics at the January
1983 planning conference of the Joint Services Review Committee (JSRC) on Avionics Components and
Subsystems (AVCS). Responsibility for prog-am management and execution was assigned to the U.S.
Navy at that time. During 1983 technical teams from each of the three services, working
together, drafted a combined military specification, MIL-R-85632 (AS), stating the requirements
for the system. Separate appendices were attached to this pecification describing the peculiar
interface requirements for each of the aircraft initially selected to receive SAHRS. The
designated Navy aircraft were the SH-2F, SH-60B, F-14A, and E-2C, and for the Army it was the
UH-1 helicopter.

The Air Standardization Coordinating Committee, made up of representatives from the United
States, Australia, Canada, and New Zealand, are proposing the specification as a standard within
their countries. They are also planning to forward it for consideration as a standard to the S
appropriate technical working groups of both the North Atlantic Treaty Organization (NATO) and
South East Asia Treaty Organization (SEATO) member nations.

PROGRAM OBJECTIVES

The SAHRS program has been initiated to provide the military services with a common, price
competitive, reference system for use on multiple platforms. The program will take advantage of . .. .
recent technological developments in strapdown sensor technology that hopefully will result in S
improved equipment readiness and reduced life cycle costs. Specifically, the program is intended
to accomplish the following objectives:

o Design, develop, test and obtain Approval For Production (AFP) of a new SAHRS,

type designation AN/USN-2.

Develop a standardized interface that will be compatible with existing applica-

tions as well as meeting future aircraft needs through incorporation of a modular .
Input/Output section containing analog, discrete, and MIL-STD-1553B digital inter-
faces.

Provide a system with increased reliability (2000 hrs MTBF) and with no scheduled

maintenance or calibration requirement.

Provide the system at low cost ($40,000 or less in quantities of 1000 or more) and ------ -

with growth capability to a moderate accuracy inertial navigation system.

PROGRAM ORGANIZATION

The executive service in charge of managing the program is the U.S. Navy with the Army and
Air Force participating as deputy program managers. Figure 3 illustrates the top level organiza-
tion and staffing. Overall program management authority resides with the Program Manager. He is
repsonsible for delegating specific tasks related to overall program execution. The AVCS Program S
Manager is repsonsible for coordinating project activities (status, funding, schedules, etc) with
the Joint Services Review Committee, which oversees this program as well as other joint service %
programs under their jurisdiction. The Deputy Program Manager for Acquisition is in charge of
the day-to-day execution of the project. He is required to have a comprehensive understanding of
the needs and requirements of each of the services involved. He must also understand the dif-
ferences in areas such as financial management, program management philosophy, logistics support,
orgdnization, and test and evaluation techniques so that he can arbitrate and resolve any poten-
tial problems as they may arise. The Deputy Progam Manager for each service has broad systems
engineering repsonsibility insuring that the developed equipment meets the individual service
needs. The Deputy Program Managers are in turn supported by system engineers from their own
organizations that are knowledgable in specific hardware/software disciplines.

A key systems engine function is provided by the Interface Coordination Working Group
(ICWG). This group is cha. i by the Navy and is composed of representatives from the three ser-
vices, airframe manufacturers, and contractor(s) personnel. It is their responsibility to
generate an Interface Control Document (ICD) defining the required interface between SAHRS and S
the associated avionics of each selected aircraft.

Due to current funding uncertainties within the Army and Air Force, the primary Research
Development Test and Evaluation (RDT&E) costs and initial production costs are being provided by
the Navy. The program will continue while the other two services evaluate their system needs and
funding priorities.

.1

. o.-. -.. .'. -
-'. ' -) 2.
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Figure 3. SAHRS Program Organization

PROCUREMENT APPROACH

A two phased procurement approach is planr-i: Phase I - Preproduction and Phase II -
Production. In the Preproduction or Full Scale oevelopment phase, two contractors, chosen by
competitive proposal evaluation, will develop, fabricate, and conduct design approval testing on
their respective systems. Multiplex data bus qualification testing will be conducted by a
government laboratory equipped to thoroughly exercise this equipment capability. All other
testing will be conducted at the contractor/government test facilities as determined by the Test
Program Manager. Also during this phase the contractor will perform logistic support analyses to
better define alternate logistic support approaches for implementation during the Production
phase. Phase I will culminate with aircraft integration, compatibility and flight tests con-
ducted as part of the Technical Evaluation (TECHEVAL) and Operation Evaluation (OPEVAL) qualifi-
cation procedure. Upon successful completion of these tests the systems will then receive formal
Approval for Production (AFP).

Phase II will be a competitive production acquisition among the two qualified contractors
(assuming both successfully pass Phase I). Requests for production proposals will go out near
the end of TECHEVAL so that the production contract can be awarded shortly after OPEVAL. It is
anticipated that the initial production contract awards will be split in a manner commensurate
with respective bid prices. Every year as production options are exercised, each manufacturer or
any other qualified manufacturer can openly bid with contract awards going to the lowest bidder.

GIMBALLED VERSUS STRAPDOWN AHRS - A CONCEPTUAL COMPARISON 0

In order to fully understand the SAHRS design it is useful to first compare the major dif-
ferences between gimballed and strapdown AHRS. The theory of operation for both is given below.

A. Gimballed AHRS Concept

A conceptual sketch of a gimballed AHRS similar to the AN/ASN-50 is shown in Figure 4.
The system utilizes a vertically oriented Vertical Gyro (VG) to sense aircraft roll and pitch,
while aircraft heading is sensed by the horizontally oriented Directional Gyro (DG). A system of
mechanically gimballed platform torquer motnrs and associated bubble level sensors mounted on
gimbal arm maintain the VG and 0G at the proper orientations. Aircraft attitudes are provided by
the angular resolvers which measure the angular difference between the airframe and the stable
gyro platform.

During normal non-maneuvering flight, the VG is prevented from drifting away from the ver-
tical orientation via the "erection" loops. For example, a platform tilt in the pitch direction . . ..
is sensed by the bubble level switch mounted on the pitch gimbal. The error signal is
transmitted to the pitch erection loop amplifier which then commands the pitch erection torquer
to rotate the roll gimbal, thereby causing the VG to precess back to the vertical orientation.
Similarly, the DG is normally precessed to the magnetic heading as measured by the flux valve via
the "slaving" torquer circuit (see Figure 4).

During periods of acceleration and maneuvers, the pendulous design of the flux valve causes
false magnetic heading outputs and thereby generates erroneous slaving signals to the DG. In
addition, the bubble level erection switches will sense apparent non-verticality due to maneuvers
and generate improper erection signals to the VG. Thus, it is necessary to sense these periods
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Figure 4. Gimbaled AHRS Concept _

of non-benign flight conditions and cut out the erection and slaving signals to the VG and the 6
DG, repsectively. This is accomplished with either bubble level cut-out switches and/or separate
rate switching gyro as shown in Figure 4.

There are three primary AHRS modes of operation defined by the status of the UG as follows:

1. Slaved Mode
2. Free or Directional Gyro (DG) Mode

3. Compass Mode - -.

The Slaved mode is the normal mode of operation. In this mode, the Directional Gyro (DG) -. --
azimuth signal is combined with the flux valve output to produce an integrated magnetic heading.- r--T.I
Since the DG has good short term stab lity while the flux valve is consistent over the long -
term, the slaving operation produces the best heading accuracy. During high latitude (>70°)
operations and/or aircraft maneuvers, the Free or DG mode of operation becomes necessary. In 0
this mode, the output of the DG is used directly to provide heading information. However, since
the magnetic north reference is no longer available, there is an apparent heading drift due to

* the earth's rotation. The drift rate varies as a function of latitude and a latitude corre. *ion
sig-nal is supplied to minimize the apparent heading error. Finally, during periods of DG
failure, the compass mode of operation is entered. In this mode, the flux valve output is used

* directly to generate the heading information.

L0

B. Strapdown AHRS Concept

Advances in microprocessor and high dynamics gyro technology have made possible the.. .
implementation of the Strapdown AHRS concept as shown in Figure 5. In the strapdown mechaniza- .....
tion, the gyros and accelerometers are tied uirectly to the airframe and mechanical gimbals are..
replaced by a strapdown processor which mathematically maintains the sensor assembly in a local .
level orientation. The Strapdown AHRS is a Schuler-tuned, second order system similar to an
inertial navigation system mechanization. The system senses vehicle angular rates and transla- 0

*tional accelerations by means of two - 2 degree of freedom dry-tuned gyroscopes or three single . .
axis laser gyroscopes, and three single axis force rebalanced accelerometers. Aircraft attitude..-.-. i
is computed via continous integration of attitude rate data from the gyros while being compen-" -* ' i -- '
sated for aircraft accelerations that are accurately measured by the accelerometers. The *

* aircraft attitude is computed in the form of a direction cosine matrix relating body to naviga-
tion coordinate axes.

The initial attitude of the SAHRS is determined via the gyro-compassing alignment procedure •
similar to that used in inertial navigation systems. In this procedure, the SAHRS processor uses
initial latitude data to compute the components of earth's r. e, which along with components of-.'
gravity sensed by the accelerometers, are used to derive the initial roll, pitch, and trueheading of the SAHRS.

R-1. ,R .... .O

Since the SAHRS will be mechanized similar to an inertial navigator with cputations per-.
formed within its own processor, It is a straightforward process to upgrade the systm into a
moderate quality INS. System performance can then be enhanced by combining the inertially
dervied velocity with doppler velocity In a hybrid SAHRS/doppler configuration. he D .f o

1. Slaved- Mode.'
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Figure 5. Strapdown AHRS Concept

SYSTEM DESCRIPTION

The SAHRS provides analog and digital outputs of aircraft pitch, roll, heading, angular
rate. angular acceleration, linear acceleration, velocity, and position. It will have the cdpa-
bility of providing inertially smoothed velocity data when used in conjunction with a velocity
reference such as a doppler radar set. The SAHRS will also be capable of slaving Inertial
heading to a Magnetic Azimuth Detector or flux valve input. In production, the sytem will con-
sist of up to four Weapon Replaceable Assemblies (WRA's) depending on the selected aircraft con-
figuration. Figure 6 illustrates the four box configuration consisting of the following:

a. Strapdown Sensor Assembly (SSA) - Standard

b. Mode Control Unit (MCU) - Optional

c. Mount - Optional

d. Interface Adapter (IA) Optional

MIL-STD-1SS3 DIGITAL BUS

MODE I MAGNETIC "XISTING
I CONTROL I { AZIMUTH EXISTING
I UNIT DETECTOR CABLES/CONNECTORS

STRAPDOWN NTERFACE
SENSOR 3.ADAPTER ,

ASSEMBLY .

- EXTERNAL
AVIONICS

MON L---

-------------------------------------------- -- '-

Figure 6. Full SAHRS Configuration

A. Strapdown Sensor Assembiy (SSA)

Figure 7 depicts the functional diagram of the SSA which consists of two sections; the
core section and the interchangeable section. The core section is common to all SAHRS and con-
tains the sensor package, power supply, control electronics, processor, and Input/Output inter-

*- face. The aircraft body rates are measured by the sensor assemblies and transmitted to the
control electronics where sensor signal conditioning functions take place. Depending on the
contractor(s) design approach, the sensor package may contain two 2-degree of freedom dry-tuned
gyros or three single axis laser gyros. Three single axis force rebalanced accelerometers will

., be provided in lieu of bubble levels use4 in conventional gimballed AHRS. The power supply pro-
vides basic power to the sensor package, control electronics and other cards as required. The
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control electronics also transmit the digitized sensor data to the processor where body rate
information is integrated and processed via software to produce aircraft attiutdes, rate, and
heading information. These data are then transmitted to the interchangeable section via the
generalized processor I/0 interface. The interface formats all I/0 data and interacts with the
digital bus. The digital bus wiring is identical to all cards and can be implemented using the
unibus concept incorporated by modern minicomputers.

F0

IL- I ....-----

.. . . . . . . . . .. . .. •

Figure 7. Functional Diagram of Strapdown Sensor Assembly

The Interchangeable Section is made up of interchangeable cards tailored to the particular
vehicle and transparent to the digital bus. It is also designed to accept new cards/functions
during avionics upgrade programs without requiring any internal wiring changes, software changes
or reprogramming. The interchangeable section provides the following functions as required: a
MIL-STD-1553 multiplex data bus, a synchro/ analog interface, dicsretes, and magnetic azimuth
detector interface.

B. Mode Control Unit (MCU)

This unit provides the controls and indicators required for operating SAHRS. Use of the
MCU is optional. It is planned only for those aircraft desiring full, self-contained SAHRS capa-
bility. In new aircraft, selection of the SAHRS modes may be accomplished by an integrated
control panel via the MIL-STD-1553B mux bus in lieu of a self-contained MCU. In retrofit
aircraft, where it is desireable that SAHRS operation be indistinguishable from the current AHRS, S
use of the existing control unit is planned. Some limitations will occur, however, which could
inhibit full realization of SAHRS potential when used in this manner. For example, gyrocom-
passing alignment and stored heading alignment cannot be initiated as these modes are not
available on existing controllers.

C. Mount

The Strapdown Sensor Assembly (SSA) is hard mounted to the aircraft through the optional 0
mount or on a stand alone basis. The mount will be designed to allow installation of the SSA
with an alignment repeatability of 3 arc minutes (3 sigma) in any axis. It will also have a
quick disconnect provision to minimize removal and installation time.

D. Interface Adapter (IA)

The Interface adapter functions as an optional signal conditioning/ junction unit for
interfacing the SSA with external avionics equipment. It will be designed to eliminate the need S
for rewiring existing aircraft harnesses and connectors in retrofit applications. U.S. Navy
aircraft initially scheduled to use the IA are the SH-2F, E-2C, and F-14A. The IA will contain
interface cards and/or signal amplifiers for driving the required avionics equipment such as
heading and attitude indicators. As a minimum the IA will accept roll, pitch, and heading infor-
mation from the SSA and output these signals in the required format for each aircraft. It is
expected that the cost of the IA will be low compared to the SSA and MCU. Thus during future
MIL-STD-15538 multiplex bus upgrades of the aircraft, F-14A to F-14D for example, the IA can be
"thrown away" and SAHRS will then interface directly with the multiplex data bus. 0

DYNAMIC OPERATING RANGES

The dynamic operating ranges specified for SAHRS are shown in Table 1. The velocity range
is sufficiently broad since both helicopters and fixed wing aircraft are using the system. Roll
Information will be continuous throughout plus or minus 1800 and valid for all vehicle angles of
pitch and heading. It is noted that for roll rates over 200°/sec lasting more than three •
seconds, degraded performance is allowed. This condition is permitted since it is unlikely the
aircraft will exceed these limits under normal flight maneuvers. Pitch information will be
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continuous through plus or minus 900 and valid for all angles of roll or heading. Heading infor-
mation will be continuous throughout 3600 and valid for all angles or pitch and roll.

MISSION
PARAMETER CONDITION

LATITUDE RANGE (DEGREES) S90 TO N90
LONGITUDE RANGE (DEGREES) W180 TO E18 0
LONGITUDINAL VELOCITY (METERS/SECOND) -30 TO +750
LATERAL VELOCITY (METERS/SECOND) -750 TO +750 .. .- . .-. -
VERTICAL VELOCITY (METERS/SECOND) -75 TO +75 -. "" ]

ROLL ATTITUDE (DEGREES) -180 TO +160 "- " - -
PITCH ATTITUDE (DEGREES) -90 TO +90
YAW (DEGREES) 0 TO 360
YAW ANGULAR RATE (DEGREES/SECOND) 0 TO ±200
ROLL ANGULAR RATE (DEGREES/SECOND) 0 TO ±300"
PITCH ANGULAR RATE (DEGREES/SECOND) - 150 TO + 150
PITCH ANGULAR RATE THROUGH ZENITH (DEGREES/SECOND) -S0 TO +50
ROLL ANGULAR ACCELERATION (DEGREES/SECOND 2 ) 0 TO 1500
PITCH AND YAW ANGULAR ACCELERATION (DEGREES/SECOND 2) 0 TO 400
LINEAR ACCELERATION RANGE (METERS/SECOND2 0 TO 100

*PERFORMANCE DEGRADATION FOR ROLL RATES OVER 200 DEG/SEC LASTING MORE THAN
3 SECONDS IS PERMISSIBLE

TABLE I. SAHRS DYNAMIC OPERATING RANGES

MODES OF OPERATION

The SAHRS will be capable of operating in the following operator initiated modes:

a. Gyrocompass mode. The gyrocompass mode is the primary operating mode of the system.
When in this mode automatic selection of the alignment submode including gyrocompass only align-
ment, stored heading alignment or magnetically slaved initialized gyrocompass alignment for rapid
reaction applications is made.

b. Slaved mode. The slaved mode of operation provides attitude and gyro-stabilized
magnetic heading outputs. In the slaved mode, the heading gyro is continuously slaved to agree
with the magnetic heading sensed by the Magnetic Azimuth Detector (MAD). The system will also be

capable of rapidly synchronizing to the heading output from the MAD.

c. Directional gyro mode. When operated in this mode, the SAHRS provides earth rate
corrected directional gyro heading. This mode is typically selected during high latitude (>70 ° )
flight operations.

d. Cmajss/Em e o The compass/emergency mode is a backup mode in the event of
a failure of the inertia sensing elements. When operated in this mode, heading outputs are
electronically damped from the unstabilized magnetic heading.

e. Calibration mode. This mode provides for the selection of two sub-calibration modes
of operation: (1) the automatic compass swing and heading calibration of the MAD without the
need for external compass calibration equipment, and (2) the heading calibration of the MAD with
external compass calibration equipment. Calibration information for both sub-modes will be
stored in a removable SRA of the SSA or IA. On aircraft with a MIL-STD-1553 data bus, calibra-
tion information will be made available for storage in the bus controller. A dedicated test con-
nector will be provided to allow connection of either the Air Force MC-1 or the Navy MC-2 compass
calibration equipment.

The test connection will provide the necessary interface for conducting an electrical com-
pass swing to determine the one cycle and two cycle compensation factors.

f. In-flight alignment gyrocompass mode. The SAHRS will have an in-flight gyrocompass capa-
bility when valid position or velocity and latitude inputs are available.

g. In-flight restart with and without aid mode. The SAHRS will be capable of in-flight with
restart and without aiding sensors. With valid magnetic azimuth detector and velocity or posi-
tion inputs, aided alignment shall meet the in-flight requirements specified in Table II and
Table III. Without aid (only manual inputs) the SAHRS shall align within two minutes from -18*C
and provide the accuracies specified for directional gyro operation in Table II.

SAHRS OUTPUT ACCURACY

The SAHRS specified output accuracy for the operational modes described above is shown in " . -

Table II. It is noted that the heading accuracies specified in the gyrocompass, slaved, and in- ..- . -.
flight restart modes assume that velocity or position aiding is continuously available. This is
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normally the case for U.S. Army helicopters that rely on doppler velocity data for velocity
damping computations. When aiding is not available, as is the case on most U.S. Navy helicopters
and fixed wing aircraft, or it is unreliable, an additional 0.250 RMS should be added to these
accuracies. Heading accuracies in the slaved mode are based upon the use of an ML-1 Magnetic
Azimuth Detector (MAD) or equivalent with compass deviation compensation provided in the SAHRS.
Earth's magnetic field anomalies are also excluded, and perfect alignment between the SAHRS,
doppler, and MAD are assumed.

0

MODES (ACCURACIES IN RMS VALUES)

INFLIGHT DIRECTIONAL COMPASS/
PARAMETER SIGNAL GYROCOMPASS SLAVED RESTART GYRO EMERGENCY

MAG/TRUE HEADING SYNCHRO/
(DEG) DIGITAL 0.5 0.75 0.73 0.4*/HR 1.

PITCH. ROLL SYNCHRO/ ", 0.25 --

(DEG) DIGITAL

YAW. PITCH, ROLL DIGITAL -- 0.25 -- __-

ANGULAR RATE
(DIG/SECI

YAW. PITCH, ROLL DIGITAL 16.0 -

ANGULAR ACC.
(DEG/SEC

2
)

LONGITUDINAL. DIGITAL 0.2
LATERAL/NORMAL A
VERTICAL VELOCITY
(METERS/SEC)

LONGITUDINAL, DIGITAL -- 0.2
LATERAL, NORMAL &
VERTICAL ACC (g)

Table II. SAHRS Output Accuracy

HEADING AMBIENT TEMPERATURE . ....__"_....._

ALIGN SUEMODE ACCURACY (UMS) - 16
0

C -40*C -54C S

GYROCOMPASS 0.5o a MIN. 11 MIN. 13 MIN.

MAG. SLAVED 0.50 2 MIN. 3 MIN. 4 MIN.
INITIALIZED G.C.

STORED HEADING 0.50 2 MIN. 3 MIN. 4 MIN.

SLAVED 0.750 2 MIN. 3 MIN. 4 MIN.

IN FLIGHT RESTART

WITH AIDING 0.750 2 MIN. 3 hMN. 4 MIN.

WITHOUT AIDING 0.4°/HR 2 MIN. 3 MIN. 4 MIN.

DIRECTIONAL GYRO 0.40/HR 2 MIN. 3 MIN. 4 MIN.

COMPASS/EMERGENCY 10 0.5 MIN. 0.5 MIN. 0.5 MIN.

Table III. SAHRS Reaction Times S

SAHRS REACTION TIMES

SAHRS reaction times, e.g. the total elapsed time from system turn-on to the availability of
specified output data, for the modes of operation listed in Table I, are shown in Table Ill. It
is noted that the reaction times for temperatures aoove -180C to +71°C are the same as the -180 C
requirements. Further, the heading accuracy for the Slaved mode and In-Flight Restart with 5
aiding assumes continuously available magnetic heading and velocity or position information. In-
flight restart without velocity or position aiding also assumes perfs, t magnetic variation and
magnetic heading manual entry inputs.

BUILT-IN TEST

The SAHRS will feature a comprehensive Built-In-Test (BIT) capability to Provide both auto- 5
matic and operator initiated system test and fault isolation without the use of external test
equipment. In addition it will provide the capability to assess the functional performance and
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to identify failed modes in order to determine operational readiness or the ability to complete
the aircraft mission. To permit assessment of a detected failure, a discrete GO/ NO-GO signal
and a digital representation of the failed mode will be displayed on the SSA. This information
will also be made available as an output for presentation on the operator's Mode Control Unit
(MCU) or MIL-STD-1553B combined display.

There are three distinct BIT modes of operation included in the design: Initial BIT,Periodic BIT, and Initiated BIT. A brief description of these modes follows:

a) Initial BIT - SAHRS will sequence through an automatic BIT at turn-on to establish func-
tional integrity. This routine emphasizes the testing of components/modules that can cause total
loss of SAHRS capability. Sufficient test provisions will be included so that at least 95% of
all electronic system failures result in a NO-GO indication with a 2% false alarm rate.

b) Periodic BIT - Periodic BIT operates automatically after completion of Initial BIT
checking for operability every five (5) seconds. At least 95% of all system failures will result 0
in a NO-GO indication with a 2% false alarm rate.

c) Initiated BIT - The initiated BIT routine is in effect a first level maintenance acti-
vity initiated by the operator on the ground. In this mode normal system operation may be
interrupted to complete the BIT check. At least 98% of all equipment failures shall be detected
and isolated to the Shop Replaceable Assembly (SRA) e.g. card level with a 1% false alarm rate.

RELIABILITY

Improved reliability is one of the principal objectives of the SAHRS program. As mentioned
previously the low reliability exhibited by current AHRS (200 hours MTBF or less) is having an
adverse effect on the operational readiness of many Navy aircraft. In recognition of and in
response to this deficiency, a major reliability development plan will be implemented in accor-
dance with MIL-STD-785 (Reliability Program for Development and Production Systemj).Sh~t has as
its goal a specified MTBF ( 0) of 2000 hours and a minimum acceptable MTBF ( ) o 0 hours. 0

The program plan and implementation thereof will be periodically reviewed, updated, and
revised as required throughout the Full Scale Development program. In addition, a Failure Review
Board will be established to review data on all failures occurring on preproduction systems to
insure that corrective action is taken prior to beginning production. The following major
reliability program elements will be included under the contract:

I. Reliability program plan describing the contractor's plans for conducting the program
including organizational responsibilities and schedules.

2. Reliability prediction, allocation, and analyses including stress, parts/circuit
tolerance analysis, e.g. worst case analysis, and sneak circuit analysis.

3. Failure Mode and Effects Criticality Analysis (FMECA).

4. Parts control program including screening, inspection, parts derating criteria, and non-
standard parts identification.

5. Power supply reliability program as a supplement to the general reliability program
including elements of 2, 3, and 4 above.

6. Periodic reliability scheduled during major design reviews.

7. Environmental qualification tests based upon simulated mission pro-files, with tem-
perature cycling, random vibration, and electromagnetic compatibility test in accordance with
MIL-STD 810C requirements.

8. A closed loop data collection and analysis system to determine the failure cause and
required corrective action.

It is noted that particular attention is given to Power Supply reliability because low
reliability in these units has been a recurring and nagging problem not only on AHRS but also on
inertial navigation systems and other communication/navigation systems as well. Further, to
insure that the inherent reliability designed into the equipment is maintained, a warranty
program is being considered for the production phase. The warranty requirements are being iden-
tified at this time and will be included in the pilot production contract.

MAINTAINABILITY

The maintainability objective is to design SAHRS so that it may be kept operational or
restored to operational status with a minimum of maintenance resources. A firm program require-
ment is that SAHRS be designed for ease of maintenance and that it not require scheduled reca-
libration or maintenance. Modular construction will be employed wherever possible to facilitate
repair by replacement of cards or modules. Sensor assemblies and cards will be mounted such that
replacing one does not require removal of the others. It will also be designed such that all
WRA's are replaceable at the organizational level and that boresighting will not be required
after replacement of the WRA. Maintenance characteristics including maintenance times specified 0
for the organizational and intermediate level are shown in Table IV.
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ORGANIZATIONAL INTERMEDIATE
LEVEL LEVEL

MEAN TIME TO REPAIR (MTTR) 0.25 HRS 0.75 HRS 0
90% CONFIDENCE LEVEL

MAX CORRECTIVE MAINTENANCE TIME 0.50 HRS 1.5 HRS
90% CONFIDENCE LEVEL

OPERATIONAL SERVICE LIFE NOT LESS THAN S
10,000 HRS

Table IV. SAHRS Maintenance Characteristics

The maintenance times shown above do not include the time to actually repair an SRA, e.g.
replace a discrete component on a card. Operational service life is defined as the total
operating time between the start of operation and wear out of the equipment. Wear out is defined
as the point where overhaul or repair costs exceed one-half of the replacement costs of the
equipment.

The present maintenance concept, pending reliability and unit cost, is to utilize the so S
called conventional or three level organic maintenance approach implemented as follows:

a) Or anizational Level - Remove and replace faulty WRA's using Built-In-Test. System
GO/NO-GO shal incude WRA interface verification by means of the self-test diagnostic software
program.

b) Intermediate Level - Repair WRA's by removal and rcjlacement of faulty SRA's using -
Built-In-Test capability. S

c) Depot Level - Repair of WRA's/SRA's beyond the intermediate level at a government
*rework facility.

* INTEGRATED LOGISTICS SUPPORT (ILS)

ILS planning requirements are being established by a Navy logistics group with application 5
to the tri-service program. A detailed specification has been generated establishing ILS
requirements necessary to support the program through TECHEVAL/OPEVAL. It establishes the metho-
dologies and procedures by the contractor shall use in the implementation of ILS, and includes
documentation required to meet the specific needs of the Navy, Army, and Air Force.

During the full scale development, a Logistics Support Analysis (LSA) will be conducted by
the contractor(s) to define a recommended logistic support approach for the production phase of
the program. For example, a five year Reliability Improvement Warranty (RIW) will be considered S
as an alternate to the traditional contractor supported depot level maintenance approach.
Additionally, a Level of Repair Analysis (LORA) will be conducted to determine the most effective

. and economical maintenance levels for the system.

" SCHEDULE

Figure 8 summarizes the major schedule milestones. Assuming contract award in July of 1984, S
FSD model deliveries are planned to occur between November 1985 and March 1986.

It is anticipated that an Approval For Limited Production will be obtained in Oct 1986 in
order to award the first Production Contract early in Fiscal Year 1987. Initial production deli-

. verles are scheduled in early FY-88.

COST CONSIDERATIONS

Preliminary cost analyses have been conducted using the U.S. Air Force Step II Life Cycle
Cost (LCC) model that indicate an average price of $40,000 in quantities 'f 1000 or more is a
realistic cost goal. If the capability of the system is upgraded in the future to a moderate
quality inertial navigator, then an average price of $60,000 in similar quantities has been esti-
mated. The cost risk is considered low since several manufacturers are already bidding similar
equipments in this price range. As new and more accurate cost information becomes available it
will be added to the model to refine the above estimates. S
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INTEGRATED CONTROL AND DISPLAY SYSTEMS

FOR

HELICOPTER BATTLEFIELD MISSION MANAGEMENT

BY

Martin A Richardson
Racal Avionics Limited

118 Burlington Road, New Maiden
Surrey, KT3 4NR, England

Summary

This paper discusses the avionics requirements of an integrated
crew station for battlefield helicopters, with the need to manage
the sub-systems providing the mission equipment package, the
communications, navigation and engine and airframe monitoring.
An example of the approach taken to equip a multi-role light
attack helicopter is provided.....

Introduction

In the cockpit of most of todays battlefield helicopters the
*control and display aspects of the man-machine interface are not
* optimised, with high levels of crew workload; technology now

exists to improve the situation.

With the evolution of complex avionic architectures and the
proliferation of sensors to meet today's exacting battlefield
environment, an avionics fit can now account for a major
proportion of the cost of a battlefield support helicopter.

To achieve mission success, an increasing number of sensors are
necessary to supplement the crews' abilities and to provide the

* battlefield helicopter with a day and night, good and bad
weather, operational capability.

Therefore, in order to maximise the effectiveness of such a ____

helicopter, it is essential that the various avionic sub-systems
and sensors should function in harmony with engine, airframe and,
not least, the crew.

*Thus a total systems approach is necessary for the control and
display integration of the new generation of battlefield
helicopters in order to meet the increasingly severe operational
requirement. - .- • -

Summa ry TTL-.. T.Ti. [
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Por existing in-service helicopters, the retrofit of integrated
avionics systems to manage much of the existing avionics will
permit an extension in the useful life of the helicopter and
allow new sensors and systems to be added without major redesign
of the cockpit area; the availability of an avionics management
system reducing the need for controllers in the cockpit. .

Racal Avionics are currently collaborating with several
helicopter manufacturers and helicopter operators in the
development of Integrated Control and Display Systems for
battlefield mission management. System configurations for new
helicopters and avionic retrofits are based on the family of .

" 'Racal Avionics Management Systems (RAMS).

. This paper describes various aspects of RAMS when configured for
the integrated crew station of a new multi-role light helicopter
which is being flight tested this year. Aircrew and engineers
have had the opportunity to discuss the requirements, to take S
into account the availability of equipment to meet the present
needs and allow for the fact that future expansion and
enhancement of the system will be necessary.

Requirements of an Integrated Control and Display System (ICDS) -

Operational experience has highlighted the demands of maintaining
communication and accomplishing accurate navigation as well as
performing the assigned mission of the helicopter.

Avionics management systems can help to meet these demands and 0
" provide significant improvements by optimising the control and

display of systems fitted to the battlefield helicopter. .-

The number of sub-system controllers is reduced and the display
of data on multi-function displays increases with the integration
of the avionics, all aimed at making the ICDS "user friendly", a

*. much abused phrase but an appropriate expression when
understanding the control and display environment of a cockpit.

.- As most of the new displays are using cathode ray tube (CRT)
technology it will be necessary for aircrews to overcome the "CRT
shock" of an "all glass cockpit" and come to terms with new .
operating procedures. The present scan pattern of a pilot when
using conventional instruments must be adapted to accept the new
display concepts.

* As ICDS configurations enter service, it will be necessary for
new training concepts to assist in the learning of new - "
procedures; Mission Equipment Package training aids will also be
necessary to assist in the familiarisation of aircrews with
integrated systems.

Once aircrew are familiar with the new operating concepts, they
will rapidly be able to obtain the advantages of an integrated
crew station.

Typically a RAMS Integrated Control and Display System (ICDS)
with MIL-STD-1553B interfacing comprises the following units,

| •-
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*' Multi-function Display (MFD)
* Control and Display Unit (CDU)

Processor Interface Unit (PIU)
Symbol Generator (SG)
Data Transfer Device (DTD) and Receptacle

An ICDS must address the following 4 major areas of required
system integration,

Mission Equipment Package

Communication

Navigation

Engine and airframe monitoring

The avionics management aspects which RAMS provides for these.
topics is now described in more detail.

Mission Equipment Package sub-system management

On the MFD, the primary flight instrument in the cockpit, the
crew is provided with displays from video sensors such as Mast
Mounted Sight (MMS) and Forward Looking Infra Red (FLIR) systems.
Flight symbology for attitude, heading, airspeed, altitude,
torque etc. can be displayed alone or overlaid on the video from
the sensors.

The co-pilot gunner, with a separate heads down display, can fire
the weapon systems; the pilot and co-pilot gunner can select
their source of video independently and either crew member can
switch between the two sources of video to assist in the
determination of possible targets.

Symbology for a horizontal situation display of the battlefield
situation can be selected with one of the fixed function keys
along the bottom of the multi-function display.

As well as visual sensors, data from defensive aids such as radar _

and laser warning receivers can be integrated onto the displays,
as well as the status of the weapons carried.

Communications sub-system management

For a battlefield helicopter both short range and long range
communication is required.

The ICDS enables radio mode control and frequency tuning to be
centrally performed, enabling the individual radio set
controllers to be removed from the cockpit.

To reduce to a minimum the necessity of removing the hands from
the flying controls to change communication frequencies, modes ..

and selection of the various radios, an ICDS provides,

HF, VHF and UHF radio frequency storage and selection
Radio mode storage and selection
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Radio transmitter selection

IFF Codes storage and selection
"* Data Link Management

For example, a list of frequencies entered into the data base
stored in the processor memory allows changes in transmission .
frequency to be made up or down the pre-set list using a 3
position switch, centre off, change frequency up or down.

The selected frequency or channel number is displayed on the -*..
*multi-function display or a separate remote indicator, scrolling

of the display allows the required frequency to be selected.

Similarly with IFF equipment, the code changes required at the
appropriate times are accomplished automatically, the codes being
entered into the processor data base before flight.

I ..
Navigation sub-system management

The optimum navigation system makes the best use of autonomous
(self-contained) and terrestrially referenced navigation sensors.

Accurate autonomous navigation is achieved by the integration of
a light weight Racal Avionics Doppler Velocity Sensor (DVS) and a
strapdown Attitude and Heading Reference System (AHRS)
interacting via a full Kalman filter mix to sense helicopter
attitude, heading, and the component velocities of the flight
path vector.

The advantages of combining two velocity sensors with
complementary error characteristics and continuous airborne gyro
compassing of the AHRS thus bounds both heading and attitude.

In addition to providing an attitude reference for stabilisation
of sensors, such a complementary DVS/AHRS combination provides L .
automatic holding of helicopter position in the hover when
integrated with an autopilot and radar altimeter. A digital air
data system provides airspeed and altitude.

Terrestrially referenced navigation uses sensors such as ADF,
VOR/DME or TACAN, LORAN C/D, OMEGA and future compatibility with 0 0
GPS will be required. Sensor management with automatic selection
and tuning of navaids is provided.

A navigation data-base of waypoints/targets, routes, special
steering profiles etc. is entered using the Data Transfer Device
and stored for flight planning and flight guidance purposes. In _ .
flight, navigation locations can be entered into the data-base
for transfer after the flight to a de-brief facility.

The ICDS provides lateral and vertical guidance commands for
enroute and mission/attack profiles via the autopilot.

Engine and airframe Health and Useage Monitoring sub-system

With the necessity of keeping the helicopters available for
flight at all times and in all weathers, the health and useage
condition of the engine, transmission and airframe must be I S
closely controlled.
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The ICDS monitors engine and transmission data and other airframe
* parameters for adverse trends and limit exceedances, and

maintains a log of such occurrences, along with aircraft usage
statistics and performance data. Parameters related to the life
of engine and transmission components, such as torque, are
monitored and exceedances down-loaded via the DTD. 0

Alerts, Warnings and Cautions with MFD and CDU message pages and
scrolling checklists based on the flight manual are activated to
assist the crew carry out normal and emergency procedures.

Performance management functions are provided with the ICDS 0
monitoring fuel flow; mission profile data being entered using
the DTD. The data available enables the crew to establish if the
required mission endurance can be achieved,

Hardware features S

Processor Interface Unit (PIU) / Symbol Generator

PIUs are rack mounted units forming the digital core of RAMS
configurations. A PIU contains up to 18 modules for the
processing and input and output interfacing functions. A variety
of analog and digital modules interface the processing function
to the rest of the avionics suite.

The range of interface modules fitted to the PIU, including MIL-
STD-1553B, covers a wide range of communication and navigation
equipment as well as providing various analog and discrete
interfacing, software configured to match the other avionic
systems.

Multi-function Display (MFD)

The MFD incorporates a high brightness, high resolution
monochrome cathode ray tube (CRT) display and software controlled
function keys around the lower 3 sides of the display area.

The video input is compatible with 525, 625 and 875 line
standards, when displaying an external video input, alpha-numeric S
and symbolic data can be overlaid on the picture.

Control and Display Unit (CDU)

The CDU incorporates a monochrome CRT display, line keys and .
keyboard. Where possible, control functions are accomplished
without the pilot having to take hands off the controls but the
CDU can be used to conduct all normal flight planning /
navigational functions, selection and frequency control of all ..

radios and the control and operation of other sub-systems.
The operator can select which function he wishes to address by S
using the dedicated keys on the CDU keyboard. Line keys at the
sides of the display, with software controlled functions, enable
the operatlor to select the menu or page for the information or
control fUnction required.

-4
The CD also displays video or symbology data from an external S
source or symbol generator.

• ." '* ." .
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The CDU and MFD are compatible with night vision goggles and all
push button keys are designed to be operated by gloved hands.

Data Transfer Device (DTD)

The DTD is used to transfer data between a ground loading
facility and the airborne equipment.

Communication frequencies, navigation waypoints and other
tactical briefing data, as well as engine and transmission data,
is stored in a battery maintained solid state memory. 0

Data is transferred in ASCII format from a Ground Loader Unit,
via an RS-232C serial data link, to the DTD; which is then taken
to the helicopter cockpit located Receptacle and the data
transferred to update the data base in the PIU.

The data-base for the Ground Loader Unit may be updated
by briefing personnel directly or via a data link.

Conclusion

For the integrated crew station of the battlefield helicopter, .
whether new build or retrofitted, an avionics management system
configured as an Integrated Control and Display System can
provide the following benefits,

Reduction in crew workload from the co-ordination of
information and automation of system functions

Improvement in crew visibility by reducing cockpit panel
area

Reduction in overall system weight

Enhanced survivability with the crew having up to date
knowledge of the tactical situation

Improved Reliability and Maintainability

Built-in capability for system expansion and enhancement .

The experience gained from the systems integration and flight
test of a Racal Avionics Management System configured for a
multi-role light attack helicopter has proven the battlefield
mission management concepts as described in this paper.

.. ,0

-9
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SYSTEME NUMERIQUE DE PILOTAGE

POUR HELICOPTERE DE COMBAT

par0

J.C. DERRIEN - SFIM-

13, Avenue Marcel Ramolfo Gamnier

91301 MASSY

RESUM4E

Depuis plusieurs ann~es, la SFIM slest sp~cialis~e dans le d~veloppement des syst~mes num~riques de
pilotage pour h~licoptare. Un environnement aophiatiqu6 de simulation a 6t6 cr&§, qui permet de concevoir
lea syst~mes futurs. Il a Wt utilis6 au cours de ces derni~res ann~es pour la conception et la mise
au point de syst~mes qui ont fait l1objet dune 6valuation compIZ-te en vol sur plusieurs types d'h~li-

* coptires.

* Apr~s avoir pr~sent6 lea m~thodes g~n~rales de conception et d'int~gration de tela syat~mes, nous
parlerons succesaivement du syst~me de pilotage num~rique (PAN 1) couplA A une centrale d'attitude

- strap-down (26511) et du syst~me de couplage de vol stationnaire (HCL), lui-m~me connectb au syst~me
de vis~e (VENUS).

En conclusion, noua pr~senterons rapidesent le syst~me en cours de d~veloppement A is SFIM et qui eat
* adapt6A tout h~licopt~re de combat.

1 -PRESENTATION DE LIAPPROCHE SFIM EN MATIERE DE DEVELOPPEMENT DES SYSTEMES NUMERIQUES DE PILOTAGE

1.1. G~n~ralit~s

Ce chapitre a pour but de pr~senter succinctement l'approche de la SF111 dana Ia conception et le
d~veloppement des syat~mes num~riques de pilotage. Nous aborderona 6galement Ia pr~sentation des
proc~dures de v~rification et de validation sssocifies ;cea proc~dures sont conformes aux recon-
mandations de is DO 178 et reprennent certaina compl~ments demand~s par lea Services Officiels
Frangais.

Elles compl~tent l'approche mithodologique de la SFIM concernant Is production des logiciela et 0
des inst~riels. Elles correspondent dune part A Is sp~cification fonctionnelle initials et d'autre
part A l1int~gration et & Ia validation finale d'un systame tout au long de son d~veloppement,
easais en vol compris. Cette approche est couramment utilis~e A la SF111 dana le domaine des syst~mes
num~riques de pilotage.

1.2. Sp~cifications formelles

Ce paragraphe regroupe lea 3 notions suivantes

- 6criture des sp~cifications fonctionnelles 6tablies A partir dun mod~le de simulation sophia-
tiqu6.

- 6criture du document correapondant A la gkn~ration automatique des teats dlint~gration du
logiciel du systL~me, A partir du mod~le.

- criture du document correspondent A la g~n~ration automatique des tests de validation du logicielp et du syst~me lui-m~me, A partir du mod~le.

1.2.1. Sp~cifications fonctionnelles

Elles sont 6tablies A partir dune simulation fonctionnelle compl~te du systL~me.
Dana ce but, is SF114 a d~velopp6 un environnement de simulation de syst~me de contr8le
automatique du vol, sum ordinateur PDP 11/70.
Ce type de simulation en boucle ferm~e eat produite toutes lea fois qu'un nouveau syst~me
eat A l'6tude. Le langage de haut niveau FORTRAN IV + eat utilis6 pour cette simulation.

Par ailleums, is logique de fonctionnement du systbme en coura de dAveloppement eat simul~e
dana le but de g~nfrer rapidement et facilement des profile d'kvolution compatibles avec
lea contraintes op~rationnelles.

Au niveau de cette phase de simulation, l'architecture globale et lea connexions entre
m odules du logiciel de lsapplication sont fig~es et seront reprises telles que sur la
configuration de d~veloppement des logiciels temps r~el. Par ailleurs, toutes lee constantes
associ6es 6 chaque module font partie des sp~cifications formelles du sysame.9
11 eat important de noter que nous navona pan besoin d'un mod~le tr~m pr~cis d'aronef pour
produire une tells sp~cification du ayatbme A partir de ls simulation.
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1.2.2. Document de test d'int~gration du logiciel

Il est possible d'associer un jeu de tests dynamiques A chaque module sp~cifi6 comae nous
venons de le pr~senter, au moyen de cette simulation fonctionnelle. Ces testa sont organis~s
en fichiers qui peuvent 8tre g~n~r6s tr~s facilement en faisant fonctionner lensemble de Is
s imu lation non lin~aire.
Les tests sont m~moris~s, sinai que lea r~sultats pr~vus en simulation. sur des supportsI magn~tiques divers (disques, bandes magn~tiques, disquettes).
Enfin, ils sont regroup~s sous forme d'un document qui d~crit la m~thode de g~n~ration des

tests d'una part at lea tests eux-m~mes d'autre part. Les tests sont repr~sent~s sous forme--
graphique sinai qua la rsultats attendus, issus de ls simulation..-

1.2.3. Document de test de validation dilogiciel at du Syst~me

Ii a la s~me forme qua le document de test d'int~gration du logiciel. Les tests de valida-
tion dilogicial at du syat~me sont gkn~r~s da la mgma mani~re qua lea tests d'int~gration
du logiciel, A partir de la simulation fonctionnalle. 115 rev~tent 6galement un caract~re
op~rationnel trbs important. Ils sont cependant envisag~s A un niveau plus 6lev6 relativement--
A la structure du logiciel de l'application.
Le nombre de tests A g~nArer paut Atre tr~s 6lev6. Lea tests sont m~moris~s, sinai qua la
r~sultats pr6VUs en simulation, sur des supports magn~tiques divers ;uis sont traipsf6r~s
vera le banc de simulation tamap riel aur des bandes magn~tiques de grande densit4.

1.3. Phase de v~rification

Cette phase suit le codage et le test unitaire du logiciel d'application, sur Is configuration de
d~veloppement de logiciel temps r~ei associ~e.
La phase de v~rification, au sans o~l nous lentandons, eat pr~par~a ind~pendaiment, en utilisant les
sp~cifications formalles d~crites pr~c~demment. Aucun test du mat~riel nintervient dana cette
phase.

1.3.1. Int~gration du logiciel en tempsdiff~r6

Dans la sp~cifications du syst~me, nous avons vu qu'un ensemble de tests eat associ6 A
chacun des modules. Ces tests ont una signification op~rationnalle dans la meaure o~i uls
placant chacun des modules de logiciel propre au syst~me dana una situation proche de Ia
r~alit6.

La philosophie de catte proc~dure de v~rification eat la suivante t

a) A partir d'un fichiar issu de la simulation en boucle ferm~e, il y a cr~ation d'un fichier
de donn~es d'entr6e qui sont misas dana le format attendu par le logiciel d'application.

b) Ce fichier eat transf~r6 automatiquement vars la configuration de d~veloppemant du
logiciel tampa r~el.

c) La logiciel tamps r~el ast alors ex~cut6 (en tampa diff~r6) en utilisant cas dunn~es at
ii y a cr~ation d'un fichier de r~sultats contenant lea entr~es/sorties at quelques

variables intarnas A chaque module en cours de v~rification.

d) Ce fichier de r~sultats ast ensuite renvoy6 automatiquement vars lordinataur de conception.

a) Finalamant, lea r~sultats attandus pour chaque test concernant des modules ou des
fonctions A v~rifier,et qui avaient 6t6 m~moris~s Bur lordinataur de conception au
moment mgma de Ia g~n~ration des tests, mont automatiquament compar~s A laura homologuas
provenant de la configuration de d~veloppement du logiciel temps r~el. Las r~sultats sont
pr~sent~s Bur console graphique, en superposition.

Toutes lea diff~rences significatives sont analys~es at lea erreurs corrig~ea. De tels tests
sont trilm faciles A g~n~rer avec ce type de proc~dures automatis~es at lea r~sultats peuvent
A-tra analys~s rapidarient an relation avac lea sp~cifications du systlma at les r,6sultats
de simulation.

1.3.2. Int~gration des mat~riels at des logiciels assurant lensemble des interfaces (avec le pilote
at avec isaronef)

Cette phase correspond A un fonctionnamant en tampa r~el du syst~me lors de Ilint~gration du
logiciel at du mat~riel concarnant lea interfaces d'entr~es/sorties (calculateur at poste de
commande du syst~me) entre la parties mat~rielles at la modules logiciels correspondant aux
communications avec le monde ext~reur.

11 eat auppos6, A ca niveau, qua laensemble des ressoui'cas mat~rielies ont 6t6 correctament
produites at test~es, caest-A-dire qua le mat~riel eat consid~rA sans panrnes at plus particu-
li~rement en ce qui concerne lea aspects lis au tampa r~el at ceux lis A la s~curit6.

1.4. Phase de validation

La phase de validation de l'aspect fonctionnel du syst~me en temps r~el eat n~cessaire pour compl~ter
l1int~gration du logiciel. Ella est 6galement n~cessaire pour Aprouver l'op~rationnalit6 du systlme

complet inplant# 
dans le calculateur 

cible.
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1.4.1. Validation de 11aspect fonctiormel du systame

Pour cette phase de validation, des bancs de test temps riel sont utilis~s. La configuration
SILENE a 6t6 spicialement d~velopp~e par Is SFI?4 pour 6tudier leas yst~mes num~riques de

* pilotage en temps rdel.

Une analyse pouss~e de is fanctionnalit6 du systame peut 8tra effectu~e en stimulant is
calculateur cible A partir de profils d'6volution compatibles repr~sentant lmaronef en tamps
r6el et son environnement associ6.
Nous utilisons Is m&Jne procadure que celle prasentie pour la phase de v6rification (§ 1.3.).

1.4.2. Csract~re quasi-exhaustif des tests de validation du logiciel

Le nombre do tests envisag6 peut 6tre tr&s important, de fagon A stimuler le systbme automati
quement avec mutant de profils op~rationnels qua possible.
C'est dans le but d'accroltre is qumlit6 des logiciels des pilotage par Is g6n6ration de tests
quasi-exhaumtifs qua Ia SFIM a davelopp6 tous cam outils at procadures automatiques. Cam proo6-
dures de v~rificmtion at de validation sont couramment utilis~es, pendant l'int~gration
finale mu laborstoire at pendant Ia p~riode des essais en vol.

1.5. Traitemant des modifications pendant lea essais en vol

A chaque syst~me de pil~otage essay6 en vol est associ~e une station de memures SFIM. Pour lea
mat~riels ernbsrquds, ceile-ci eat composde d'une unitd d'acquisition microprogrammfie qui acquiert
tous lea signaux A enregistrer (lam entr~es/aorties du syst~me en cours de mime mu point sinai qua
cartaines variables internes mu logiciel d'application), melon un programme pr66tabli qui d~finit
la cadences d'acquisition par rapport A un g~n~rsteur de tampa interns.
Cam signaux sont enregistras sur un mat~riel du type enregistrement A cassettes muquel eat associ6
un'posts de commands.
Par ailleurs, la SFIM a davelopp6 dans son centre de conception un systL'me de d~pouillement auto-
matique des cassettes enregistr~es en vol.

Une tells approcha permet

* .de d~finir lea erreurs entre Is thaorie at llexp~rimentation (remiss en cause du mod~le de simu-
lation).
de d~finir de mani~re rigoureuse las modifications A apporter mu systbme (6volution dam specifica-
tions ou mm6lio.'ation du logiciel).
de rejouar en temps r~el lam essais en vol mur le 26me prototype du syst~me connect6 en permanence
A Ia configuration d'assais (SILENE).

2 -DESCRIPTION ET UTILISATION DE L'ENVIRONNEMENT DE SIMULATION

Ce chapitre a pour but d'insister sur is r8le jou6 par is mod~lismtion d'un syst~me de pilotage plac6
dans un environnement 6quivalent A llop~rationnel at ce, tout mu long de la vie du projet.

2.1. Description de l'environnement de simulation

2.1.1. G~n~ralit~s

Il m'agit de r~aliser uns simulation en boucle ferm~e de tous les 6l6mants intarvenant dana
Is conception d'un syst~me complexe de pilotage automatique pour h~licopt~re. La SF114 a
d~velopp6 las programmes en FORTRAN IV + sur PDP 11/70 concernant lea mod~les suivants

- - mod~le d'h~licoptare avec Is coop~ration de l'A~rospatiale-Marignmne
- modale des senmeurs
- mod~le des actionneurs
- mod~le des perturbations
- modLle du systL'me en d~veloppement

2.1.2. Mod~ls d'h~licopt~re

Nor,; utilisons is mod~le S80 (mis mu point par l'A4rospatisle) qui eat un mod~le de connais-
sance fond6 sur des bases physiques. C'est une description aussi fine qua possible de is
m~canique du vol et de imarodynamique de i'h~licopt~re.

CVest un mod~le universel qui permet de repr~senter nimporte quel h~licoptcre A partir de sam
caract~ristiques physiques at marodynamiques.

Pour chaque h~licoptLre consid~r6, lea caract~ristiques en question mont recal~es A partir des
easais en vol. ce qui permet d'am~liorer is comportement du modL'le mu cours du tamps. La
modIle obtenu A 1'heure actuelle eat consid~r6 comma correct dana tout l oan evld

i'h~licopt~re, du stationnaire A Is croisi~re.

Ce modAlle eat fortement non lin~aire.

2.1.3. Mod~le des senseurs

Au cours de cam derni~res anns, une mod~lisation de tous lea menseurs intervenant dana un
syst~me de pilotage pour h~licoptLre a 6t6 6labor~e. A chaque senmeur eat associ6 un jeu de .

donn~fis caract~frisant sa propri~t~m.
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Ces caract6ristiques sont issues dui traitement de r~sultats dlessais en vol et de donndes.-
techniques.

Gr~ce A une miss A jour des statistiques obtenues sur leas ystimes d~jA mis au point en vol
ou en cours de miss au point, les coefficients associ~s A ces caract~ristiques sont r~gulib-
resent recalis au niveau do Ia mod~lisation. Ce mod~le des senseurs oct connoct6 au mod~le
d'hhlicoptire, qui difinit lea axes dens lesquels les msures mont simulios.

2.1.4. Mod~le des actionneurs

De 1a mgme manihre, nous avons d~velopp6 une modfilisation des actionneurs ciassiques tols
qu'on lea trouve cur h~licopt~re A l'heure actuelle

-les servos-s~rne aautorit6 limit~e pour I&s ccurit6
-les trims-parallble, A vitesse caximale do dhroulement limit~e et & souil do fonctionnement.

Ces organes sont fortement non lin~aires et participent A la s~curit6 dui syst~me de pilotage
automatique.0

-los ph~nomnbnes parasites teim quo les d~formations des commandos do vol.* los retards
induits ... mont 6galement mod~lis~s A cc nivoau.

Ce mod~le des actionneurs est connect6 au mod~le dh~licopt~re sur leaeontr~es de commande
dec 4 axes do pilotage.

2.1.5. Mod~le des perturbations

Llenvironnement op~rationnel dens loquel tout syst~me de pilotage pour h~licopt~re fonctionne
nous a amen6 A simuler les effets do perturbations divorces qui influent considdrablement
cur les performances du systime (h~licoptire + avionique).

Les principaux mod~los d~velopp~s A cot effet sont

- une repr~sentation do Is houlo en trois dimensions, pour cimulor los vols au-deccus do is
mer par mauvais temps.

- une repr~sentation des refales do vent et des ph4norn~nes do turbulence.
- une ropr~sentation dos principaux types do panne qui peuvent affecter 1e fonctionnecont du

syst~me de pilotage.

Ce mod~le doc perturbations est connect6 mu mod~lo dec cencourc qui mecuront leurs effotc,.
vuc dui syct~me do pilotage.

2.1.6. Mod~le dui systime on d~veloppement

Une simulation aussi pr~cise quo possible dui syst~me do pilotage on coura do d~veloppement
oat alors effectu~e. Ii c'agit on fait do r~aliser los documents do sp~cifications formelles..-
(cf § 1.2.) A partir de la simulation fonctionnelle du systame ainsi plac6 dens son environ-

- .nement op~rationnol, grAce aux modAlem expos~c pr~c~demment.

2.2. ?4oyens do dialogue avoc cot onvironnement do simulation

L'ensemble des programmes pr~sont~s pr~c~demment tourne cur POP 11/70 on FORTRAN IV +.Les fichiers
correspondents mont m~moris~s cur un disque do grande capacit6 (256 Mo). Les moyenc d'entr~e sont
des consoles alphanum6riquec.

Les mayens do sortie me composont d'une console do visualisation graphique avec hard-copy, d'une. .-

table traganto, d'une bande magn~tique et dune imprimante rapide.

Par ailleurs, plusiours programmes utilitaires ant 6t6 sp~cialement d~volopp~s pour lea bosoins do
Is mise au point en simulation des syst~mes do pilotage num~rique. On distingue notamment-

- des programmes do trac6 automatique cur Ia consolo graphique ou Is table tragante.
*- des programmes d'eide A la conception dos cyst~mec pour ia synth~ce des correctours ou la

synth~se do filtrages complexes.
- des programmes do formattage automatique dec donn~es relatives au syst~me en cours do d~veloppement -

(r~gleges sp~cifiquos).
- des programmes do formattage automatique des tests qui mont utilis~s dana los phases do v~rification

et do validation dui syst~mo (cf § 1).

*2.3. Utilisation do cet environnement do simulation et possibilit~s

2.3.1. Dens Is phase d'6tude et do conception

a) Il s'agit dens in premier temps d'optimiser I ensemble des algorithmes Contenus dens le
cysc~me do pilotage lui-mgce et de d~terminer les diff~rents r~glages sp~cifiques graice
A ls simulation en' temps diff~r6.

Les diff~rentes lois do pilotage sont ainai analys~es. En perticulier, l'analyse do Ia
robustemme dui syst~mo dens tout le domeine do vol do ilh~hicopt~re oct facilit~e par in tel
environnement do simulation.



11 est ainsi possible de prk-d~terminer toutes les constantes qui optimisent le syst~me
complet via-&-via des performances demand~es.

b) Dana une seconde p~riode, Iloptimisation des calculs qui seront programmes ulterieurement
dans le calculateur temps reel, est effectu6.
L'objectif est double ;ii s'agit d'une part de minimiser l'occupance du calculateur temps
r~el utilis6 pour l'application et d'autre part de respecter lea performances du syst~ime -

fonctionnant en boucle ferm~e aur l'h~licoptZ-re.

2.3.2. Dana 15 phase de d~veloppement au laboratoire

Nous avons vu aux paragraphes 1.3. et 1.4. le r~le important jou6 par lenvironnement prc-
demment d~crit, notamment dana is phase de v~rification du logiciel de l'application et dans
ia phase de validation du logiciel et du syst~me lui-mame. Ces proc~dures sont couramment...
utilia~e A Is SFIM et elles donnent d'excellenta r~sultats.

2.3.3. Dans la phase des ssais en vol du prototype

De plus, en complement de ce qui a 6t6 dit au paragraphe 1.5., l'environnement de simulation
permet de rejouer lea mesures faites en vol en diff~rents points de is boucle complbte.
Cela nous permet de remettre partiellement en cause et d'am~liorer lea mod~les d~crits pr~c6-
demment, bien que lea recoupements entre lea essaia en simulation et les essais en vol
aoient toujours asaez bons. L'utilisation importante de l'environnement de simulation permet
par ailleurs de minimiser la dur~e des esas en vol au niveau de l'optimisation des lois S
de contr~le du vol pour un h~licopt~re et un syst~me de pilotage donn6.

2.4. Exp~ri~nce SFIM concernant lea syst~mes num~riques de pilotage ayant suivi une tells approche

Plusisurs syst~mes de pilotage SFIM, utilisant lea techniques num~riques, ont aubis l'approche
pr~sent~e dana lea deux chapitres pr~c~denta. Lea r~aultats ant 6t6 jug~s tr~s bons. Nous
rappelons dana le tableau ci-dessous lea principales applications et lea temps de misc au point en
vol pour lea syat~msa qui ont fini leura essaia.

SYSTEME HELICOPTERE PORTEUR IANNEE DIESSAIS EN VOL TEMPS DE MISE AU POINT EN
VOL

CASM 2000 DAUPHIN 361-002 1981 25 heures . -

CASM 2100 DAUPHIN 365.F 1983 60 heures

PAN 1 ALOUETTE 111 1983 37 heures,

CAS 1000 PUA301983 5 heures

PUM 33

CODl 155 DAUPHIN 365-F a d~but6 en Avril 1984

3 -APPLICATION DES METHODES PRECEDENTES SUR LES SYSTEMES PROTOTYPES (PAN 1 + 26 SH) ET (HCL)

* 3.1. Pr~sentation du syst~me PAN 1

Le syst~me PAN 1 eat un pilote automatique 3 axes enti~arement num~rique r~alisant un grand nombre
de fonctiona de pilotage transparent et certains modes sup~rieurs.

3.1.1. Aspect fonctionnel

a) Le syatcme PAN 1 peut tre connect6 A un ensemble de capteurs analogiques classiques, teis
qu'on lea trouve sur h~licopt~re aujourd'hui, et 6galement A une centrals d'attitude
numerique strap-down 26 SH A sortie num~rique A 429. 11 pilots des servos-sorie sur irs 3 -

axes (tangage, roulis, lacet) et des trims 6lectriques en tangage et roulis.

b) Les modes suivantsaont 6t6 optimi$6s d'abord en simulation, puis en vol, conf'r-m~ment A
ce que nous avona pr~sent6 dana les chapitre3 I et 2

stabilisations

-tenue d'assiette en tangage
-tenue d'asmiette en roulis
tenue du cap actuel par is lacet
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modes supdrieurs

-tenue de vitesse air actuelle
-tenue d'altitude baromatrique actuelle par le tangage
-acquisition et tenue de cap s~lect6 par le roulis/lacet.

*transparence

- l synchronisation des m6moires de r~f~rence, en tangage,roulis et lacet
- beep-trim, en tangage et roulis
- pilotage au manche contre lea efforts ,en tangage et roulis
- dibrayage sanche,en tangage et roulis
- beep plus man.he, en tangage et roulis
- virage aux p~dales, en lacet
- virage coordonn6, par le lacet. -

Ces modes ont Wt ralisas et test~s avec capteurs classiques et avec centrals d'attitude
num~rique strap-down 26 SH. D'autres modes ont Pu 6tre envisagas grace A Is pr~sence de
cette centrals d'attitude strap-down, A savoir
- l'augmentation de stationnaire (mans Db5ppler)
- is transparence particuli~re associ~e A ce mode
- Vaugmentation de maniabilit6 en vol tactique.

Ils ant 6galement 6t r~alis~s et testas.

c) Nous aborderons ici de fagon plus pr~cise lea trois modes list~s pr~c~demment, sachant que
ceux abordas auparavant sont assez classiques.

1) L'augmentation de stationnaire et Is transparence associe

Ce mode se caractarise par Is possibilit6 de tenir sutomatiquement le vol stationnaire-
A partir des informations fournies par Is centrals inertielle 26 SH, et bien que cette
derni~re ne possede pas dinformation de vitesse aol extarieure du fait de labsence
de radar Dbppler.

Le but de l1optimisation d'un tel mode eat multiple

-essayer de diminuer Ia charge de travail du pilote par rapport A ls tenue de stationnaire
manuel ou ls tenue de stationnaire avec le pilots automatique de base, et cc, pendant des
durass moyennes voire suffisamment longues, 5

-avoir un mode de secourm asmez performant pour pouvoir tenir is stationnaire apr~s panne
du radar Dbppler,

-avoir un stationnairs discret dans ls cas d'un halicoptars arm6, par arrat volontaire-.
du radar IDbppler en zone hostile.

L'objectif vis6 pour is temps d'intsrvention du pilots humain eat de 5s toutes s 30 secondes
environ, Is but ultime 6tant des p6riodes de transparence tram courtes et des pariodes de
recalage aussi longues que possible.

Ii a 6t6 6galsment snvisag6 d'initialiser plus correctement is centrals strap-down 26 SH- en
utilisant uns mesure des vitesses-air A basse vitesse afin d'amaliorer is qualit6 des
vitesss-sol estimass (meilleures convergence des algorithmes d'estimstion et meilleurs
pr~cision des 6tats estimas).

2) L'augmentation de msnisbilit6 en vol tactique

De mani~re clasmique, pour 6viter que ls pilots automatique contre trop l'halicoptare
quand ce dernier eat pilot6 en transparence par Is pilots humain, ls vois directs de
la loi de pilotage eat 6cratas. Cependant, en vol tactique, cette solution peut 9tre
amAlioras. L'objectif de laugmentation de maniabilit6 en vol tactique eat l'obtention
d'une vitesse angulaire fonction de leffort exerc6 par ls pilate humain mur ls manche,
c'est-h-dirs fonction du d~plscement du manche par rapport A ma position de repom et
suivant la mains loi dans tout ls domains de vol.

Ce mode a Wt optimis6 et donne des performances correctes. Plut8t qu'un datecteur
dleffort sur le manche, capteur jug6 cher, ii utilise un capteur de position de ..

manche. -..

3.1.2. Aspect mat~riel

a) Le synoptiqus (fig. no 1) pr6sente l1organisation ganarale du myat~ms numarique de
pilotage PAN 1 tel qu'il a 6t6 installa sur une Alouette III du C.E.V. de Bretigny.--
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On distingue notamment les diff~rents capteurs analogiques qui ont 6t6 utilis6s dans 1lex-
p~rimentation en vol du syst?!me PAN 1, la centrale d'attitude strap-down 26 SH A sortie
num~rique, le syst~me d'enregistrement des mesures en vol (U11) connect4 au syst~me PAN 1
par liaison num~rique.

On remarque par ailleurs lorganisation des commandes de vol (3 servos-.s6rie at 2 trims)
et lea boitiers de commutation associ~s normalfsecours,ainsi qua lea diff~rentes valises
et outillages utilis~s lore des essais au aol et en vol du syst~me PAN 1 et connect~s A
ce dernier par liaisons num~riques.

b) La calculateur num~ricjue PAN 1 eat rganis6 autour d'un microprocesseur 16 bits SBP 9900
de TEXAS-INSTRUMENTS (Tachnologie I L). C' eat un syst~me monoprocesseur monitor6 par des
s~curit~s analogiques. Lea commandes des v~rins de trim et des servos-s~rie sont r~alis~es
de mani~re analogique.

Lea provisions dlentr~es/sorties relativement A l'unitk centrale sont lea suivantes

- 16 entr~es analogiques alternatives
- 16 entr~es analogiques continues
- 2 entr~ea ARlING 429 (100 kbits/s)
- 1 entr~e ssynchrone RS 232
- 16 entr~ea logiques prot~g~es s~lactablea (4 28 V ou 0 V)
- 16 entr~es logiques non prot~g6ea s~lectables (+ 28 V ou 0 V)
- 8 entr~As logiques TTL
- 1 sortie ARINC 429 (100 Ikbits/s)
- 1 sortie aaynchrone RS 232
- 16 sorties logiques compl~mentaires (+ 28 V 6crgt6 et filtr6, 0 V prot~g6)
- 16 sorties logiques prot~g~es (0 V)
- 8 sorties logiques TTL.

Elles ont 6t6 dimenaionn~ea de mani~re suffisamment large pour lea besoins de laexp~ri-
mentat ion.
La capacit6 m~moire est Ia suivante

- 16 Kmots de m~moire EPROM
- 2 Kmats de m~moire RAM secourue.
NB Les mots sont des mots de 16 bits.

c! Le poste do commande du systime PAN 1

11 regroupe tots lea moyena de contr8le (actions, visualisations) A Is disposition du
pilate. On distingue lengagement at is visualisation des diff~rents modespr~sent~s au
§ .11

- engagement des axes de pilotage s~par~ment (T, R, L) ou simultan~ment (PA)
- engagement des modes aup~rieurs classiques (AS, ALT, HOG)
- engagement do mode augmentation de stationnaire (Fl -expdrimental)
- provision pour l'engagement d'une autre fonction (F2 - exp~rimental)
On distingue par ailleurs la visualisation de certaines alarmas

- HTT, HTR :hors-trim tangage at hors-trim roulis.

- FAU~LT :dcfaut de fonctionnamant majaur, du pilota automatique num~rique antrainant
une d6connexion automatique at ls reprise an main par le pilate.

- ~-tr. 'n distingoc ]a visualisation des positions des 3 v~rins-s6rie par l'interm~diaire
de galvanom~tres pour la d~-tection des pannes d'actionneors.

-Erifin, la fiction "dinrnage" perrnet d'ajuster 1'6clairage des diff6rents voyants associ~s
aux f'onc'.inns. Les alarmes sont non "dimmabe'.

3.1.3. Aspect lagiciel

Le logiciel du syst~ma PAN 1 raspacte lea crit~res de modularit6 at de programmation
structur~e. 11 eat d~crit A partir d'un macro-langaga atructur6, orient6 pilotage at
utilisant le jeu d'inatructiona du microproceaseur SBP 9900 de TEXAS INSTRUMENTS. Cette
biblioth~lque de macro-instructions eat utilis~e pour lansembla des syat~mes qui ont
6t r~alis~s dana cetta tachnologia at qui totalisent environ 140 heures de vol affectif
A i'heure actuelle. D'autras applications, an cours de d~veloppement, l'utilisent 6gale-
ment.
Le lagiriel du syst~ma PAN 1 a 6t6 v~rifi6 at valid6 avant assais an vol, comma noum lavona
d~crit dana le chapitre 1 du present expos6. Il a 6t& par aillaurs mis au point (ajustament
des lois de pilotage) at valid6 an vol sur le porteur, conform~ment aux proc~duraa abord~es .

pr~c6demment (§ 1.5. at 2.3.).

3.2. Presentation du syst~lme HCL

La systt-me HCL est un coupleur da vol analogique r6alisant lea fonctions de tanue de atationnaira
Dibppler - Radiosonde at d'asservissament sur one ligne de vis~e.

3.2.1. Aspect fonctionnel

a) La Coopleor HCL a 6t essay6 et mis ao point sor oin Dauphin ayant on environnement tout
analogique. 11 eat par ailleurs coopi6 ato syst ,me de vis,.;e :'FIM-VENUS.
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b) Concernant le coupleur IICL, les modes de pilotage suivants ont 6t6 optimis~s en vol

- tenue du stationnaire Dbppler automatique, par le tangage et le roulis.
- tenue de la hauteur de stationnaire Radiosonde par le collectif.
- asservissement sur ligne de vis~e, par le lacet.

3.2.2. Aspect mat~riel

a) Le synoptique (figure no 2) pr~sente l1organisation g~n~rale du syat~me HCL tel quil a
6t6 essay6 avec l'A~rospatiale sur h~licopt~re Dauphin. On distingue notamment lea diff4-
rents capteurs utilis~s dana cette exp~rirnentation, ainsi que lea connexions aux autres
syst~mes (vis~e VENUS et pilote automatique 145 E).

b) Le calculateur analogique r~alisant les fonctions 6nonc~es au § 3.2.1. eat constitu6 .-

d'un boitier 6lectronique pesant environ 4 kg.

c) Le poste de commande du syst~me HCL

Il regroupe tous lea moyes de contr8le (actiona, visualiations) & Ia dispoaition du
pilots.
On diatingue l'engagement et la visualiation ds fonctiona suivantea

- engagement g~n6ral du coupleur par bouton poussoir
-3interrupteura permettant d'engager les fonctiona atationnaire Dbpplsr (DOPP), station-
naire radio-sonde (ALT) et asservissement aur une ligne de via~e (VIS)

- 3 voyants viaualiaant l1engagement dea fonctiona pr~c~dentes
- un potentiom~tre de "dimmage", persettant de r~gler lintensit6 lumineuse des voyanta

et du bouton poussoir
Cs posts de commande eat compl~t6 par dea boutona pouaaoirs aitu~a aur lea manchea pilote
et qui permettent de couper ou de r~engager lea fonctiona par t~l~commande.

3.3. R~aultata d'esas en vol

3.3.1. Concernant les yst~me (PAN I + 26 SH)

a) Stabilisations de base

Dans un premier temps, nous avons cherch6 A comparer lea performances des atabilisationa
de base aur lea 3 axea, tangage. roulia et lacet, une fois lea lois optimis~ea pour lea
trois cas suivants

1) - Utilisation d'un gyroscope de verticale en soute type Newmark at d'un cap gyroma-
gn~tique type CG 130 (SFIM).

2) - Utilisation d'un gyrohorizon de planche de bord type H140 (SFENA) et d'un cap
gyromagn~tique type CG 130 (SF114).

3) - Utilisation de la centrals d'attitude strap-down 26 SH (SFIM) sortie num~rique.

Le tableau ci-apr~s r~sume lea performances obtenues

!CAS ENVISAGE GAS NO 1 CAS NO2 CASNO 3

R~siduelle ,Erreur statiqueR~siduelle Erreur R~siduelle Erreur
CRITERES RETENUS de pilotage maximals de pilotage statique ;de pilotage, statique

* maximale maximals e

*AXE DE TANGAGE 0.40 < 0.20 0.20 < 0.40 0.20 0.10

AXE DE ROULIS + 0.30 < 0.50 + 0.150 < 0.50 0.20 < 0.50

AXE DF LACET * + 0.80 (20 + 0.80 (20 + 0.30 (1.50

Note ps de trim de lacet.

Globalement, en performance, on constats que is cas n
0 

1 eat inf~rieur au cas n* 2, lui-mgme
inf~rieur au caa n

0 
3.

b) Transparence

La miss au point des modes de transparence na pos6 aucun probl~me.
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c) Performances des modes sup~rieurs classiques

-Mode tenue de vitesse-air (A.S) :tris bonne pr~cision (+ 2 kts)

-Mode tenue d'altitude barom~trique (ALT) :performances correctes (1 25 ft) en r~gime
stabilisZ6 et en capture d'altitude & partir de vitesses verticalee allant jusquIA-

+ 500 ft/mn a l Iengagement.

-Mode acquisition et tenue de cap s~lect6 (HDG): coordination parfaite A droite et acc6-
l~ration latirale r~siduelle < 0.03 & A gauche, expliqu~e en partie par labsence de trim ..

de lacet. Son fonctionnement a toujours 6t6 cependant jug6 correct. Af in d'amliorer -.-

encore les performances pour ce mode, un 6cr~tage sur l'assiette de roulis command~fe -

fonction de Ia vitesse air a 6t6 introduit gr~ce aux possibilitis offertes par Ia techno-
logic num~rique.

d) Performance du mode augmentation de stationnaire

En phase de stabilisation~nous avons obtenu des variations maximales de -0.1 m/s en
tangege et ±0.25 a/s en rouls.

3.3.2. Concernant le syst~me HCL

a) Performances des modes sup~rieurs classiques

- Mode tenue d'altitude radio-sonde (ALT) trAm bonne pr~cision (1 3 ft en air calme
+ 5 ft en air turbulent)

- Mode tenue de vitesseS-sol nulles (DOPP) assez bonne pr~cision (en air calme <lm/e

en VX et VY)

b) Performance du mode asservissement sur une ligne de vis~e (VIS) pr~cimion < 1* dane
tous lee cam de vol envisag~s.

*4 -EXTENSION VERS UN SYSTEME INTEGRE DE PILOTAGE POUR HELICOPTERE DE COMBAT

* 4.1. Difinition du systeme de pilotage

Comme nous venons de le primenter dane 1, chapitre pr~cident, la SFIM a d~velopp6 et mis au point
plusieurs syst~mes prototypes relatifs A Ia r~alisation des modes de pilotage n~cessaires A tout
h~licopt~re de combat, A savoir

* pour les etabilisatione de base

* - tenue des assiettes A long terms en tangage et roulis, avec trims automatiques
- tenae du cap actuel, avec trim automatique
- toutee lee fonctione de transparence (synchronisation dee r~f~rences d'attitude, beep-trim, pilo-

tage au manche contre lee efforts artificiels, d~brayage manche, beep plum manche, virage aux p~dales
et virage coordonn6, augmentation et contr8le de maniabilit6).

et pour lee modes sup~rieurs

- tenue de vitesse-air actuelle
- tenue d'altitude barom~trique actuelle
- acquisition et tenue de cap affich6
- tenue de vitesee verticale0
- tenue de hauteur de stationnaire et d'altitude de croisi~re radio-sonde, A basee altitude par le
collectif, avec trim autosatique

- tenue de stationnaire automatique avec Ddppler
*- augmentation de stationnaire mans Dbppler

- asserviesement mur une ligne de vis~e
*- approche MLS

- pr6-commandes de tir canon.

* Cee modem ont tout d'abord 6t# optimis~s sur un environnement de simulation tr~m complet puis valid~s
en vol A l 'exception des pr6-commandes de tir canon. Lee performances associces aux essais en vol de
ces syst~mes ont 6t6 quantifi6es. Nous avons A cet effet pr~sent6 lea avantages de l'utiliestion des
techniques num~riques. A i'heure actuelle, Ia SFIM est en train d'intkgrer tous ces modes de pilotage...
dane une architecture de calculateurs num~riques. avec les objectifs suivants

- stabilisations de base 4 axes, duplex donc op~rstionnel sprAn toute panne simple
- modem aupArieurs aur lea 4 axes, simplex mais avec reconfiguration en cam de panne sur lea capteurs

(poursuite de is mission)
- minimisation du nombre de calculateurs (optimisation poids/volume/co0t, passant par l1optimisation -

des entrkes/sorties n~cessaires associ~es A cheque calculateur).
- performances maximiseas grfice A llutilisation des techniques numdriques

*- niveau de s~curit6 adapt6 A la mission de Vhlicopt~re de combat :vol aux instruments, #quipage
minimal, vol & basse altitude et grande vitesse, fonctions daide au pilotage manuel (puissance
maximale, VNE...
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-posts do coisnande unique, regroupant 1'onsemble do. modes du syatmo do pilotage maim double
(un pour le pilots. un pour 1e tireur) ;la commando des fonctions de pilotage nhftar't pa.
int~grhe dana Is notion do posts do commando multiplex6

-utilisation maximale des moyens do visualisation situ~s dane 1'h6licopt~re (6crans cathodiquos)
pour synth6tiser l'4tat do fonctionnoment du systame do pilotage

- maintenance 26mo 6cholon int6gr6e, grfice A l'utiliaation des techniques num6riques .t simplification
de la maintenance

- uniformisation des outillages et des banca de test relatifa A un tel systbmo int6gr6 do pilotage.

4.2. Application do l'approche SFIM A un ensemble do sous-systbmes intigr~s dana un syst~me dsarmes plus
vast.

* 4.2.1. Synoptique g~nhral dui sous-systhme do pilotage organis6 autour du bus 1553 et relations avoc
le 1 sous-syatlme sonseur do situation et 1e sous-syst~mo do vis~e 0

Dane larchitecturo du syst~me propos6 (figuro n* 3) chaque calculatour PA (1) et PA (2)
eat connoct6 a, bus redondant multiplox6 1553 o~i sont disponiblos toutos lea informations
nicoasaires au pilotage do Ilh~licopt~re dana Ia totalit6 des modem cit6s au §4.1.

Lea informations qui tranaitont par 10 bus 1553, provionnont

- soit do concontrateurs do donn6om. connect~a au bus et qui mont charg~s do la gestion dui
bus 1553 (normal, mecoura) 4

- soit d'uno centralo d'attitude strap-down (par exemplo la 28 SH-SFIM) qui transmet los
attitudes, lea vitesaos-angulairoa, les vitesses lin~airom (aol ot air) pour tout 1e
domain. do vol, lea acc~lirations lin~airos et qui rhslise lea fonctions do navigation.

- soit du ayst~me do vis6e (par exemple 1e myst~mo VIVIANE do la SF114) qui transact mem
ordres vera I. syatbmo d'armea ot 1e pilot. automatique.

- soit d'autros syst~mes (armomont, radar M~t~o, ..

En ce qui concorns les moyonm daction et do visualisation asmoci~s au syst~me do pilotage,
nous avona rotenu la solution suivante qui noum parait Ia sioux adapt&e A llh~licoptare doe
combat.

Chaque sombre do 116quipage, pilote et tireur, a A s disposition un posts do commando
apicifique dui systame do pilotage qui lui pormot d'svoir accam a l'engagomont do tous lea
modes sans restriction. Le pilote a la priorit6 sur 1e tireur. Co dernior pout cependant.
r~cup~rer cette priorit6 par uno commando sp~ciale en cam do mime hors d'6tat du piloto.

Chaque posts do commando eat connect6 A un calculateur PA. En ce qui concerno lea visualisa- -

tions; asaoci6os au systimo do pilotage, noum avona rotenu

- . - la pr~sontation des alarmem visuollos sp~cifiquos do reprise on main d'urgenco sur Ia.
* . plancho do bord, associ6es A des alarmes monores.

- Ia pr~mentation do 116tat do fonctionnemont dui syatimo de pilotage sur lea 6crans
cathodiquos EADI (pilot. et tireur). Les informations dimponiblom concernent la r~p~tition
dos modes engagds, le nivemu do priorit6 (pilot. ou tireur), l'Atat normal ou d~gradA
relatif au fonctionnomont dui aystbme (cas do pennes). lea compto-rondum des sutotests

et des tests pr~vol, les coopte-rendus des tests do maintenance.
-la pr~sentation des commandos 6labor6es par le mysti~me do pilotage aur lea 4 axos, air lea
6crans cathodiquem EADI et EHSI, pilot. et tireur,on mode couplA et dvontuollement on
mode directeur do vol.

Pour lea fonctiona autros quo cellos relatives au pilotage, (navigation, suivi dii vol. opti-
misation dui vol, m~t6o, ... ) dos postes do commando multiplex~s, in pour 1e pilote et
in pour 10 tireur, somblont Atro une solution optimis.

Enfin, lea calculateura PA (1) et PA (2) alimentent lea actionneura sur lea 4 axes do pilots-
go des servo-valves double-corps et des v~rins do trim 6lectriquos double-moteura.

4.2.2. Particularitia dui mous-systbme num~rique de pilotage

* -a) GrAce A Varchitecture interne, mathrielle et logicielle, rotenue pour chacun dos 2 cal-
culatours prdsent~s auparavant, 10 syatL~me sinai d~fini pormot d'attoindre in nivsau do
s6curit6 important en fonctionnement duplex, comae en fonctionnoment simplex. 9
En fonctionnomont duplex, 1e syst~mo rest. ophrationnel spr~in touts promibro panne et
dana 10 pire des cam, llhhlicopt~re conserve son attitude. Il pout m~m., doe certain. .-

cas do panneosur lea informations fortement redondantes, pormottro mne poursuite do Is
mission avec: des performances et us niveau do s~curit6 quasimont identiquos.

En fonctionnomont simplex, ii oat passif our touts panne at dana 10 pire dos cas, 116volu-
tion do 1'hhlicoptbre rest. limit6e. Do la s~me manure queen fonctionnomont duplex, le
systhmo pout permettro la poursuite de is mission avec 6ventuollement des autorit~s doe
servo* limities our pannos do certaines informations redondantes.

b) Concernant uno technologie possible de r~alisation do ce calculateur, signalons quo la
SF114 utilise aujourd'hmi pour see diversos applications lea 3 principalos families do
mitroprocosseurs pour lesquelles ello dispose des moyens do d~veloppement associ~a
(TEXAS, INTEL, MOTOROLA).
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TACTICAL HF COMMUNICATION FOR MILITARY HELICOPTERS USING THE NVIS MODE

by

G.Puccetti and P.L.Como
ELMER div. of SI.EL.
Viale del'Industria 4 0

00040 Pomezia (Rome)
Italy

1. INTRODUCTION ,

The objective of this paper is to describe the experience gathered by the ELMER Company, on the use of

loop antennas for tactical HF communications on board of military helicopters.

The helo platform is considered in either land or maritime scenarios.

2. BASIC CONSIDERATIONS ON TIE USE OF THE HIF BAND

To say that radio communication is vital for any military vehicle is only an understatement.

No mission can be considered effective without radio control or contact during the accomplishment and

usually the mission results are strictly related to the efficiency of the communication system. - -

A crucial issue in the design of an efficient system is choice of frequency band, influenced by channel

availability, propagation, power available, antenna gain, etc.

If we consider a semi-static base station and a moving vehicle, we find that due to antenna efficiency and . "

spectrum crowding problems, the frequency region available to communication consists of the HF, VHF and UHF

frequency bands.
VHF and UHF can offer line of sight communications over distances varying from a few miles in built-up - 5

areas to 200 miles for an aircraft flying at 60,000 ft.

However, there are tactical situations, in which line of sight conditions are not available, thereby

precluding the use of V/UHF communications.

In this situation, two typical scenarios can be identified:

a) Land scenarios

The helicopter flies at low altitudes in rough or mountainous areas close to the "FEBA" line in

reconnaisance or combat missions (Fig. I).

b) Maritime Scenarios

The helicopter operates at sea at distances beyond the line of sight from the mother ship (Fig. 2). 0

In case a), communication with the cooperating units or the head quarters is vital, but at the same time

low-level flying is necessary to reduce vulnerability to sophisticated antiaircraft weapons.
Case b) is typical of helicopters operating in ASW role with dunking sonar, which requires low altitude

flying.
In both cases HF, either skywave or groundwave, can provide a solution to the communication problem.

HF groundwave communication improves in performance with decreasing frequency.
Its range at a particular frequency varies with surface conductivity, being greatest over salt water and

minimum over dry sandy terrain; typical figures range up to 100 miles, but due to the strong dependance from
the terrain features and frequency, ground wave propagation may prove to be quite uneffective or unpractical in

the scenarios considered above.
Requirements may exist for large helicopters to communicate at sea over distances from the mother ship

exceeding the range of reliable groundwave communication, taking into consideration the RF power constraints

of helicopter radios.

9 o. ,o•-,
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Communication independent from the terrain features in the above scenarios is possible through an IF
skywave propagation phenomenon whereby a radio frequency signal directed at a high angle of incidence (greater
than 806) within a limited band of frequencies, is reflected back to the earth from one of the several ionized

layers producing an umbrella-type coverage.

The scientific foundations of this propagation mode, identified as NVIS (Near Vertical Incidence Skywave),

have been known for quite a few decades, but use of NVIS did not receive widespread favor because of technical

and operational problems, such as:

- difficulty in achieving a real-time prediction of the best operating frequency.

- lack of preset channelization in the available IF equipment.

- very low efficiency of the F antenna. 0

The choice of frequencies to achieve NVIS skywave paths are different from those normally used for a long

range circuit.

The usable frequencies lie in a small passbands (windows), 1 to 2 MHz wide, allocated in the 2 to 10 MHz

frequency band.
The position of the frequency "windows" in the 2 to 10 MHz band depends on the time of the day, sunspot •

number and geographical location.

Recent experimentation has shown that in periods of high sunspot number, NVIS frequencies around 10 MHz

can be used in the daytime while operation during periods of low SSN is possible at frequencies of 6 MHz and
below; the same tests indicate that, once the path loss and environmental noise factors are overcome by the

transmission system in a given geographical area, successful NVIS communication can be achieved at distance

ranges up to 30OKm irrespective of the terrain conditions.
Deviations from the optimum frequency results in an extra loss for the communication path (typically 10

dB for + 1 MHz deviation).

To summarize the above considerations, HF communication over short range links can be achieved through " "- "

ground wave or NVIS modes.

In some cases the HF groundwave channel may be adequate, but there are situations where NVIS is a better .--- _---
solution. ... .- .

NVIS is definitely superior to groundwave over mountainuous or heavily forested terrains or over sandy soil. ""-." -
At sea, groundwave propagation is much more effective but the need for NVIS still exists for ranges exceeding "- -'-*- * "-
200 Km.

Today, real-time prediction of the frequency windows is much easier than in the past, due to the expanding .
use of computer facilities in the tactical environments.

The use of dedicated programs for the calculation of the available frequency band can be anticipated. In
the design of the HF communication system for military helicopter it was decided that both groundwave and

NVIS modes had to be retained.

Consequently a requirement was placed on the antenna system to provide satisfactory performance on both

modes, i.e. a high angle coverage with predominantly horizontally polarized component for NVIS communication

and the presence of a vertical component of the radiated electric field for groundwave propagation..

3. SELECTKJN OF THE ANTENNA

The HFI antennas currently available for airborne installation belong to the three following familiesw 7-

- open wire antennas
- loop antennas, including notches

- end-fed dipoles, including wing and tail caps. - -" "

This last category of antennas requires isolated parts of airframe in order to achieve efficient operation. .

Wire antennas for HF communications traditionally consist of wires stretched between two points on the

aircraft airframe or supported on short faired masts.

%--.."%0 ..
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Some large helicopters have a multiplicity of masts supporting a long wire in a zig-zag arrangement.

The notch antennas consist of discontinuities in the aircraft metal structure, covered with dielectric

radomes for aerodynamic purposes; the geometry and siting of the discontinuity must be such to achieve the

maximum efficiency and the desired radiation pattern.
The loop antenna basically consists of a metal element supported by masts at some distance from theIe

aircraft structure lying between the ends of the loop.
Both wire and loop antennas have two modes of radiation, namely:

- from the antenna alone;

- from the conductive portion of the airframe through energy coupled into it from the antenna.

It seems relevant at this point to review some of the most peculiar characteristics of the wire and notch

antennas on one side and the loop antennas on the other side.

a. Wire and notch antennas

- Impose constraints on the aircraft structure; long wires are extended over a large part of the aircraft

body. ,

- Broken antenna wires can seriously endanger the flight safety by interfering with control surfaces and

rotors.

- Both wire and notch antennas feature very low radiation efficiency.

- The notch antenna requires an electrically insulated area in the aircraft structure.
- The radiation diagrams of wire and notch antennas feature strong variations with frequency.

- A coupler unit physically separated from the antenna is needed.

b. Loop antennas

- reduced size and weight

- mechanical robustness .

- higher radiation efficiency when compared with other airborne antennas flexibility of installation

- coupler unit integrated in one of the antenna supports.

Fig. 3 provides plots of the efficiencies of a typical loop antenna and notch antennas of several aircraft .-

types (courtesy of BAE, Bristol UK). Reference NO 2 contains a plot of the efficiencies of a vertical loop,

horizontal loop and 12-foot wire antenna, shown in fig. 4..

4. OPERATION OF THE LOOP ANTENNA

Fig. 5.a is a simple model showing a loop antenna installed above a finite cylinder which simulates the

aircraft structure.
Two modes of radiation can be identified, designated as the loop mode and the dipole mode -
In the loop mode, current flow around the loop and the surface of the cylinder immediately adjacent

produces a radiation pattern typical of a loop of larger physical size.

In the azimuth plane, vertical radiation arises from the vertical members of the loop and the pattern is
essentially figure of eight with the minimum in the broadside direction (refer to fig. 5.b).

Horizontally polarized radiation from the horizontal member and Its partial image in the cylinder has a 0
. maximum vertically upward.

Referring again to fig. 5.a, the section of the cylinder to the right of plane B8 forms with the loop a Tee-

match monopole which, combined with the section of the cylinder left to BB, forms an asymmetric dipole. ,

The radiation patterns will be those of a longitudinal horizontal dipole. Consequently, the combined .

radiation patterns in the azimuth plane will consist of a vertically polarized figure-of-eight with fore and aft

maxima and a horizontally polarized figure of eight with port and starboard maxima.

The dipole pattern, shown as a dashed line in the azimuth plane, has a maximum vertically upward, due to

the dipole asymmetry.
The relative amplitudes of these two patterns depend on the impedance which each presents to the feed

point.
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The loop mode resistance is a function of the fourth power of the frequency (f4 ), while the dipole mode
resistance depends on the sixth power (f6).

Consequently, the loop mode predominates at the lower frequencies and the dipole mode at the higher

frequencies. In the light of the considerations of paragraph 2, the choice of a loop antenna is thereby completely

justified.

More specifically:

= the loop mode allows optimized ground-wave communication at the lower frequencies where the - -.

attenuation is lower (typically in the 2 to 4 MHz band) while still providing capabilities for the NVIS
mode;

- the dipole mode provides efficient NVIS skywave communication at the higher frequencies (above 4
MHz), where "windows" are more likely to occur as demonstrated by experience.

The loop in fig. 4.a is shown as short circuited at the one end and series fed at the other.
Such an arrangement presents a low resistance and much higher reactance (due to the loop inductance) and

necessitates a matching system, where the loop is tuned to resonance by capacitors.
The matching unit is a self-contained unit installed on the aircraft frame at one end of the loop antenna.
The loop resistance for a given periphery of the loop is inversely proportional to the diameter of the

conductor and it is therefore advantageous to use as large a diameter as physical constraints permit.
The loop would ideally be mounted in the vertical plane through the aircraft fore-and-aft axis;

offsetting from the vertical reduces the vertically polarized component which is essential for groundwave
propagation. The antenna may also be mounted on the side of the fuselage with its major dimension vertical.

This will give enhanced vertical polarization in the horizontal plane at the expense of the high angle . .

radiation; a slant installation on the side of the fuselage is in most cases a good compromise.

5. STUDES AND EXPERIMENTATION

The ELMER Company, in cooperation with the Italian Navy and AGUSTA COSTRUZIONI AERONAUTICHE, -

has conducted studies and experimentation on the use of HF loop antennas onboard small size (AGUSTA A-109
and A-129), medium size (AB-212 and AB-412) and large helicopters (SH-3D and EH-101).

The experimentation on the SH-3D helicopter has been specifically dedicated to comparison tests between

the loop antenna, installed as indicated in fig. 6, and existing wire antennas (refer to fig. 7). -

Measurements of groundwave radiated field at different azimuth angles have been conducted for the two -
antenna types, particularly at the lower end of the frequency range where the difference in the antenna

geometry is more significant.
All the measurements have indicated a consistently better performance of the loop over the wire, typically '"-."-

a 16 dB to 8 dB improvement.
Skywave propagation tests at different distances and altitude of the helicopter have also been conducted;

the results are summarized in the table below.

Distance Altitude Frequency Field intensity
(NM) (feet) (MHz) (dBm)

Loop Wire

40 500 4.970 -86 -88

45 100 4.970 -86 -106

50 500 4.970 -80 -90

65 100 6.970 -91 -94

8o 500 9.960 -96 -106
100 100 11.070 -96 -111

7-
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In this case too, the performance of the loop antenna is superior to the wire. A new area of investigation

has been recently created by the MMI requirement for separate HF LINK-I1 and voice communication facilities

onboard the EH-101.
An experimentation has been recently completed by ELMER to investigate the electromagnetic compatibi-

lity of two loop antennas installed on the same ground plane.

The test results indicate that, by appropriate siting of the two antennas, simultaneous operation of the two

-F" transceivers is possible at a frequency offset of + 10%.

6. CONCLUSION5S

The advantages provided in terms of reduced dimensions, increased efficiency and radiation characteri-

stics, supported by the results of the ELMER experimentation, single out the loop antenna as an ideal radiator

for use onboard aircraft and helicopters.

7. REFEREIIEN CE

1. HF loop antennas for air, land and sea mobilee by R.A. Burberry, British Aerospace Dynamics, Bristol

UK.

2. HF antennas for airborne and surface vehicles by T.T. Walters, British Aerospace Dynamics Bristol UK.
* 3. ELMER Technical Report RT. 063 by G. Colafranceschi. -
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EVALUATION OF NOSE-, ROOF- AND MAST-MOUNTED SENSOR PLATFORMS FOR PILOTING AND SIGHTING,-

INTEGRATED IN FUTURE COMBAT HELICOPTERS

H.-D.V. Bi~hm
R.D. v. Reth

Messerschmitt-Bdlkow-Blohm, Munich, FRG
P.O. Box 801140
8000 Miinchen 80

SUMMARY

The piloting and sighting tasks under day, night and adverse weather conditions for a combat helicopter
are different. For sighting the helicopter needs a well adapted sensor package, which may consist of a high
performance FLIR, a direct view glass optic, a TV-channel and a tracker with a boresighting module. For the
piloting task it is possible to use a complex sensor system including a helmet-mounted sight and display
(HMS/D) and/or night vision goggles (NVC).

In this paper different aspects of nose-, roof- and mast-mounted sights (NMS, RMS, MMS) for a gunner will

be discussed taking into account present and future weapon systems. This leads to advanced electro-optical
systems with a high performance telescope, allowing an increased combat range. Some thoughts are given to an
advanced multi-sensor approach where the more conventional systems are supplemented or partially replaced
by a multi-mode imaging radar.

The sensor for piloting can be integrated with the sighting system or located in a position remote from
the sight. Depending on the task, the pilot needs a dedicated display in the form of either a head-down
display (HDD) or a helmet-mounted display (HMD). In either case, a superimposed symbology adapted to the phase

* of the mission e.g. cruise, transition or hover, is required.

Most of the solutions discussed are based on experimental results obtained during a number of flight tests
* with visionics systems on a Bo 105.

TR1. INTRODUCTION

The piloting and observation tasks under day, night and adverse weather conditions for a combat or a scout
helicopter are essentially different.

The helicopter needs a well-adapted passive sensor package for sighting, which may consist of a high
performance Forward Looking Infrared (FLIR), a Direct View Optics (OVO), a TV or Low Light Level TV channel
(LLLTV) and a tracker with a boresighting module. A reconnaissance radar, laser range finder/designator (LRF/D)
and a laser and radar warning system can be additionally integrated in the platform as active sensors.

It is possible to use a complex sensor system including a FLIR or a LLLTV with a wide field of view (WFOV)
a Helmet Mounted Sight and Display (HMS/D) and/or Night Vision Goggles (NVC), for the piloting task (ref. 1,
2, 3, 4, 5).

inThe locations of various platforms for gunner/observer are discussed with their advantages and disadvantages
hsection 2. Vulnerability aspects for NMS, RMS and MS, with measurements and calculations and the aerodynamic

aspects are contained in sections 2.5 and 2.6 respectively. Section 3 gives details of a piloting sensor system,
dconsidering a gunner mast-mounted sensor as backup and rotor blade influences. Section 4 describes the aspectstica.

of a high performance electro-optical multi-sensor package for a modern gunner/observer system, with particular
regard to weather conditions.

2. PLATFORM LOCATION

2.1 ASPECTS OF PLATFORM LOCATION

There are two possible seating configurations for a dual combat/scout helicopter, see Fig. 1

0 tandem configuration

o side-by-side configuration

With the tandem version the gunner can sit either in the front or in the back, depending mainly on the
location of the sensor platform. The tandem configuration has a smaller silhouette from the front than the
side-by-side configuration. At present, modern combat helicopters use mainly the tandem configuration with
a seat formation shifted by approx. 15 to 25 and a head radius of 10" from the eye to the window. The
side-by-side concept will not be discussed further here. In a tandem configuration with a nose-mounted
visionics system, including a VO, the gunner site in front. The seat positions of gunner and pilot will
change, however, if a roof-mounted sight is used.ao
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Fig. 1 Combat helicopter with tandem or side-by-side configuration

Other important aspects of the gunner sight location, which have to be taken into consideration, are:

o the aerodynamic and flight mechanic influences of the platform shape
o the field of view in AZ and FL including rotor blade influence p
o the accessibility of the sensor platform
o the mass and centre of gravity, depending on high performance

reconnaissance sight with good target acquisition, detection,
recognition, identification, tracking

o the available space for the platform
o the platform vibrations
o the visible, IR and radar signatures
o the vulnerability including detectability, trackability,

probability of hit, hit effectiveness (helicopter structure, redundancy)
o the crashworthiness
o the survivability (vulnerability and crashworthiness)
o the weapon systems with self-defence capability

The sight must also conform to the operational and tactical requirements of the following weapon systems:

o unguided chain gun (air-to-air, air-to-ground)
o unguided, guided and fire and forget missiles (air-to-air, air-to-ground)

At present,three different platform installations are under discussion, which are dealt with within the
following sections.

2.2 HOSE-MOUNTED SIGHT (NMS) S 0
An MKS, including the platform, has to be designed to the helicopter fuselage, in such a way as to satisfy

the aerodynamic requirements. In designing a helicopter the crashworthiness also has to be taken into

consideration.

Fig. 2 shows a schematic representation of a combat helicopter with NKS for the gunner. The pilot sits in - -
the rear. The nose-mounted TADS-PNVS (Martin Marietta Corporation) on the Hughes AH 64 is shown in Fig. 3. I S
The arguments for and against an NMS are presented below:

advant .es of an NMS..,..''."

o if the platform is mechanically well integrated into the helicopter structure, there are
only limited aerodynamic influences. There is only a small reduction in max. speed

o a DVO can be used in the platform, if the gunner is seated fore
o the accessibility of sensors
o freedom of view in AZ and EL exists without rotor blade influence
o enough space is available for the platform

disadvantages of an NMS

o vulnerability (detectability, trackability, probability of hit and hit effectiveness)
is relatively high since exposure time for weapon aiming/delivery is high

o the front silhouette during reconnaissance behind cover is large
o a heavy NMS can produce centre of gravity problems in a light combat helicopter I 0
o the visibility for the pilot in the rear is reduced
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o boundary of slew ratc with max. FOV
// /

/

Fi6. 2 Schematic view of a combat helicopter with a nose-mounted sight for the gunner (3 FOV).
The pilot sits in the rear.

Fig. 3 The AH 64 with the nose-mounted TADS-PNVS, incl. DVO, TV, FLIR and LRFID.

2.3 ROOF-MOUNTED SIGHT (RMS)

When a complex RMS is used, the helicopter roof structure has to be reinforced to carry the extra weight
and to comply with the crashworthiness requirements. If the sight amn (down tube) is swivel-mounted, the
gunner seated in the rear still has an unimpeded view for carrying out pilotixg tasks.

Fig. 4 shows a combat helicopter with an RMS for a gunner. He is seated in the rear and has a down tube .. .-

and an eye-piece. The pilot sits in front and is provided with a nose-mounted FUIR as visual aid. A PAH I .

anti - tank helicopter with a roof-mounted DVO (APX 397 from SFIM) and side-by-side seat configuration is -

shown in Fig. 5.

o advanjtaEs of an_

o a DVO can be used in the platform, the gunner sitting in the rear or in a side-by-side0
configuration

o the aLcessibility of the sensor platform is adequate
o the RMS produces minimal c.g. problems
o the vulnerability with a reduced front silhouette from behind cover is reduced in comparison

to the NMS, cf. section 2.5
0 the same is valid for reconnaissance from behind cover

".. --.S
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'"." -"-o the roof of the helicopter has to be reinforcedufficient distance has Co be allowed betveen rotor plane and sight.o possible interference rith air intakeso the view in EL is normally reduced in the downwards direction- ,
the rotor blades may possibly exert an influence in the upwards direction,
but the gunner Only searches the sky in an air-to-air combat situation

o the helicopter max- air speed is slightly reduced, especially if theequivalent drag area of the AMS is large
0bo uep"in ton ftre cover and the ammunition the helicopter is forced to

" "" "bob up" to fire

z.--- . b Of slew range with max. Foy

0

4Scheattic representation of a combat helicopter with a roof-mounted sight for the gunner (3FOV). 
.. ..

The pilot $its in front.,, 

-

SPAN I helicopter with a side-by-.side seat configuration and a roof-mounted DVO day sight

(APX 39 7 from SFI)

2.4 MAST-MOUTED SIGHT (MS)
The mast-mounted sight has major advantages but also some disadvantages. The selection criteria of this

* sys$Y8teo depend on the operational boundary conditions. The geometric dimensions ofth Mdeenete

*Periscopic view fr om behind cover ,t 
e M S d t rm n th

Fig. 6 shows a combat helicopter with an )OHS for a gunner. The gunner is normally seatd in the rear and

thReLpilot iin front. The pilot has a nose-mounted FLIR sensor. In Fig. 7, the ms-one bevto ih

OPIL A n talled on a go 105. is shown flying in front of trees. 
m s~ o n e b e v t o i h

......-

:::.
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0

// - boundary of slew range with max. FOV

Fig. 6 Schematic representation of a combat helicopter with a mast-mounted sight for a gunner (3 FOV).
The pilot has a nose-mounted FLIR sensor.

* Fig. 7 The mast-mounted observation sight OPHELIA installed on a Bo 105 in a aide-by-side configuration.
An SMT FLUR (TRT) with two FOV, a TV channel and anLRP were installed in the 60 cm diameter
stabilized steerable platform (SF114).

o advantages of•an .S

o the gunner has a periscopic view from behind protective cover, with an overall view of nearly
+ 180* in AZ

o target aquisition is possible without exposure from behind cover

o the vulnerability is strongly reduced in comparison to both the lOIS and the 1114,
see section 2.5

0 the visible, IR and also radar cross-sections of the helicopter behind cover are relatively low
o no influence on the centre of gravity in longitudinal direction
o the exhaust gas of a missile does not disturb the optical window of the sight d

o disadvantages of an S' ""

o through exposure of the sensor platform, the aerodynamic drag reduces the max. speed
of the helicopter, see section 2.6

o weight penalty arises to fulfil crash requirements
o equipment accessibility is somewhat reduced
o in general it is not possible to install a DVO, although a high resolution TV-camera can -

solve this problem
o rotor blade interference occurs, if the LOS is directed downwards with a large angle of
elevation, but this produces only a "chopper effect

o trouh eposre f te snso pltfom, he eroynmicdra reuce th ma. seed"'-'-'... ...'"."-
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o depending on the cover and the weapon,the helicopter has to bop up for weapon
delivery

o the cue identification of an MKS against the sky is easier in the visible and the
IR spectral bands

o problems may arise for the capture phase of a missile

2.5 COIPARISON OF MS, IMS AND MKS WITH REFERENCE TO VULNERABILITY

In sections 2.1 to 2.4 the general advantages and disadvantages of NS, 1IS and MKS in a helicopter "
were discussed. In this section only the aspects of vulnerability with their criteria: "

- detectability and trackability
- probability of hit and
- hit effectiveness (helicopter structure, redundancy)

will be taken into consideration for ground-to-air attack. The visible,IR and radar signatures are important ,
f-tors for helicopter detectability. In an operational mission, the combat/scout helicopter will fly
rn of earth (NOE), using natural cover, until engagement. During NOE flight and hovering, cover in Central
Europe is provided mainly by bushes, trees, small hills etc. The goal of an observation helicopter is to
reconnoitre the battlefield without being detected itself. Target acquisition can be carried out with the
unaided eye, but more extensively with the aid of electro-optical sensors which provide magnification.

Fig. 8 shows a helicopter hovering behind trees with a distance of approx. 5 - 10 m from the rotor tip
to the trees. Three different front silhouettes of a helicopter with an MKS, an IS and an WKS are seen. S
The helicopter should be fitted with hover hold (Automatic Flight Control System, AFCS), so that position
is not affected by gusts. For NOE flight at night a good navigation system and a map reading device are
essential. The ratio of the three front silhouettes refered to the cross-sectional area A is approx.

AMN ANS A HS1 2 5

These figures depend greatly on the helicopter dimensions and the position of the sights. If the helicopter
changes its position to side-on, the surface ratio of the helicopter will be far worse for the NHS configuration.

.o-. , S

I_ 0

Fig. 8 Three different front silhouettes for an MMS, an RMS and an NMS helicopter hovering behind cover

In Dec. 1981 in Lichtenau (West-Germany) detectability comparisons were made by day between two helicopters
of the same type - one with an RKS (PAH I) and one with an hMS (Bo 105-OPHELIA) - related to visible and radar
signatures observed from the ground. A helicopter with an N4S was not available. Two differently equipped tanks
were used to try and detect the two helicopters. One tank had a DVO sight with lx to 20x magnification, while ..- ...

the other tank had a search and tracking radar to register the differences in the radar cross-section between . . "
the MIS and the MiS helicopters. Unfortunately, owing to the poor weather conditions and the limited g
availability of the test helicopters, insufficient test data were obtained for a sound statistical evaluation.

The two stationary tanks were allowed to search for and observe the two helicopters separately for
max. 3 minutes. 10 different types of cover were used with distances from the tanks ranging between 2 and
4 tin, see Fig. 9. The observation time for the tank with the DVO was initiated when one of the two helicopters . . . -
broke cover. The radar equipped tank was given an additional 30 seconds for target acquisition prior to the
start of the 3 minutes. During this additional time, the commander could observe his display with the existing
information. Thus, when the helicopter took up its hover position, the tank radar could detect the helicopter g
almost immediately because of the additional information on the display. The experimental conditions were
therefore somewhat misleading. . .-
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Only few results were obtained, because the visibility in December was poor owing to heavy snowfall.
The experiments showed a tendency to much lower detectability of a MS helicopter compared to the W4S
helicopter when both are observed with a DVO. An NMS-equipped helicopter should further substanstiate this
tendency.

t

Fig. 9 A combat helicopter with MKS in the hover behind a tree observed by radar of a tank at
2 km distance

In the case of the tank with the radar system, the difference in detectability was not so well defined.
This can be explained partly by the experimental conditions and partly by the stormy weather, the MMS heli-
copter having no hovering stabilization. Fig. 10 shows the results of the detectability and trackability
measurements with the DVO and the radar system respectively as functions of time.

o a RMS
S= MMS

DVO ^ t S

SotCh A ,, W A AA

tnckuig ni A A

radar t -

Fig. 10 Detectability and trackability measurements of RNS and MMS helicopters with a DVO and a radar
system (ground to air) as functions of time. Five measurements for each helicopter (ref. 6).

The 4S helicopter was detected using the DVO in only I out of 5 experiments while the RMS helicopter
was found on 4 occasions. Both helicopters were detected by the search radar in the max. available search
time of 3 minutes in all 5 cases. The tracking radar needed more time for the tracking process, especially
for the MMS configuration and was only successful in 3 or 2 out of 5 cases respectively. In addition the
lock-on onto the helicopter with WS was somewhat questionable. If the helicopter is itself fitted with a radar
warning system, the tracking time would have been too long for a hit. The hovering helicopter would have
been able to react to the threat.

Vulnerability calculations for NMS, RMS and MMS helicopters from a ZSU 23-4 tank, with 23 mm projectiles
and equipped with a search and a tracking radar, have shown that the probability of hit for a M14S helicopter
is reduced when compared to RMS and NMS helicopters. In these calculations detection and successful tracking
of the IBIS, IS and N4S helicopters is presupposed. In Fig. 11 the probability of hit versus the slant range
is shown graphically. In this figure the offset range of the tank was 735 m. Two other calculations were made
with offset ranges of 1300 m and 10 m. A 10 m offset denotes flight over the tank. These different offset S
ranges simulate the changing helicopter cross-section and the angle subtended by the helicopter, behind
cover, to the tank. Another assumption in all the calculations is that the helicopter has an AFCS and is
hovering with nearly constant height above cover to observe the tanks. Only the cross-sectional area changes
with the offset angle.

Realistic assumptions were made for the calculations concerning muzzle speed, damping constant, ballistic
distribution, error of alignment in AZ and EL, cadence and time of projectile flight. The probability of hit
for the MBS helicopter with AFCS is zero in the calculations. This probability increases considerably
(e.g. approx. 20 Z for vertical motion of ± 1.2 m in T = 12 s) for all three versions in strong wind
conditions without an automatic height hold. ..



The detectability, ability to be tracked and probability of hit for an lIES helicopter with an APCS is
reduced in comparison to RMS and MKS helicopters by more than 80 Z. When the vulnerability of an MME
helicopter is improved of course the survivability, which includes the crashworthiness, will also be
improved. A natural camouflage for the MKS5 fuselage is given behind cover. Results of comparisons made
in the USA with two systems (MMS and MKES) show similar results, see ref. 7.

teThe hit effectiveness is not easy to calculate. Many parameters are included in this term, particularlyI thestructural strength of the helicopter.

j• .' . ." .
- .s ------ -

rob. uwt of Wbt roWtr

Fig. 11 Probability of hit per shot with successful tracking of an r S, an RMS and an NMS helicopter
(with AFCS) at 735 m offset range from a ZSU 23-4 tank with 23 mm projectiles versus the

slant range

2.6 AERODYNAMIC DRAG OF A SENSOR PLATFORM

Theoretical investigations were performed in support of the experimental MHS-OPHELIA program installed
on a Bo 105 (ref. 8, 9 and Fig. 7). Owing to the mast extension and sphere housing the optical equipment,

the aerodynamic drag of the total helicopter is increased. Fig. 12 shows the Bo 105 power requirements and
engine capacity for the equivalent test height corresponding to a density altitude of z. - 5000 ft (ISA).
For comparison purposes, flight test measurements for the standard Bo 105 are given in the diagram and
demonstrate good agreement with the theoretical predictions. Aerodynamic measurement with the addition of
MKtS (OPHELIA) indicate an increase in equivalent drag area estimated to be approx. 0.6 in

2 . This is due in
part to the greater pitch attitude trim angle and to the cabin roof modification, required to house the HUD,I adding approx. 0.2 m',together with an estimated 0.4 m2 for the mast extension (tubes) and sphere mounted
on the rotor head. The additional drag was found to reduce the max. continuous forward speed of the Bo 105
with an HMtS to 107 KIAS.

01Calculations have shown that for a helicopter with max. speed of 280 kmn/h an increased drag area of
01m2 reduces the max. speed by 4 kmn/h (37 kW). The ratio of the three sights to the drag area F is approx.

F\ .. ~ w ::

MM4S * 10S , FNS e

Other fligh~t mechanics aspects e.g. trin,controllability, stability, rotor mast moments and vibrations have
to be taken into consideration in NMS, RKS and MKIS designs. On the Bo 105 no negative effects besides the
reduction of the maximum horizontal speed were observed for the M S.

5. (C 20/FS 72oB)

kW

400 Q 1 Additional

02 Drag Area
300.5

0.6

200 REQUIRED P-OWE

100 &~ BO 105 Fih etDt
100 0 Ophelia Fih etDt

K IAS
.0 4 ..0

Fig. 12 Horizontal flight performance of Bo 105 and OP eaELIA (p r a)
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3. NOSE-MOUNTED PLATFORM WITH OPTICAL SENSORS FOR PILOTING TASKS

3.1 GENERAL REgUIRDMENTS
Flight trials with a So 105 helicopter equipped with a pilot visionics system (PVS) have shown that asteerable platform is required for the optical sensors (FLAB program, ref. 1). Stabilization of the platformwith a WFOV sensor (- 30* x 40') is not necessary, but stabilization can lead to better image results. Theplatform should be steerable over a range of AZ - t 120' and EL - + 20', - 50

°
. The best location for apiloting system is the helicopter nose. If the pilot looks down at an angle of - 50, his FOV is not obstructedby the helicopter structure.

A nose-mounted platform with two optical sensors is shown in Fig. 13. The platform contains a FLIR(25.5' x 38') and an LLLTV camera (30* x 40') for comparison. To reduce the work load of the pilot, theplatform was successfully steered with a helmet-mounted sight (lMS) using electro-magnetic principles.A beeper switch mounted on the collective stick was not found to be a good solution for platform steering.

*

Fig.13 So 105 with a nose-mounted platform called pilot vision system (PVS) which includes two optical
sensors, a piloting FLIR (IR 18 Mk II) and an LLLTV camera

The presentation of the sensor images is possible with either a head-down display (HDD), a head-updisplay (HUD) or a helmet-mounted display (lHD). Flight trials have shown that, for piloting tasks only,an HDD or an HNO give satisfactory results. Superimposed flight symbology with separate brightness control ofthe sensor image is desirable. The flight symbology has to be adapted to the phase of the mission e.g. cruise,transition, hover and bob up.

The pilot in a combat/scout helicopter needs a wide FOV FLIR with high thermal resolution (and/or LLLTVcamera) for missions at night and in adverse weather conditions. At night and especially at dawn (around04.00) the thermal contrast is generally very low. Temperature inversions with crossover points (AT = 0 K)may exist which can be dangerous for flight decisions. The presentation of contour information by a FLIR is •not as easy to interpret as in a visual band sensor. Sometimes the interpretation of a thermal image can bemisleading. The estimation of distance in a video image is not very easy. The thermal resolution of6 T A 0.05 K with a FLIR is necessary to get a better image contour with low scene contrast. Blooming effects,which exist in an LLLTV and, in reduced form, in an NVG image, are not significant in a thermal image.
The best solution for a pilot visionics system, particularly for night and adverse weather conditions, is

* a combination of a thermal, an LLLTV and an NVG image using image superimposition. At the moment, such asystem is not available as the NVG provide no direct video output. A combination of a FLIR (8-14 pm band) •- and an image intensifier e.g. NVG (0.6 - 0.9 pm) without superimposed images seems a good solution formilitary piloting tasks at present.

Figures 14 and 15 demonstrate two thermal images of two different FLIR's under good weather conditions
with flight symbology superimposed.

.- ."

. I -
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Fig. 14 Thermal image (IR 18 Mk II, 25.50 x 38* with 4 Sprite detectors) with superimposed Cruise
symbology during a night flight. Motorway intersection Munich-Salzburg* 0"

Fig. 15 Thermal image (PISA, 300 x 600 with 8 Sprite detectors) with superimposed Cruise symbology
during day flight. A valley and trees producing definite shadows can be seen. 597 ft AGL,
53 kts airspeed, torque values Ti, T2 = 40 %, 36 % and heading 330

°
.

3.2 REDUNDANCY CONSIDERATIONS

If the pilot FLIR or another sensor has a failure, the pilot can use the WFOV channel of the gunner FLIR
as back-up.This is also true for the case of an MNS configuration. Owing to parallax, the LOS has then to
be moved automatically in the corresponding direction of the pilot's FLIR before the failure, in order to
view the surroundings at a short distance from the blade tip, see Fig. 16. The size of the MNS FLIR image
increases in proportion to the parallax.

Rotor blade interference in the image occurs with a downwards LOS depending on the geometry of the
helicopter. An example of a stationary thermal image is shown in Fig. 17. The rotor blade influence depends
on the following parameters (ref. 9):

o scan speed of the FLIR mirrors or polygons
o scan mechanism (parallel, serial or serial-parallel)
o field rate (CCIR, EIA) •
o FOV
o rotor speed
o distance of the 1*1S FLIR from rotor disc
o rotor blade chord
o number of rotor blades and
o LOS angle of the FLIR through the rotor blades.

* 0
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Fig. 16 Comparison of the pilot FLIR LOS (300 x 40*) in the nose version with the large FOV of a
mast-mounted FLIR version, if the helicopter hovers in the proximity of an obstacle or cover.
The angular correction depends on the geometry of the helicopter and the FLIR installations. "S

Fig. 17 A static (1/50 sec) thermal image with rotor blade influence. FLIR Systems, FLIR with
17* x 280 FOV and two detectors.

In the dynamic case the rotor blade influence is seen as a "chopper" effect occuring in the image. The
eye sees by integration of the whole FOV with all the information through the blades. Rotor blade inter-
ference can produce problems for a tracker with poor filtering. However, for acquisition purposes, the LOS
of the gunner's FLIR, with MFOV and NFOV, will generally be directed over the rotor blades at targets
situated 2-4 km from the hovering helicopter (see Fig. 9).

4. HIGH RESOLUTION MULTI-SENSOR PACKAGE FOR COPILOT/GUNNER TASKS

Technological developments in the near future will allow the use of a multi-sensor package with high
resolution and magnification factors in modern scout/combat helicopters. This multi-sensor package can
comprise the following electro-optical devices:

- DVO (0.4 - 0.7 jm) day •
- TV-channel (0.4 - 1.1 pm) day passive
- LLLTV-channel (0.4 - 0.9 jm) day/night
- FLIR (3-5 jm, 8-14 jm) day/night

- LRF/D (1.06 pm, or 9.6 and 10.6 Pm)
- reconnaissance radar (35, 94, 140 or 230 GHz) active
- obstacle warning system based on laser or radar (day ann night)

techniques (1.06 pm, 10.6 jm, 60 GHz ...) J

Laser and radar warning system passive

The DVO and IR sensors are normally installed on a two stage stabilized platform with a stabilization accuracy
of approx. 5 - 50 jrad (I j ), to reduce the effect of helicopter vibrations and produce good image resolution.

To better understand the physical aspects of the multi-sensor package, the relationship of sensors to
wavelength will be discussed. Fig. 18 shows the attenuation of the atmospheric gases in dB/lan as a function •
of the frequency (wavelength). The diagram contains three curves for precipitation (drizzle of 0.25 mm/h,
heavy rain of 25 mm/h and excessive rain of 150 mm/h) and a curve for strong fog with 50 m visibility in the

.0. .
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0.4 - 0.7 pm range (ref. 10, 11 and 12). These curves have to be added to the attenuation of the gases.
We are normally familiar in IR optics with the inverse curve - the atmospheric transmission - of the
0 - 15 jim wavelength range, which is shown in Fig. 19; pay attention to the different scales: linear, log.
and log. log. Fig. 19 contains three further curves of interest for thermal imaging with the black body
radiation (Planck's Law) for different temperatures, the IR optics transmission and the IR detector
detectivity.

Fig. 18 shows clearly, why in particular radar and, to a lesser extent, a 10 pm laser and a 10 prm FLIR can I S
penetrate dense fog with 50 m visibility better than a DVO or a TV channel. The physical effects of different
attenuation as a function of the wavelength can be explaned by the Mie and Rayleigh absorption and scattering.
The attenuation is strongly dependent on the particle size in the atmosphere (aerosols, molecules etc.).
Rain has a much larger particle size than fog, therefore rain also affects the transmission in the IR band
up to a wavelength of approx. 3 rmm (100 GHz). Only excessive and heavy rain additionally influence the
previously mentioned 35 and 94 GHz frequency bands. The attenuation for fog is mainly caused by absorption
and not by scattering effects and is dependent on the water content and not on the particle size distribution.

I S
The attenuation for snow and hail is much less than that for rain in the millimeter wave region and

depends on the crystal formation and water content. The reason is the difference in dielectric properties
between the two phases, solid and liquid. If the snow or hail is melting, the attenuation will be higher than
for rain because the fractional volume is higher than for a rain drop with the same water content. This
brief discussion attempts to demonstrate the usefulness of a multi-sensor package for a helicopter in adverse
weather conditions.

Radar has a better penetration through fog and rain than devices operating in the IR and visible bands. I S
A disadvantage of micro-wave or a millimeter wave radar is the reduced resolution. The diffraction limited
angular resolution p of a sensor is directly proportional to the wavelength X and inversely proportional to
the entrance pupil (EP) D.

P = 1.22 X / D-, X / D
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To comply with the increasing stand-off ranges of modern weapon systems the DVO, TV and IR sensors
installed on a stabilized platform have a tendency to larger apertures and greater magnifications which
correspond to a longer focal length. As an example the FLIR sensor will be discussed in more detail. For the
visual aids several reconnaissance criteria are used for discrimination

- target acquisition
- detection (additionally hot spot detection, classification and orientation)
- recognition
- identification and
- tracking.
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Fig. 19 Various FLIR parameters as functions of the wavelength

a) black body radiation for different temperatures (Planck's Law)
b) atmospheric transmission

c) IR optics transmission
d) IR detector detectivity with BLIP conditions

The thermal and geometric resolution of a FLIR are calculable using a model with the minimum resolvable

* i temperature difference (MRT) formula, where it is necessary to define many FLIR parameters (ref. 13). The
temperature difference A T is plotted against the spatial frequency (cycles per mrad). The spatial frequency

" can be transformed into a range with the appropriate detection, recognition or identification criteria
( cy/mrad, 3.5 cy/mrad, 7 cy/mrad). The performance of an optical sight should cover the max. range of the
weapons used. It is easy to understand that the relationship between resolution or range and FOV size should
be optimized. If the FOV of the FLIR is small, providing greater range or higher spatial frequency, the
observer may not be able to detect or recognize a target, because of the long search process. A high
resolution FLIR should have a minimum of three FOV i.e. WFOV (detection), MFOV (detection and recognition)
and NFOV (recognition and identification). A 4th FOV with" 1

° 
is desirable for identification but this NFOV

is not good for tracking and aiming. A gunner's FUR has the same high requirement for thermal resolution
as a pilot's FLIR i.e. A T l 0.05 K. This high resolution is necessary as enemy tanks or helicopters in future
will have IR suppression to aid camouflage. Hot spot with cue identification will then no longer be possible .. -
and only visual identification will be practicable. Figs. 20 and 21 show two thermal images obtained with
different FOV and FLIRs.

A properly equipped combat or scout helicopter needs LRF and a laser and a radar warning system with
sensors mounted in various positions on the airframe.
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Fig. 20 Thermal image (-0.5* x 0.3*) with the MIRA-FLIR, with addition of a 4x telescope and a TV camera
for recording the LED output. A tank is traversing a wood at a distance of 3.2 km.

*Fig. 21 Thermal image (1.8' x 2.7') with the CALIPSO (SMlT) FUIR in the OPHELIA IMS. A group of tanks at
a distance of approx. 1300 m under bad weather conditions.

5. CONCLUSIONS

The scenario of a modern battlefield encompasses so many aspects that no clear statement for either an NMS,
an RMS oran EMS can be given at present. Experiments, flight tests and calculations based on vulnerability
(survivability) have shown that an MMS is a good system for tactical missions with deployment from behind cover
in an air-to-ground mission. The visible, IR and radar signatures of an MMS behind cover are less than those
of either an NMS or EMS on account of reduced cross-section. The height of the tail rotor however also affects
the chances of detection by radar (Doppler effect) of a helicopter in the MS configuration. In an open
air-to-air attack the advantages of an MMS related to the vulnerability are not significant. If a helicopter
equipped with MS has not been aerodynamically optimized, the max. speed can be degraded compared to either

- NMS or RMS configuration.

A high resolution multi-sensor package comprising DVO, LLLTV channel, FLIR, LRF and radar for
reconnaissance purposes is necessary for the co-pilot/gunner to provide a combat helicopter with 24 hour
capability under virtually all weather conditions. A reconnaissance radar has the advantage of being able to
successfully survey the battlefield even in bad weather. The disadvantages of this sensor are that it is an
active system and has lower resolution compared to a DVO or a FLIR, if an SAR in the rotor tips is not used.
A high performance FLIR will solve many observation problems in either day or night battles.

The weapon systems have to be matched to the high resolution visionics system and vice versa.

. S-. : :. 1 -.
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6. ABBREVIATIONS

AFCS Automatic Flight Control System
AGL Above Ground Level
ANVIS Aviators Night Vision Imaging System

AZ Azimuth p *
BLIP Background-Limited Infrared Photodetection
CALIPSO CAmiri Ligire Infra-rouge Pour Systeme OPHELIA
CCIR European video standard with 625 lines, 25 Hz frame rate
CH Comon Modules
CEP Circular Error Probability
CRT Cathode Ray Tube
DVO Direct View Optics
EIA American video standard with 525 (875) lines, 30 Hz frame rate
El Elevation
EP Entrance Pupil
FLAB Flying Laboratory
FLIR Forward Looking Infrared
FOV Field Of View
HDD Head-Down Display
H Helmet-Mounted Display
HMS Helmet-Mounted Sight
lMS/D Helmet-Mounted Sight/Display
HUD Head-Up-Display

lAS Indicated Air Speed
IFOV Instantaneous Field of View
IR Infrared
ISA International Standard Atmosphere
KIAS Knots Indicated Air Speed
LASER Light Amplification by Stimulated Emission of Radiation ,
LLLTV Low Light Level TV camera
LOS Line Of Sight
LPI Low Probability of Intercept
LRF/D Laser Range Finder/Designator
MCP Maximum Continuous Power
MFOV Medium Field Of View
MIRA MILAN Infrarot Adapter
MHS Mast-Mounted Sight
MRT Minimum Resolvable Temperature Difference
NMS Nose-Mounted Sight
NFOV Narrow Field Of View
NOE Rap of Earth
NVG Night Vision Goggles
OPHELIA Optique sur Plate-forme HELIcoptfre Allemand
PAH Panzer Abwehr Hubschrauber (tank defense helicopter) - "-
PC Photoconductive detectors
PISA Piloten Infrarot Sicht-Anlage (Pilots infrared system)
PNVS Pilot Night Vision Sensor
PV Photovoltaic detectors
PVS Pilot Vision System
RADAR Radio Detection and Ranging
RMS Roof Mounted Sight
SAR Synthetic Aperture Radar
SG Symbol Generator
SPRITE Signal PRocessing in The Element (TED)

TADS Target Acquisition Designation Sight
TED Tom Elliot Device (SPRITE)
WFOV Wide Field Of View
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RESUME

Le but de cet expos6 est de presenter les travaux d'amliorations rdalis~s par Crouzet sur les m~thodes
classiques d'6talonnage d'an~momntrie pour les rendre compatibles avec le domaine de vol des hfilicopt~res
et ies nouveaux produits proposes. On examine les limitations des m~thodes classiques, les am~liorations
d~finies et on pr~sente le materiel mis en place pour ces nouvelles m~thodes au Centre d'Essais en Vol

*de Br~tigny.

1I INTRODUCTION

Les syst~mes andmomdtriques des prochains hflicopt~res armnds devront Otre capables de fournir des
informations fiables et pr~cises, sur le vecteur vitesse air dans tout le domaine de vol, en particulier,
dans le domaine des basses vitesses, c'est A dire de module inf~rieur &20 m/s, et d'orientation

*totalement quelconque.

Les produits proposdis par Crouzet r~pondent A ce besoin critique

-pour assurer la s~curit6 du pilotage dans des conditions extr~mes ;de nuit, par mauvais
temps,en mer ou en montagne,

- pou lessy'Imes de conduite de tir. Une bonne pr~cision est particulibrement nscessaire
pour les armes non guid~es aprL's le tir telles que les canons ou les roquettes.

Crouzet Otudie avec le soutien du Service Technique des T6l6conmmunications et Equipements AMronautiques
(STTE) du Minist~re Franvais de la Ddfense la definition de nouveaux principes de mesure de la vitesse
des h~licopteres

-les m~thodes de determination de la vitesse-air par moyens internes (concept VIMI, en
liaison avec l1inventeur et l'Adrospatiale)

-l'analyse en vol du champ a~rodynamique de l'hdlicopt~re afin d'y qualifier les zones
*propices A des mesures andmobaromdtriques. Pour celA, une sonde a 6t d~yelopp~e sp~cialement par

Crouzet

-l'andmom~trie laser.

Cependant, la mise en oeuvre des installations andmomdtriques aux basses vitesses suppose au pr~alable
la possibilit6 de faire des dtalonnages pr~cis. C'est pour celA qu'un des volets de l'dtude pr~cdevient
cit~e concerne, en liaison avec le centre d'essais en vol (CEV) de Brdtigny, l'amdlioration des m~thodes
d'Eitalonnage. Plus particuli~rement

-les specifications des moyens de r~fdrence an~momdtriques n~cessaires a I'4valuation de . .*

futurs syst~mes andmom~triques

- les limites et les performances des moyens actuels9

- les ameliorations possibles et les nouveaux principes afin de tenir les objectifs d~finis.

2 -SPECIFICATION DES PERFORMANCES NECESSAIRES

Les performances des syst~mes de condulte de tir d~jb mentionn~s conduisent A envisager une precision
d'Ltalonnage de l'ordre du noeud, sur chacune des composantes long et travers de la vitesse air (Vx et Vy).
Le domalne de mesure couvre la totalitd du domaine de vitesse des h~licopt~res, soit approximativement
-20 m/s a + 100 m/s en vitesse d'avancement et - 20 a + 20 m/s en vitesse latdrale. La bande passante

utile reste mod~rde, typiquement du contlnu A deux Hertz.
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*3 - MESURE DU VENT AU VOISINAGE DU S01

Quelle que soit la m~thode deOtalonnage, il est n~cessaire de connaltre les variations spatlo-temporelles
du vecteur vitesse du vent. De ce fait Crouzet a entrepris une analyse statistique, mende essentiellement
expdrimentalement a une hauteur voisine de 10 metres oUi se font principalement les essais d'Ltalonnage.

C es esseis sur deux sites ant perinis de completer le peu d'informations disponibles A ce jour sur la
nature du vent en site ddgag6 caractdristique des centres d'essais en vol

-l'a~rodrome de Valence Chabeuil, dont la piste est orientee Nord Sud dens le sens des vents :.
dominants de la valld~e de Rh~ne.

-l'adrodrome de Br~tigny, A proximitO de la piste principale d'esseis en vol orientde Nord/Est -*>.-

Sud/Ouest (planche 1).

Dens les deux cas, ces mesures ont Wt effectu~es en haut d'un mit A l'aide d'un tube de pitot mont6 sur
une girouette s'alignant librement dans le vent. A partirde 116cart entre ]a pression d'arrft et la
pression statique ambiante, de la temperature statique et de la position de la girouette en azimut, on
obtient simplement la vitesse du vent et sa direction.

Des analyses spectrales faites en laboratoire sur le matoriel rdel avaient montrEs que la bande passante
de l'installation compl~hte (tube de pitot, canalisations, micromanomktre) 6tait de l'ordre de 4,5 Hz
pour le module du vent. Les r~sultatsmapparaissent sur la planche 2 pour trois types de vents :faibles S
(infdrieurs a 2 m/s), moyens (2 & 5 m/s) et forts (sup~rieurs A 5 m/s). L'allure des spectres est
identique pour tous les vents et on constate que

-lorsque la fr~quence augrante, 1lsnergie des variations de l'intensit6 du vent d~crolt
* avec une pente moyenne identi que (- 17 dB par d~cade). Ce rdsultat est confirm6 par des essais de la
* Royal Meteorological Society (cit~s dens la r~fdrence 1).

- l6nergie des variations de la direction du vent diminue a partir d'une fr~quence qui est
deautant plus basse que le vent est faible.

Per ailleurs, on montre que les variations d'intensitd ne sont pas corr~l~es aux variations de vitesse,
et surtout que les Ecarts types en intensit6 augmentent notablement evec le vent moyen.

Cet important r~sultat est confirm6 th~oriquement. Moyennant las hypoth~ses d'homogdnit6 de la couche
* limita superficielle, 6tablie et stable, on peut 6tablir la relation suivante

<7 u u/o -_
-u Z'~Lgj (1) oitu repr~sente 1'dcart type de la fluctuation du module de la

vitesse du vent a la hauteur Z, Z0 1 indice de rugosit6 caract~ristique du terrain et -6 le vent moyen
*(r~f~rence 2). Pour une zone d~gag~e l'indice Z0 vanie de 2 millimbtres pour l'herbe rase A 100 pour

des buissons ou arbustes.

* Cette relation (1) permet, apr~s d~termination exp~rimentale de l'indice de rugosit6 soit de d~terminer
* le vent maximal a une altitude donn~e, soit l'altitude minimale pour un vent donnd oO V'on peut effectuer

des essais en vol significatifs. I

* 4 - ?4ETHODES CLASSIQUES

4-1 l4Ethode par mesure locale du vent

_gtte m~thode consiste a utiliser la relation V -V + ou 0 Vs etl etu ies o ntna6
W le vecteur vent instantand etr le vecteur vitessi-air. etl etervtseso ntneE

Les mesures de vitesse-sol peuvant Otre pr~cises et fiables grice A une instrumentation au sol (radar,
Lidar) ou ainbarqu6 (radar Doppler, centrale inertielle recal~e fr~quenmment, etc ...)

Le mesure de vitesse du vent peut Otre faite grice h un an~mom~btre montEs sur un mit A une hauteur voisine
de la hauteur de vol de l'h~licopt~re (Plan che 3). L'hlicoptbre doit voler A vitesse sol stabilis~e et

* passer a proximit6 de 1 an~mombtre.

11 est clair que lorsque 1 'a~ronef sera pres du mit, une perturbation importante sera apport~e per le
souffle du rotor et la mesure sera inexploitable. Par contre, s'il passe loin de manitre & minimiser
l'interaction, les mesures du vent risquent de ne plus 6tre significatives. D'oO la n~cessit6 d'utiliser
les valeurs du vent moyen autour du temps de passage de l'h~licoptbre au voisinage du mit, l'erreur sur
l'estimation de la vitesse du vent dtant de ce fait fonction de l'dcart-type de ses variations.

Il epparait, aux tres feibles vitesses de vent que la hauteur de vol a une influence mod~rde autour de ~
10 m coinpte tenu des erreurs existent par ailleurs. L'dcart-type de 1 'erreur crolt globalement avec
la vitesse moyenne du vent. Ces rdsultats sont reprdsentds A titre d'exemple planche 4. La mise en oeuvre
de cette m~thode nest donc envisageable que par vents moddr~s (typiquement inf~rieurs a 2 m/s) et de plus
n~cesslte de nombreux passages stabilists au voisinage d'un andmom~te.
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4-2 Mdthode d'aller-retour

Il Vagit d'effectuer des allers-retours a vitesse air constante au dessus d'une base de longueur L
rat~rialisde au sol. Si Von suppose que le vent est constant lors du survol aller de dur~e TI
et du retour de diirde T2, la vitesse air s *exprirne simplernent par

a 2 l/T1 + l/T) (2)a 2)

11 ny a donc pas n~cessit6 de mesurer le vent.

Pour fixer les ordres de grandeur, si on suppose que le vent vanie de I rn/s entre Ilaller et le retour-
ce qui est une hypoth~bse simpliste - on montre que lestimation de la vitesse-air par la formule (2) .- -

est entach~e d'une erreur de 0,5 rn/s. %* -

L'erreur totale (soimme quadratique de Verreur pr~ic~dente et des erreurs de mesure) crolt avec la vitesse
air, de rani~re d'autant plus importante que la base est courte.

*Pour une base de longueur donn~e, les erreurs de mesure ont une influence dautant plus grande que la
vitesse-air est grande et ILscart du vent aller-retour est petit (planche 5). L'inconv~nient inajeur de
cette methode est que lerreur dorninante dans la ganmme de vitesse-air consid~rde est lice a la

*stabilit6 du vent.

4-3 Arndlioration de ces m~thodes

Une solution consiste & mesurer la vitesse du vent en diff~rents points alignds rat~rialisant une base
au sol. LA mesure de la longueur de cette base peut 6tre soit physique, *soit d~duite de Vint~gration
a post~friori de la vitesse-sol rnesur~e a bord de Vhlicoptbre.

Elle sapparente a la prerniLre rn~thode mais au lieu de r~p~ter plusieurs fois la rn~me passe pour rnoyenner
les effets du vent, on peut directement moyenner les informiations pendant un certain temps, se rapprcochant
ainsi de la m~thode du passage sur base.

Pour une base de longueur L, parcourue en un temps t, & une vitesse-air Va constante, on a

Va-t - -1 ,f Vwl dt, si V est la partie & moyenne nulle du vent.

0
On peut dcrire, en effet a chaque instant que Vw (t) M I + Vw (t), la moyenne V T du vent 6tant prise

Sur un temps T a priori sup~rieur A t1  par exemple en enregistrant la valeur du vent avant et apr~s
les passes. L'estirnation du temps T 1ndcessaire sera faite iors de la campagned'essais qui vient de
commencer.

Le terme 1~ Vw dt est un terme d'erreur dont on peut estimer 1 dcart-type, thdroriquenent a

partir del'allure 0spectrale du vent mesur~e au sol pendant 1'essai, compte tenu du fait qu'il est
voisin de celul du vent A chaque instant au voisinage de Vhlicopt~re. -

Finalernent, on peut obtenir une estim~e de 1 Lfcart-type global a partir des dcart-types sur les mesures
de longueur, de temps, de vitesse du vent et des variations du vent (pianche 6).

L'6cart-type global crolt avec la vitesse, d'autant plus vite que la base est courte.

A langueur de base donn~e, Verreur crolt avec le vent mayen. Cependant, on obtient des valeurs compatibles
ayes les objectifs visas pour des vents rnod~r~s (jusqu&a 8 m/s) dans le dornaine de vitesses consid~sr6.

5 - METHODE DITEDU VEHICULE SUIVEUR

On vient de voir Virnportance des fluctuations du vent et de leur prise en compte. C'est pourquoi cette
rn~thode repose sur ]a mesure continue du vent. L'h~ficopt~re est astreint & suivre un v~hicule 6quip~s
d'une an~rnonitre pr~cis rnontd sur un rn~t t~lescopique.

Le principe de 1 exp~rience est d~crit sun la planche 7. Lev~hiculeet l'a~ronef sont munis de dispositifs
de mesure de vitesse-sol. La vitesse du vent est d~duite de la rnesure an~rnomstrique et de la vitesse sol
du vdhicule et est additionndse vectorieliement A la mesure de ]a vitesse sol de Vhlicopttbre en tenant
compte d'un ldger ddcalage temporel.

Une demarche voisine consiste A 6galer vitesse-air de lh'licoptbre et vitesse de Van~momtre.
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6 - PROGRAM14E DWESSAIS

Le but des essais est de valider et de comparer les m~thodes d'dtalonnage en vol afin W'en qualifier

au moins 
une.

L'hdlicoptbre utilisd pour les essais est dquip6 d'une rdf~rence de vitesse sol perforinante, centrale
inertielle 4 plateforme ou radar doppler.

Pour obtenir une r~f~rence de vent, le CEY met en oeuvre une base d'une longueur d'environ 1200 m~tres
de longueur, utilis~e sous les deux aspects cites plus haut

- passage sur base munie d'annionitres

- suivi d'un vdhicule muni d'un an~momatre et d'une cinquafle roue tachym~trique.

6-1 Choix du site

L'implantation de la base d'6talonnage sur la plateforme d'essais de Br~tigny sur Orge a Wt choigie en
fonction de divers 6l6ments li~s aux conditions atmosph~riques locales, A 1'6loignement des obstacles
perturbant 1 a~rologie.

D'aprbs des statistiques conduites sur les 25 dernibres ann~es, les vents dominants sont du 220 puis du
020, l'heure la plus calme dtant 2 HTU, la plus vent~e 15 HTU, le mois le plus calme octobre et le plus
vent6 avril.

Selon ces contraintes, la base retenue est le taxiway de la piste principale, orient6 au 35-215,
recouvert d'un excellent revetement perinettant d'6viter tout &-coup sur le mat.

6-2 fMesure du vent aux points fixes

*L'installation m~t~orologique classique disponible sur le terrain de Brdtigny, bien que robuste et facile
a mettre en oeuvre, est insuffisante :bandes passantes de lordre du Hertz et precisions insuffisantes
en direction et vitesse seulement dans le plan horizontal. Ces informations ne seront utilis~es que
qual itativement.

*Deux pylones de 8 matres situ~s A proximit6 de la base d'6talonnage sont 6quip~s chacun d'un mime
moyen an~mom~trique :sonde pitot statique mont~e sur une girouette associde & un capteur diff~rentiel
et a une sonde de temperature.

*Les composantes du vent sont mesur~es uniquement dans le plan horizontal. 5 7

Les parambtres temps universel, vitesse et direction du vent, temperature de lair sont 6labor~s et
numdrisds par des unit~s centrales modulaires BOA et transmises sur des lignes souterraines jusqu'a
la station Charlemagne pour enregistrement A 32 Hz sur bandes magn~tiques.

6-3 Mesure du vent sur les diff~rents points de la base (planche 9)

*Le vdhicule CARAI4EL(camion radio mesures dlabordes) utilisd est une fourgonnette Renault Trafic, S
6quipde d'un mit pneumatique telescopique de 10 mftres qui supporte une sonde tridimensionnelle A
films chauds associde A son 6lectronique de mesure. Une campagne d'essais prdliminaire d'abord sur
vdhicule Idgerpuis sur le v~hicule CARAMEL a permis de vd~rifier 1 absence de couplages entre les
vibrations et la mesure an~monidtrique aux basses fr~quences qui pouvaient compromettre la qualitd de
la mesure. L'6talonnage de la sonde a lieu en soufflerie.

*Les param~tres sont enregistr~s sous forme analogique. La bande magndtique est ensuite numdrisde A
32 Hz et contient les param~tres suivants 0

temps universel

3 composantes de vitesse iir en axe sonde

vitesse sol (50 roue tachymdtrique)

3 lectures acc~lL'romi~triques au niveau de la sonde.

La synchronisation est falte par UHF sur 1 'horloge maltresse.

6-4 Mesure a bord de l'hdlicoptL~re (planche 3)

*L'h~licoptbre utilisd est le SA 330 Puma n' 1024. Son autonomie est de 2 heures, sa charge utile pour
les mat~riels en essais de 1 tonne et sa masse maximale au d~collage de 9 tonnes.

*Sur ce Puma sont avionn~s en r~fdrence une centrale inertielle a plateforme(informatiquement adapt~e 5
pour les essals en vol) un radar doppler, un andmom~tre compensO Crouzet type 51.

*La pr~cislon en vitesse sol de la ref~rence inertielle (6valute lors de sa r~ception sur la machine)
est de 0,6 KT a *14K par axe et, apr~s correction des erreurs en temps diff~sr~ par la "Wihode des posds"
de 0,1 KT AIc 1wpar axe.
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Le doppler fournit ses informations avec les prdcisions suivantes

0,5 % ou 0,25 KT en vitesse horizontale

0,5 % ou 0,8 KT en vitesse verticale

.L'an~mom~tre 51 donne une vitesse propre meilleure que 2,5 KT A 3q- au dessus de 50 KT.

*L'installation de mesures se compose essentiellement d'un calculateur 16 bits, d'une unite6 d'acquisition..
mixte, d'un enregistreur num~rique fournissant des bandes magndtiques, d'un enregistreur num~rique a
cassettes, de deux 6crans de visualisation cathodiques 5" et des divers coupleurs permettant le dialogue.
entre ces syst~mes.

Le logiciel du calculateur assure les fonctions d'acquisition, de pr~traitement vers lenregistreuri et de traitement en temps reel des parametres, affich~s en grandeurs physiques sur les tubes cathodiques.

*Les bandes magn~tiques, transcod~es comportent A raison de 2000 mots par seconde

le temps universel

les parametres de r~fdrence inertiels (cap, attitudes vitesses en axes machine et g~ographique,
vitesses de rotation et acce6rations a 25 Hz).

B les trois composantes de )a vitesse doppler

lincidence et le d~rapage A 8,33 Hz

et les donndes des syst~mes an~mom~triques en essai.

La synchronisation s'effectue par voie UHF sur 6mission de i'horloge maltresse. Compte tenu de la
ddrive des diffdrentes horloges embarquddes, lensenile des param~tres (sol et Puma) est isodat6 a
la milliseconde pr~s.

6-5 Conduite des essais

*Les services concern~s (skcurit~i, contr6le, pilote, etc ... ) ayant W pr~venus a l'avance, laxe
prefdrentiel est choisi le matin mgme de 1 essai en fonction du vent dominant. Apr~s accord du contr6le
pour l'utilisation du taxiway et un briefing gdneral, l'essai peut conmmencer.

La synchronisation faite et v~rifide vocalement, les passages d~butent. L'hdlicopt~re suit la voiture
A une distance d'autant plus faible que la vitesse est grande pour 6viter les perturbations du flux rotor-
et a une hauteur d~pendant du domnaine de vol de s~curit6 (typiquement 30 A 50 ft). Pour des raisons
de skcuritd, une deuxi~me voiture est utilis~e pendant les essais a vitesses negatives. tine premie
estimation du vent lors d'un passage a vitesse moyenne permet une conduite d'essais en vitesse-air
approch~se, ]a mesure fine dtant faite lors de chaque passe.

Les bandes sont alors d~pouill~es en temps diff~rO au CEY et chez l'industriel.

* Trois chalnes informatiques sont utilis~es

-une "temps reel" pour la conduite de l'essai

-deux en temps diff~r6 A partir des bandes magnftiques et des enregistrements en vol sur
cassettes. Cette deuxieme exploitation permet de valider tr~s rapidement lessai sur le site du CEV,
les calculs complets intervenant A 1 aide des donn~es de la premibre chalne.

7 - PREMIERS RESULTATS :CONCLUSION

Plusieurs vols ont d~jA Otd effectuds pour ]a mise au point prdliminaire du mat~riel et de la conduite
de lessai. Le matdriel est prdsent6 planches 10 et 11. Celle-ci se fait de mani~re trbs souple et est

* tr~s facile par vent moddsr6. L'analyse est en cours

On peut noter que le suivi de lhdlicopt~re se fait de mani~re parfaite et qu'on pourra Deut 6tre
P ultdrieurement simplifier cons iddrablement le d~pouillement apr~s analyse ddtaill~e des rdsultats

en assimilant la vitesse de l'holicoptL're A celle mesurde par l'andmom~tre du camion CARAMEL. On
disposera donc d'une m~thode qualifide d'Otalonnage de ]a vitesse-air des h~dlicopt~es utilisable
pour les syst~mes andmom~triques des h~licopttres futurs.
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LPI-RADAR FOR HELICOPTER OBSTACLE WARNING

H. Meinel, H.-G. Wippich,
B. Rembold and W.F.X. Frank -. "

AEG-TELEFUNKEN
Geschaftsbereich Hochfrequenztechnik

7900 Ulm/Do.
Federal Republic of Germany

SUMMARY

Employing the frequency range of maximum atmospheric attenuation around 60 GHz a short
range obstacle warning radar for helicopters has been developed, which can be operated
under LPI conditions (Low Propability of Intercept). Test flights with this noncoherent
solid state radar have-shown that power cables as well as tall trees can be detected,
even under adverse weather conditions.

System considerations and test results are described in this contribution.

INTRODUCTION

The use of helicopters for military purposes today is becoming more and more widespread. 0
In the beginning, in the early fifties, reconaissance was the only task for military
helicoptevs. Today transport and antiarmor engagement are standard missions; and heli-
copter hunting is no longer under discussion only but something for the future.

* The consequent use of helicopter properties for these missions in the battlefield en-
vironment demands operation at low altitude and in unknown terrain. Only the use of
natural hideouts like small hills or an accumulation of trees - i.e. NOE-flight con-
ditions, (Nap of earth) - reduces the risk of advanced helicopter missions.

In the past helicopter accidents caused by collisons with obstacles have occured quite. 
often. About 40% of all helicopter accidents are due to this fact as a statistic of the
german Luftfahrtbundesamt for the years 1975 to 1980 /1/ has shown.

Especially dangerous are wire-like obstacles, like high-tension lines, funicular (aerial-
tram) cables or antenna installations. This is due to the fact that such obstacles often
cannot be seen by the pilot. Hazy weather, low standing sun or twilight reduces the
optical identification drastically.

REQUIREMENTS FOR OBSTACLE WARNING

The described circumstances lead to the need of an obstacle warning sensor for helieop-
ters. Such a sensor should fulfill the following requirements:

- obstacle detection in general
- wire detection for wire diameters as small as 3 mm
- 500 m detection range
- adverse weather capability
- small volume and weight

and especially important for military missions

- Low Propability of Intercept (LPI) - operation

Obstacle detection sensors for this purpose have been under development for several years; .'.
electromagnetic field sensors (50 or 60 Hz) /2/ and laser sensors /3/ as well as cable
cutters /4/ have been investigated.

Field sensors show a high false alarm rate, especially over populated areas like cities
and besides that power-lines that are turned-off or funicular cables -annot be detected. O

Laser sensors have disadvantages resulting from their propagation behaviour through fog
and rain or under battlefield conditions, like smoke and dust.

Cable cutters could be employed successfully, but they should be used as a last resort
only.

There is an additional approach fo fulfill the above stated requirements, the employment
of a mm-wave radar sensor. Compared to EO/IR systems the mm-wave approach offers better
penetration capabilities, especially under adverse weather conditions.
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ATMOSPHERIC PROPAGATION BEHAVIOUR

The atmospheric attenuation due to fog and rain for wavelengths from 10 cm to 0.1 Pm

is desplayed in fig. 1. /5/ At 300 GHz the fog attenuation amounts to slightly more than

1 dB/km, while this value increases to nearly 300 dB/km at a wavelength of I mu. The
rain attenuation for both frequency ranges cannot be neclected, but is only of minor
importance for system design.

The transmission behaviour of a 94 GHz radarsignal and an IR-signal through TOT-barrage
shooting (Time On Target) is compared in fig. 2. /6/. The IR-signal is nearly blinded
for more than 20 seconds, while the mm-wave signal is decreased for about 3 seconds
only. The attenuation of the transmission level amounts to 15 dB (radar-signal, i.e.
two way transmission).

DESIGN CONSIDERATIONS

In general the frequencies taken for mm-wave short-range radar applications are within
the atmospheric windows, around 35 and 94 GHz /5/. For specific purposes however, fre-
quencies with high atmospheric attenuation like 22, 60 or 120 GHz might be chosen. At
60 GHz for example the clear-air attenuation amounts to 16 dB/km;
to reconnoitre a source of radiation at this particular frequency will be quite
diffcult. Thus a 60 GHz obstacle warning radar can be operated under LPI-conditions,
the most desirable military requirement. Compared to a warning radar operating at 50 GHz
for example, having a reconnaissance range of about 55 km, the 60 GHz device has a
reconnaissance range of only 2.7 km under the same detection range and reconnaissance
receiver conditions. What's more, separated 60 GHz radar systems operating near one
another and using the same frequency do not mutually interfere.

In 1980 the first 60 GHz radar sensor was built for radar cross-section investigations - -

-- of high tension line wires. Fig. 3 displays this unit.

The achieved test results /7/ demonstrated the feasibility of the 60 GHz approach to
fulfill the above given requirements. Thus in a second step a scannable 60 GHz warning
sensor has been developed to carry out flight tests.

TECHNICAL DESCRIPTION

A detailed description of the RF-components of this noncoherent 60 GHz pulse radar has .. .
been given in /8/. The technical data are as follows:

Transmitter frequency 59.2 GHz

Output power (peak) 4 w
Pulse width 20 ns
PRF 125 kHz
Noise figure 13.5 dB

* Fig. 4 shows the radar unit mounted to the nose of a testbed helicopter.

* The radar's field of view covers a wide azimuth angle, 180 degrees. In elevation, an
angle of 30 degrees was chosen. With 20 no pulses, the resolution is 3 m. The scanning :" " "
mechanism to obtain these data consists of a fixed dish antenna and a movable plane
mirror. The mirror rotates while swinging in its second axis from 37.5 degrees to
52.5 degrees, thus twisting the vertically incident beam between -15 degrees and
+ 15 degrees in elevation. The actual position in azimuth and elevation as well as 5
the radar video signal containing the range information are fed to a micro-processor

* generating a C-scope display on a CRT.

"" The scanner was built for 450 RPM. Thus on updating frequency of 0.5 Hz can be achieved;
this is valid for an antenna beamwidth of 2 degrees. The chosen C-scope type display

" with 1,350 pixels has the advantage of being easily interpretabel; for a technician at
* this state in the program.

When using a C-scope-type display, the range information normally is lost, but this
was avoided by using different symbols for different range gates. Having a maximum -

range of 600 m, 16 symbols were chosen to distinguish range gates 37.5 m long.

The 5 x 5 -inch CRT built into the helicopter is shown in fig. 5.

FLIGHT TESTS -

Different obstacles were detected during flight tests carried out in autumn and winter

1982 and 1983 in cooperation with Messerschmitt Bolkow Blohm (MBB) of Munich, West
Germany.

uqS
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Mechanical and electrical compatibility of the radar unit with the helicopter, MBS
type BO 105, was demonstrated. Besides hightension lines, other obstacles like forrest
and countryside edges, single trees, and bridges were detected.

A typical measurement situation is shown in fig. 6, displaying two high-tension lines
with posts, a 220-kV line in the front, and a 5-kV line in the back. The distance to
the post of the 220kV line is approximately 150 m; lines are about 30 m apart. The
photograph gives an azimuthal angle of about 60 degrees.

The corresponding C-scope radar display is given in fig. 7. At the bottom the ground
clutter can be seen. Due to the mechanical structure, the post reflects over the full
heigth, which can be seen in the middle. To the left, four vertical lines are displayed.
Due to the fact that power cables are generally of the wrapped-construction type, not
only one but three line echoes occur, shown at the farther left. In addition to the
specular return at normal incidence, there are returns at about + 10 degrees to normal

when the path length difference between strands equals half-a-wavelength. This prin-
ciple is shown in fig. 8. The communical n wire at the top results in one reflection
only, because it is a communication cable and not wrapped.

To the right of the post of the 220-kV line, the 6_kV line reflections are displayed.
Displayed also are the posts of the 6_kV line, again at the left. It has to be remarked
that the C-scope display shows the entire azimuthal range of 180 degrees.

The optical view of a typical flight situation is shown in fig. 9. A high tension
line can be seen in front of a forrest. In the center of the C-scope display (Fig. 10)
four vertical lines can be observed (line post and the line echo triple). Range informa-
tion is given by the different pixel symbols.

CONCLUSION AND PROPECTS

The viability of the incoherent 60 GHz radar approach for helicopter obstacle warning
wa- proven. High voltage transmission lines and funicular cables, i.e. wire-like ob-
stacles, can be detected at distances of more than 400 m.

In order to perform the requirements of military helicopter missions a suitable display
has to be developed. Following an audio warning, the pilot must be able to inform him-
self about the danger situation at one glance. The line echo triple might give the
opportunity to identify a power cable by means of a pattern recognition algorithm.
Thus wire-like obstacles can be distinguished from other, like posts or chimneys.

For air-speeds of more than 100 kts the information updating has to be accelerated. An
updating of 5 Hz for example can be accomplished only, using electronic antenna
switching for the elevation scan.

Both items are subjects under developments at the time.
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Pig. 4 Scanning 60 GHz pulse radar sensor
mounted to a testbed aircraft

Pig. 5 Sample installation of radar display
in the testbed helicopter
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Fig. 6 The measurement situation described
in the text used tw(> sets of wires:
towermounted, 220-kV lines and pole-
mounted 6-ky wires. Atop the towers
is a communications wire.
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Fig. 7 C-scope display corresponding to the
scene shown in Fig. 6 clearly shows a
hazard. The display requires some inter-
pretation to recognize that two separate

sets of wires are 
shown, but it was

designed for measurement purposes only.

Fig. 8 Millimeter-wave wrapped wire de-

tection principle, the line echo
triple

A (

- .•-.

Fig. 9 High-tension line at forrest edge
can be seen through the windscreen,
but nearly disappear from view
during inclement weather.

Angle of view is approximately

60 degrees wide.

I -
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Fig. 10 C-scope display of scene shown in

!,r 9 indicates range of hazard
through pixel symbols; the three

to the risk.

Display covers an azimuth of 180
degrees, providing protection in
directions toward which the pilot

may turn to avoid dead-ahead obstacles. - -
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THE DESIGN AND DEVELOPMENT OF AN INTEGRATED
CORE SYSTEM FOR BATTLEFIELD HELICOPTERS

by

S.D.Roy, P.L.Shillito
Westland Helicopters Limited,

Westland Road
Yeovil, Somerset BA20 2YB

England

I. INTRODUCTION

Battlefield Helicopters are required to operate in particularly, difficult and hostile
operational environments. Crew effectiveness, aircraft survivability and maintainability
are among the key requirements which need to be realised in both anti-armour, reconnaissance
and tactical transport missions. To achieve these goals, a degree of integration is
required to bring together the many subsystems, navigation, communications, weapons etc.
in an architecture which not only enables the crew to manage and control the systems and

A aircraft in the battlefield environment but provides a means of extending the performance
of the total system, crew, avionics and aircraft.

This paper describes the concept of the integrated systems being developed for Lynx
and Westland 30 product improvements and in particular, the advanced development programme
which has been underway at Westland to prove the concept of the 'core' system common to
both aircraft.

2. BACKGROUND S

The studies which have been undertaken to determine the problems and difficulties
associated with battlefield helicopter operations have all indicated a need to reduce
workload within the cockpit. Two.aspects need to be addressed; firstly to reduce the
number of controls and disp' tys to reduce the pyschomotor and visual workload involved
in operating controls and scanning instruments, displays, maps and associated documentation.

However, merely reducing the number of separate, dedicated instruments, displays and
controls and replacing these by large electronic displays and multi-function controls will
do little if indeed anything, to overcome the problem. Developments such as these will
help in reducing the overall size of instrument panels, improving the external view from - -
the helicopter, improving the readability of displays and accessibility of controls but -. -.-
do not have a significant effect on the crew - in fact the addition of many new avionics .- -
and weapon systems, improved navigation, countermeasures etc. can exacerbate the workload
problem as far as the crew are concerned.

The second, and in our opinion most significant issue concerns the introduction of
a level of automation between the crew, aircraft and systems. The system would perform
many of the routine monitoring and control tasks associated with the management and
operation of aircraft and systems and thus provide the crew with more time to perform
the interpretive and judgemental activities associated with low level tactical flying in
poor visibility conditions.

The battlefield helicopter will operate in a hostile environment, away from well
equipped maintenance and support facilities and yet must be capable of providing a high
level of availability. The helicopter and its avionic system must be capable of absorbing
damage from hostile fire, random faults etc. and still provide some degree of operational
capability.

An avionic system, designed on a piecemeal basis, will not be compatible with the
type of mission which we envisage and a new architectural approach which overcomes most,
if not all of these problems, is required.

In addition, Lynx and Westland 30 variants are being developed for battlefield
applications in broadly similar timescales. Both aircraft have different mission
requirements, the Lynx designed primarily for the anti-armour role, the Westland 30 as
a tactical transport aircraft. While there are differences in mission profile, system
performance, crewing philosophies, weapons and sensors etc., both aircraft share common
requirements in many areas, requiring improvements in cockpits, maintainability, reliability
etc. and reductions in cockpit workload.

These issues pointed to the need to develop a system architecture in a modular fashion
which could satisfy the mission requirements of both aircraft. The elements of the system
which are common to both aircraft is a suite of processing and control and displays units.
This is referred to in this paper as the 'integrated core' system. The core system has
been under development at Westland for three years. The d4ms of this programme have been
to develop the system to a point where it can be committed'to specific product appli-
cations with minimum risk, to develop the many procedural and management disciplines
peculiar to software intensive systems and finally and perhaps the most compelling of
all the objectives, to implement new development techniques capable of dealing with
software intensive, embedded computer systems. ....-.
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3. THE INTEGRATED CORE SYSTEM

The concept of the core system is shown in Fig. 1. The design aim is to integrate
the subsystems required for anti-armour and utility battlefield operations around a
common 'core' of processing and control and display facilities. Generally the anti-
armour and utility missions will require identical systems apart from the target
acquisition and weapon sub-systems which are peculiar to the anti-armour role.

The core elements of the system are required to perform a number of functions
dealing with both mission and aircraft aspects, the main objective in both areas is to
reduce workload associated with management and control of aircraft and mission sensors. .-.-.

The primary mission mangement functions which are performed are communications and

navigation management, control of defensive aids and identification aids. The 'basic'
aircraft functions include flight, performance and fuel management and comprehensive
maintenance 'surveillance' including avionics test and diagnostics, aircraft health, usage
and condition monitoring. These facilities are briefly described in the following
paragraphs.

3.1 Communications Management

The communications management function provides mode control, frequency selection
and status monitoring of all radios and IFF. The system is designed to contain up to
fifty preset frequency sets, each set consisting of the frequency, nickname and frequency
dependent mode selection data.

3.2 Navigation and Management

The navigation functions utilise information generated by both Radio Navigation aids
such as VOR/DME and ADF, and autonomous facilities including Doppler, compass and air data
to provide a continuous best estimate of geographic position. Provision for other sensors
has been made as a number of mission scenarios require significant improvements in
navigation accuracy.

In the battlefield there is considerable scope for improving crew effectiveness by

including extensive flight planning functions within the system. A flight plan would
include, typically, data on target and weapon locations, ground obstacles, hazards,
avoidance areas and cover routes.

Flight plans can be generated by either calling up a pre-stored route by name, or by
calling up a number of pre-stored waypoints or a combination of both together with
impromptu, manually entered waypoints.

An automatic flight direction function provides steering or guidance information, to
the pilot enabling the aircraft to be flown along the Flight Path.

An optimisation function is also provided, this, operating in conjunction with the
navigation and planning function, enables the crew to establish the distance between two
waypoints, overall route length, time of flight and estimated time of arrival at selected
waypoints or locations.

3.3 Performance Management

The performance management facilities provide a range of performance calculations
for both normal two engine conditions or one engine inoperative conditions. These include;

o Cruise calculations

o Hover calculations

o Power available

o Climb performance

o Autorotation envelope

o Time on station.

The performance and power monitoring facilities permit the pilot to exploit the
maximum available performance from the aircraft, overcoming the limitations imposed by
conventional placard or generalised restrictions.

3.4 Maintenance Surveillance

A comprehensive set of maintenance facilities have been specified. These are
discussed in some detail in ref. 1. and include:

a) Engine power monitoring

b) Engine usage monitoring

c) Transmission exceedance monitoring

d) Transmission usage monitoring

e) Rotor usage monitoring.
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The objective of these functions is to relieve the pilot of parameter exceedance
monitoring tasks and, by processing the range of data within the system, provide more
readily understood warnings of impending system failures and limit exceedances.
Provision of component defect assessment and life consumed information will contribute
to an increased usable life in major aircraft components, an increase in Mean Time
Between Removals, reduced maintenance workload and reduced aircraft down time.

At the avionic system level the core system performs a number of Built in Test (BIT) 0
functions. Processor and memory testing is performed periodically to confirm the
functioning of the of the processors, direct access memory and local logic.

Each processor unit also tests the various sub-system interfaces and together with
' the BIT status determines the overall operational condition of each LRU in the system.

This information is used to initiate the system reversionary modes and also to generate
LRU test/status page data to the crew to be viewed when convenient.

3.5 System Architecture

The core system architecture is based on a dual processor system connected to the
cockpit control and displays via a MIL-STD-1553B data bus. These processors, in addition
to providing the list of aircraft and mission functions listed above, provide bus control
facilities. Two additional equipments are provided, an Emergency Control Panel (ECP)
which provides for the direct (emergency) selection of radio frequencies and IFF codes
and erasure of confidential information stored in the system. A Data Transfer Device •
which provides the means of entering pre-flight data such as flight plans, codes,
nicknames etc.

Systems and equipments are interfaced to the core system in Dne of two ways, either
directly to the data bus, or for those equipments and system which do not have a bus
interface, connected directly into one of the two processor units [see Fig. 2].

3.6 Redundancy and Reversionary Capability 0

Sufficient redundancy and reversionary modes of operation are provided in the mission
to ensure that no single malfunction will result in a mission abort. Reversionary modes
include:

o Overall system control from either CDU.

o 'Mission critical' functions are duplicated in both processor units.. .

o In the event of a total systems failure, emergency radio and limited
navigation and IFF facilities can be manually selected.

3.7 Spare Capacity

To ensure that the system is capable for future expansion to meet either a customer's
evolving mission requirement or new aircraft developments, considerable spare capacity 0
has been designed into the system.

This spare capacity is provided for in three ways.

Accommodating additional funct ons within the two processors will require additional
processing capability. How much processing will be required is difficult to predict, but
the rule of thumb used in the existing design was to allow for a 50% spare capacity in
processing time available. We also anticipate a significant growth in memory requirements
during the development of the system and subsequent service life. Growth factors of two
to three over the basic memory allocation are not considered unreasonable and the system
is designed to accommodate this.

*.. The data bus utilisation is currently 10% and so there is a significant spare
capacity to accept additional equipments and the bus traffic which they will generate.

Many equipments are not compatible with MIL-STD-1553B either because they were S
designed prior to the standard being introduced or because it is uneconomic to introduce

* a fairly complex and relatively expensive interface into a simple equipment or sub-system,
• . there will be a continued requirement for equipment to be interfaced directly to the core - -

system processors. Spare card positions are provided to accommodate growth in this area.

4. RIG DEVELOPMENT PROGRAMME

The integrated nature of the system, together with the software intensive aspects, S
necessitated the adoption of new techniques and facilities for verification and validation.
Software studies have shown that the earlier that system errors are detected the lower
the cost of correcting the error. The importance of a thorough and effective test
phase is emphasised by comparing the relative costs of correcting the error. The
importance of a thorough and effective test phase is emphasised by comparing the relative
costs of correcting software errors during the early prototype phase with the costs of
in-service modifications. The latter can cost up to twenty times more than the early

-* development correction. [Ref. 21. S
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Over a period of some years, considerable investment had been made in improving
simulation facilities within the company and studies which were undertaken suggested
that these simulation facilities had been developed to a stage such that they could be
used in lieu of actual flight testing in some areas. This is important for two reasons.
The integrated system has real potential for creating complex test problems which could
be difficult to identify and solve in an airborne test environment. Ground testing,
however, with well equipped facilities can provide substantial benefits and improvements
in productivity. The ground test environment provides the capability to obtain precise
repeatability, instantly halting or 'freezing' the system in a particular mode of
operation and re-running tests. Finally the economic argument for improving the quality
of ground testing is a powerful one. Ground testing can be achieved at between a one
fiftieth and one hundredth of the cost of flight testing and in a reduced timescale.

The integrated core system demonstrator programme was initiated with the following- - -
aims.

o Test, verification and assessment using ground based test techniques,

o Analysis and support of flight trials,

o Development of production test techniques and facilities.

The general philosophy has been to devise a test approach which proves the system
through a series of tests, initially testing each function independently to confirm the 0
operation, then progressively adding groups of functions to examine the more complex
aspects concerning the interaction of functions and the behaviour of the system under
fault conditions.

A test rig was required to support the development programme, the principle of the
rig being to simulate the core system by injecting signals and monitoring the response
of the system to these stimuli.

The main criteria which determine the size, complexity and cost of the test rig
are:

a) Test run time; length, real time factor,

b) Simulation quality and quantity, whether the simulations provided will be
authentic or 'simple', .

c) Period within which all of the selected simulators should be iterated,

d) Amount and content of stored data,

e) Extent of analysis required.

The overall block diagram of the rig showing its relationship to the core system is
shown in Fig. 3. The test rig is based on a centralised processor, providing control,
monitoring and various analytical tools necessary to support the development programme.
Included within its facilities are multi-user operator terminals, hard copy, disc and

* tape storage etc.

A substantial part of the task of the rig is the support of simulation and emulation
functions to enable testing to take place in the absence of one or more of the sub-systems.
This facility enables the core system hardware and software to be exercised in a variety
of simulation mission situations with a high degree of realism.

Model and analysis functions have been implemented by structured top down design in
Pascal and contained within 300K bytes of memory. The design contains less than 100
modules each consisting of no more than 150 lines. The entire program has been run on
a desk top mini populated with IM byte Ram and supported by 16M bytes hard disk store.
This configuration provides the facility for a continuous simulation run of at least 3
hours with full data logging and analysis.

The test programme has addressed the following:

*" a) Verification of core system and sub-system interfaces. Detailed testing to . ..-

validate MIL-STD-1553B bus interfaces and the equipments which have been hardwired
directly into the system.

b) Functional aspects (computational effectiveness and accuracy).

An assessment of the functional aspects of the system and the achieved
computational accuracy of the core system is achieved by exercising a 'closed
loop' dynamic test. The performance of the system is monitored by means of
analysis software contained within the rig, this information can be stored and
compared with data obtained from later tests.

->ii ii[- ..
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c) EMC and Power System Compatibility

By ensuring that the equipment is installed on the rig in a similar manner to
the aircraft, a considerable amount of EMC testing can be carried out off
aircraft. Bonding, earthing, wiring and RF emissions can be assessed. It is
also necessary to connect the rig to representative aircraft supplies for test
runs to assess loading, switching and transient effects.

d) Reversion and Failure Mode Investigation

The rig is used to examine the complete range of failure modes and reversionary
modes designed into the system by generating the appropriate fault patterns and
analysing the system response. This facilityis also used to verify the
performance of the built-in-test system and diagnostics.

e) Human Factors Assessment I 0

The aim of the rig is to provide facilities to enable the complete man-machine
interface to be assessed. The full potential of the system will only be
realised if the man-machine interface is correctly configured. The test
programme addresses both the physical characteristics of the controls and
displays - size, shape, location, brightness etc. and the capability of the
system to undertake the routine monitoring and control tasks.

The full impact of this type of facility has yet to be assessed but we believe this
type of dynamic test rig will be essential to the timely and economic deployment of
future digital avionics. The use of simulation as part of the development process can
verify and lend more confidence, accuracy and comprehensiveness. As an example the
following table indicates the way in which the rig performs key functions.

Percentage of Testing

TASK
Rig Aircraft

Software Verification 98 2

EMC 85 15

Crew Familiarisation 95 2

System Integration 80 20

Failure Modes and 90 10
Effects 5

Power Systems 85 15
Compatibility

The general arrangement of the laboratory showing test rig equipment bench, general

purpose instrumentation and computing is shown in Figure 4.

5. CONCLUSIONS

The integrated core system is one of the key technologies which will improve the
effectiveness of anti-armour and tactical transport helicopters by removing the need for
the crew to perform many 'in cockpit' monitoring and control tasks.

The system is designed to incorporate both mission and 'basic aircraft' functions,
providing facilities to enable the crew to exploit the full performance of the aircraft S
and systems during a mission and facilities to improve maintainability of both aircraft
and systems.

The integrated nature of the system has necessitated the introduction of new tools
to test and validate the behaviour and correct functioning of all the elements of the
system. A highly software intensive system also requires strict management disciplines,
quality standards design and development disciplines be implemented at the outset of
the programme.

The advanced development programme undertaken at Westland has successfully proven
the practicality of the systems - that a highly integrated system can be cost effective
and can meet differing role requirements and can be developed within an acceptable -.." -

timescale.

The development of high quality, high performance development tools requires a
significant effort but promises to provide significant savings in aircraft and system
development programmes.
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FOR ARMY HELICOPTER AVIONIC SYSTEVE
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SUMMARY

Over the past decade the architecture of Army helicopter avionic systems has evolved from stand-alone
subsystems to integrated systems characterized by digital data buses and embedded microprocessors. As
these first generation integrated systems are reaching maturity, the U.S. Army Avionics Laboratory is turn-
ing its attention to some of the issues which must be addressed in preparation for the development of future
systems. This paper presents an evolving concept for a data bus and processing structure which is being
developed under an in-house Avionics Laboratory technology base effort. This concept will be examined ex-
tensively under the next several years using contractor and In-house developed hardware and software tools.

As a result of the need for significantly increased integration of aircrew functions to meet the de-
mands being placed on Army Aviation, It has become apparent that a technical requirement exists for an
architectural concept with a number of characteristics that go beyond that which is in development today.
For example, many of the subsystems that come together to synthesize a total helicopter avionic system are
developed by organizations with specific expertise in various functional areas (e.g., navigation, flight
control, weapons, target acquisition. etc.). These organizations are usually both geographically and man-
agerially separated, both in the government (customer) and in private industry (supplier). It has become
apparent that an architectural concept is required that will allow these various functionsl areas to S
develop both subsystem hardware and software independently and still conform to an architecture that facili-
tates future total system integration. Similarly, subsystem requirements in the control/display area must
be developed with the subsystem. However, the architectural concept must allow subsystem control/display
functions to be mapped into the total helicopter control/display system without re-doing the associated
software. From the subsystem developer viewpoint, the system architecture must be such that at the time of
total system integration, subsystem specific hardware (e.g., sensors) must be easily incorporated into the
bus structure and the system level software absorbable into the system processing elements.

Another desirable feature or characteristic of the new architecture would be a means for high speed
interface between processing elements of the system. Additionally, both the processing structure and bus
structure must lend itself to fault tolerant designs.

Finally, there are two remaining areas which the architectural concept must address if it is to be
widely accepted. First, the hardware implementation of the concept must be such that it lends itself to a
procurement process that does not unnecessarily restrict the government and contractors to either each other
or specific technology; and second, the processing elements must be such that standardization can be achieved
on a foundation of structured programming and a higher order language.

Considering all of the above characteristics, an architectural concept is evolving based on multi-busses
and multi-processors. This paper presents this architectural concept.

1. INTRODUCTION

At a paper presented at the 32nd Symposium of this Panel (Referenced), the step-by-step approach to-
ward system integration taken by the U.S. Army Avionics Laboratory was presented. To that point, emphasis

"'. was on achieving integration via a multiplex data bus and multifunction controls/displays. As these first
generation integration concepts are being Implemented in helicopters such as the Army OH-58D and the Air
Force HH-60D, attention is now being focused on evolving toward hardware and software architectures that
will allow for total system integration to take place in less time and with reduced costs. However, a great
deal of the constraints present today will remain into the foreseeable future. Therefore, the architecture
evolved must be able to achieve the high levels of integration required while at the same time being, subject
to these constraints. The purpose of this paper is to present the evolution that is occurring in the area
of system architectures and then evolve further toward a concept that will accommodate the significantly in-
creased level of integration required if helicopter aviation is to achieve the demands of postulated future
missions. In addition to satisfying the in-place constraints, therefore, the evolved concept must be flex-
ible in that the architecture can accommodate future technology such as Very High Speed Integrated Circuits
(VHSIC) hardware, and sensor blending and expert system software.

2. EVOLUTION '0 DATE

It is most helpful prior to presenting an architecture to first look back in order to trace the path

and review the thought processes that led to our current architecture. So like White Rabbit in Lewis

Carroll's Alice, let's "Begin at the beginning."

An accepted beginning to this era of integrated system architectures is the promulgation and acceptance

of the U.S. NIL-STD-1553 data bus (NATO STANAG 3838). For ease of discussion, let the line depicted in
Figure 1 represent such a dual (redundant) twisted shielded pair data bus. The subset of equipments which
the Army Avionics Laboratory first used the bus concept to integrate was the communication, navigation, and

' identification (CNI) subset (see Paragraph 2 of Reference, "Integration of CNI: The First Step"). Archi-
tecturally speaking, the integration of this subset can be represented by Figure 2. Generally speaking,

all processing was accomplished in 8-bit microprocessors embedded in Remote Terminals (FT's) which also
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served as interface media to the mostly existing inventory radio equipments. One or more control/display
units (CDU's) provided means for crew interface. Architecturally, the system can be characterized as of
low bus data rate, modest level of fault tolerance (e.g., completely redundant processing), and little syn-
ergism. The software was in assembly code and generally not portable. Spinoffs of this systen developed
by the Army are currently being used in a large variety of aircraft (such as C-130, SMR, MRS, A-10, KC-135,
F-ill, EA6B, etc.).

The next step in system evolution was an expansion to include helicopter functions such as flight dis-
plays, engine displays, caution/warning/advisory subsystems, electrical systems (circuit breakers), and a
large nu ner of controls/displays referred to as secondary systems. This step was accomplished by addition .
of the item shown in Figure 3. The crew interfaces for the functions absorbed are four multi-function

displays (MFD's) and two keyboard terminal units (KTU's). Eight remote terminals provide interface to the
many hundreds of aircraft sensors, transducers, etc. Generation of alphanumerics and vector graphics are " "
accomplished in two programmable symbol generators (PSG's). The processing elements consist of two Sperry
SDP-175 16-bit processors. Programming is still generally in assembly code; however, concepts such as
structured software with software modules are evolving. Architecturally, the system can be described as
of modest data rates, fully redundant, and through use of dynamic bus allocation (DBA) somewhat partitioned
software (i.e., for a fixed time period of every frame the master bus controller in one of the SDP-175's re-
linquishes the bus to the CNI subset at which time all CNI traffic is accomplished). This architecture
(with some hardware optimization which eliminates the need for DBA) is currently being applied to systems
such as the OH-58D and the HH-60D. The Army Avionics Laboratory in-house efforts (see Paragraph 3, "The
Army Digital Avionics System (ADAS): of referenced paper) is now adding Voice Interactive Avionics (VIA),
both synthesis and recognition, and a digital data link, the Airborne Target Handoff System (ATHS), to the
system (see Figure 4).

3. THE NEAR FUTURE

In addition to adding these new functions to ADAS, it has become apparent that through additional
processing a much higher level of automation can be introduced into this system. If it is assumed that this
new processing is to be implemented using the new DoD standard Higher Orde - L ' uf e u, T ), Ada, and the
processor used is to be characterized by a standard Instruction Set Architecture (ISA), such as MIL-STD-1750A
for 16-bit machines or MI-SD-1862 for 32-bit machines, then the addition of a processor as shown in Figure
5 becomes very appealing. (For illustrative purposes only one processor is shown; however, in reality there
would be redundancy.) Now further assuming that all the necessary software tools are mature enough to dis-
tribute to the engineering elements that have cognizance over the subsets of this system, the processing
functions currently embedded in the CNI subset and the SDP-175's can be placed in software modules which can
then reside in the new processor. Only a modest amount of processing would remain outside this new proces-
sor (irput/output, signal conditioning, symbol generation, etc.).

If attention is rnow turned to the architecture evolving in the navigation technology area, a virtual
step-by-step anslogv will occur resulting in expansion of the system to that shown in Figure 6. Similar to
the basic aircraft ai ea, by the addition of processing, a much higher level of synergism can be achieved
among the navipat-)r. clr.- nts. The processor shown at the bottom of the navigation sub-set data bus in . -
Figure 7 is, of cotJ'se, Identical to the basic aircraft processor just discussed (HOL, ISA, structured pro- . - -
graznirng, etc.). in ictual fact, they could, of course, be the same processor or maybe two processors re-
siding in the same br.x interconnected by a high speed bus (see Figure 8). Nevertheless, the important
point at this time is to note that all system level processing software will be in a higher order language
(Ada) and will be in modular form.

A further aralogy (Figure 9) can now be made for the system level processing in the various functional --' -

. areas such as flight control, fire control, stores management, target acquisition, visionics, aircraft sur-
vivability equipment, etc. Trat is to say, in each of these areas, system level processing functions would

. be developed uslng the sane software tools and the same software structure.

Now each of these functional areas will require unique crew interface actions which, although developed
separately, must be mapped into the total cockpit. During development of these various subsystems, some
crew interface software and hardware must be developed and used to accomplish many of the necessary steps in
subsystem development. it is Important that in this subsystem development prooess the control/display hard-
ware used and the software developed for it be capable of being mapped into a otally integrated cockpit
(i.e., nininize hardware uniqueness/use software modules). Now assuming a separate cockpit data bus (see
Figure 10), and for illustrative purposes another processor, the crew interface software from the various
subsets can now be ma'pped into this processor at the time of total system integration.

A structure has now '-een created which allows the various functional areas to develop hardware and
software independently, albeit under certain constraints, yet also prepares for total system integration.
Briefly stated, the constraints would be: to write all system level software in an HOL in accordance with
a priori established rules, eliminate system level processing in the various sensors, and to use generic
control/display hardware during development that is a functional subset of this total cockpit. Further,
bus concepts that are evolving would treat the data bus interface as any other interface tied to the multi-
processor global bus thereby making the data bus transparent to future high,speed data bus standards. As
shown in Figure 11, the various data buses would be geographically distributed on an airframe at the time
of total system integration even though development of the subsystems used functional distributions.
Finally the multiprocessor would exhibit certain characteristics such as a global memory tied to the global
bus, local memory with each microprocessor, and a very high speed interface by which a global bus in one
multiprocessor can be tied to the global bus of another multiprocessor which is executing other functions
or possibly the same functions because of fault tolerant considerations.

4. A FEW YEARS HENCE

The mu]tiprocessor/multibus architecture evolved is in essence technology transparent; hever, a few - -
points must be made with regard to further evolution that includes hardware technology (such as VlMIC chips) "
and software technology (such as sensor fusion algorithms). Assuming that some of these processing ..
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functions will be located in special modules (e.g., signal processors) also tied to the processor global

bus, it becomes necessary to create a means whereby the very wide bandwidth 
data from the sensors can be fed

to these modules. This can be achieved via direct ports to the multiprocessor or 
if fault tolerant designs

are to be achieved a very high speed sensor data bus may have 
to be synthesized. Much thought is currently

being focused on this area and a number of concepts are evolving. 
The U.S. Arry Avionics laboratory is

pursuing a number of studies to determine which of the 
concepts are applicable to helicopter systems.

5. CONCLUSION 
0

The concepts presented in this paper represent an atterpt to 
arrive at an architecture which fits the

avionics technology available today and that which will be available 
in the near future. Current efforts to

implement this technology in the U.S. Arn' Avionics Laboratory are using currently available microproces-

sors configured as a multiprocessor and an available Ada compiler. A procurement strategy has evolved in -

parallel with this architecture that uses form, fit, function specifications and interface control docu-

ments so as not to restrict future procurements to today's 
technology. Certainly much work remains to be

accomplished to evolve the concept presented here; however, it is fully expected that over the next several

years, enough experience will be gained to achieve an 
architecture that will meet the needs of the demanding

helicopter missions of the future.
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SUMMARt

Effective operation and survival in the battlefield of the future will impose great
demands on helicopter weapon systems and the crews who manage them. Among these will
be: time to detect and respond to threats and targets; ability to integrate many types
of sensor data and assess the intelligence portrayed by these sensors; requirements for
highly trained systems management personnel who can process highly technical information
while operating in the very demanding NOE environment.

This paper will discuss helicopter cockpit designs for the future and how crew per-
formance can be improved. Subsystems will be addressed which will improve human perform-
ance. Discussed in particular will be sensor fusion systems, related misconceptions,
and their proposed use.

1. INTRODUCTION

If helicopter weapon systems are to remain a viable part of the army force struc-
i "ture on the modern battlefield, their survivability and operational capability must be

significantly improved. Survivability will continue to depend on effective nap-of-the-
earth (NOE) operations, signature reduction, and improvements in detecting and coun-
tering threat systems. Improvements in operational capability can come from weapons im-
provements such as longer ranges, shorter time lines, day-night-all weather capability,
higher kill probability, and corresponding improvements in target acquisition systems.
All of the equipment needed to provide these improvements must, of course, be simple and
reliable.

In the past, as new requirements evolved, new systems were added to satisfy the re-
* quirements. The typical new system would have a sensing element, a processing or com-

puting element, and a display or actuating element. For example, as new RF threats were
identified, new antennas, receivers/processors, and displays were developed for the detec-
tion, classification, and presentation of the threats. When the additional workload of

40 these new systems overloaded the ability of the human operator, a new operator was added.
He was called an Observer, Defensive Systems Operator, Gunner, etc. Additional crew-
members result in-larger aircraft which cost more, are easier to detect, and, as a result,

- require more sophisticated defensive systems and longer range offensive systems which
." are heavier and cost more, resulting in larger aircraft...and the snowball continues to

grow. It is fairly obvious that innovative system design approaches must be applied to
new helicopter weapon system designs in order to reverse this trend - to meet the re-
quirement to operate effectively in the day/night/all weather/NOE high threat environ-
ment while reducing the size of the aircraft and the demands made on the crew. Several
emerging electronic technologies when appropriately combined show promise of meeting
these highly conflicting requirements. Among these technologies are further micromina-

* turization of electronic hardware, higher speed integrated circuits (VHSIC), improvements
' in RF and electro-optical sensing systems, and artificial intelligence processing tech-
* niques. One of the most attractive approaches to reducing our problem is a concept

called "sensor fusion."

To help understand the concept of sensor fusion, it is appropriate to start with
the "classical" helicopter weapon system block diagram as depicted in Figure 1. In the
figure, it will be noted that each functional subsystem such as navigation, flight con-I .-
trol, etc., has its own sensors, processors, displays and actuators. Such a system is
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FIGURE 1
CURRENT AVIONIC INTEGRATION METHODOLOGY
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heavy, expensive, unreliable, and very demanding of crewmember attention. In the sud-
den world of the NOE flight regime where one or two seconds of inattention can result
in a crash, the crew cannot afford to devote his/their time to scanning and extracting
information from a large number of complex displays. The time required for human reac-
tion may also be too long to respond effectively to threats which will be encountered
on the modern battlefield. Sensor fusion offers the opportunity to reduce dramatically
the number of displays required to present the information obtained from a number of
sensors, greatly reduces reaction time, and makes it much easier to present to the crew
the vital information extracted from the vast quantity of irrelevant or unimportant data
available in a modern multisensor system. Figure 2 shows a sensor fusion implemi,,cation
of the same functional block diagram which was shown in Figure 1. One major difference
is immediately apparent when comparison is made to Figure 1. In the sensor fusion sys- " " -
tem, the number of displays has been dramatically reduced. A second, but less obvious,
major difference is the reduction in the amount of data being presented to the crew as
a result of the preprocessing to separate the information from the data and the closing
of an automatic, artificial intelligence, loop around the crew to permit the automation
of many of the functions which formerly required crew intervention. The sensor fusion
approach will present less data for the crew to sort out, more information which the
crew can act upon, and the system will carry out many of the actions quickly and auto-
matically, advising the crew as to the action being taken. If the crewmember chooses
to intervene he may do so.

The remainder of this paper will be devoted to a more detailed discussion of the
sensor fusion concept and its ramifications in the modern helicopter weapon system
cockpit.

2. COCKPIT DATA REQUIREMENTS

Cockpit information requirements continue to grow in quantity as the missions be-
come more complex and as technology makes more types of information available. An exam-
ple of this is the number of controls seen in helicopters has increased from 5 to 420 in
40 years (see Figure 3).

Information requirements also continue to rise as the missions demand increasingly
faster response times from the human and the helicopter due to the sophistication of
threats and weapons response time. In essense, as the need for cockpit information in-
creases and the response times to those data decrease, the time available for the crew
to process the information, make decisions, and implement the decisions continues to
lessen. Usually it is the human's response time that is squeezed by these demands.
Since human capabilities do not change, it is the human in the cockpit that requires
help. Without the right kind of help, we are approaching his saturation point. Much of
the obvious help can come from automation... from robotics and artificial intelligence in
cockpit design.

Limited automation exists in today's cockpits. It is manifested in the form of
stabilized controls, fully automated controls, and smart displays. More specifically, .' . ..
these include autopilots and stabilized control systems; automatic rpm controls; pri-
oritized messages such as the caution-warning displays and flight directors and instru-
ment landing system displays. i

Cockpits of the future will certainly employ much more automation. Designs for
these cockpits will not resemble the cockpits of today. Future cockpits will more
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FIGURE 2

SENSOR FUSION APPROACH
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nearly resembly computer terminals. The pilot will not be the tracking controller-
operator he is today, using all his extremities in tracking tasks (feet on the rudder
bars, hands on the cyclic, collective and throttle controls and at times even his head
is used to track targets). In future cockpits, the pilot's role will more nearly resem- S
ble that of a manager rather than that of a vehicle controller.

3. PILOT WORKLOAD

The pilot's workload is often perceived to exceed his capabilities. When this hap-
pens his normal recourse is to reassess his priorities and to eliminate some of the less
important tasks. Exceedingly high workload of the helicopter pilot flying nap-of-the-
earch was confirmed in a study sponsored by the U. S. Army. AVRADA, Avionics Labs at S
Fort Monmouth, New Jersey in 1980, known as ADAS (Army Digital Avionics System). This
study surveyed 34 experienced NOE Army Aviators. The results of the survey indicated
the following workload situations during NOE flight:

1. The pilot uses 98% of his visual time with tasks outside of the cockpit. His
manual control channels are 100% loaded with controlling the helicopter.

2. The copilot spends 70% of his time navigating. S

3. Monitoring of engine and aircraft system trends is reduced to only 3% of the
copilot's visual time.

These are but a few of the findings but provide an example of the high workload situa-

tion experienced by helicopter flight crews.

4. NEW HELICOPTER COCKPITS REDUCE WORKLOAD 0

Certain new helicopter cockpits reflect the advances in avionics which have made
the integrated cockpit feasible. These advances include: the processing and displaying
of a large amount of data, the use of flight computers and multiplex systems, incorpora-
tion of multifunction displays and control-display units.

As an example, the Bell Model OH-58D (of the Army Helicopter Integration Program -
AHIP) has employed these advances in avionics and with careful human factors detail de- 6
sign in display and control configuration, the flight crew workload has been reduced to
an acceptable level for the scout mission. As an example, the typical task time for d
specified navigation task was 16 seconds in the conventional OH-58, equipped with a dop-
pler navigation system, whereas the OH-58D requires only 6 seconds after portions of
this navigation task had been automated.

Cockpits of the future must employ even further sophistication for reducing work-
load if they are to encompass the continuing growth indicated in Figure 3. It is even 0
more important if we are to achieve the goal of providing all of this information for
the single-pilot cockpit.

5. REDUCING WORKLOAD WITH SENSOR FUSION DISPLAYS

One of the techniques for unburdening the pilot is to provide him with a capability
which combines various pieces of discrete information into an integrated display for the
pilot. This will relieve him of scanning several displays and combining the information S
in some cognitive manner. This can be achieved by fusing sensor data into a unified
display.
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FIGURE 3
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As an example of how a sensor fusion system might interface with the cockpit, let

us look at the navigation task. This is one of the most difficult and time consuming .-
tasks, particularly during NOE flight. Included in the overall long term navigation
are many tasks:

- following a flight path

- making good estimated arrival times at specified waypoints

assessing threats, bad weather, and obstacles along the flight path

following terrain undulations

planning alternate routes, and mission coordination with other force elements

If the pilot were to utilize dedicated displays to gather the data needed to perform P S
these tasks, he would need at least four displays plus a hand-held map such as seen in
Figure 4. These would include a map display, a radar altimeter, a display of enemy
threats or obstacles, and a terrain imaging display such as visual observation or use
of a FLIR, a radar or an optical image. Without a navigation system such as doppler,
GPS, intertial, the pilot must continually assess his present position and his altitude
to adjust his flight path to the desired flight path. He must simultaneously assess
any threats and convert them to positions on his map or terrain displays. After he has
done this, he must perform any rerouting of his course and altitude.

A computer controlled sensor fusion system could collect all relevant information
and present it to the pilot in a single integrated display, thereby reducing his work-
load tremendously. Such a display might look like the one presented in Figure 5.
Sensor fusion techniques would be employed to create the unified situational display of
map data, threat data, flight plan data, present position and highlighted waypoints,
contour data from both map and imagina sensors. Imaging data would provide changes to
update the map features and permit ar -rate positioning. The display could also pro-
vide the desired flight path and could give alternate routes, perhaps as a function of
threat position (entered from intelligence sources or sensed real time).

The display would be a true horizontal situation display providing all elements of
the horizontal situation and some of the vertical situation (for example, color coding
altitude, threat elevation, etc.).

The reduction of workload from such a combination of data will be of tremendous
advantage. Other systems within the cockpit will utilize sensor fusion techniques to
reduce even further the pilot workload.

6. FUSION IMPLEMENTATION

There are various levels of sensor/system fusion possible. Hardware fusion implies
the sharing of common components such as apertures, optical elements, steering mechan-
isms, etc. A laser range finder integrated into a forward looking infrared system is
one example. Display fusion, the type most commonly considered when discussing fusion,
implies two or more information sources blended on a common display screen. A radar
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FIGURE 4
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"B" scan super-imposed on a digital terrain data base satisfies the criteria. Functional
fusion accomplishes the task of assigning a task normally performed by one class of
equipment to another. Passive ranging by a forward looking infrared sensor instead of -
active ranging by a radar is an example. The most interesting fusion hierarchy investi- .
gated is that of information fusion. Information fusion implies using the results of
one or more processes to assist, modify, or initiate a different process.
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Figure 6 illustrates a simplified version of this type of fusion. The hardware
elements consist of a directional radar warning receiver, a forward looking infrared
system, and a digital map driven by a precision navigation system. A threat emitter is
detected by the radar warning receiver and the azimuth coordinates are transferred to
the FLIR which then moves its field-of-view to the appropriate coordinates. The emitter
is identified by its RF characteristics and the FLIR processor searches for that shape
signature in the imagery. Simultaneously, the digital map data base is interrogated and
probable location sites identified. These computed location sites are used by the FLIR g
processor to bias its decision algorithm, thereby increasing the detection probability
and reducing the false alarm probability. Once the emitter has been identified by the
FLIR, a passive ranging algorithm which uses the azimuth and elevation outputs from the
FLIR in conjunction with the digital terrain data base computes the absolute location of
the emitter and inserts that information into the terrain data base overlay. Meanwhile, - . ".-
the defensive suite on board has been alerted that some action is contemplated and the
target may be handed to a radar homing missile while non-lethal defenses are readied.
Concurrently, the FLIR processing system is programmed for launch plume identification
and the threat is also handed off Lo the IR seeking missile along with its specific IR
signature. The digital terrain data base may be interrogated and safe flight paths com-
puted using intervening terrain features. Finally, the pilot is alerted to the threat,
given reaction options and status of his defensive systems. This entire sequence could
conceivably be accomplished in a sub-second interval. The key element to this informa-
tion process is the cooperative interaction of typically independent subsystems.

This cooperative interaction implies certain system architecture attributes. Sensor I S
data, which formerly was presented to the operator, must be converted to information that
serves as the basis of future actions. Multiple, parallel processing paths must be avail-
able. Shared information buses or networks must connect all elements involved in the
fusion process. Most importantly, the entire system must be adaptable based on mission
scenario, threat, system performance degradation, and sensor information content. Man-
agement of this adaptable aspect is the most conceptually difficult of the many problems
to be addressed in a fused system architecture.

Figure 7 illustrates a top level partitioning of the sensor/processor functions.
Each sensor is considered as an information input port. The sensor operation mode is
controlled ultimately by the processing system which may interleave various modes based
on the mission management algorithm. For example, a radar pulse repetition frequency,
wave form, transmit power and search azimuth/elevation may be functions of aircraft
flight altitude, velocity, terrain conditions or other pertinent measured variables sup-
plied by other sensors. The sensor transducer is considered a generalized analog mea-
suring device with a known bandwidth, dynamic range and other characteristics of that
particular measurement domain. The signal conditioner performs filtering, gain and
other analog signal enhancement functions. The output of the signal conditioning func-
tion, which previously would be available for operator inspection, is fed to three dif-
ferent functions. The resident feature processor performs the non-linear analog opera-
tions in the time domain. The output of the feature processor determines which and what
amount of data is to be communicated to the processing system. The second function fed
is a data digitizer which transfers the digitized raw data to the formatter where the .
data is organized for transmission over the sensor bus network. These data are also
available to the resident feature processor and the system state processor. The system
state processor monitors the general sensor subsystem operation providing information on .- .-

performance degradation, inter-sensor mode and other housekeeping information. The air- - -
craft interface mechanism may be a gimbal or other mechanical connection to the aircraft.

Remembering that many sensor designs are predicated on the idea that the information
gathered will be presented directly to the operator, new approaches should be investigated.
For example, forward looking infrared systems scan at the rate of thirty to sixty hertz S
to eliminate the flicker at the display, a human oriented phenomena. Similarly, the
human eye integration capability is used to enhance displayed signal-to-noise. This re-
sults in a tremendous redundancy of data frame to frame that may not be desirable for a
fused processing system. Innovative approaches to gathering data in each measurement *--

domain may have equal impact on system feasibility as future high speed processing hard-
ware.

The operative element of the fused architecture is in the processing organization. S
Two main data streams are shown: the sensor data stream and the auxiliary control data
stream. The sensor data stream consists of the output of the various sensing ports.
These data are communicated over one or more high speed data buses where they are auto-
matically routed to programmable processors. These processors reduce the data to infor- .
mation using such processing algorithms as auto-target recognition, doppler processing, •
frequency sorting, etc... Each processor is programmable and each is available for
processing data from any sensor subsystem. For example, if the radar is not activated
because of stealth consideration, the processing resources that would be used for radar S
can now be dedicated to passive ranging algorithms using the forward looking infrared ..
as the data source. The new wrinkle in the sensor data stream processing chain is the
effector processing element. Here the information fusion is achieved. Based on the in- -''. -. . -

formation content and source, various automatic or semi-automatic actions can be imple- . . .
mented. Here artificial intelligence techniques come to bear using production rule or
expert systems algorithms to proceed down an activity tree to the appropriate task.

The auxiliary data stream is operated upon in a similar manner. The control struc- S
ture modifies the various modes of sensor operation under control of the executive pro-
gram. This processing chain is also programmable and adaptable based upon the particular
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situation. The system operator interacts through the mode executive modifying system
overall operation and degree of authority desired.

Technologists usually refer to performance as the driving force in system design.
Performance improvements such as extended range, greater coverage, improved sensitivity,
etc. occupy many man years of research and design activity. Unfortunately, most
of the mature technologies have essentially reached the point of diminishing return. S
The laws of physics establish the performance characteristics of most avionic equip-
ments that will be available in the foreseeable future. A factor of ten more radar
transmitting power may become available but that buys less than a factor of two more
range. An infinite number of detectors on an infrared receiver focal plane will not
defeat the smearing effect of diffraction. There will be performance improvements, but - .--- -.
they will be wrested from nature at an exponentially increasing cost. What is needed
is better ways of using the information currently available.

The user of advanced systems, while sensitive to performance, wants improved relia-
bility, greater availability, less maintenance and, of course, lower cost. Increased
complexity has become a burden instead of a boon to the user. Complexity does not neces-
sarily result in negative system user qualities. The comparison of the mechanical calcu-
lator with today's scientific calculator is a good example. Which is more complex? The
electronic calculator has orders of magnitude more "parts" but they are integrated in
such a manner as to provide performance impossible with its mechanical counterpart while
offering ease of use, reliability and at a cost that makes it a throw-away item when the
battery finally fails. Not only that, the electronic calculator is technologically
transparent to the user. That is, changes in semiconductor components, computational
algorithms or circuit organization do not alter the method of using the instrument.
Rapid evolution over the past decade has not negatively impacted the user except to pro-
vide improved capability at a cost to performance ratio much less than one. System
fusion is merely the macro application of this micro concept.

System fusion, executed intelligently, can provide the positive u.-er qualities men- S
tioned earlier and simultaneously increase overall system performance that must escape
us if we attempt to work on one technology at a time. Figure 8 illustrates the relia-
bility impact of fusion. Here, a system consisting of N sensing elements is integrated
in two different ways. The system on the left is organized in the conventional manner
with each sensing subsystem connected to its dedicated processor with one redundant pro-
cessor to improve reliability. The fused system on the right is organized with the same
N sensors connected to N processor nodes and N redundant processing nodes. Therefore,
both systems have N sensors and 2xN processors. Assuming that all N sensor systems must S
be operational for mission success and that system complexity is a monotonically in-
creasing function of N, then probability of mission performance as a function of oper-
ating time of just the processors is shown below as system complexity increases. The
conventional system architecture yields a decreasing probability of mission success as .-.. -
complexity increases while the fused system yields greater and greater reliability as
complexity increases. This is because the conventional system is only doubly redundant -.-
while the fused system has N redundancy in processors.

This simplified example obviously is not the entire story. Sensor bus, power supply,
etc. failures are not addressed,but they too are benefited by the fused architecture.
A sensor failure releases its processor to perform other tasks such as functional fusion..
as mentioned earlier. Navigation using terrain contours instead of a failed inertial
reference unit is such as example. The conventional system organization provides no -. .- -
functional redundancy since its processing resources are unavailable for operation on
foreign data.

In summary, the fused system is more reliable, less costly, lighter, and has more
performance potential. New technological developments will not obsolete the fused sys-
tem, merely obsolete the software dedicated to the old technology. System fusion pro-
vides a way to unload the harried system operator and assure mission success at a cost/
performance ratio that decreases proportionally with overall system complexity.

Methods of implementing the fusion concept are under development. The convergence
of high speed processing components, wide bandwidth buses, artificial intelligence
techniques, advanced software and languages, along with a myriad of other digital tech-
nolocies, makes system fusion a realistic prospect. In fact, the technological hurdles
may be lower than the cultural ones. Management, engineering and procurement functions - -
typically are not organized to implement such a concept. Where does the radar end and
the FLIR begin? Who is responsible for system integration? From whom do you buy a
fused avionic system?

I _O .
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SUMMARY

Handling qualities have historically been studied in the context of two-crew helicopters by stability
and control engineers. Mission management development has been left to engineering psychologists or human
factors specialists who have studied cockpit controls and displays independently. The desire of the Army
for a one-crew helicopter that can perform the Scout and Attack role is forcing us to integrate these dis-
ciplines and concerns. This paper reviews some recent studies and results in these disciplines, describes
the need for a more unified approach to support new helicopter development, and describes a plan to S
develop fundamental principles needed for efficient man-machinp interface design.

1. INTRODUCTION

The primary task of the pilot of a two-crew helicopter is to fly the helicopter, that is, to perform
the flightpath management function. The co-pilot's responsibilities include most of the other functions:
navigation, communication, aircraft systems monitoring, and, in the military role, concern over threats, S
targets, and battle captain functions of command and control; these responsibilities will be defined as
the mission management function. If the Army's desire to develop a one-crew version of the Light
Helicopter Family (LHX) helicopter is to be realized, both flightpath management and mission management . -.

will have to be performed by one crew. This single-crew requirement means that flightpath control, that
is, stability and control and handling qualities, must be studied in the context of the pilot being bur-
dened with mission management tasks, and mission management needs to be studied in the context of a real-
istic flightpath management task. Historically, handling qualities have been studied by stability and
control engine,'s with no duties-other than flightpath control being required of the evaluation pilot. 0
Mission management development has been left to engineering psychologists or to human factors specialists
who have studied cockpit controls and displays independently. The desire of the Army for a one-crew
helicopter that can perform the Scout and Attack role (LHX-SCAT) makes mandatory the integration of these
disciplines and concerns (Fig. 1).

Working under the auspices of the Army/NASA Joint Agreement, the Army Aeromechanics Laboratory and
NASA Ames Research Center have been pursuing both of these topics: handling qualities and human factors.. .
This paper reviews some of the studies and results from the individual program elements; first, the sta- S
bility and control and handling qualities, or flightpath management topics, and second, the human factors
or mission management work. The final section of this paper describes the need for a more unified
approach to support the LHX development and a plan for a new initiative to develop fundamental principles
which are needed for efficient man-machine interface design.

2. FLIGHTPATH MANAGEMENT

The ability of a rotorcraft pilot to perform the flightpath management function is determined by the
handling qualities of the vehicle: "those qualities or characteristics of an aircraft that govern theease and precision with which a pilot is able to perform the tasks required in support of an aircraft

role" (Ref. 1). Handling qualities are determined not only by the stability and control characteristics
of the vehicle, but also by the displays and controls which define the pilot-vehicle interface, the envi-
ronental characteristics, and the performance requirements for the task (Fig. 2).

The analysis of the effects of rotorcraft handling qualities on mission effectiveness is broken down S
into two components: (1) a determination of the influence of handling qualities parameters on the perfor-
mance of the pilot-vehicle combination and on the physical and mental workload of the pilot, and (2) an
analysis of the effects of the achieved precision of flightpath control and workload capacity of the pilot • -
on selected measures of mission effectiveness. Handling qualities investigations by both NASA Ames and " ...
Army Aeromechanics Laboratory researchers have concentrated on the former component; these experiments
have focused on nap-of-the-earth (NOE) mission tasks conducted during daytime or night/adverse weather
conditions by a two-crew aircraft in which the pilot is only required to perform the flightpath management

function. These programs have investigated either generic handling qualities effects or the handling -

qualities characteristics of specific rotbrcraft configurations; the results of both types of programs are
being used as sources of data upon which a revision to the U.S. military helicopter handling qualities
specification, MIL-H-8501A, can be based (Ref. 2).

This section summarizes the results of NOE handling qualities investigations, for both day and night/
adverse weather conditions, and describes an initial effort to relate achieved system performance and
pilot workload to mission effectiveness.

2
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2.1 NOE Flight Under Visual Meteorological Conditions

An initial series of helicopter handling qualities studies - including analysis, piloted simulation,
and flight research (Table 1) - was conducted to assess the effects of rotor design parameters, interaxis
coupling, and various levels of stability and control augmentation (Ref. 3). As a result, recommendations
were made for: (1) minimum levels of pitch and roll damping and sensitivity; (2) maximum values of pitch-
roll, collective-to-pitch, and collective-to-yaw coupling; and (3) generic stability and control augmenta- S
tion system (SCAS) requirements.

The effects of thrust-response characteristics on helicopter handling qualities have, until recently,
remained largely undefined. Helicopter thrust is influenced by several factors, including (1) engine
governor dynamics, (2) vertical damping resulting from rotor inflow, and (3) the energy stored in the
rotor, which is a function of rotor inertia. A multiphase program is being conducted to study these
effects on helicopter handling qualities in hover and in representative low-speed NOE operations. To date,
three moving-based piloted simulations (Refs. 4 and 5) have been conducted on the Vertical Motion Simula- •
tor (VMS) at Ames (Fig. 3). It was found that variations in the engine governor response time can have a
significant effect on helicopter handling qualities. For the tasks evaluated, satisfactory handling qual-
ities and rpm control were achieved only with a highly responsive governor, but increases in rotor inertia
(thus in the stored kinetic energy) have only a minor, though desirable, effect on handling qualities
(Fig. 4). The excess power requirement (T/W) was found to be a strong function of Zw and is minimized
at a Zw-value around -0.8 rad/sec. The effect on handling qualities of requirements for pilot monitoring
and control of rotor rpm can be significant. For a slow engine governor, the degradation in pilot rating
in the bob-up tasks was as much as two ratings (Fig. 5). Techniques to relieve the pilot of the task and
concern for monitoring proper rpm therefore need to be considered.

In support of the U.S. Army's Advanced Digital/Optical Control System (ADOCS) program, a series of
piloted simulations was conducted both at the Boeing Vertol facility and on the VMS to assess the inter-
active effects of side-stick controller (SSC) characteristics and stability and control augmentation on
handling qualities. An initial experiment (Ref. 6) revealed that angular rate stabilization in pitch and
roll was sufficient to provide satisfactory handling qualities when a two-axis SSC was employed for con-
trol of those axes; however, when a rigid three- or four-axis device (which added directional and p
directional-plus-collective control, respectively, to the SSC) was employed, attitude stabilization was
required to maintain adequate handling qualities. These results were substantiated and expanded upon by
the Ref. 7 experiment which demonstrated that a four-axis, small-deflection SSC yielded satisfactory
handling qualities for NOE tasks when integrated with a SCAS that incorporated higher levels of augmenta-
tion; however, separated controllers (Fig. 6) were required to maintain satisfactory handling qualities
for the more demanding control tasks or when reduced levels of stability and control augmentation were
provided.

Current research programs being conducted to support the development of the handling qualities speci-
fication include investigations of roll-control requirements, hover and low-speed directional control
characteristics, and helicopter air combat maneuverability and agility requirements.

A major shortcoming in the current handling qualities data base is known to be roll-control effective-
;- ness. This critical and fundamental criterion can have a major effect on the basic design of a helicopter.

Analyses and piloted simulations are being conducted to assess required levels of damping and the control
power required to trim, to recover from external upsets, and to maneuver for various rotorcraft configura-
tions operating in an NOE environment. Similarly, to compensate for a lack of mission-oriented handling
qualities data, a piloted simulation is being conducted to evaluate the effects of: (1) mission task
requirements; (2) basic yaw sensitivity and damping; (3) directional gust sensitivity; and (4) yaw SCAS
implementation on the handling qualities of generic-LHX candidates, including tilt-rotor, coaxial rotor,
and no-tail-rotor configurations (Fig. 7).

To support the requirement for an air-to-air combat capability for future military helicopters, a
facility is being developed which can be used to investigate handling qualities requirements in terrain
flight air combat. One-on-one air combat (Fig. 8) is simulated using the VMS as the cockpit of the
friendly aircraft which is engaged in a computer-generated visual data base by an enemy aircraft which may
be flown manually from a fixed-base station or automatically through an interactive maneuvering algorithm.
Variations in the performance, stability and control, controllers, and displays of the friendly aircraft
are being investigated.

2.2 Effects of Night/Adverse Weather Conditions

The requirement that military rotorcraft operations be conducted at night and under other conditions
of limited visibility has given impetus to research programs designed to investigate the interactive
effects of vision aids and displays on NOE handling qualities.

In a program conducted to support the development of the Advanced Attack Helicopter (AAH), various
levels of stability and control augmentation together with variations in the format and dynamics of the
symbols provided on the Pilot Night Vision System (PNVS) (Fig. 9) were investigated in a piloted simula-
tion (Ref. 8). It was found that the handling qualities of the baseline control/display system were
unsatisfactory without improvement; recommendations for alterations to the PNVS symbol dynamics and the 5
implementation of a velocity-command system for a hover/bob-up/weapon delivery task were made to the Army
Program Manager.

An investigation involving the simulation of a less complex night vision aid was carried out to sup- ".
port the Army Helicopter Improvement Program (AHIP) (Ref. 9). In this simulation, the effects of present-
Ing the PNVS flight symbology on a panel-mounted display (PMD) versus a head-up display (HUD) were com-
pared for a nighttime scout helicopter mission in which the pilot was provided with simulated night vision
goggles. Although no clear preference for the HUD or PMD was established, the use of the display improved
handling qualities for the lower levels of augmentation. However, higher levels of augmentation, which

P . .-...- -.
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included a velocity-command system and augmentation of the directional and vertical axes, were required
for satisfactory handling qualities.

The state-of-the-art night vision system for combat helicopters includes a visually coupled helmet-
mounted display of infrared imagery and superimposed symbology: the Integrated Helmet and Display Sight
System (IHADSS) (Fig. 10). This system was employed in two simulator investigations (Refs. 10 and 11)
designed to assess the effects of reduced visibility conditions on the ADOCS visual flight simulation
results cited previously. Significant degradations in handling qualities occurred for most tasks flown 0
with the IHADSS relative to the identical tasks flown under visual flight conditions (Fig. 11). In gen-
eral, higher levels of stability augmentation were required to achieve handling qualities comparable to
those achieved for the visual flight tasks.

2.3 Handling Qualities Effects on Mission Effectiveness

A preliminary computer simulation was conducted to relate certain handling qualities effects, such
as precision of flightpath control and pilot workload, to the ability of a single scout helicopter, or S
helicopter team, to accomplish a specified anti-armor mission successfully (Ref. 12). A key feature of
the program is a simulation of microterrain features and their effects on detection, exposure, and masking
for NOE flight.

For the purpose of this study, degraded scout helicopter handling qualities were assumed to manifest
themselves in four ways: (1) increases in the basic NOE altitude at which the helicopter can fly at a
given speed, (2) increases in the amount and frequency content of altitude excursions above the basic NOE
altitude, (3) increases in the amount and frequency content of altitude excursions in hover above that S
required for observation, and (4) decreases in the amount of visual free time available to the crew for
surveillance and fire control functions. The effects of each of these parameters on selected measures of
effectiveness (MOE) were investigated separately for three different combat scenarios. These MOE included
primary measures such as: (1) the probability of the scout(s) being killed: PK(B), (2) the number of
enemy vehicles killed: NK(R), and (3) the exchange ratio: number of enemy vehicles killed divided by the
number of scouts killed (E/R). Certain intermediate MOE, involving detection probabilities and average
times required to detect and kill, were also analyzed to gain further insight into the engagement outcomes.

In order to assess the overall effect of handling qualities on the MOE, three "grades" of handling
qualities - "perfect," "fair," and "bad" - were defined by specifying the associated values of basic NOE
altitude, NOE altitude error, hover altitude error, and visual free time. The resultant values of the
primary MOE for each grade of handling qualities are presented in Fig. 12.

This study demonstrated that handling qualities do have a significant effect on the ability to per-
form a specific mission, as indicated by variations in the selected MOE. This effect resulted primarily
from variations in the probability of the scout helicopter being detected, particularly during a precision .
hover.

3. MISSION MANAGEMENT

The objectives of the mission management or human factors part of the program are: (1) to explore
and develop the fundamental principles and methodologies necessary to exploit pilot perceptual, motor, and .
information processing capacity for application to advanced helicopter cockpit design, and (2) to develop "
objective and predictive techniques for assessing pilot workload.

One of the first experimental efforts under this program to address the pilot control/display inter-
face was to determine the relative location of flight displays and the corresponding controls. Specifi-
cally, the altimeter and rate of climb indicators which are conventionally located to the right of the
pilot centerline indicate parameters which are controlled by the collective stick in the left hand. The . .
flexibility of new electronic display formats such as the PNVS (see Section 2) afforded a reasonable
opportunity to determine if there was any penalty caused by this opposite or contralateral control display S
relationship. In the previously mentioned PNVS study (Ref. 13) most of the pilots preferred a same side
(ipsilateral) arrangement. An experiment was conducted to test for any measurable differences in the time
to effect control when the display is contralateral rather than ipsilateral to the controller.

Performance was assessed based on reaction time and total time to null the error. An index of dif-
ficulty for performing Lhe task was hypothesized based on Fitts law (Ref. 14) which indicates that the
time to effect a reduction in error amplitude, A, to a given target with width, W, varies in a linear
fashion with the index of difficulty defined as ID = A + B log0(2A/W). Thus, the total performance S
time could be plotted versus ID as shown in Fig. 13. A surprising result is the difference in slopes of
the two cases, since this implies that an increase in the diffi.ulty of task propagates into the control
phase.

To investigate the same question in a more realistic situation, the experimer '. was repeated with
both collective and cyclic controls being used to null errors simultaneously (Raf 15). In this experi-

ment the rudder pedals also required attention to null a randomly disturbed heaung reference symbol. The
display was as shown in Fig. 14. For the ipsilateral case, the V- and H-scales were interchanged. The S
index of difficulty for the two-axis task was redefined by simply summing the ID defined by the previous
equation for the two components of the task. Subjective reports indicated that this definition did not
reflect the actual difficulty of the dual task. For example, combinations with both targets on the same
side of center (up or down) were easier to capture than targets with the same ID having tirgets on oppo-
site sides of center, and any combination that included one wide target was easier than a ombination with .... .
the same ID but containing a narrower target. These findings suggest that more work will be required to
establish a meaningful index of difficulty for two-axis tasks.

i i ii i . . . .
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Other interesting results are illustrated by Fig. 15 which shows that the first response and first
capture of target were faster with the contralateral configuration, but the second response and second
(final) capture were faster with the ipsilateral configuration. This result suggests that the contralat-
eral display makes it difficult for the subjects to develop a strategy for both controls so that they
react to one target at a time, thus initiating the movement sooner (initial response) but taking longer to
complete the task (final capture) since the final capture requires manipulating both controls simultane-
ously. If this analysis is correct, the question as to whether or not the traditional contralateral con-
trol display configuration is the most efficient for helicopters depends on whether a configuration that
encourages a segmented processing and movement strategy is better than one that elicits a more integrated
natural response. This question has not yet been addressed.

Another study on cockpit flight controls was performed under contract by Sikorsky Aircraft Division
(Ref. 16). The experiment investigated the use of multi-axis sidestick controls for flightpath control in
configurations such as were developed for the ADOCS program and the simultaneous performance of a keyboard
entry task with the free hand. As would be expected, the results show that keyboard entry tasks interfere
with the performance of flightpath tracking, and, conversely, the flightpath tracking interfered with key-
board entry. If a degradation in performance occurs, the use of a multi-axis controller to free a hand
for mission management tasks may not be appropriate. The ADOCS data (Section 2) generally show that for
most tasks, with a high level of SCAS, similar pilot ratings can be obtained independently of the level of
controller integration. However, as the SCAS degrades, separated controls generally become superior.
This result has implications on reliability which must be designed into the flight control system SCAS;
the four-axis controller may imply a mission-critical SCAS, or even a flight-critical SCAS at more complex
leyels. This requirement may force the costs associated with a fully integrated controller to a prohibi-
tively high level. S

An alternative approach, which provides the ability to change control and display functions without
removing the hand from the flight controls or directing visual attention to switch or function locations,
would be attractive in an NOE environment and is a logical situation in which to incorporate voice com-
mand and display technology.

3.1 Voice Command and Display (SCADS)

It has recently become technologically feasible for the pilot to control onboard systems by voice
command, and to receive feedback on this control process via synthesized speech. Research has been per-
formed at Ames on both of these aspects for several years. The helicopter environment makes the accom-
plishment of accurate automatic speech recognition difficult because of the noise and vibration, as well as
physiological and psychological factors such as stress, fear, and fatigue. However, studies have shown
encouragingly high accuracy rates.

Development of speech output principles has also been pursued for several years, and an example of
applying these concepts is the voice interactive electronic warning system (VIEWS) research project con-
ducted at the Aeromechanics Laboratory.

This study (Ref. 17) was conducted at the request of the Aircraft Survivability Equipment (ASE)
Program Manager (PM) and was designed to examine the use of an integrated visual and speech display for a
threat warning system. The current Radar Warning Receiver (APR-39) uses a combination of visual strobe
lines and proportional rate frequency audio (PRF) tones to give pilots information concerning the location - --

of enemy radar emitters. The PM requested assistance in defining a set of visual symbols to replace the
strobe lines, and a set of voice messages to replace the PRF tones. Integrated displays create a new set
of problems not found in visual or speech displays alone. The two most apparent problems are display
priority and temporal veridicality.

Display priority - Visual displays can display more than one item of information simultaneously;
speech displays can only present one item of information at a time. Most visual displays do not attempt
to prioritize information; this task is left to the pilot. Speech displays must prioritize information
output if they are to be effective. This system prioritization can ease the decisionmaking task of the
pilot, but this requires higher levels of "intelligence" on the part of the system.

Temporal veridicality - Visual displays, because of their instantaneous nature can change rapidly to
always give veridical information; speech systems, because of the time required to articulate a message
may lag behind actual events, particularly if the messages are stored and delivered as strings of words.
Integrated visual and speech displays may therefore give conflicting information and cause a pilot to
lose confidence in the system.

The following are some of the points which resulted from the VIEWS project:

1. The prioritization logic eliminated all message cueing and updated each word just prior to it
being spoken. It also implemented a message update called a "coda" at the end of a message that has been
spoken while the real time situation was changing. This coda eliminated the need to repeat a whole mes-
sage to give an up-to-date output.

2. A special symbol (message being spoken pointer) was displayed on the visual display screen 0
directly under the visual symbol that the speech message was addressing. Thus the pilot always knew wnich
visual symbol the speech display was talking about.

3. It was determined through testing that pilots could use either the visual or speech systems to
successfully avoid radar guided threats, but they preferred to have both systems working together.

3.2 Pilot Workload Assessment

Several approaches towards assessing pilot workload have been proposed. According to a study by
Phatak (Ref. 18) these methods fall into the following general categories:
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1. Methods based upon secondary task performance.

2. Physiological measurement methods.

3. Methods based upon primary task performance.

4. Method using subjective opinion rating/scale.

5. Time line and task analysis methods.

6. Pilot model methods.

The secondary task performance method has the possibility of the secondary task affecting or modify-
ing the pilot's performance and/or strategy in accomplishing the primary task. A popular secondary task
method that has been applied to handling qualities work (Ref. 19) is the Sternberg task where the pilot is
given several letters to remember, then asked to decide if a letter presented at a certain frequency 0
during the test is in or out of his group. The study (Ref. 20) by Hemingway applied this technique during
a related helicopter handling qualities study. For several reasons, including the methodology, no clear
correlations were obtained.

The use of physiological measures of the operator for assessing workload is restricted because phy-
siological metrics only measure states of arousal and do not represent measures of pilot workload except
under special situations.

Closed-loop system performance on the primary task is generally not a satisfactory measure of work-
load because of its relative insensitivity to large variations in workload except at the extremely low or
high levels.

A pilot's evaluation or opinion about a task provides the most direct window into the mental percep-
tion, or notion, of experienced workload. However, even this approach is fraught with methodological
problems related to standardization of terminology and the large degree of intra- and inter-subject vari-
ability in the subjective interpretation of the factors perceived to be contributing to workload. In 0
spite of these drawbacks, the bottom line in the acceptance of any new system is the pilot's subjective
opinion or assessment of the system performance and required workload.

Time line analysis methods are based upon the intuitive notion that workload must be related to the

time pressure imposed upon the human operator performing a given task. These methods use systematic task
analysis procedures to estimate the time needed to complete each elemental or primitive task and hence
the total time required for accomplishing the overall task. One problem, of course, is that some tasks
are very much more difficult to perform than other tasks even though they perhaps take the same amount of
time.

None of the above methods provides the system designer significant insight into identifying the
individual factors or components of human effort which are responsible for the increased pilot workload.
Furthermore, the measures may only be used to assess the pilot workload for existing systems and are not . . . ..-
suitable for workload prediction in the design phase of building a new system.

A much better understanding of the fundamental issues embodied in the concept of workload may be
possible with models that describe the perceptual, cognitive, and motor processes actually used by the
human pilot in accomplishing a given task. The use of mathematical modeling as a tool for analyzing man-
systems performance has been of substantial interest to researchers for over 30 years. During that per-
iod the human has been characterized as a servo-compensator, a sample data controller, a finite-state
machine, an optimal controller, and most recently as an intelligent system. Although there is currently
no clear consensus about the utility of available model-based methods for assessing pilot workload and
performance in realistic military helicopter missions, the potential benefits are such that we have a
continuing effort to develop such models.

3.3 Expert Systems and Artificial Intelligence

' With the need to simplify the total pilot workload, there is impetus to help with decisionmaking and
"" to automate certain tasks. A grant with the Ohio State University is addressing the question of the cost

and benefit of one crew and high automation versus two crew and nominal automation. The approach is an
iterative program of experimental studies using a video game-like task followed by an analytical effort
employing discrete control modeling. The goal of this effort is to produce a predictive methodology to S
aid in the understanding of human supervisory control of highly interactive systems. In addition, a con-
tract has been initiated with Perceptronics, Inc., to use the modified Petri-net as an analytical tool for
developing guidelines and concept designs for incorporating artifical intelligence and smart systems tech- " " 

- -
niques into LHX cockpit automation features.

4. AIRCREW-AIRCRAFT INTEGRATION PLANS

Except for single pilot IFR in the civil/FAA context, single-crew concepts have not been considered in
helicopter flight control research. If the tasks performed by the co-pilot are to be taken over by the
pilot, increased levels of automation are required. The IHX will need control laws for automatic and

*manual control of flightpath including integration with propulsion, fire control, and navigation functions.
Configuration effects such as thrust vectoring and X-force control will also have to be taken into account
if the LHX configurations is a compound helicopter, ABC configuration, or a tilt rotor. In addition, con- . "
cepts for safety-of-flight automation will have to be developed for such functions as obstacle avoidance,
threat avoidance, flight-envelope limiting, and automatic failure recovery.
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These developments will have to rely heavily on ground-based simulation and will require high-
fidelity dynamic simulation such as will be available in the Rotorcraft Systems Integration Simulator
(RSIS) (Ref. 21).at Ames Research Center. In addition, to adequately represent the pilot's mission-
management functions such as battle captain tasks, navigation, and aircraft systems management, it will
be necessary to develop surrogate tasks which can be incorporated in the simulation on a realistic real-
time basis; the cognitive workload associated with battle management may have a significant impact on

FI total mission performance and realistic simulation of these functions is considered particularly
• important.

Numerous LHX Man-Machine issues remain as unknowns. The extremely difficult task of flying NOE at
night and in weather will leave the pilot little capacity to perform his battle management functions

Vunless extensive innovation is applied to all the man-machine interface tasks. The allocation of control
and display media between manual, visual and voice, the extent of automation, and the application of arti-
ficial intelligence/expert systems will have to be extensive, yet little is known to guide the appropriate
choice of these applications. 0

For the night and poor weather situations, candidate external scene visual displays which will permit
single-crew operation for the LHX mission tasks must be assessed. Wide field-vf-view display devices are
in the embryonic stage even for ground-based simulators; other display devices, such as night vision gog-
gles, HUD, and IRADSS, have not been applied to such a demanding role. Sensor fusion and real-time image
processing for both flight and target tasks have not been developed for an operational system. Not only
are hardware advances needed, but a better knowledge of the required functional capabilities, such as
field-of-view, resolution, detail, and image update rates, must also be developed to guide the hardware
design objectives.

In addition to the outside world visual scene, it will be necessary to display to the pilot an easily
understood image of the tactical situation and navigation functions. The achievement of this capability
will require the development of real-time tactical situation scenarios which can be used to investigate
the man-machine interface required for battle captain ;.nctions such as target engagement and threat
defense.

Artificial intelligence and expert systems will be required to aid the pilots' decisionmaking tasks
and to automate routine prescribed functions. F.placement or supplementation of specific manual controls
and visual displays with speech recognition and speech generation techniques is intuitively appealing for
pilot workload reduction. However, a significant amount of work will be required to determine which func-
tions are best controlled by voice, how these voice modes should be implemented, and how they are to be
interfaced with other modes. Finally, a better understanding is required on how a human interacts with a
highly automated system so that the dynamics of switching from one automated mode to another, or back to
a manual function as the mission needs change can be defined, and so that guidelines can be developed for
the synthesis of the total cockpit.

Some of the problems described above will be addressed in the Advanced Rotorcraft Technology Integra-
- tion program (Ref. 22) and these results will form the basis for the LHX cockpit design. In addition, the

work described in Sections 2 and 3 will be expanded to improve understanding of the fundamental questions.
In recognition of a lack of a fundamental approach to the pilot-cockpit design, a new initiative has been
developed and will be initiated towards the end of FY 1984.

5. ARMY/NASA AIRCREW-AIRCRAFT INTEGRATION PROGRAM

The objective of this joint Army/NASA program is a focused effort to develop a validated predictive
* methodology: a set of analytic structures with which cost-effective and efficient guidelines and princi-

ples for man-machine integration designs can be derived before a commitment to hardware is made. The
analytic (modeling) approach is motivated by the high cost of redesign and retrofit of nonoptimal systems
and the ever-increasing cost of the training simulators and systems required to support the operational
units in the field. The focus of the program will be the mission of a sinole-crew scout/attack helicopter
operating at night, in adverse weather, in the NOE environment. Although the aircraft will employ the

' most advanced technology, this mission will produce extreme workload, demand Fuperior performance, and
require extensive training of the aircrew. The essential issues are the triad of pilot workload, perfor-
mance, and training which are inexorably intertwined and affect all intenrated design considerations in
future helicopter cockpits. Current design practice relies on a cut-and-try approach, and on questionable
procedures for evaluating effectiveness. Consequently, it is not possible to quantify what is -ssential co

* the design of a system for an effective man-machine interface ard, therefore, there exist no future bene-
fits from lessons learned.

To achieve the objective, a fundamental understanding must be established of how the human operator .-

processes the information by which he perceives his environment, how he acts upon that perception, how
training modified this perception, and how the foregoing relate to pilot performance and workload. Con-
siderable research has already been acL mplished in an attempt to understand human perception and cogni-

, tion and to establish measures of pilot performance and workload. These efforts have generally been ad hoc
and fragmented, the results have seldom been focused on the design of a man-machine system and have never
been conveyed in terms useful to the engineering user community.

The planned program will be an interdisciplinary effort involving pilots, display engineers, control
engineers, mathematicians, and engineering psychologists. Essential tools for this program will be flexi-
ble, versatile, ground-based, and in-flight simulator research capabilities that permit the study of the

' interactions of variations in display laws and control laws on the human's ability to interface with auto-
matic aids in order to perform specified missions. The ground-based simulation capability at Ames is
already exceptional and will be augmented when the Rotorcraft Systems Integration Simulator and NASA's g
Manned Vehicle Research Simulation Facility are put into operation. The in-flight research capability
could, for example, be provided by an integrationi in the UH-60A Black Hawk of the ADOCS flight controls
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and NAS /Army digital avionics packages. Inhouse efforts utilizing these unique facilities will be
designed to complement contracted work.

The program will consist of seven phases (Fig. 16). A program schedule is shown in Figure 17.

6. CONCLUSIONS

Handling qualities research conducted by the U.S. Army Aeromechanics Laboratory and NASA Ames Research

Center to date has emphasized the interactive effects of basic stability and control characteristics, type
of SCAS, controller characteristics, and vision aids and displays on the ability of a two-crew rotorcraft
to conduct specific NOE mission tasks. Extrapolation to the single-crew situation from these data must be
based on sound engineering and piloting judgment.

Numerous single-crew helicopter man-machine issues remain as unknowns. The extremely difficult task
of flying NOE at night and in weather will leave the pilot little capacity to perform his battle management 0
functions unless extensive innovation is applied to all the man-machine interface tasks. The allocation of
control and display media between manual, visual and voice, the extent of automation, and the application
of artificial intelligence/expert systems will have to be extensive, yet little is known to guide the
appropriate choice of these applications. To address these concerns a new program is planned which will
be an interdisciplinary effort involving pilots, display engineers, control engineers, mathematicians, and
engineering psychologists. The objective of this joint Arny/NASA prqgram is predictive methodology, a set
of analytic structures with which cost-effective and efficient guidelines and principles for man-machine
integration designs can be derived before a commitment to hardware is made. .
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TABLE 1. SUIHARY OF INITIAL TERRAIN FLIGHT EXPERINENTS

Experiments Objective Tasks Simulator Rotor type Control system type

I To determine effect of Longitudinal vertical Fixed base Teetering Basic helicopter
large variations in task (Aes S-19) Articulated (rate-type in " ""
rotor design parameters Lateral slalom task Hingeless pitch, roll, and

Combined task yaw)

II To assess effect of Combined task Moving base Teetering SCAS Input Decoupling
various levels of SCAS (Ames FSAA) Articulated Rate cinand

Hi ngeless Attitude command
in pitch and roll

III To evaluate a sophisti- Combined task Moving base Hingeless SCAS
cated SCAS for hinge- (Ames FSAA) Attitude and rate
less rotor helicopter Stabi l Ity augen-

tation
Control augmen-

tation

IV To investigate roll damp- Prescribed lateral In-flight Teetering Rate-type In pitch,
ing, roll sensitivity, slalom course over (UH-lH/ roll, and yaw
and pitch-roll cross- a runway VSTOLANM)
coupling and correlate
results with Experiments
I and II
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SYMBOL INFORMATION ,

1. AIRCRAFT REFERENCE FIXED REFERENCE FOR HORIZON LINE, VELOCITY
VECTOR, HOVER POSITION, CYCLIC DIRECTOR, AND
FIRE CONTROL SYMBOLS

2. HORIZON LINE PITCH AND ROLL ATTITUDE WITH RESPECT TO
(CRUISE MODE ONLY) AIRCRAFT REFERENCE (INDICATING NOSE-UP PITCH - - .

AND LEFT ROLL)

3. VELOCITY VECTOR HORIZONTAL DOPPLER VELOCITY COMPONENTS
(INDICATING FORWARD AND RIGHT DRIFT
VELOCITIES)

4. HOVER POSITION DESIGNATED HOVER POSITION WITH RESPECT TO ..
AIRCRAFT REFERENCE SYMBOL (INDICATING
AIRCRAFT FORWARD AND TO RIGHT OF DESIRED
HOVER POSITION)

5. CYCLIC DIRECTOR CYCLIC STICK COMMAND WITH RESPECT TO HOVER
POSITION SYMBOL (INDICATING LEFT AND AFT
CYCLIC STICK REQUIRED TO RETURN TO DESIG-

NATED HOVER POSITION)

CENTRAL SYMBOLOGY

SYMBOL INFORMATION

6. AIRCRAFT HEADING MOVING TAPE INDICATION OF HEADING (INDICATING
NORTH)

7. HEADING ERROR HEADING AT TIME BOB-UP MODE SELECTED (INDI-
CATING 030)

S. RADAR ALTITUDE HEIGHT ABOVE GROUND LEVEL IN BOTH ANALOG
AND DIGITAL FORM (INDICATING 0 :ft)

9. RATE OF CLIMB MOVING POINTER WITH FULL-SCALE DEFLECTION OF
±1,000 ft/min (INDICATING 0 ft/min)

10. LATERAL ACCELERATION INCLINOMETER INDICATION OF SIDE FORCE

11. AIRSPEED DIGITAL READOUT IN knots

12. TORQUE ENGINE TORUE IN p ercnt

PERIPHERAL SYMBOLOGY

W 30 33 N 36 E W 30 33 N 3 6 E -

* 100V. 2 100%12 6 8 So

500

so BOB-UP 4 2 10 g

BASELINE DISPLAY FORMAT

Fig. 9. PNS display mode symbology. _
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Fig. 10. Helmet-mounted display.
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GUIDANCE COMMITTEE .
WORKSHOP"--"

REQUIREMENTS AND TASK J : '~- -~
ANALYSIS COCKPIT DESIGN
TRAINING SYSTEMS .-. -'.;:.

SI 0 :I
DEVELOP AND VALIDATE REVIEW AND INTERPRET I PERFORM EVALUATIONS I

RELEVANT PSYCHOPHYSIO- I I OF CURRENT HELICOPTER
LOGICAL LITERATURE ITRAINING SYSTEMS

j I

ESTABLISH GUIDELINES/- --- - 1
PRINCIPLES FOR HELICOPTER REVIEW AND EVALUATE 1
AIRCREW-AIRCRAFT TRAINING TECHNIQUES
INTERFACES

HELICOPTER AIRCREW AIRCRAFT .
DEVELOP DESIGN CRITERIA INTEGRATION PROJECT
FOR HELICOPTER DEVELOP DESIGN CRITERIA CONCURRENT RELEVANT ACTIVITIES
DISPLAYS/CONTROLS FOR TRAINING SYSTEMS

Fig. 16. Approach to alrcrew-aircraft-integration project.

SCHEDULE
PHASE/TASK

FY84 FY85 FY86 FY87 FY88

I GUIDANCE COMMITTEE WORKSHOP

II REQUIREMENTS AND TASK ANALYSES

COCKPIT REQUIREMENTS (2 CONTRACTS)

TRAINING SYSTEM REQUIREMENTS (2 CONTRACTS)

III DEVELOP AND VALIDATE PREDICTIVE METHODOLOGY

PRELIMINARY STUDIES (5 CONTRACTS)

MODEL DEVELOPMENT (3 CONTRACTS) r -
-

-

IV REVIEW AND INTERPRET LITERATURE (1 CONTRACT) i

V ESTABLISH GUIDELINES/PRINCIPLES (3 CONTRACTS)

VI DEVELOP DISPLAYS/CONTROLS DESIGN CRITERIA
(2 CONTRACTS)

VII DEVELOP TRAINING SYSTEMS DESIGN CRITERIA
(1 CONTRACT)

Fig. 17. Helicopter alrcrew-alrcraft-tntegration program schedule.
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ADVANCED FLIGHT SIMULATION FOR HELICOPTER .
DEVELOPMENT

by

H.Huber, H.-J.Dahl and A.ingisperger
Messerschmit-Bi1kow-Blohm GmbH - .- .*- .

P.O. Box 80-11-60 0
8000 Munich

Fed. Rep.of Germany

SUMMARY

A new advanced simulation capability for both fixed-wing and rotary-wing aircraft
has been developed at MBB. The fixed-based simulator consists of interchangeable cockpit
stations, a computer generated imagery (CGI) visual system, both coupled with the math
model simulation computer. Specific integration rigs for avionics, flight controls and
weapon systems can be operated with the simulator.

The cockpit for helicopter applications, at the present stage, consists of a BO 105
cockpit including original flight controls, trim system, and standard instruments. The
visual scene is produced by a computer generated image system (CGI), consisting of the
data base, image generator, and projection unit. The system allows different visibility
conditions and simulation of fixed and moving objects. The projection system presently
consists of a three channel beam splitter, work is under way to install a spherical dome . .-
with a 5 channel projection system. A comprehensive helicopter math model is applied -. --
representing the aerodynamic and dynamic complexities of rotory-wing aircraft. Some
model details are fully non-linear aerodynamics, rigid body and blade dynamics, individual
blade modelling and engine/governor dynamics.

The paper gives a description of the simulation system including cockpit/interface
hardware, visual display system and mathematical modelling. The simulation validity is
demonstrated by the verification of the mathematical model and by pilot judgements.
Typical simulation tasks for future military applications are discussed. It is concluded
that the existing simulator provides a valid tool for helicopter system development.

1. INTRODUCTION

During the past few years, a rapidly increasing application of flight simulation
during research, design and development work of helicopters has become evident. While
flight simulation has been intensively used by fixed-wing designers for a much longer
time, the helicopter industry has been more reserved toward piloted flight simulation - .
applications during development work. There were manifold reasons for this attitude:
Helicopter modelling, although showing continuous improvements in the important areas,
was obviously not fully sufficient for achieving full acceptance in development
simulations. Computer limitations were additionally restricting the complexity of -
mathematical models that could be executed in real time. The visual display quality was
usually not adequate to fulfill the required high standards for helicopter simulation.
Deficiencies in motion cueing were further major factors in the problem.

The changing attitude toward simulator application during helicopter development ..

work results from different reasons: Firstly, design requirements for future helicopter
systems are becoming more and more demanding; it is no longer sufficient, and may become
extremely costly and time-consuming, to solve problems by a classic "cut-and-try"
technique during flight testing. Secondly, there are major efforts to replace current
helicopter flying qualities criteria, and to develop new specifications containing
based mission-oriented handling qualities requirements (1). Special considerations will ..
be given to mission flight phases and environmental conditions (day/night, visibility,
terrain nature, atmospheric conditions). To consider these types of criteria, analytical
technicques will be necessary which represent the rotorcraft and the pilot in a closed-
loop. Finally, similarly as with military fixed-wing aircraft, future military helicopters
will represent complex weapon systems. Development of these systems must not only concen-
trate on the basic vehicle optimization, but has to put the main emphasis on the integra-
tion of all interrelated elements, such as basic vehicle, flight controls, displays and
vision aids, weapon system and the human element the pilot. Total system simulation
techniques are required to handle the complex interrelation of the above elements.
Reference (2) defines some of the requirements for adequate mission tasks simulations.

The studies have been sponsored in part by the Ministry of Defence of the Federal Republic
of Germany
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2. NEW MBB SIMULATION FACILITY

In addition to various simulation facilities at MBB, a program was imitiated by the
MBB Military Aircraft Division to develop a new advanced simulation capability, Reference
(3). An overview of the facility is shown in Figure 1. The total system simulator should
permit many studies during both military fixed-wing aircraft and rotary wing aircraft
research and development. To enable an easy change of simulation between these two types
of air vehicles, a high degree of flexibility was one of the principal design goals. The
following discussion of the facility is limited to those areas defining the specific
application of the simulation for helicopter purposes.

Flight o Compute
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A functional block diagram of the helicopter simulation system is shown in Figure 2.
The helicopter cockpit and the cockpit interface are systems specific to the helicopter
simulation. Interchangeable cockpit stations and specific integration-rigs, e.g. for
equipment and flight control systems can be operated with the simulator using suitable
interfaces.

2.1 COCKPIT ASSEMBLY

The fixed-base cockpit presently available for helicopter simulations is an original
BO 105 fuselage. The dual-seat cockpit is fitted with the original instrument panel
including all basic flight and performance instruments necessary for flight operation,
i.e. airspeed altimeter, artificial horizon, rotor rpm, and engine instruments. Figure 3 -
shows internal cockpit details and the external view of the CGI-scene. The original '
primary flying controls (collective lever, stick, pedals) are installed in the cockpit. •
A trim switch on the cyclic RriD can be used as in the original rotorcraft, to operate a
parallel actuator and a springbox which produces the artificial cyclic stick control forces.
Collective lever friction forces are produced as original, and identical pedal forces
are simulated by an electromagnetic friction brake. A central operating console allows
the selection of the modes for the simulation and interface computers and to automatically
adapt trim positions for the initial flight status. Pre-calculation of the desired trim
conditions by an automatic trim process (6 degrees of freedom) enables start of the
simulation at any desired intitial condition, a facility which proved to be highly helpful •
for development simulations.

The data link between the cockpit and the simulation computer is managed by an
interface assembly. A functional block diagram of the unit is shown in Figure 4. The
assembly converts and scales the analog data from the cockpit into the format of the
simulation computer and vice versa. Power supplies for the cockpit are contained in and
drive voltages for the electronics and the reference voltages are delivered by this
assembly. Analog signals from the control levers are fed via analog/digital converters S

- * .---* .&

Figure Internal Cockpit Details and outside view
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D ~ z- D-

a- BUS
FloppyI T erm

Di /Fnd.

A/D: Analog-digital
S/D: Syncivo-digitalDID: Digital-digital Simulation computer

Figure 4 Blockdiagram of the Interface Assembly

to the interface. Data flow is managed by a parallel bus to and from the simulation
computer, triggered by the interface computer. In addition, the interface assembly serves
as a signal distribution unit allowing the recording and measurement of signals, analog
and digital. To drive the conventional cockpit instruments, digital-synchros and digital-
analog converters are available. A "quick-look" evaluation of the flight mechanics data
is possible with an analog plotter.

With recent progress in visual system simulation (especially advanced CGI-systems),
the need for complete motion system simulations was substantially reduced. For the existing "
simulator two systems were selected simulating the onset of motion and the vibratory
content (Table of Figure 5). By inflating a cushion on the pilot's seat and backrest,
translational and rotational accelerations are simulated, within a frequency range of
0 to 3 Hz. A buffeting system is installed, allowing simulation of vertical accelerations '- - -
and vibrations up to ±2 g maximum within a total frequency range of 3 to 35 Hz.

9 G-Seat Inflatable cushion varies hardness and pressure

distribution of the seat and backrest

Frequency Range 0 to 3 Hz

* Buffet System Vertical Acceleration and Vibration of the Cockpit

Frequency Range 3 to 35 Hz 0

Maximum Acceleration ±2 g

Figure 5 G-Load Simulation

2.2 VISUAL DISPLAY SYSTEM

The visual system simulation for a simulator is one of the factors defining the qua-
lity nf simulation task performance. Many of the military rotorcraft operations are
typically near hovering and low speed operations, in close pi'oximity to the ground,
with typical maneuvers consisting of terrain flying profiles, such as NOE, contour, and
low level flight. Steep takeoff and landing profiles are further typical for helicopter 0
operations. The requirements resulting from these flight conditions are especially
challenging the selection and the design of the visual system simulation.

In the new MBB simulation facility a computer-generated imagery (CGI) visual system
has been installed, offering the most promise, especially in the field-of-view. Tne scene
generated displays contour images in correct perspective, real time and visually
significant features of the real world environment. In the following sections some Jetails 1s
of the system will be shortly described, including the digital image generation, the data 0
base, and the projection system.
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Digital Image Generator - The system design is based on a completely digital
approach up to the provided output feeding the projection units. The TV-type pictures
are synthetically generated form an offline produced numerical description of the lands-.. . -
cape data base. Some important technical data are listed in Figure 6.

Number of Channels 3 (Extension 5) 0

Edges per Scene 8000

Field of View horizontal: 106 dog
vertical: 23 dog

Frame Rate 30/sec - - -

Colours 256

Texturing

Moving Targets 3

Simulation of Day Time Day, Night, Dusk

Brightness 6 Foot Lomhort

Resolution 1 m rad

Figure 6 Technical Data of Visual System Simulation

The basis of the image generating system is a General-Electric CGI-Compu-Scene II. . .
The system allows the generation of 8000 edges maximum per scene, which can be divided
into five channels simultaneously for projection. The system presently operating uses
only 3 channels. The calculation of images in real time apply appropriate transformation .
processes in the digitally stored landscape, to produce a true perspective scene. The
system features special effects like curve shading, texturing and smoothing of edges,
which substantially improve the perspective impression without the use of the limited
number of edges. The system allows simulation of moving models (helicopters, tanks),
controlled by an operator or by a computer. Various visibility conditions can be simulated
by changing the color of each face. The system, thereby, allows simulation of variable
weather conditions (dusk, fog), and day and night conditions.

• - 9

Figure 7 Typical Runway CGI-Scene0

Data Base -At the moment, as data base, various digitized areas originally created
for fi-edT -wing applications are used. Figure Y shows an airfield area in Germany, including
the runway, buildings and wide sorroundings. Since the visual cues representation for
detailed helicopter NOE flying simulation requires more scene details on the g-round, the
data are presently being extended. Areas of high detail are created by introducing
houses, trees or other visual elements from a special model library. In addition, the
data base offers the representation of geographical attributes like hills, rivers, lakes,
routes etc. Figure 8 illustrates a detailed CGI-scene, including typical available
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elements. To ease pilots assessment how close the helicopter is flying over the ground,

a textured relief showing gradual differences is laid over the surface. An impression of
the available technique of achieving high quality of CGI-scene is given in Figure 9.
The picture represents a single channel projection, containing a maximum of 8000 edges
in the scepe. The helicopter shown is a typical representation of the moving targets.

Figure 8 Detailed CGI-Scene

& a .--.a. .

Figure 9 CGI-Scene illustrating visual content and
Textural Relief

Projection System - The projection system actually consists of three television,
monitors representing three visual channels. The system presently available can provide
a total field of view of 1060 in azimuth and 230 in elevation. The 3-channel beam splitter
is installed in front of the interchangeable cockpits, with the three optical axes -
intersecting in the pilot's eye point. Figure Ic shows a cross-section of the beam
i,>,ome try.
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Vertical Cross Section

Eye Reference Point

Virtual -, O

Image

Figure 10 Beam Splitter Projection

For the next phase work is under way to install a spherical dome with a 5 channel
projection system using 6 light valve projectors simultaneously. The sixth projector can
be used alternately to cover an additional view angle as required. The principle build-
up of the dome and the projection system is illustrated in Figure 11. With this final

"." I ~~~POJECTORt""" "" *

i-" ' $1IULAT100 -

S-.-.- .

Figure 11 Projection Dome

stage the total field-of-view for helicopter simulations will cover an area of 1800 in
azimuth and 1300 in elevation (a capability for a 3000 by 1500 is provided for later
extensions). Figure 12 shows the coverage of the present 3 channel projection and of the
increased field of the 5 channel system, compared with the pilot's outside visual field
from a typical side-by-side cockpit. The comparison with the MIL-STD 850 B requirement
is also shown.

%" b %.. ° .. %°o
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Figure 12 Field of View for a Side by Side Cockpit (Pilot's Position)
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3. MATHEMATICAL MODEL

3.1 MODEL BUILD-UP

The requirements on the mathematical modelling for advanced helicopter simulations
have dramatically increased, since studies for future systems must necessarily be aimed
at the exploration of specific flying qualities within extended boundaries. The target
in the development of the mathematical model for the simulator was also to maintain, as .
far as possible, the high standard of the existing flight mechanics model, as used in
the unmanned simulation studies. The model applied is a comprehensive helicopter model
of the total-force type. It represents the effects of non-linear aerodynamics, rigid
body and rotor dynamics and considers all other components (fuselage, empennages, tail
rotor) realistically.

Rotor Aerodynamics - The aerodynamic model is based on blade-element theory, in-
cluding the eets or compressibility, stall, and reverse flow effects, obtained from . ..
experimental airfoil data. Rotor downwash is modelled by a modified momentum theory,
with quasi-dynamic downwash effects being simulated by introducing a time constant in
the induced velocity calculation. The influence on the rotor of the ground effect, which *'- .
is important for simulations during low altitude flight is modelled by a downwash -..
reduction as a function of the rotor to ground separation. -.

_ _ -~ - -I S

Fuel Control -

* im.lih --. - - -o-

SotPeriod 011iletion...,.- , .

__JL i -A•
a araqI n a-I a • a a..-a " .

0.01 0.1 12 10 100

Peiod-d e 100 10 5 2 1 0.1 0.01

Figure 13 Characteristic Frequencies of the Helicopter
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Rotor Dynamics - The necessary bandwidth for modelling rotor dynamics is determined
by the extent to which, for example, aeroelastic effects or high-gain feed-back control
systems are to be investigated. The frequency range of interest is summarized in Figure 13
which shows the typical ranges of body modes, engine and rotor modes being close
together. To adequately model the rotor and body modes coupling, the rotor is represented
by an individual blade model, considering flapping on each of the actual blades separately
Reference (4). The principle of the individual blade calculation is shown in Figure 14.
Different integration step lengths are applied for the blades and rigid body motion.

' This type of rotor model results in a demand for extensive computing capacity, which is
made possible by the parallel processor architecture of the Denelcor, Inc. HEP (Hetero-
genous Element Processor) simulation8 computer in wh*ch currently up to ten parallel -
processes can be performed (107 - 10 MIPS, 1621 - 64 bit words memory).

Other Components - Six component fuselage aerodynamic components are calculated :-- " -

from Wind-tunnel data sets; forces on the empannages are obtained from lifting line
theory, including interference effects. The tail rotor calculation (thrust and torque) .
is conducted by a modified blade element model as well, since realistic yaw axis
representation had often been a weak element prone to critisism by pilots during older
simulations.

Simulation Integration Step At Equivalent System for

BIadaoulation theBlade 2 441 S! |F .
Blade Motion >8Statf ofth 4 Perafllpeur"P2 1 i" - : - ' -.

Flapping i-&eIIBob/A2j---\Blaaoe 1,, (1 pp.
*2 (2 Inwt

0]3 0 4 B1111 motto"-''-(11d 3 ld lde3 Bae4

Blade 3 "Blade 4

Rotor Speed
Wait for the 4 Pearllelp ocessrs to Finkh

Figure 14 Parallel Calculation of Blade Dynamics (4 Blades)

Power Plant Dynamics - As indicated in Figure 13, power plant dynamics can be well
within e range of Dody and rotor modes, thus influencing the flight dynamics behaviour
Reference (5). A simplified engine model is used, composed of first - order engine and
governor dynamics with fuel control, specific to each engine type (Figure 15). Piloted
simulation results showed that inclusion of rotor rpm/power plant DOF improved simulation
substantially. -

o -Tail Roto

Ve-°."" -." " "

Figure 15 Engine/Fuel Control Model

..~~f N.2.: i...t:.,
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Atmospheric Representation - To investigate handling qualities and pilot workloadthe mission tasks have to be simulated under representative turbulence conditions. To
quantify possible coupling effects and automatic flight control system performance,
defined gusts are required. Both stochastic gust models (Dryden]7odel) and deterministic
gusts are included for specific investigations Reference (6).

A block diagram of the total simulation model is shown in Figure 16.

) ~ Au 10" -d. "

Figure 16 Block Diagram of Total Simulation Model

3.2 VALIDATION OF MATHEMATICAL MODEL

Both qualitative and quantative validation demonstrated high fidelity of the simu-
lations when compared to BO 105 flight test data and pilot's opinions. Using the
simulation trim facility steady state values could easily be checked with good agreement. .-....-
Particular attention was placed on obtaining accurate control correspondence in and
around hover a flight state in which a number of complex rotor and interference effects --

strongly influence handling qualities; a flight state, however, which forms a primary
target of the simulation. Comparison of flight test and model cyclic control positions
(Figure 17) shows that this was achieved, including the well known rotor downwash
complexities contributing to lateral control trim position in low speed forward flight.

Cyclicl

c U •

W0 0 Aircraft

"l .Pedal- .

• .n-°. %

10

10 I I1 .: .. -..
-310 -40 0 40 1

Sdg~war FUih Speed (km/,h"""- ."-'- .

Figure 17 Sidefligit Trim Characteristics.-...-[..

0S

Dynamic responses for selected flight cases are shown from horizontal trim for typical . .'...
speeds at hover, 60 and 1O0 KIAS in Figures 18 to 19. Comparison of the angular rates and-"" -'".q

0. . o .

-.POW .•o. .
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corresponding attitude responses for the simulation and flight tests again show good
agreement. Of equal importance to the quantative comparison are the pilot impressions and
acceptance of the simulation. This assessment was achieved by evaluating specific tasks

Aircraft model

20I

200

Roll Rate L . . ..

20 1 2- 1-

intc Rat e [
Contuol I[01t.

0 1 2 0 1 2'""NkTime s]I Time [s I"

Figure 18 Forward Cyclic Step Input (Level Flight 60 KIAS) -. 'e-•-

and~ ~ ~ ~~ic flgtpaesa Rauated in Fiue2 ndwihae ersnatv fro isos

Bnttehdbaeo

Pitch Ate. P itive c .ere a to the accuracy"of"the

hamnzeiih th Attitude an osition ins .rumentation.

Longtudinal [1.. . -• . .
Control Input•"""""""""

0 2 Time [s I "- ","

Figure 19 Maneuver Stability (Level Flight 100 KIAS).-:.-..'.."

and flight phases as tabulated in Figure 2o and which are representative of rost missions. '........'
Both company and customer pilots were used for this task so that a broad base of opinions.- . . 'i'
could be obtained. In response to pilots comments modelling deficiencies were identified " 1i::
and remedied. Realistic hovering provided some initial difficulties which were traced to'-'."..'-
the downwash calculation and limits in the lower sideward corner of the CGI causing some""".','
difficulty in assessing height above ground. The new CGI dome concept will also produce
a much larger field of view. Positive comments were attributed to the accuracy of the •[. -
control response, trim positions and handling. The visual system was well accepted and
harmonized with the attitude and position instrumentation."""""""
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.Hover IGE. OGE a Bank Turns

e Position Maneuvering * Controllarbility

a Slow-Speed Performance e Dynamic Stability
(Side, Rear, FWD) (Long., Lat/Dir, Maneuvering)

* Normal Take-Off a Climb aed Descent. AR

e Climb to Altitude a Normal and Steep Approach

e Level Cruise Flight, VMAX. VNE a Landing

a Accelerations, Decelerations

Figure 20 Gross Maneuvering Pilot Assessment

4. SCOPE OF SIMULATION TASKS AND ACTIVITIES

As discussed in the foregoing sections, particular emphasis during the build-up of
the facility was placed on achieving a broad scope of applications. The simulator will
be applied during the various design and development phases, under various objectives. A
rough summary of the major tasks is given in Figure 21.

* .~~ Investigation of tactical flight profilbs.. * - -

e Optimization of 'Teamwork' and minimization of pilot and crew workload

* Optimization of the entire systm In the battlefield

- cockpit design, displays. A.F.C."

9 Configuration Optimization

- Agility. Maen .o.rablity. H.ndWAite". Pilot workload

e Simulation and tet of dangerous flight msu e-"..

- H-V-Diagram. system failures

e Definition of requirements on the Training Simulator

Figure 21 Summary of Simulation Tasks

S ptimization - The complexities of modern weapon systems require detailed
investga an crtcal evaluation at an early stage in the project to ensure effective
operation. The simulator provides the tool to realistically represent the battlefield
mission and to optimize the helicopter/weapon system with respect to the pilot's cockpit
environment. Cockpit procedures related to the weapon system operation, pilot/copilot
work-sharing and communication, navigation, interaction with computer terminals are to be
investigated. Layout of instruments displays modes and symbology for specific mission
phases can be checked. Furthermore, the increasing demand for day/night and all weather
capability necessitates the application of electro-optic aids such as LLLTV, IR, night
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vision goggles which have to be integrated and compatible with the flight instruments and
displays. The concepts of picture and symbology mixing, pilot control and mode selection
for the appropriate mission phase are aspects where the simulator can effectively be
applied in the helicopter definition.

Configuration Optimization - Aerodynamic and flight mechanics studies during early
project stages play an important role in the definition and development phases. Pure
digital, unmanned simulations are usually conducted to obtain indications of the main •
parametric sensitivities of the basic vehicle configuration. The difficulty with such
studies is the interpretation of the results and the transfer into actual flight
situations. Some of the reasons for this are also related to the fact that current heli-
copter specifications do not cover many important topics and give only limited guidance
for configuration optimization.

The requirements for future helicopters will be based on mission-oriented criteria
and therefore, the design optimization of the basic vehicle will require inclusion of the S
total aircraft system. Currently, configuratign optimization studies are being performed
for a light transport helicopter project in the following areas: basic configuration
design (e.g. rotor characteristics, tail plane geometries, power plant), control system
design (e.g. control ratios, harmony (shaping) automatic flight control system), and
cockpit optimization (e.g. controllers, displays, external view, avionics).

Simulation during the Development Phase - During the development phase the simulator
provides the opportunity for pre-flight test familiarization and training for the pilot. S
In particular initial flight tests can be "flown" and practiced on the simulator, critical
possible failure situations evaluated and emergency procedures defined. During the major
part of the development trials flight data can be reevaluated and assessed by the design
teams to promote recognition of problems and swift improvements. By following parallel • "
development and continuous "up-dating" of the simulation a basis is provided for defining
the necessary training simulator requirements.

System Integration - The complex basic and mission equipments of future military S
helicopters will require more rigourous capabilities for a total system integration (7).
The system integration concept for a current antitank helicopter program is shown in
Figure 22. The concept is based on a combined use of integration and the simulation work.
Major elements of the integration rig will include the helicopter basic fuselage with
original equipments, the integration computer and integration software.

Equipment and subsystems will successively be installed and tested, and systems not
at the time available can be simulated by the integration computer. The original cockpit
contained in the integration rig is removable and transferable into the CGI-simulation
center for inclusion in the piloted real-time simulation.

Integration__ _____

Definition Developmeut Tesierification _

Subst Sem
.0 int0face System.

T

-EquipmenDot

Roto

I ] :TeI':otor"__"
--H n--. .....__ _ _ _ _ _.... , ..,..

System

Figu e 22pte S oe imulationan Iterto Cnep

i - T ..- -- ,.-Engine:°% .:v
-Conrnol Lams Cockpit

• = ~Figure 22 Simulation and Integration Concept ""'
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5. CONCLUDING REMARKS

The paper has presented a short description of a new simulation facility for rotor-
craft development work. A high degree of flexibility is achieved by an interchangeable '
cockpit concept, allowing easy change of different vehicles. The computer-generated . -

imagery (CGI) visual system is generally well accepted; some advances in the field of "
view and projection system will result in further improvements in the near future. The
comprehensive helicopter math model represents a complex non-linear technique, which
shows high dynamic fidelity and which can approach the flight envelope boundaries.
Simulation and integration of hardware on a modular concept provides good basis for
evaluation of complex weapon systems.

In general, the current status of the program demonstrates that the simulator
facility under development will represent a versatile and highly valuable tool for
ruture rotorcraft development work. * *
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UN SIMULATEUR D'ETUDES DE SYSTENES DARMES HELICOPTERE

Monsieur Michel HUON
Division tvaluation et Simulation de Systhmes
CENTRE D'ELECTRONIQUE DE L'ARJ4EMENT

* 35170 BRUZ -FRANCE

RESUME

Le Centre d'Electronique de l'Armement realise au profit de la Direction Technique des
Constructions Aionautiques un simulateur di6tudes de systfmes d'armes hiicoptire. Le simulateur restitue
les postes chef de bord et pilote et est destine a 1Pitude du tir air-air cantre holicoptere A Ilaide
d'un arnanent missile et d'un armuient canon.

La cabine pilote est fixe et situee dens une sphe're servant deLcran sur laquelle est projete
A partir d'un tube TITUS une image synthetique de paysage definie par 10 000 facettes (processeur GI 10 000
de SOGITEC). Le champ couvert est de 800 environ et est completf par la projection d'un horizon. La
cible est generic synthistiquemnent par un processeur 250 facettes. La syinbologie viseur clair est prajetde

* sur la sphe~re A partir d'un tube de puissance. Le pilote dispose d'un viseur de casque.

Le paste tireur est diportes et comparte un viseur principal avec presentation d'une image
*GI 10 000 et les conmandes dannement.

__ Les sieges sont esquipes de vibreurs de siege. L'ambiance de bruit est restituie par un gene-
rateur de bruit progranmable.

L'ensemble du simulateur est gire par un paste Direction des Essais.

Le Centre d'Electronique de l'Armement (CELAR), dans le cadre des activittes de sa division
Evaluation et Simulation de SYst~mes (ESSY)", est charge d'istudier en relation avec les Services

Techniques et les industriels concernes de nombreux systfmes d'armes au profit du ministire de la
*defense. Ces etudes sont mentses au. moyen de la simulation numirique, de la simulation canversationnelle,
*de la simulation avec 616ments reels dans la boucle et enfin des simulateurs. Ces derniers sant divelop-

pis pour aider A la definition des systfmes en amont de leur conception. Ils doivent de ce fait
*presenter une grande souplesse d'emploi. et etre susceptibles diLvoluer pendant leur dune de vie.

* Le CELAR realise ces simulateurs de@tudes dans des domaines varies et explaite actuellement
un simulateur de combat aenlen, un simulateur d'interception, un simulateur de tourelle du char futur. ~-

Le simulateur de@tudes de systimes d'armes helicoptere en cours d'integratian peninettra
d'effectuer des etudes sur les helicaptires armes futurs et plus particulielrement leurs systimes
d'armes. Il sera operationnel en Juin 1984 et permettra de realiser des experimentations impartantes
pour le systime d'arme du futur helicoptere d'appul -protection HAP et A terme de l'helicaptere anti-char HAC.

Ce simulateur est realise au prafit de la Direction Technique des Constructions Aionautiques
(Service Technique des Tel6cannunications et des Equipesnents Aeronautiques et Service Technique des
Programmes Aionautiques).

En parallele, le Centre d'Essais en Vol d'Istres develappe un simulateur de6tude du pilotage
et de l'ergonomie du paste de pilotage.

* Les industriels participant A ces travaux sant la SNIAS Division Heicoptere et le Groupement
Industriel des Armements Terrestres.

I - SPECIFICATIONS GENERALES DU SIMULATEUR- 0

Dens un premier temps, seule la version Helicoptere d'Appul Protectian est A Otudier.

LeOqulpage compose du chef de bard (tireur) et du pilate est dispase en c6te-A-cote au en

tandem dans ]a cabine.

dun rmeentLa fanction principale de l'HAP est le tir cantre helicaptere de jour canine de nuit au mayen
d'u amemntcanon de 30 mm et d'un armement missile Air-Air Thes Courte Portese (AATCP). L'AATCP sera

I& version air-air du missile sal-air tris caurte partie MISTRAL developpe par la socieste MATRA.

L'HAP pourra 6tre dote d'un armement roquettes non difini actuellement.

L'equlpage pour l'acqulsltion et la poursulte des objectlfs paurralt disposer de

- un viseur principal gyrostabilise avec symbologle au paste tireur avec poursuite manuelle
et automatique,

- un viseur clair avec symbologle au paste pilate,
- des viseurs de casque.
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On portera une attention particulibre A la restitution de ces mat~riels et A leurs Osventuels
dlff~rents modes de fonctionnement (image jour, image thermique, image de camera A intensification de lu-
mi~re...).

Pour la mise en oeuvre du systame l'6qulpage disposera par ailleurs des conuaandes do vol et
des conimandes d'armement.

L'environnement sera restltut de telle sorte qu'il perinette le pilotage et l'activation de
lVensemble du systbne dans des configurations allant du vol tactique au vol a moyenne altitude.

Un poste central de commando appeld le poste de Direction des Essais (ODE) presentera uno vue
synth~tique des combats et permnettra de dialoguer avec le simulatour.

2 OBJECTIFS GENERAUX DU SIMULATEUR

Ils sont au nombro de cinq

-Organisation du poste de pilotage et du poste tireur pour la fonction tir

Il s'agit d'6tudior la disposition des commandes, la prasentation des informations et doef-
fectuer une mise au point des symbologles de tir.

-Mise on oeuvre du systhne d'arweiient

Il s'agit d'Otudler les modes nominaux, los modes d~sgradft, los procedures d'emplol,
les pannes et enfin le dialogue pilote-chef de bord (tireur).

-Evaluation des conduites de tir

Les trois condultes de tir seront Isvalu~ses dans Vordre sulvant canon, missile, roquette.

-Couplage pilotage-mise en oeuvre armements -

11 couvre essentiellanent l'6valuation des modes de pilotage automatique sp~ciflques.

-Approche des problbnes op~rationnels.

Nota le tir do nuit est A Lstudier.

3 -DEFINITION DUJ SIFIJIATEUR

Do l'analyse des sp~cifications g~ndrales, 11 ressort *ue

- la restitution d'un environnement visuol de bonne qualit6 est indispensable pour tester
lemploi du syste en configuration de vol tactique,

- compte-tenu de Vincertitude existant au nlveau de l'lmplantatlon en cabine de l'equipage,
11 est possible de d~porter le posto tirour ; d'autant que les Schanges pilote-tircur
s'effectuent essontiellement au moyen des fiquipements et do la phonle,

- le tircur mettant en oeuvre le systime d'armc par l'lnterm~sdialro du viseur principal,
ii nest pas indispensable pour cc poste de visualiser le paysage en dehors du viseur.

Le simulateur pour restituor los perceptions visuclic, auditive, tactile so compose des
* *l6ments sulvants

-Perception visuello

Les formes, les volumos, les amnagemonts des postos sont reprlsentatifs do ceux de 1'HAP.
Le paysage est cr05 par un ginfirateur synthtique d'mImage (GSI) de haute d~finitlon
(10 000 facettos).
Les cibles sont flabor~es par une machine GSI spOcifique pour la presentation au pilot.
et intigraes dans 1e paysage pour ]a prfisentatlon au tirour.
Les images sont
*projetiss au pilots sur uns sphre de 8 m do diam~tre par doux tubes do projection 1 l'un
pour le paysage, l'autre pour Ia cible,

*prisontiss au tireur sur un moniteur A balayage TV au travers d'unc optique d'adaptatlon. *

-Perception auditive

Les ni.mbres do li6qulpags communiquont par la phonic (interphone do bord) et sont 6galemont
en liaison avec is posts DDE.

L'amblance do bruit do l'hlcoptire est rostituio par un ginirateur do bruit programmable.

-Perception tactils
Les commandes, lss poignios armeont et los poigniss do pilotage sont roprisontatives do
celles do iHAP.
L'ambiancs vibratoirs est crf05 par un vibreur do siege.
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Les evolutions de lappareil sont ressenties d'une part visuellement et d'autre part par
les efforts sur les manches de pilotage A Vaide d'une restitution d'effort hydraulique.

Nota compte-tenu que la machine GI 10 000 ne sera pas disponible avant mi-85, une solu-
tion transitoire est retenue qui exciut le vol tactique. 11 s'agit d'un projecteur
d'horizon A partir de photographies asservi en roulis, lacet, tangage mais ne
crdant pas de defilement d'image.

*4 -ORGANISATION GENERALE DU SIMULATEUR (cf figure 1)

Sur la figure 1 on distingue

4.1/ Le centre de calcul temps reel pilatant l'ensemble du simulateur. Le calculateur est un UNIVAC 1180
* bi-processeur (1182S), les interfaces temps reel appel~es MIJTIN ont 60 d~velopp~es par SOGITEC. Les

principales caracteristiques de ce centre sont les suivantes

- 2 unites centrales 1100/80. Extension possible jusqu'A 4 momoires cache :2 fois
8 Kmoits de 36 bits de cycle 200 ns. Mdmoire principale 2 fois 524 Kmots de 36 bits,
une unite de transition permet de s~parer une partie du syst~me,

- interconnexions :elles assurent le contr~le des simulateurs en temps reel en permettant
Vkchange de donn~es A des debits de l'ordre de 500 000 mots/s sur des distances
atteignant 200 m. Le r~seau est compose de 6 lignes connect~es chacune a un canal.-
Un coupleur sp~cifique MUTIN perynet de g~rer les 6changes. 9

4.2/ Le poste pilote a l'int~rieur d'une sphere de 8 m de diam~tre servant d'6cran.

3 images sont projet~es sur la sphere

- le paysage,
- la cible,
- la symbologie du viseur clair. 0

* 4.3/ Le paste tireur avec le viseur principal.

*4.4/ Le poste direction des essais pilott, en ce qui concerne les unites graphiques, par un calculateur
* GOULD SEL 32-27 reli~s au centre de calcul.

4.5/ La chalne de generation d'image de )aysage comprenant

- une ou plusieurs bases de donnees stock~es sur des disques 300 FMbctets,
- un extracteur d'image,
- un processeur de calcul de limage,
- un calculateur pilote.

Les points 4.2. 4.3, 4.4 et 4.5 sont d~taill~s ci-aprds.

5 -LE POSTE PILOTE S

Pour minimiser les coOts de d~veloppeiient du simulateur, le CELAR a propose pour la restitution
du paste pilate une solution proche de celle qui a W 6tudi~e et developp~e dans le cadre du simulateur
de combat a~rien.

La cabine du pilate est situ~e A l'int~rieur d'une sphere de 8 m de diametre servant d'6ran
et sur laquelle sont projet~es les images du paysage. de la cible ainsi que du viseur clair.

Enfin pour des raisons de disponibilit~s du processeur GSI 10 000 facettes (1985) la premiere

dtape de developpemnent du simulateur ne permnettra pas de restituer le vol tactique.

* 5.1/ Lacabine

La forme et larganisation int~rieure de la cabine sont representatives de celles du paste
* de pilotage HAP (reference annie 1980). La cabine a 61: r~alis~e par la SNIAS et compte-tenu de

I'dtat d'avancement du programme HAP a V66poque de la commande des reserves avaient Ls~ prises
afin qu'elle f~t modifiable et recanfigurable.

Les cormiandes de vol sont prises en campte comme suit

- simulation des commandes de vol type SA330 puis HAP,

- simulation des systemes de restitution artificielle d'effarts sur les axes de conunandes de
vol (electrohydraul ique),

- simulation des trims,

- simulation du comportement dynamique et statique des timoneries de transmission et des
verins,

- couplage des coninandes et du pilate automatique type SA 330 (premiere phase) puls HAP,

- conjugalson des comimandes de collectif et de lacet,
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-possibilitC, de modifier rapidement les caractesristiques des coninandes (lol effort/dCo-
placement, inertie des canmmandes, frottement visqueux cauplage PA, etc...)

Les trois coommandes de vol principales (manches :cyclique, collectif et palonnier) ont W
d~coonpos~aes en trois parties

- un organe de coimiande sur lequel le pilote agit,
- un organe de sensation, restituant les efforts ou les d~splacements (v~rins hydrauliques),
- une unitC- de calcul 6labarant les ordres de lorgane de sensation.

Les appareils de bard restitu~s sont les suivants :indicateur de radio-sonde, altim~tre,
an~nomdtre, variomndtre, tachymnetre (nombre de tours rotor), acc~l~sromrtre, indicateur de pas et
limite de puissance, horizon artificiel, indicateur de situation harizontale.

Les Lsquipements compldmentaires sont les commandes d'armement situees sur les banquettes
latierales, le pilate automatique, les mayens de phanie.

Le siege de type PUMA est dquip d'un vibreur de siege ayant une bande passante de 25 HZ
dans une bande utile comprise entre queiques HZ et 50 HZ.

5.2/ La projection cible

La chalne se compose d'un g~n~rateur d'image synth(?tique, d'un projecteur video de puissance,
d'un transport d'image et d'une tete p~riscopique.

Le g~n~rateur d'image synth~stique de cible est pr~sent@ au paragraphe 8.1.

Le projecteur vid~o de puissance est le PJ7055 de General Electric. I] permet de projeter une - '

image monochrome (noir et blanc) de definition 625 lignes. La puissance lumineuse garantie est de
2000 lumens et le rapport de contraste de 75.

Le transport d'image rtalis6 par la sociWt CERCO pr~sente une diam~tre hors tout de lordre de
130 mm et une longueur de 3 m.

La t~te p~riscopique est 6quip~e d'un zoom conunand6 par trois motor~ducteurs d'entrainement
* mise au net de 1,4 m A linfini, ouverture de f/5 A f/22 et focales de 40 5 400 mm (la ganune d'ouver-

ture ou de focales est explor~ee en une seconde). Le champ maximal sous lequel est vue la cible est de 12'.

La tete est motoris~e, les caracteristiques principales des asservissements sont les suivantes -- S __

- d~battement 360 degr~s,
- vitesse angulaire maximale :15 rad/s,
- acc~l~ration maximale > 200 rad/S2,
- precision statistique du positionnement du miroir

±1,5 milliradian.

5.3/ Le viseur clair

La symbologie du viseur clair est gC~n~re par un BGS (cf 6.6). Compte-tenu que la cabine est
*spacieuse (par rapport a celle d'un avion), que le champ souhaite est important (sup~rieur A 200) et

qu enfin les assiettes de Vhlicoptere varient fortenient en fonction des conditions de vol ; la
* solution retenue paur la restitution du viseur clair consiste a projeter la symbologie sur la sphere.

Le tube de puissance est un tube BRIMAR 2,5 pouces 34000 cd/in 2.

Cette solution permet en fonction des configurations de vol de caler l'image en jouant
* sur sa position dans le tube de projection.

5.4/ Projection du paysage

On distingue trois phases de d~veloppement

- de mi 1984 a mi 1985 emploi d'un systehme de projection de lhorizon donc ne restituant
pas le desfilement et ne permettant pas d'Ltudier le combat en vol tactique,

- de mi 1985 a mi 1987 (A pr~ciser) utilisation de ]a chalne GSI 10 000 facettes, d'un
tube de projection TITUS et d'un champ de projection limit6 (entre 600 et 800). **

comnpldtd par ]a projection de lhorizon, . .

- A partir de 1987 restitution de lenvironnenent sur 160* minimum en gisement (solution
non arrbtee). 0

Premidre phase

Le systemsm comprend

- un dispositif de projection de la terre,
- un dispositif de projection du ciel,
- une correction des erreurs de parallaxe,
- un syste de projection quatre axes.
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L'clalrement ost r~g lable do 0 A 5 lux, l'iuage sol est choisie parmi 6 diapositives placies
dans un barillet reprisontant le sal vu do diffirontes altitudes (pojoction fish eye sur 1808).

Les performances sur lVonsemblo des quatre axos sont

- vitesso maximale > 10 rad/s.
- acceltration maximalo > 300 rad/s2.
- pricision do positionnement statique t 5 minutes d'arc.

Douxiamo phase

La chalne so compose

- do la GSI 10 000 facettos SOGITEC (cf paragraphe 8.2),
- d'un tube do projection couleur SYS 12 TITUS do la sociWt SODERN do dlfinition 1065

lignos, flux iwnineux mesur# 1130 lumens, rapport do cantraste mesur# 90, variation
locale dclaireent mesurie 19 %,

-d'un transport d'image REOSC,
- d'une tWe do projection inotorislo on gisement do champ instantmne compris entre 600

* et 800,
- d'un dispositif de projection do l'horizon.

5.5/ Vlseur do casque

Il est rlalisfi par THOI4SO#-CSF et non spicifique do lapplication simulateur. 11 so compose

- d'un casque 6quipd d'un visuel et d'un jou d'dmetteurs dlectro-optiques,
- d'un ensemble do deux capteurs filectro-optiques avec boltior auxiliaire,
- d'un boltler calculateur do direction du champ visuol,
- d'un poste do commando pilate. - 0

5.6/ Phonie, bruit d'hflicoptlre

Le pilate dispose d'une bolte do mfilango radio comportant un sommateur d'entrise des sons
arrivant du DDE, du tireur et un amplificateur d'attaque do ligne pour distribuor le son micro vers

leDE stl tireur.

Le processeur do gniration do bruit programmable appel6 4X do SOGITEC comprend S_ _

- uno unit6 arithmfitique et logique dotle d'oprateurs rapides,
- uno mbmoire do formes d'ondes do 64 imts do 16 bits,
- une mimoire do donnies do 1 IKmot do 24 bits,
- uno mimoire do microinstructions de 1 Kuot do 52 bits,
- une mimoire d'adresses do 1 Knot do 10 bits.

6- LE POSTE TIREUR

6.1/ Structure do la cabins

La cabine maquettle comprend la plancho do bard, 1e pupitro, los banquettes latirales.

Le sidgo est celui do l'hilicoptre PU4A de Ia SNIAS fguipd d'un vibreur do si~ge.

Los commandos do vol cyclique et collectif no sont pas restitufes.

6.2/ Planche do bard

On no s'intiresse pour co paste qu'A la fanction armement. Le tireur dispose do

- un Ocran tMe basso A balayage t~l~svision coulour do dimonsions 13 cm x 13 an ainsi quo
des tauchos fonctions do commando do l'affichage.
Los images affichfies sont salt dos pages do toxte permettant do dialoguor avoc lo systime, - 0
salt uno recapie do l'image vue dans le viseur principal. Le procidO do g6n~ration do cos
images ost oxplicit6 aux paragraphes 6.6 et 6.7,

- un panneau do gestion du systime d'armnes par l'intonnldiairo d'un bus et qui comprond des ..

% intorrupteurs et des voyants d'Etat et do panne.
Los commandos figuront 6galemont au paste pilate avec uniquement un compto rendu do situation
sur dos voyants,

S1
-un poste do commando d'armemont PCA compronant quatro parties :mise on oeuvre glnlrale,

systkmo canon, systime missile, systimo roquottos. Il s'agit do boutons poussoirs et do
voyants.
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6.3/ Le pupitre central

11 no comprend quo los boutons de rglage et d'klairage de la cabine.

Il comproindra A terms le Pupitre Central de Visualisation.

6.4/ Les banquettes

Ellos rogroupont los fonctions de commande du boitier tala6phone de bord et du boltior de ges-9
tion du viseur principal.

6.5/ Les poign~es

Le tireur dispose do doux poign~es armement regroupant los conunandes telles quo
- choix du visour (soul lo viseur principal ost disponible, 1. visour do casque ne pouvant9

pas Otro employe),
- choix do larme :canon, missile, roquettes,
- modes du viseur principal.
- prise en charge tireur,
- misc en oeuvre du d~tecteur de veille et d'alerto,

- talenatrie,
- misc A feu.

6.6/ Ic visour principal

11 so compose des 6ements suivants

- l'optique,6
- los tubes do visualisation,
- la g~naration do la symbologie,
- la g~naration do l'image du paysage ct do la cible.

vision 
0rsm* binocufai~ -

tube A balayage
tai evi slon

tubegrapique(cible et paysage)
(symbologie)

boiierg~nrateurd

L'optique, r~salis~e par ANGENIEUX, collimate los images a linfjni, et los ni~lange.
Sos principalos caract~ristiques sont los suivantes

- champ oculaire do 54',
- FTt4 0,5 A 30 cycles/nun dans le plan focal objet des oculaires,
- pas do vignettage,
- luminosit6 r~sultante suporieurc A 12 % pour chaque oculaire.
Les champ et grossissemont sont gar~ss par 1e processeur GSI.

Los tubes do visualisation utilisas sont un tube BARCO haute d~finition (1024 x 1024) et untube TEKTRONIX.9

La symbologie est cr~se par un systfmo d~velopp(! par le CELAR et appelas Boitier Genoratour do
Symboles (BGS) constituO do

- une unitd do traitement dont 1'dlsmont principal est un microprocesseur 68000 MOTOROLA,
- uno carte processeur spicifique pernettant d'effcctuer los operations gaoma*triques

sur los symboles (translation, rotation...),
- des cartes dlectroniquos de la s~rie CONCEPT 60 do la socift# SINTRA-ALCATEL pour le traco

des voctours,
- un logiciel sp~cifiquo implant6 sur le calculateur UNIVAC do craation et d'animation des

symboles.

L'image do la ciblo et du paysage est gan~rfe par la chalne GSI (cf paragraphe 8).
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6.7/ Visualisation tbte basse

La recoplo do lluage du viseur sur lPkran do la planche do bord pose le probleme du mixage
* des deux images pricidentes.

Le CELAR a developpe une version du BGS adapt6e A la conmando de moniteurs A balayage television
dito BGS vidio. La solution retenue consiste A remplir une memire d'lmage en sortie du BGS do manibre
A ginirer un signal vidjo. La version dlveloppee utilise deux mmoires d'images 512x512 en flip-flop.

Cette technique no permet pas actuellement d'obtenlr une definition suffisanto do la symbologie, ..

* c'est pow-quol elle na pas 6te retenue pour le viseur principal.

Le synoptique do coauiande du tube de plancho do bord est ainsi le suivant

CHAINE.

GI100VIDEO 10241024 VISEUR PRINCIPAL].

BGS VDEO IDEOTUBE DE PLANCHE DE SORD
SYNBOLOGIE

UNIVAC 18

TOUCHES DE FONCTIONS

Le melange video mixe los doux voles soit par un OU classique, solt par un OU excluslf.

6.8/ Generation do bruit et phonie (cf. 5.6)

7 -LE POSTE DIRECTION DES ESSAIS

7.1/ Fonctlons du DOES

Los fonctions du poste DOE sont les suivantes

- initialisation du combat

choix do la trajectoire do la cible lorsque cello-cl est progranunlo (plastron). Choix des
modes d'emploi do la conduite do tir :modes nominaux, modes secours, modes degrades.
Choix des conditions initiales do 1'heslicoptere tireur,

- direction du combat

au moyen des liaisons phoniques et do consoles alphanumerlques rolitos au calculatour con-.
tral, le DDE pout intervenir sur 1e d~roulement du combat

*en modifiant los evolutions do l'helicoptLre ciblo,
*en imposant des evolutions A l'helicoptere tireur,
e n introduisant des pannos, _

-presentation d'uno vue synthetique du combat
* . deux escrans graphiques permettent do presenter

sur le premier ecran

*une vue des trajectoires projet~es sur un plan horizontal,
*ou uno vue perspective des trajectoiros,
*ou une vue do la cabine et do la trajectoire do la cible avec pour point d'observation
l'oeil du piloto,

sur lo deuxidme ecran

*un domaine do tir,
*Ou un carton.
*ou une representation des erreurs do visese.
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A ces images sont ajoutacs des valeurs aiphanumariques n~cessalres au Directeur des Essais,

- pilotage de la cible

un minimanche et un curseur permettent de piloter la cible A partir de vues perspectives
pressentises sur les consoles de visualisation.
Le pilotage s'effectue A partir du minimanche ; la coemnande de vitesse est r~alis~e par le-
curseur.
Cette solution compl~mentaire au plastron pr~progranmm6 a L6 retenue de faqon A accroltre
le r~alisne du simulateur,

- lancement des d~spouillements et rejeu apr~s le combat.

Dans sa version de base le poste DDE est donc servi par deux personnes le directeur des essais

et le pllote.

* 7.2/ Moyens utilisls

Deux moniteurs A balayage t~ldvision recoplant l'image du viseur principal (paysage et cible +
* syuboles) et le paysage vu par le pilote.

Deux consoles aiphanuriques de dialogue.

Un moniteur graphique recoplant la symbologie du viseur principal ou celle du viseur clair.

Des moyens de phonie pour le dialogue avec 1'6quipage, l'6coute des comunications entre les
membres de 1'6qulpage, la recople des bruits de l'heicoptere.

Un calculateur GOULD SEL 32.27 g~narant les images du combat 8 partir des paramltres transmis
par le calculateur central UNIVAC. La liaison entre les deux calculateurs est r~alis~e par fibres
optiques.

Deux consoles graphiques VG 2100 SINTRA-ALCATEL.

Un systime CONCEPT 60 ddvelopp6 par SINTRA-ALCATEL.

11 s'agit d'un systLme de visualisation graphique interactif A balayage cavalier et affichage
* quadrlchrome (vert, jaune, orange, rouge) de resolution 1024xI024 points sur l'unlt# VG2100. La p~riode

de rafraichissement de limage est de lordre de 50 ins.

8 -LES CHAINES DE GENERATION D'I4AGES SYNTHETIOE

8.1/ La generation d'images de cibles GI 510 de SOGITEC

Ce glnirateur permet de calculer a la fr~quence de 25 HZ deux images cibles ind~pendantes, d0-
finies chacune par 250 facettes planes (triangles et quadrilattres). Les images sont monochromes d'une
ditfinition de S12x512 avec une luminance cod~se sur 8 bits. Cette information de luminance permet d'acc~der
A une table de fausses couleurs (3 fois 8 bits). La mathode d'affichage des facettes est celle dite
"des prioritds". Les autres caract~sristiques de cette machine sont les suivantes

- occultation partielle de l'image par positionnement de 0 A 32 rectangles de la couleur
du fond, dont les positions et dimensions sont d~finies par le calculateur de contr~le,

- animation d'un objet comnposO de plusieurs parties mobiles les unes par rapport aux autres,

- ajout possible d'emports sur les objets,
-representation de phisnomfnes lumineux :impact, flash, explosion etc ...

Dans le simulateur cette machine permet de crler la cible projetoe dans la sphe're pilote et de
* locculter partlellement ou totalement selon sa position dans le paysage.

Elle pennet aussi de crter la cible presentee dans le viseur principal jusqu'A la misc A dis- *

position de GI 10 000.

*8.2/ La chalne de gln~ration dlmages de paysage

La caractiristique essentlelle de cette chalne est de traiter 10 000 facettes en temps reel ~
* (une image en 40 mns).

Une facette est un polygone plan de 4 sommets en moyenne et 8 sommets au plus.

La chalne GSI est constitute des trots 6l0ments sulvants-

- Ia base de donnies,
- l'extracteur,
- le processeur.
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Ces trois points sont dicrits ci-aprLis

- la base de dann~es

ols est cr4se A partir de trois supports

*les cartes de VIGN (Institut G~sographlque National Fran~ais) sur caiques orographiques. --

les photos airiennes des zones A numeriser,
*une lists ou catalogue des objets typlques.

Les cartes IGN utills~es sont A lVchelle 1/10 000 jusqu&A 1/100 000.

Compte-tenu du fait que l'hllcoptibre est susceptible dlOvoluer du vol tactique au vol 3 moyen- .

* ne altitude, ls terrain est num~ris6 selon trols niveaux de dotall dont les densitiss sont

- niveau 1 1200 facettes/kM2.
- niveau 2 150 facettes/kM2.

- niveau 3 20 facettes/kn 2.

Les paramLstres importants d'une facette sont : s nombre do soimmets, les coordonnaos des sommets,
lours luminances, leurs chrominances, le motif do texture, la nature du terrain ou do l'objot (labour,
prairie, boton, sapin, etc... ), le nivoau do ditail auquol slo appartient.

Ces informations sont stockeses dans un descripteur de facettes dont la taille est infirisuro
A 100 Octets.

Lors do la num~risation on desfinit doux types do facottes :les facettes terrain et los facottes
objets. Elies sont assemblies A la criation do la bass do donnees et enregistrdes sur disque do 300 Moctets.

La base do donnies ainsi disfinle ost aisfimont modifiable en base do donnios thelh .je. Cette
6tude a iti rialisie par is CELAR et SOGITEC.

La base do donndss depaysage jour aux normos prisenties ci-avant est en cours do rialisatlon
100 km2 sont dlsponibles, 700 kmz soront disponibles dibut 1985.

Extraction do la base do donnios

Ls paysago dicomposi en facettes est tridimenslonnol. Un ongin pilotiS so doplace A sa guise dans-
toutes los directions. La zone vue ou obsorvie est a deux dimensions et shle so modifis sulvant ces doux
dimensions.

La fenitre d'observatlon est solt carrie (hilicoptire A moysnne et haute altitude), soit trian-
gulaire (hilicoptire en vol tactlqus).

Ls r~le do lVoxtracteur est de prilevor l'lnformatlon stockis sur disque magnitique A la cadence
de travail du procosseur d'image.

Pour limitor l'sffst des changements do position dos tites do locturo, on interpose uno zone
tampon en mimoire vive qul diborde la zone visualislo et dont on rafralchit la zone de dilbordement
glissante.

Co matil a 6t0 diveloppe par la sociMt COPERNIQUE A partir do son prodult DIRAM 32 et pormet
d'alimsntor le procosseur A ]a piriode d'chantillonnage do 40 ms avec 15 000 facottes potentlellement
visibles pour une fenitre carree et 10 000 facettos pour uno fenitre triangulairo.

Los itudos en cours permottent d'envlsager uno commutation A Viade de lsxtracteur, base doe
donnfes visible -base do donnios infrarouge en moins do uno secondo.
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Processeur d' image

Les specifications techniques du processeur sont les suivantes

- nambre de facettes par image en entree du processeur..................... 10 000
- nombre de sonnets max. par facette en entre ............................. 8

- niveaux de detail..................................................... 8 max
- optique utilisee pour la projection ..................................... lin~aire-

ou non.
lineaire

- decoupage du champ de vue ............................................ oul i
- lissage des facettos................................................. oui
- texture............................................................ oui
- brouillard, brume ................................................... oul
- algoritluno anti-crenelage ............................................ oul
- solution machine A tracer ............................................ memoire

d'image
- elimination des faces cachees......................................... par Z buffer
- resolution d'affichage............................................... 10241024

et 512x 512
- generation d'objets mobiles dans le paysage............................. 4 de 125

facettes max.
- frequence de recurrence .............................................. 25 HZ
- temps de reponse .................................................... 80 ms

* Le processeur est en cours de deloppemont et ost reialise par la societe SOGITEC. 11 sera
livre au CELAR debut 1985. Los operations successivos A offoctuer sont los suivantos

pretraitement%

elimination des facettes A normales arrieres c'est-a-diro non visibles du point
d observation,
changenont de triedre (base de donnees vers observateur),
deimitation du champ do vue (troncaturo de l'image),
calculs de la projection perspective (passage de l'espace au plan),
corrections optiques :il s'agit si l'image est presentee au travers d'un objectif grand
angulaire (fish-eye) d'offoctuer la transformation inverse avant projection ;ou blon de
corriger d'eventuelles aberrations do systemes optiques,

- traltement
gene~rateur do segments
les facettes planes sont bien adaptees 8 uno representation sur un ecran A balayage
thlevision. Il suffit de connaltre les sonnets; des aretes pour en desduiro leurs inter-
sections avec chaque ligno de balayage et remplir ensuito de fagon autoanatique les
segments des lignes limites par ces intersections,
processeur de points
los segments precedenunont definis sont descomposes en 1024xI024 points. Chaque point est
defini par un certain nombre do parametres luminance, chrcmiinance, Z buffer, adresse
de texture et des coefficients do filtrago,
mdmolro d'image
eIle ponnet de stocker les caractesristiques des points a afficher. Cette memoire est gereP n FLIP-FLOP,
interface video
cetto interface lit une m~moire d'imago pendant quo le processeur do points remplit l'autre. ..

Elle generoe la video aux standards 10241024 et 512x512,

- ame~lioration des images
lissage, texture, filtrage. En plus des traltements de base decrits ci-dossus le processeur
possede los fonctions sulvantes

lissage
l'tclairement pout varier d'une facette & la sulvante et a llinterieur d'une facette.
La fonction d'ombrage calcule la luminance a donner & chaque point affiche,
texture
pour accroltre le realisme de l'lmage, 11 est n~cessalre de lul plaquer des motifs de-
texture. Des motifs sont ainsi stockes en mimoire et relus par le processeur de points,
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filItrago
I& mithode retonue est la pondiration do surface oO la couleur d'un pixel est une corn-
binaison lintaire des couleurs qui interviennent dans sa composition.

9 -LE LOGICIEL DU SINULATEUR

11 est icrit en FORTRAN et rialisi par le CELAR A l'exception du modile de inicanique du vol
diveloppi par la CNIAS.

La pIriode d'Ochantillonnage de Iensemble du siniulateur est de 40 mns dorit 15 mns alloues au
niodile de micanique du vol.

9.1/ Modilo de micanique du vol

CVest un modile giniral do micanique hilicoptire, Vapplication A un apparoil donni se faisant
par introduction des coefficients airodynamniques et des caractiristi ques gindtriques et inertielles. Ce
modile pernet do reprisentor l'hilicoptire dans tout le domnaine de vol tactique (basse vitesse, grandes

* incidences, forts dirapages).

9.2/ Modile de conduits do tir canon

La complexith des algorithmes de conduite de tir conduit A des temps de calcul prohibitifs dans
le cadre du simulateur. Le CELAR tente pour surmonter cette difficulti de mettre on oeuvre la mithode du
"fichier modileu ou CSS (Comuputer Stored Solution) diveloppie par ADERSA-GERBIOS qui consiste a remnplacer
le modtle par sa riponse pour tout iou do donnies d'entrie. L'inconvinient do cette mithode est quello
nest applicable qu'l des modiles figis car toute ivolution conduit A ridifinir pour les m~mes entries
les nouvelles sorties du modile.

Pour crier le fichier modile, la mithode suivie so diconipose en 3 phases

- giniration d'une base do donnies reprisentative d'un sous-enseinble do tous les cas
rialisables,

- giniration d'un premier moddle liniaire par morceaux,
- par passes successives

*enrichissement des donnies dans los zones do risque maximal (IA ofi licart entre l'objet
A modiliser et ls fichier modile ost maximal),
redicoupage des zones pricidentes,
virification de la validiti du modile pour tout nouveau jeu de donnies.

9.3/ Autrel Programmes

Ce sont los divers programmes d'animation des postes pilote et tireur (apparoils do bord,
poignies, pupitres armunent etc... ), do l'horizon, des visualisations cibles, paysage, viseur clair,
du viseur de casque piloto, du vol miissile, d'archivage des informations et do rejou. Tous ces programmes
ainsi quo la micanique du vol et la conduite de tir sont implantis sur UNIVAC. Los programmes d'animation
du poste ODE sont implantis sur GOULD SEL 32-27.

* 10 -CONCLUSIONS

Le simulateur d'itudes do systimos d'armos hilicoptiro sera opfirationnol .1-1984 suffisammont
t~t dans 1e processus do difinition do l'hilicoptire HAP pour quo les risultats obtenus sur le simulateur
puisso itre pris en compte dans 10 programme do diveloppenont.

Il pormnttra, pour la premiiro fois, do faire participor tris activement los futurs utilisateurs
A la difinition du systimo et bien plus, do tester tris rapidement l'impact opirationnel do tel ou tel choix *

* technique.

Enfin, il aura nicessiti la rialisation do nouveaux matiriols (GSI 10 000 facettes, extracteur) - .
ou VOWtud do solutions nouvelles (projection grand champ) qui auront des retombies sur le divoloppement des
simulatours d'ositralnement.
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ASSESSMENT OF SIMULATION FIDELITY USING MEASURUIENTS OF
FILOTING TECHNIQUE IN FLIGHT

Warren F. Clement, Principal Research Engineer
Systems Technology, Inc.

2672 Bayshore-Frontage Road, Suite 505 S
Mountain View, California 94043

William B. Cleveland, Aerospace Engineer
National Aeronautics and Space Administration

Ames Research Center
Moffett Field, California 94035

David L. Key, Chief, Flight Control Division 0
Aeromechanics Laboratory '-.-'

U.S. Army Research and Technology Laboratories (AVRADCOM)Moffett Field, California 94035 -IQ2 " i

The U.S. Army and the National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA) have
joined together on a project to conduct a systematic investigation and validation of a - -_- - -.

ground-based piloted simulation of the Army/Sikorsky UH-60A helicopter. Throughout this S
investigation, flight testing has been an integral part of the validation effort. Hand-
ling qualities and task performance flight testing were performed by the U.S. Army
Aviation Engineering Flight Activity (USAAEFA) at Edwards Air Force Base. Systems Tech-
nology, Inc., in conjunction with Army and NASA personnel, has used this flight test data
base in order to evaluate the fidelity of the UH-60A simulation using the Vertical Motion
Simulator (VMS) which is located at the NASA Ames Research Center (ARC). Nap-of-the-
earth '(NOE) piloting tasks which have been investigated include the bob-up, the hover
turn, the dash/quickstop, the sidestep, the dolphin, and the slalom. Results from the S
simulation indicate that the pilot's NOE task performance in the simulator is noticeably
and quantifiably degraded when compared with the task performance results generated in
flight test.

This paper is a sequel to the paper entitled "Helicopter Simulation Validation Using -.. '.-
Flight Data," presented at the AGARD Flight Mechanics Panel Symposium, "Ground/Flight
Test Techniques and Correlation," Cesme, Turkey, October 1982, and published in AGARD
Conference Proceedings No. 339 (Ref. 1).

Nomenclature

A Input height

a Damping coefficient, rad/sec, in Yc Kc/S(S + a)

aZ Normal acceleration (positive up)

c Control

e Error

g Gravitational acceleration, 9.807 a/sec2

h Height deviation

i Input

Kc Controlled element gain

M Average absolute amplitude (for each Yc) of the control response assuming it to
be bang-bang with equal positive and negative amplitudes

m Motion

a Laplace operator, rad/sec

Tc Time to complete the control response (i.e., duration of the control response

correction for step inputs), sec

TF Time duration of final control pulse for Yc - Kc/S(S + a), sec

" TL Characteristic time for lead compensation, sec

To Control switching time or time duration of starting control pulse for
Yc - Kc/s(s + a), sec

Yc Controlled element transfer function

Y Pilot describing function
p

Zw Heave damping, rad/sec
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Z6c Collective control effectiveness, g/percent
c

6 COLL Collective control displacement

Damping ratio

Tf aTF

Tt aTs

Transition time delay interval in Fig. 6, sec

* Phase angle

*M Phase margin " " "

W Circular frequency, rad/sec

WC Crossover frequency, rad/sec

* I I Absolute magnitude

P L Phase angle
Introduction . 0

The results of the flight test and ground-based simulation experiments reported in
this paper support a unique rationale for the assessment of simulation fidelity: flight
simulation fidelity should be judged quantitatively by measuring pilot's control strategy
and technique as induced by the simulator. Measurements of a pilot's strategy and tech-
nique are obtained while the pilot is performing specific tasks which demand a given
standard of precision with the rotorcraft. The hypothesis is that if the simulator can
induce "correct" piloting technique then presumably the simulation fidelity is ade-
quate. Correct piloting technique for the purpose of this investigation is defined as
that measured in flight test with a UH-60A Black Hawk helicopter. Hence, this paper
offers a quantitative comparison between the piloting technique observed in a flight '. -.
simulator and that observed in flight test for the same tasks performed by the same pi-
lots.

To begin such a comparison, we adopted and refined a measurement scheme which would
be sensitive to pilots' perceptual pathways and piloting technique without interfering S
with the pilots' actions. The measurement scheme uses sampled data correlation with a
sliding "window" in the time domain and least squares estimation to provide tLme-varying
pilot describing functions.

In order to clarify our point of view, we shall first review three definitions.

1. Validation--the degree to which transferability is demonstrated between all as-
pects of simulation performance and corresponding aspects of flight performance.

2. Verification--The comparative assessment of the rotorcraft system as it is simu- .
lated by its most realistic available model(s). Verification is therefore a necessary
but not a sufficient aspect of validation.

3. Fidelity--The degree to which those perceivable states are present which are
essential to producing correct piloting technique for a given task and environment.
Fidelity therefore includes several nearly sufficient aspects of validation.

A researcher quantifies validation by providing an answer to the question, "How
closely does the simulation reproduce all of those features of flight which are essential S
to obtaining the desired (and correct) result?" Validation involves all aspects of the
rotorcraft simulation, the mathematical model, and the motion, visual, and aural environ-
ments. The accuracy of the answer to this question is critical if the researcher expects
to use the simulation results to quantify expected benefits prior to actual demonstration . -
in flight.

Verification is quantified through a comparison of the rotorcraft mathematical mod-
el(s) and the actual flight vehicle. Many researchers have mislabeled this task as the 5
validation task and assumed that the performance of the mathematical model is the only
cornerstone to a successful simulation.

Fidelity is quantified by measuring attributes of piloting technique in both simula-
tion and flight. Poor simulation fidelity may induce negative transfer of training by
reinforcing a piloting technique which is inappropriate or incorrect for flight. This
occurs through presentation of degraded vehicle, visual, or motion characteristics which
induce incorrect pilot psychomotor and cognitive behavior. As an example, the U.S. Air
Force has found it desirable to train pilots in air-to-air combat through the use of _
simulators without motion; this is because the required motion washouts during violent
air-to-air combat maneuvers have been shown to induce negative transfer of pilot training : : .-

to flight.
The results and discussion to be presented in the remainder of this paper will be '-

quantified so as to fulfill the strict requirements for emtablishing measures of simula-
tion validation, verification, and fidelity. The results, when presented in this format,
will be most conducive to drawing conclusions about simulation task fidelity as well as .
making recommendations for simulator design.
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Experimental Design

Black Hawk flight testing was first conducted at the U.S. Army Aviation Engineering
Flight Activity (USAAEFA) at Edwards Air Force Base, California, in 1982 in order to
evaluate a wide range of mission tasks which were of specific interest for simulation
validation purposes. Following a study and an analysis of these tasks, it was decided
that the number of tasks on the list should be reduced considerably. Six maneuvers were
subsequently chosen for evaluation in the simulation validation experiment. These 0
maneuvers included: the (1) bob-up, (2) hover turn, (3) dash/quickstop, (4) sidestep,

* (5) dolphin, and (6) slalom.
The bob-up maneuver was evaluated, because it is generally regarded as one of the

standard rotorcraft nap-of-the-earth (NOE) scout or antL-tank missile launching -.-maneuvers. - -'-' "

The hover turn task was chosen for evaluation because of its simplicity. Results
from the hover turn are still being analyzed; therefore, only pilot ratings will be pre-serited here.

The dash/quickstop, sidestep, dolphin, and slalom maneuvers were chosen for evalua-
tion, because they are all multiaxis NOE maneuvers which are critical to the successful
completion of the combat mission. Results from these multiaxis maneuvers are also still
being analyzed; therefore, only pilot ratings of these maneuvers will be presented in
this paper. The slalom maneuver was not flown in the simulator, because the pilots com-
mented adversely about the computer-generated image (CGI). The visual scene appeared to
be constructed in a discontinuous fashion as the pilots maneuvered from object to •
object. This phenomenon, coupled with the slow visual update rate, was significant
enough to make the maneuver unrealistic; therefore, this maneuver was flown and rated in
flight only.

The Black Hawk simulation effort was conducted using the Vertical Motion Simulator
(VMS) which is located at NASA Ames Research Center in California. The Singer-Link
visual system which is installed on the VMS Interchangeable Cab (ICAB) provides a four-
window CGI. For the Black Hawk validation study, the data base shown in Fig. 1 was S
used. Circled numbers on the figure denote the locations from which the various
maneuvers were evaluated.

TASK DESCRIPTION

Hover Turns--at pointfl(both 90- and 180-deg hover turnsi to the center line of the road).

Dash/Quickstop--at points(to 2or pointstto®.
Dolphin--from point 3to point .6•v i Sidestep--from pointUto pointUand then back to

0 - point@ (both right and left sidesteps were executed). --
Tank Bob-up--from a low hover at point~to an altitude where

the tank could just barely be seen (approximately
4 16.76 m) and then back down to a hover. .L,I'

NOE Course

C
Canyon width, 38.1 m

A A Canyon height, 15.24 m

487.68 m (no trees);18.29 to
length, • 30.48 m (with trees)

A487.68 O

d length

701.04 m -
length-- :"

Figure 1. Simulation Tasks 44

A

The "standard" simulator configuration included the most up-to-date UH-60A mathemati-
cal model available, the four-window CGI, and a motion drive algorithm that provided the

• p' '_.
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most realistic motion possible. The "standard" motion did not, however, correspond to
the motion in flight, as we shall subsequently show, because of the necessary low
frequency motion washouts in the simulator. Although it was planned to perform a 'full-
motion" bob-up in the simulator, time did not permit this test.

Pilot sqlection was conducted with several requirements in mind. First of all, each
pilot had to be familiar with U.S. Army NOE tactics and maneuvers. At least half of the
pilots needed to be fully qualified in the Black Hawk, and, most importantly, each pilot S
had to be available to fly during both the scheduled flight test and the simulation in-
tervals. With these requirements in mind, three USAAEFA pilots (all qualified in the
Black Hawk) and two Army pilots (former USAAEFA pilots) on loan to the NASA ARC were
chosen. As planned, each pilot subsequently flew both the simulation and the flight test
aircraft on numerous occasions for purposes of both pilot training and data acquisition.

Qualitative Pilot Rating Results

Qualitative pilot ratings, as well as pilot comments, were obtainel both in flight
and during the simulation in the form of Cooper-Harper handling qualities ratings
(Ref. 2). A summary of the mean pilot handling qualities ratings (HQRs) for each NOE
maneuver (or task) is presented in Fig. 2. These HQRs were obtained in November 1983 at
Edwards AFB in winds occasionally gusting up to 40.23 km/h for some of the pilots.

Figure 2 presents a comparison of
the mean HQRs and extreme HQR ranges
for the flight test and the simulation. I
All of the tasks were rated at
Level Two (3.5 <HQR < 6.5) in the 2
simulator, whereas all were rated at
Level One (HQR < 3.5) in flight. When 3
considering these results, one con-
cludes that "something was different" 4 4 ---I
in the simulator which caused a degra- Qualities S
dation of approximately 1.5 to 2 Ratings
HQRs. As can be seen, no overlap (HQR) 6 '-
exists in the rating values. It was of Across
interest to determine the significance Five 7
of these differences in means while Pilots
also accounting for the inherent dis- 8
criminal dispersions in the HQR scale
found by McDonnell (Ref. 3). Behrens' 9
test (Ref. 4) revealed that each dif-
ference in mean ratings in Fig. 2 was 10
significant at the 90 percent level of
confidence. HT DQ SU ss DO ~ i?-

A detailed review of the pilot
comments identified simulation charac- Maneuver/Task Type
teristics which resulted in the higher
HQR values being given by the five MANEUVER/TASK S
pilots. The following list presents a DATA LEGEND LEGEND
summary of the characteristics of the
simulation judged by the pilots to be Mean flight test HQRs T-hover turn
not representative of flight character- --- -- Mean simulation HQRs DQ-dash/quickstop
istics. BU-bob-up

SS-sidestep
* Larger thresholds of visual percep- DO-dolphin

tion of movement

* Inability to judge range and height Figure 2. Ranges for Pilot Handling
as accurately Qua ities Rating as a Function of Task

0 Insufficient scene content and for the Flight Test and the Baseline
texture in CGI Simulation

* Insufficient cockpit field of view

* Deceptive motion cues--only the initial cues feel correct

* Insufficient damping in all axes of simulated rotorcraft

* Vertical PIOs and roll PIOs (PIO - pilot-induced oscillation)

* Exaggerated collective control "pumping"

* Exaggerated cyclic control inputs

e Stabilator-induced dynamics absent
* Excessive pilot workload

Not surprisingly, in reviewing the pilot comments, we can attribute the "problems" to any
as well as all of the three major simulation components--the visual CGI system, the ver-

tical motion system, and the Black Hawk mathematical model.

The field of view-, scene content-, and texture-related problems associated with the
VMS CGI system (as well as for other CGI systems) have already been identified and dis-
cussed in several references (e.g., Refs. 5 through 7). Mention is also made therein of 5
pilots' inability to discern precisely closure rates, rates of change in altitude, and
range to objects in the visual scene. The pure transport delay inherent in the CGI is -, .
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also a function of the digital computation cycle time. For the Black Hawk simulation,
the overall transport delay was 120 milliseconds, which increased the disparity between
visual and motion cues. Little could be done to alleviate most of these CGI-related
problems, because they are caused by software or hardware limitations. Researchers will
simply have to wait for technology to provide (and NASA to procure) more advanced wide
angled and externally projected CGI systems which provide more detailed scene content and
texture. Fortunately, these types of systems are in development and will be available
for use in the future.

The motion-related problems can
be viewed from two perspectives:

* ' either the motion system is really Legend Airspeed =Hover
less capable of generating the de- UIH-60 Mathematical

" sired motions than it should be, or Model Response a
the mathematical model is responsibT- ----- VMS Cab Response G(s) = -- (g's/%)
for generating unsatisfactory corn- 0 0 0 AEFA UH-6OA Response COLL 5
mands to drive the motion generation
algorithms.

Lastly, the mathematical model log (W), rad/sec
may always be suspect when a lack of 0.1 0.2 0.5 1.0 2.0 5.0 10.0
simulation fidelity exists. The -20 -

pilot comments clearly identify con-
cern as to the quality of the -- 30
response damping and control sensi- -3 44 - -
tivity. Values for moments of - -40 e- - . -'-

inertia, damping coefficients, the
control gearing, and the modeling of
the automatic flight control system _'b 4 1 "
might also be considered suspect, but 0 --- ---- .- .
one must remember that pilot percep-
tion and piloting technique also 0
govern closed-loop responses, so the
mathematical model is not the only -100
suspect. Fortunately, for the mathe-
matical model, the verification
aspect of quantifying simulation
validation can be made in a straight-
forward manner.

Verification Figure 3. UH-60A Rotorcraft and . -

Simulator Frequency Responses for the
" Prior to the formal simulation Transfer Function aZ/ 6COLL at Hover
- experiment, we conducted a special

fixed-base off-line simulation for
the purpose of verifying parts of the mathematical model with the pilots involved. Black
Hawk pilots from USAAEFA helped in this phase of verification. Trimmed, hovering, and
level flight simulation results compared quite well with flight data taken by USAAEFA
pilots in Ref. 8. The pilots were also helpful in matching the "feel" of the VMS cab
controls with the feel of those controls in the Black Hawk (S/N 77-22716) with which they
were intimately familiar and which was to be used in the flight portion of the
experiment.

An example of the dynamic response correlation among the mathematical model, the VMS
cab, and the flight data is presented in Fig. 3 in the form of logarithmic frequency
responses for vertical acceleration with collective control excitation. Mathematical
model and flight responses in the low frequency decade (up to 1.0 rad/sec) are based on S
transient responses, and above 1.0 rad/sec, on frequency sweeps using the collective
controls. The VMS cab response is based entirely on frequency sweeps.

The bob-up was identified by the pilots as one of the maneuvers in the simulator
which was least like the corresponding flight maneuver. Of particular interest to us was
the comment that heave damping seemed to be significantly less in the simulator in com-
parison with flight. The same comment and HQRs resulted from the simulated bob-ups
reported in Ref. 13 with nearly the same motion washout. An analysis of the Black Hawk
mathematical model response characteristics and of flight test step response data
verified that heave damping (-Zw) was approximately equal to 0.3 rad/sec and that
collective control effectiveness (-Z6c) was very close to 0.02 g/percent for both the
mathematical model and the rotorcraft."

The pilots' unit gain crossover frequencies for height regulati i are between 0.5 and
1.5 rad/sec. The mathematical model and the flight responses are in good agreement over
this range. The second-order vertical motion washout at 0.3 rad/sec, however, provides a
significant amount of phase advance in the cab motion over the whole range of identified
crossover frequencies. At a frequency of 0.6 rad/sec, motion phase advance in comparison
to the mathematical model is approximately 80 deg. At 1.0 rad/sec, the motion phase
advance decreases to approximately 50 deg. Cab motion is in phase with the mathematical
model only at approximately 1.65 rad/sec, above which cab motion lags the mathematical
model. From this motion angle advance must be subtracted (algebraically) the additional
phase lag caused by the 120 millisecond transport delay between the mathematical model
and the visual scene, which is -7 deg at a frequency of 1.0 rad/sec and otherwise
proportional to frequency. Thus the disparity between the phasing of the visual cues and S
motion cues is increased even more and may have an impact on pilot cueing to such an
extent that it could be responsible for some of the reported pilot rating discrepancies.
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Quantification of Pilot Strategy and Control Technique in the
Bob-Up Maneuver

Convinced that the p rceived controlled element may have been different between the
simulator and flight, we nitiated an analysis of piloting technique.

Instructions given to the pilots for performing the rapid response phase of the bob-
ups and hover turns were intended to instill a sense of urgency approaching a step I S
function for the internal height command while the pilot was otherwise engaged in steady-
state regulation of his attitude, heading, height, and position in the presence of

atmospheric turbulence. It has been found (Ref. 9) that such combined transient and
steady-state situations can be represented adequately with a single input dual-path
structure such as that shown in the simplified diagram of Fig. 4. To represent a multi-
loop situation, the signals shown in this block diagram could be considered as vector
quantities. The quasi-linear steady-state path is the one used for regulating errors
caused by random inputs or disturbances. It operates when the error (e) has been reduced 0 S
within a tolerance acceptable to the pilot for the task of regulation. The feedforward
element operates on the large transient errors induced by the pilot's internal command or

desire to initiate the bob-up.

The roles of the
switching and the feedfor- For the bob-up maneuver, i = hi , e = he, c = 

6
CALL,

ward element are, in the
simplest terms, such as to m = h, and the quasi-linear steady-state model
partition the pilot's con- is Y h
trol strategy into three Ph

phases, each having a dif-
ferent system organiza-
tion. As an elementary Feedforword
example, onsider the typ- Element
ical system step response
shown in Fig 5. In terms
of the three phases, the
operation of the dual path
model can be expressed in eQuasi-Linear Controlled m
the following terms: Steady-State + Element

1. Transition from Model Yc
luasi-linear path to feed-
orward path, corresponding
to the time delay phase of S .
duration -t.

2. Patterned feedfor-
ward response, correspond-
ing to the rapid response Figure 4. Structure of the Dual-Path Model
phase of duration Tc .

3. Return to the quasi-linear
path, corresponding to the error 0 0
reduction phase of indefinite
duration. Forcing Function/ System Response
The time delay phase is observable A. "-

only when the transient forcing A
function is imposed on the pilot"
unexpectedly from an external -
source. It was therefore not ob-
servable in the tests reported /
here.

The Bob-Up Rapid Response Phase Time Delay Error Reduction Phase Tim
Phase Rapid Response Phase

The bob-up rapid response phase ((Tt)
begins at the point in time that .

the pilot mentally defines the
magnitude of the error in altitude
required to reach a desired bob-up
height and decides to raise the
collective control to begin the Figure 5. Typical System Step Response
bob-up. This is essentially an
open-loop command which is designed
by the pilot to obtain a rate-of-climb as soon as possible while keeping within safe
torque limitations and within the capability of the rotor speed governor. Initially, no
attention is given to the problem of stabilizing at the new altitude.

The most important aspect of the rapid response phase is the pulse-like "bang-bang"
nature of the control movements. In fact, the pilot's control displacement (c) is a -
remarkably good approximation to the controller properties of the single-input, single-
output, time-optimal control system with Ic(t)I e M. Here, the bound (M) may represent
either a physical limit on the control deflection or, more likely in the piloted case, an
implicit restraint imposed by the pilot for the given situation.

0 ,% ,
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The output of the feedforward element for a skilled pilot is peculiar to each con-
trolled element form. For the helicopter, the controlled element transfer function
representing height response to collective control displacement is given with good ap-
proximation for our purposes by Yc = Kc/S(S + a). Ideal time-optimal traces for
compirison with the actual piloted responses are shown in Figure 6. (Those for Y -
Kc/sL are from Ref. 9.) Suboptimal control techniques are evidenced by irreguar
trapezoidal pulses of long duration and unequal amplitude. Usually the starting pulse is
greater in amplitude than the final.

*- Our first interpretation of bob-up
data focuses on the distribution of the Y = K/s(s + a) Y f K/s 2

control pulse intervals. Note that the "c c
optimal intervals are unequal for con- A A _-.-:..-

trolled element K /s(s + a); therefore, we j A'
would expect the Eistribution of intervals i.i-
from an ensemble of bob-ups in flight to _

be bimodal, since Kc/S(S + a) represents 0 0
the predominant quasi-linear height re-
sponse dynamics to collective control, A A
where a - -Zw, the heave damping and
K - -Z6c, the collective control effec- e
tiveness. The results in Fig. 7 show that F\•
the distribution of control pulse inter-
vals is indeed bimodal in flight and
corresponds approximately to the theoreti- T - " ITc/2 

cal optimum with one exception. cLMF c Fl-1
Figure 8, however, shows that the dis-

tribution of control pulse intervals for I
the bob-ups in the vertical motion simula- _.' T"/2
tor is unimodal, which is mqre appropriate 

TF

for controlled element Kc/SP. In fact the
mode of the observed distribution is ap-
proximately equal to the optimum ratio 0.5 .
on the ordinate in Fig. 8. One / m
interpretation is that the pilots do not

eperceive heave damping in the cockpit of ! -Tc-" "-'
the vertical motion simulator, even though
the mathematical model of the controlled
element for height response to collective
has been identified as 0.6/s(s + 0.3) in .
both simulator and flight. This
interpretation is at least consistent with
numerous pilot complaints about a "severe
lack of damping about all axes." The mode Ts j..-.. .
of the distribution of control pulse .'-...T'.-'...-

* intervals is shifted slightly to the left T
of the line of perfect equality between
observation and theory, because the __j Tc _
theoretical optimum control pulse
intervals (Tc/2), calculated from the

-' observed values of A, Kc, and M, tend to
be slightly less than the corresponding i = input = A u(t) e - error
observed control pulse intervals (T. + TF) c = control m - motion

*for each bob-up in the simulator.

Bob-Up Error Reduction Phase in 0
Flight and Siuulator

Figure 6. Ideal Time-Optimal Response
The bob-up error reduction phase, as Characteristics (Tc = time to complete

shown in Fig. 5, begins as the pilot ap- control program)
* - proaches his desired bob-up altitude and

switching is made in the pilot model to
the quas -linear steady-state path in Fig. 4. The controlled element (Yc) for the error
reduction phase remains Kc/s(s + a), which requires only first-order lead-lag - 0
equalization by the pilot for closed-loop regulation of height in the presence of
disturbances. For a combat task (e.g., target designation), a pilot desires to minimize

. his exposure above his concealing terrain features; therefore, minimization of overshoots
in reaching the desired altitude is critical.

Among the nine out of thirteen bob-ups in flight which were considered aggressive,
nearly all had an initi.,l overshoot of 1.5 m or less, and two-thirds had an initial
overshoot of 0.9 m or less. After a stabilized height was obtained in flight, the height 0
did not vary by more than plus or minus 0.6 m.

The error reduction phase of the simulated bob-ups exhibited more aggressive
compensatory control techniques, lower damping ratios, and larger dynamic errors than in
flight. The initial overshoots averaged about 3 m. Six of the fourteen simulated bob-
ups had initial overshoots between 3.7 and 4.9 m. The simulated error reduction phase
exhibited closed-loop damping ratios approximately half those in flight as shown by the
regions of complex eigenvalues in Fig. 9. This fact appears to be the basis for the
pilots' comments about lack of heave damping, but we believe that the underlying reason - .

,. is revealed by identification of the piloting characteristics in Table 1.
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The consistent identification of lead compensation and crossover frequency provided
valuable information in an effort to quantify why pilot performance was significantly
worse in the simulator than it was in flight. Many researchers have questioned whether
the 120 msec delay in the CGI visual is the culprit for poorer pilot performance on the
simulator. Looking at the results of the heave axis bob-up task in this experiment, -
however, one would have to say "not by itself." The highest identified pilot crossover
frequency was approximately 1.3 rad/sec, and this translates into an additional visual -
phase lag of only -9 deg with respect to the mathematical model. Although this
additional visual phase lag increases the disparity between the motion cueing and the
visual cueing, this is not enough lost phase margin to be the primary cause for the de-

" graded pilot performance seen.

The mathematical model, as dis-
cussed in detail earlier, also does
not, by itself, seem to be a primary Comparison of observed and theoretical time-optimal
cause for degraded pilot intervals for controlled element
performance. Nevertheless, the fact K
that lead compensation is required by Y = c
the task may contribute to the c s(s + a)
degraded pilot opinion and degraded in flight
performance if that lead compensation
is being generated predominantly in A Pilot 1
the visual modality, because the o Pilot 3
pilot's effective transport delay o Pilot 4
increases from approximately 0.3 sec
to 0.5 sec when compared to a
technique involving complementary 1.0-
lead compensation via the motion and
visual modalities (Ref. 10). The
different ranges of effective time
delay in Table 1 are consistent with " "

overshoots the height of the canyon P 06

rim, there is insufficient scene
" content from which to generate lead 0.6.

compensation in the visual mo-
dality. (The rotor tip path plane,
which helps the pilot to prevent 0
overshoots, was not provided by the 0.4
CGI.) This fact may account for the - _

* larger overshoots in the simulator,
Thus the pilots' ratings, comments, +

characteristic lead compensation j.-.....
frequency, larger effective time
delay, and lower closed-loop damping
ratio in the simulator represent "_"_ _
consistent evidence for their failure 00 0.2 0.4 O.6 0.8 1.0
to employ motion feedback in the - 4 .
simulated bob-up in a way which f Theo- T
complements visual feedback. retical s

. If the generation of the neces- f +  f Optimum s
sary and sufficient first-order lead
compensation is based on motion cues,
effective integration of the acceler-
ation cues is customarily required in Figure 7. Control Pulse Intervals During S
flight, but, in the simulator, the the Rapid Response Interval in Bob-Up
dynamics of the second-order motion Maneuvers in Flight
washout algorithm must be taken into
account in our interpretation
(Refs. 11 and 12). Over the portion
of the crossover frequency range from 0.5 to 1.0 rad/sec, the phase advance generated in
the acceleration cues by the washout is 82 to 50 deg, respectively, with respect to the
mathematical model in Fig. 3, and 85 to 57 deg, respectively, with respect to the visual g
CGI. This magnitude of motion phase advance in the crossover range certainly has the

* potential to confuse the pilot. Thus the adopted control technique in the simulator may
Sperforce effectively ignore motion cues; such a conclusion is at least compatible with

*the evidence.
Further investigation of the influence of motion cueing yielded several other inter-

eating results. The bob-up evaluation for a small-motion case yielded an average HQR
equal to that of the standard-motion case. A very limited evaluation of a medium-motion
case by two of the five pilots yielded an average HQR of 3.75, which is lower (better) ' 5
than the value for the standard- and small-motion cases. A subsequent qualitative eval-
uation of this observation was made recently by STI on a Navy helicopter shipboard
landing experiment using the VMS (Ref. 6). Pilot comments during that simulation also . -
tended to indicate a preference for a medium-motion configuration over the standard- and
small-motion configurations. Collectively, these results suggest that a vertical axis
gain reduction in the motion system and a corresponding improvement to the observed phase
distortion may be more acceptable for rotorcraft simulations than the present VMS stan-
dard-motion configuration. A case can also be made for the evaluation of some form of a 0

. nonlinear motion washout algorithm based on the value of the height command being sup-
plied to the motion system by the mathematical model.
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It is also important to note that all of the bob-down maneuvers in flight, which were
usually slightly less aggressive than the bob-ups, demonstrated highly damped closed-loop
dynamics. The slightly reduced aggressiveness resulted in no detectible overshoots for
any of the bob-downs.

Bob-downs in the simulator were not analyzed for primarily one reason; that is, an
agreement by all five pilots that the lack of texture or scene content for height percep-
tion on the CGI made the task unrealistic. While the bob-up task could be performed
quite realistically from behind a canyon wall to acquire a tank target over a ridge, the
bob-down task was performed behind the ridge, resulting in all four windows of the cab
being filled with a monotone green color. The only significant detail in the visual
scene was created by the intersection of the different edges or planes of the canyon
floor, the canyon wall, and the top of the canyon wall with a monotone blue sky. Without
the aid of a radar altimeter, geometric altitude with respect to the terrain was almost
impossible to perceive during the bob-down; consequently, the pilot performance was not .

very good. It was therefore decided that nothing meaningful would be obtained through
analysis of the pilot describing function for the bob-downs. One valuable lesson learned
from this is that it is very important to provide in the CGI the scene content necessary
for performing each NOE flight task. In the present instance, however, the CGI, with a
delay of 120 milliseconds, was not even capable of providing the additional scene content
required for the bob-down.

Bob-Up loll PIO Observations

The observation was also made during
evaluation of the simulator bob-ups Comarison of observed and theoretical

that, for approximately half of the runs, ti-optiiintergals for controlled element

a pilot induced oscillation (PIO) ap- YK/I in the stsmalator

peared in the roll axis following
initiation of the bob-up. This PIO was a Pilot I
generally not damped out during the error 0 Pilot 3
reduction phase. In reviewing the flight 0 Pilot 4 S
data, no Pies in roll were found. An Tick marks identify
analysis of the pilot describing func-
tions in the simulator showed that first-
order lead compensation was again
generated by the pilots at or above their 1.
roll crossover frequencies, and the aver-
age crossover frequency for five runs was
approximately 1.4 rad/sec. At this 
crossover frequency, the roll motion-to- .. "
visual phase disparity is 60 deg, no a
phase margin exists in the visual modal-

* ity. and the pilot's gain has been set so
high that roll attitude regulation is .6
unstable. Again the catalyst may be the , /
disparity between motion cues and visual .L -,

cues caused by the second-order roll rate 4 S
washout (at 1.0 rad/sec) and the visual ,.
CGI delay. Therefore, when the roll axis /

is excited either by the bob-up maneuver
or by turbulence, the only way for the
pilot to arrest the P1O in the simulator
is to reduce his gain and let the PIO

* subside.
Stiary of lesults for Oo. 0. 0. C.

w o f - p0 0.2 0.4 06 0.P I.

In summary, the analysis of the bob- Theoretical Optimum (Tc/2) A

up maneuver yielded the results listed' "" below. Observed (Ts + T Ts +T•
below. TO+

1. All pilots rated the flight bob-
up 1.5 to 2 HQR points better than in the
simulator, and the precision of the man- Figure 8. Control Pulse Intervals
euver was significantly better in flight During the Rapid Response Interval in

than in the simulator. Bob-Up Maneuvers in the Simulator

Results From the apid EReponse Phase

2. In flight (with one exception), pilots' pulse-like control techniques were
appropriate for the actual damped acceleration controlled element transfer function,

-. Kc/s(S + a).

3 3. In the simulator, pilots pulse-like control techniques were m-re appropriate for
- the undamped acceleration controlled element transfer function, Kc/ s . even though the
'-" mathematical model represented Kc/ss + a).

4. The results confirm the pilots' comments about lack of heave damping in the
simulator.
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Figure 9. Complex Plane Showing Observed Closed-Loop Characteristics
of Bob-Ups During the Error Reduction Phase

TABLE 1. OBSERVED PILOTING CHARACTERISTICS IN BOB-UPS DURING THE ERROR REDUCTION PHASE

Characteristics In Flight In Simulator

Gain Crossover Frequency 0.7 to 1.1 rad/sec 0.5 to 1.3 rad/sec

First-Order Lead Equalization 0.3 to I rad/sec 0.2 to 0.4 rad/sec
Frequency

Effective Time Delay 0.2 to 0.3 sec 0.44 to 0.6 sec ....

" Closed Loop Damping Ratio 0.3 to 0.8 0.1 to 0.4

Roll PIOs None - 1.4 rad/sec in half
of the bob-ups

Overshoots c 1.5 m 3 to 6 m

I I I .'m%
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Results From the Error Reduction Phase

5. During the error reduction phase in flight, the pilots adopted unit gain cross-
over frequencies between 0.7 and 1.1 rad/sec; whereas, in the simulator, their adopted
crossover frequencies tended to be more variable among runs, between 0.5 and
1.3 rad/sec. Consequently, the ranges of closed-loop natural frequencies tended to be
more restricted in flight (0.9 to 1.8 rad/sec) than in the simulator (0.6 to
2.5 rad/sec).

6. During the error reduction phase, all pilots in the simulator developed first-
order low-frequency lead equalization in the vicinity of heave damping (- 0.3 rad/sec); -- '-
whereas, first-order lead equalization by the pilots identified in flight was between 0.3
and 1.0 rad/sec.

7. During the error reduction phase in the simulator, the pilots' effective time *- . -

delay ranged from 0.44 to 0.6 sec, roughly twice that during the error reduction phase in
flight. This implies predominant use of the visual modality in generating lead compensa-
tion in the simulator.

8. Consequently, average closed-loop damping ratios tended to be higher in flight
(0.3 to 0.8) than in the simulator (0.1 to 0.4) because of the greater effective time
delays in the simulator associated with both the pilots' low-frequency lead equalization
and the visual computer-generated imagery.

9. Roll PIOs appeared in half of the simulated bob-ups but never in flight.

10. Lack of visual height and sink rate cues in the simulated canyon made bob-downs
totally unacceptable in the simulator; whereas, in flight, the bob-down was just as pre-
cise as the bob-up.

11. Visual height and ascent rate cues were also degraded during bob-ups in the
simulator until the pilots overshot the height of the canyon rim by 3 to 6 m. The rotor
tip path plane, which helps the pilot to prevent overshoots, was not provided by the
visual simulator. There were few overshoots of the hangar height in flight--at most, by
only 1.5 m.

Conclusions Prom the Pilot Ratings of Five Rap-of-the-Earth Maneuvers
in Flight and in the Vertical notion Simulator

All of the tasks were rated at Level Two (3.5 r HQR < 6.5) in the simulator; whereas, ".. .-
all were rated at Level One (HQR < 3.5) in flight. The differences in mean pilot ratings
for each task between flight and simulation were significant at the 90 percent level of
confidence. Clearly the pilots perceived that something was different in the simula-
tion. The differences in pilot ratings, together with the pilots' supporting comments,
imply that the fidelity of the simulated tasks was degraded.

Conclusions and Recoendations From
Analyses of the Bob-Up Maneuvers

The comparative analyses, based on non-intrusive measurements of the piloting tech-
niques and performance in the bob-ups, support the implication from the pilot ratings and
comments that the fidelity of the simulated task was degraded. The comparative analyses,

- furthermore, help us to hypothesize what conditions might have caused the differences in
• pilot ratings and to suggest what remedies may improve the fidelity of the simulation.

"-"' The pilots' ratings, comments, characteristic lead compensation frequency, larger """-
- effective time delay, and lower closed-loop damping ratio in the simulator represent
-_ consistent evidence for their failure to employ motion feedback in the simulated bob-up

in a way which complements visual feedback. Disparate motion and visual cues caused by S
the vertical motion washout, coupled with the visual CGI delay, are the likely underlying

Scauses of the more lightly damped error reduction performance in the simulator and the
pilot comments on the lack of heave damping in the simulator. The adopted control tech- .1
nique in the simulator may by necessity effectively ignore motion cues; such a conclusion
is at least compatible with the evidence. The evidence therefore provides a compelling -'- -

motivation to continue the investigation of the "full-motion" bob-ups in the simulator in
order to test these causal hypotheses.

A cooperative effort has been made by Systems Technology, Inc., the National Aero-
nautics and Space Administration (NASA), and the U.S. Army Aviation Engineering Flight
Activity, all working under direction from the U.S. Army Aeromechanics Laboratory, to
obtain a better understanding of simulator hardware/software interactions and design
requirements. One goal of this effort was to offer a method of "calibrating" pilot rat-

*- ings and performance obtained in the Vertical Motion Simulator while pilots perform nap-
of-the-earth tasks. This research has made considerable progress toward quantifying the
terms of simulation validation, verification, and fidelity for a UH-60A Black Hawk rotor-
craft. Results to date indicate that significant differences exist in the way that -
pilots execute a simple but aggressive bob-up maneuver in the Vertical Motion Simulator
(VMS) when compared with actual flight. These qualitative and quantitative results indi-
cate that several follow-on experiments need to be conducted in order to enable resear-
chers to determine the best simulator configuration for simulation of rotorcraft in the
VMS at Ames Research Center, NASA. Recommendations for these experiments are as follows.

e Perform the full-motion bob-ups in the simulator as planned.

, .• • • o .'f.-r ...
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* Motion washout algorithms should be designed to reduce the phase distortion of both
the translational and rotational axes of the VMS, especially in the region of pilot
crossover frequency for the piloting tasks under investigation.

e A dynamic image of the rotor tip path plane should be included in the visual scene.

* Improved visual scene content and detail in the ground plane are needed to improve p
the precision performance capability of the simulator pilot in nap-of-the-earth
tasks.

* Phase lead compensation algorithms which minimize gain distortion are needed to re-
duce phase lags contributed by the visual CGI delay in the region of pilot's
crossover frequencies for the piloting tasks.

The computer-generated visual image delay contributes to the pilot-induced oscillation in
roll during bob-ups in the simulator. The visual delay, while important and always in •
need of reduction to further improve pilot performance, does not seem to be the sole
reason for the documented difference in vertical translation performance between flight
and simulated bob-ups. Likewise, the UH-60A mathematical model does not in itself seem
responsible for the disparity between bob-ups. To understand fully and document whether
or not the phase disparities between the motion and visual cues are the primary causes,
as is now suspected, will require completion of the analysis of the other maneuvers--the
hover turn, dash/quickstop, dolphin, and sidestep--as well as further analytical modeling * *
and experimentation, which are already planned. Results from the analyses-in-progress of
the hover turn not only support but also reinforce the conclusions from analyses of the
bob-up maneuver.
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SUMMARY

In a recent experimental program MBB Product Group Helicopters has investigated an artificial force feel
system for the control of the pitch and roll axes of a Bo 10S helicopter. This work was carried out in
cooperation with the DFVLR at Braunschweig using a special Bo 105 S3 equipped with a fly by wire control
system. The safety pilot uses a mechanical control system. Goals of the program were to investigate if the
use of such an artifical force feel system for the helicopter control would increase flight safety, allow .
a more precise control of a flight path, increase stability and reduce pilots workload.

Thus an experimental flight worthy system using two electro-hydraulik actuators for the pitch and roll
axis respectively was implemented in the "flying simulator" Do 105-S3.

A number of different force control laws were derived and flight tested. Although some contributions to
the total control force were rated very differently by the various test pilots (e.g. contributions from the
normal acceleration), as a general trend very favourable ratings were obtained. Two examples of these . .
favourable ratings for highly dynamic manoeuvres (slalom and delphin) are an improved stability of the trim
state and an improved flight path control in general.

Finally an outlook for the application of such a system in the flight control of future helicopters is "-: - " -
given.

1. INTRODUCTION .

Although numerous experiments concerning various control force feel systems (FFS) have been carried out
for fixed wing aircraft, in particular for fighter aircraft, only very limited information on FFS's is
available for helicopters (e.g.ref. 2. and 3.).

Thus a flight worthy experimental FFS was designed and installed in a Bo 105 operated by the german
research organisation DFVLR at Braunschweig.

At the onset of the program a number of questions were posed for which it was tried to find at least some " .
answers during the program.

Among the areas of interest were
- what kind of improvements can be obtained for the helicopter flight control using an FFS

- is the flight safety improved
does an FFS allow a more precise flight path control, in particular for highly dynamic manoeuvres
is the stability around the trim condition improved

- is the pilot's work load reduced
- how are the various terms contributing to the total control force rated by the test pilots.

As can be seen from the questions already, most of the answers must rely to a large extend on subjective

pilot ratings, unless very extensive and cumbersome evaluation methods are applied, e.g. to determine the

reduction in pilot work load. So most of the results presented later were derived from pilot evaluations
during the actual tests and in briefings after the tests.

2. DESCRIPTION OF THE EXPERIMENTAL SYSTE24

2.1 TEST HELICOPTER BO 105-S3

The helicopter used in the flight tests is a Bo 105 specially modified with a simplex "fly by wire" control
system allowing this helicopter to be used as a flying simulator. In this helicopter the simulation pilot is
located centrally in the front, whereas the safety pilot with a conventional mechanical control link is
operating from the left hand side shifted to the rear. Although this particular feature of the test helicopter
was not a prerequisite for the testing of the FPS, the installation and the tests instrumentation facilitated
the experimental installation of the FFS considerably. Fig. 2.1 gives the control arrangement schematic for
the pitch axis of the test helicopter. The same arrangement is used for all four control axes of this helicopter.
For the test purposes the standard electro-mechanical trim motors and spring assemblies were replaced by
electro-hydraulik actuators in the pitch and roll axes. This portion of the pitch axis is marked by a circle
in fig. 2.1. The electro-hydraulic actuators were chosen, because they allowed to vary the spring constants
and variations of control forces in a wide range by just changing the electronics. This arrangement also •

possessed a high margin of safety in case of an FFS electronics failure. For one the elctro hydraulik actuators
had a by-pass feature and in addition of course the safety pilot, who was participating during all flight tests,
could take over in cases of real trouble. No such instance occurd however during the flight tests. "jj'"-.:
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2.2 EXPERIMENTAL FPS

D" ~A schematic outline of the experimental FPS is shown in Fig. 2.2. Again the electro-hydraulik 
actuator. ...

• - ~is shown for the pitch axis only. The flight state sensors and the corresponding parameters which could be,.' .''
" ' "

used to form the control force las are shown to the right of the FFS computer. The initial design of the
, . system allowed the following parameter combinations for the two axes: i . '  ""i

" : ' ' ' '  :

.... Pitch axis ::: ii" '

'.-.- control input 
0

- control input rate -

- pitch rate x airspeed/or normal acceleration

Roll axis

- control input

- control input rate
- roll rate x airspeed

During the tests it was found that it was beneficial to use an additional term 
.

attitude x airspeed

for the pitch and roll axis respectively.

The various terms and their possible combinations are shown in Fig. 2.3. Again the pitch axis is shown

only, since the terms for the roll axis were quite similar, except that the normal acceleration was missing.

|' The hardware components of the experimental FPS are shown in Fig. 2.4. Besides the two electro-hydraulik

actuators with servo valves, the electronic unit (computer), the control 
unit and the modified stick with a

force sensor are shown. These electro-hydraulik actuator* were used to replace the trim motor and 
spring

ssemblies for the pitch and roll axis respectively as indicated in Fig. 2.1.
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2.3 FLIGHT MANOEUVRES AND INSTRUMENTATION

Most of the actual evalutations were done for two highly dynamic manoeuvres called "delphin" and "slalom".
These manoeuvres were chosen being representative of so called tactical NOE-flight. Since the simulation
"fly by wire" control system was only a simplex system, the manoeuvres were flown in an altitude above
200', which was considered the safety altitude. Host of these manoeuvre tests were flown in the speed range
of 80 - 100 kts. A schematic representation of the "delphin" and "slalom" manoeuvres are given in Fig. 2.5.
both manoeuvres require rapid and extensive control inputs and were thus well suited to investigate the S
influence of the various control force contributions.

A schematic of the potentiometers used for parameter variations and the parameters recorded on the test
equipment are shown in Fig. 2.6. Most of the data was recorded on an airborne magnetic tape as well as
transmitted directly to the ground station, where the important data could be observed directly on two
8 channel data recorders during the actual tests. Most flight tests were initially started with some basic
values of the control force parameters. Any chamges of this values were announced by the pilot to the ground
station and noted down in the flight log. Any comments of the pilots during the tests were also recorded
and later used for the evaluation of the parameters. Five different test pilots carried out a total number
of 16 flight tests. A summary of all test results is presented in the following chapter.
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3.rFLIG.T'EST RESULT

Airspee Veoct

3.L FLIGHT MANOEUVRES

The highly dynamic flight manoeuvres slalom and delphin flight, as investigated during the teatsdescribed, can be approximated by rather simple sin-functions.
This also holds true for the control motions.

KFor the delphin flight the functions are -::.:....
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Table 3.1 shows the average values and the standard deviation for flight dynamic- and control parameters
as evaluated from the flight test data for the slalom and delphin manoeuvre.
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DelghinFli tht mean values standard
larithmetic) deviation

Pitch attitude change * )14.50 2.2
Period T Isecl 7,2 2.1
Normal acceleration ngf (m/secOl 10.9
Pitch rate 4 /sec) 13,6 2.8
Longitudinal Control Input d I mm) 26.8 6.2 0
Maximum longitudinal Control AAe (mml 272
input

Selection of delphin-flights

Control input .i 1mm) 30.2 4.8
Control input rate 3. (mm/secl 32.7
Period T Iecl 5,11 0.4
Longitudinal Control forc:ae P'. IN) 15,8 3.6
Longitudinal Control force rate I' (N/sec) 17.1

Slalom-Flight

Roll attitude change &0 1*1 41,s 6
Period 1T (sc) 8.6 I'S
Roll rate 0 l/ec) 36.4 4.3
Lateral control input ( mm) 44,1 8.6 0
Maximum lateral control input 4SP (mm) 195
Control input rate 31 1mm/scc) 31,9
Lateral control force fey IN) 11.9 4,1
Lateral tonlrol force rate p1  IN/scc) 12,2

Table 3.1. Summiary of Flightdlynamic- and Control-Parameters
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The rather large control rates were not anticipated at the beginning of the flight tests and let to
a change of the servo values of the electro-hydraulik actuators allowing these values. The values shown
were calculated from data recordings, two examples of which are shown in Figs. 3.1 and 3.2. From the
different traces it can be clearly seen, that there are also longitudinal force contributions during slalom
flight and lateral force contributions during delphin flight due to the cross coupling of the control
responses.

40011 0:1171 Pil I 7- M , . < _

Sit

400 AV

Vs 0

I ri~

* 901 7T A2 - -

I -I--- .-- '

e -

:t ON

0 llE;

.. ~~...]

Fig. 3.2 Flight No. 16 Part a: Slalom manoeuvre
Part b: Delphin manoeuvre S

3.2 CONTROL FORCE COEFFICIENTS

Taking into account the subjective ratings of five different test pilots good agreement was obtained in
general about the terms and the magnitude of the corresponding coefficients contributing to the total control
force. A contradictory judgement was only obtained for the normal acceleration term, which was rated from
adequate to useless.

The following table 3.2 summarizes the various control force coefficients according to the subjectiv pilot

ratings. The table starts with the break out force values, which were actually not truly optimized, because the
values selected, are the lowest possible with the kinematic design of the Bo 105 controls during manoeuvre flight.

Comparing the spring force values with the values for the standard Bo 105 and BK 117 or in particular
with values taken from reference 2, which were of course obtained for a much bigger helicopter, shows, that

there are considerable differences. These differences become even more pronounced when looking at the
damping force portions. The Bo 105 pilots were unanimously rather sensitive to this contribution and have S
selected it to be rather small in rder to have no interference with swift control rates.

Also when comparing the flight dynamic term in line 5, q • V and the load factor terms nzf in line 6
with the value from ref. 2, which are corresponding contributions indicating the flight loaas on possible
critical components, a similar difference becomes apparent. The values for the 5-67 being considerably higher.
By evaluating these differences it should also be kept in mind, that the values for the S-67 were obtained
for normal cruise flight and not for highly dynamic manoeuvres.
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The results of the Bo 105 flight tests indicate, that the force coefficients are chosen by the pilots
such, that the maximum values of the different contributions to the total control force lie in the average
between 5 and 10 N. It should be kept in mind though, that these different contributions must not simply
be added to obtain the maximum control forces, since the maximum values of the different contributions do
not occur simultaneously.

BO 105-FFS BO 105 BK 117 S-67/FAS Ref.2
delphin&slalom flight Standard Standard Cruise

_____________________Pitch Roll Pitch Roll Pitch Roll Pitct. Roll

1 BREAKOUT FORCE (N) No 5  Ro 5* 5 5 5 5 8,9 4,9

2. SPRING FORCE (N/mm) N, 0.10.1S R, 0,1,0,2 0,23 0,27 0,24 0,28 0,88 0.09

3. DAMPING FORCE IN/mm/sec) N2 = 0,03 R2 = 0.03 0.53 0,35 0

4. e V RESP. 0 V IN/Om/sec) N3 = 0,008 R3  = 0,003

5. q V RESP. *.V (N/m/sec2) N3 = 0,6 R3  0,6

6. n., (N/m/sec2 ) N] = 0,6 9,1

*" smaller values are not possible for dynamic manoeuvers due to the kinematic design of the controls

Table 3.2 Control Force Coefficients as rated by pilots

4. BK 117 FORCE FEEL SYSTEM (FFS)

A simple version of a pitch axis force feel system has been applied on the new BK 117 helicopter as
a derivate from these investigations. Since hydraulik power controls are installed in cyclic and collective
main rotor control axes, artificial force feel is included in both cyclic axes in the form of a bidirectional .
preloaded spring box and an electric trim motor. After normal pilot's control inputs, the cyclic control
forces may be cancelled by operating a conventional "beep" trim switch situated on the cyclic grip. The pilot
retains pressure on the switch until the output of the trim motor is such to recentre the spring box and
remove the control force.

For flight under IFR, the conventional trim system is modified as shown in Fig. 4.1 to enhance piloting
qualities. In the switch position "FFS ON", the cyclic "beep" trim switch can start, in tL.e trim signal
generator, a digitally build integrator, the integration rate of which is controlled by the "Trim speed"
switch. The output side of the integrator commands the trim motor position which is measured by the "pick-off",
and the deviation signal operates the power amplifier which dirves the trim motor to the commanded position.
Thus the cyclic "beep" switch controls the Position of the trim motor in the conventional way.
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The trim motor is also influenced by the helicopter flight state. Dynamic pressure (qs) is measured
by a pitot static airspeed sensor. The electric signal is conditioned by a low-pass filter which eliminates
gusts and high frequency transients of 0.2 Hz and above. Furthermore sensed dynamic pressures equivalent to
about 20 kts and below are also removed in the electronic control unit. The signal is amplified by the gain
constant Kp, converted into a control signal for the trim motor and summed to the "beep" trim coimmand. The
handlinS characteristics of the FFS are such that, following a pilot's cyclic input to cause an airspeed
change (without retrimming) the trim motor position is modified. Thus the longitudinal cyclic control force
derived by the stick position stability is enhanced by the additional dynamic pressure signal which is a
function of airspeed. The selection of the gain factor Kp has been such to optimise the cyclic force handling
qualities and to fulfill the IFR requirements for static longitudinal control force stability. Following a
change of flight state involving an airspeed change, the control forces can be trimmed out in the conventional - - -

manner using the "beep" trim switch to establish a new trim command datum.

The normal configuration for IFR is with the FFS SWITCH in the ON position. The pilot may, however,
revert to conventional "beep" trim alone (if desired during VFR flight, or in the event of a malfunction) by
selecting "FFS OFF". In this state the trim signal generator goes into a follow up mode to ensure
synchronisation when turning "FFS ON".

The output of the "Power Amplifier" is monitored (Figure 4.2). An output voltage of more than ± 19 V for
longer than 0.2 sec is defined as a fault. This is equivalent to a stick mvement of approx. 5 mm. When a
fault occurs, the monitoring system switches from FFS to normal "beep" trim and the lamp FFS in the
annunciator panel is illuminated.

The external voltage supplies, which are 26 V AC, 400 Hz and 28 V DC and the internal voltages 
+ and

- 15 V DC, are also monitored to determine whether they are within the specified ranges. The FFS is switched

off, when one of the voltages is out of the specified bandwidth.
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Fig. 4.2 Monitoring of trim speed command
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5. CONCLUSION

From flight tests with an experimental two axes (pitch and roll) force feel system on a Jo 105 helicopter
the following conclusions can be drawn for highly dynamic manoeuvre flight:

o Control motion intensity during highly dynamic manoeuvres (slalom and delphin) is higher than initially
anticipated.

o During delphin manoeuvres normal accelerations in the range of 0 + 2 g occured
o Spring rate contributions should be smaller than on the standard Bo 105 (approx. half the value).

o Damping force contributions resulting from control rates should be suppressed as much as possible."- - -

o Introduction of additional flight dynamic terms like Ae • V, A * V and q • V or • V were rated
favourably by the test pilots.

o The latter terms increase the stability of the helicopter around the trim state.

o The rating for the normal acceleration term nzf was somewhat contradictary between different test pilots
ranging from useful to useless.

o The general trend of the pilot ratings confirm that the FFS

- allows a more precise flight path control
- increases stability
- reduces pilot's workload.

The experimental FFS used in the flight tests did not allow the combination of several of the flight dynamic
terms as they were determin-td useful during the tests. In future tests a modified FFS will also allow to
investigate as well such combinations as functions depending on the velocity for the 0 * V and * • V terms.
In addition simplified versions using the mostly available spring trim motor combinations similar to the
Bk 117 system should be investigated. 5

The well rated parameters combinations than also need to be verified for other more normal flight manoeuvres
like hover, cruise and approach.

6. NOMENCLATURE

N1 FFS-Parameter for the longitudinal control input .

R FFS-Parameter for the lateral control input

N2  FFS-Parameter for the longitudinal control input rate

R2 FFS-Parameter for the lateral control input rate
N3q FFS-Parameter for the Implementation of q Vx or nzf, on the longitudinal control

N 3 FFS-Parameter for the implementation of 0 • Vx on the longitudinal control -

R3 FFS-Parameter for the implementation of • V on the lateral control

R3. FFS-Paraeter for the implementation of " Vx on the lateral control

PP. longitudinal control force

P lateral control forcePy

PA breakout force

X  longitudinal control input

6y lateral control input
y
AP amplitude of longitudinal control force

AiP amplitude of lateral control force
Py

PP x Maximum longitudinal control force

APpm average amplitude of longitudinal control force APp x

APp m  average amplitude of lateral control force AP

Atx amplitude of longitudinal control input

" A6y amplitude of lateral control input

' ' nzf normal acceleration

* roll attitude S
e pitch attitude
Vx  airspeed (pilot-static)

p roll rate (with respect to helicopter-axes)

q pitch rate (with respect to helicopter axes)
HS helicopter S
FFS force feel system

NOE nap of the earth

ENS electro-hydraulic actuator
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HELICOPTER ACTIVE CONTROL WITH ROTOR BLADES

RELAXATION

by

Achille Danesi () and Arturo Danesi U)

SUMMARY

An active modal control for high performances combat helicopters in forward fli-
ght is presented in this study. A Gust Alleviation Control (G.A.C.) strategy based on
the spectral data computed from the flexible blade structural mode of vibration measure- -.-
ments, is employed to relax, by appropiate longitudinal cyclic pitch modulation, the flat-
wise bending moments induced by environmental disturbances. The restoring cyclic pitch
commands are derived processing the output data from an electro-optical laser sensor -
(L.S.U.) by means of a microprocessor performing the Spectral Power Density (S.P.D.) real
time computations; these data, obtained implementing a Fast Fourier Transform algorithm
and observed within a frequency window centered at the first bending mode frequency, are
employed as a measure of the actual vibrational level existing on the blade. To reduce
the helicopter rigid response sensitivity to the G.A.C. system actuations, its driving si-
gnals are applied to the Longitudinal Pitch Decoupling (L.P.D.) unit making the helicop-
ter attitude and vertical velocity component decoupled, the last one regulated by the col-
lective pitch channel through a radioaltimeter closure. The effectiveness of the G.A.C.
system is investigated by digital simulations. The obtained results yield promising indi-
cations regarding the G.A.C. system feasibility and its potential usefulness particurar- .-
ly in high speed low level combat operations, are pointed out.

LIST OF ABBREVIATIONS/ACRONYSMS _
A State matrix
B Control matrix
C Output matrix
C.Y.P.D. Collective pitch decoupled channel
C.Y.P.D. Cyclic pitch decoupled channel
d c  cyclic pitch command -

d collective pitch commandcc
D.F.T. Discrete Fourier Transform
E Blade bending modulus of elasticity
E C) Mean value
Fk  Generalized force for the k-th bending mode

F.F.T. Fast Fourier Transform 0
g Blade displacement
G.A.C. Gust Alleviation control
I Blade section second moment of area, flatwise bending
Ib  Blade mass moment of inertia respect to flapping hinge
I.D.F.T. Inverse Discrete Fourier Transform
I.F.F.T. Inverse Fast Fourier Transform

I.M.V.S. Inertial Measuring Velocity System
M Generalized mass for the k-th bending mode

N Number of discrete observations in F.F.T. computations
Nf Number of points in the Barlett window width

Ks  Forward gain or gain matrix

Kf Feedback gain vector or matrix

P Spectral Power Density
q Helicopter pitch rate

C) Professor, Aerospace Servosystems Engineering, School of Aerospace Engineering,
Rome University, Rome (Italy)

('') Master of Science in Electronics, Special Equipment Division, Industrie Elettro- " -
niche Associate-Selenia S.p.A., Pomezia (Italy). .



r Blade section distance from rotor hub
R Rotor radius . .', i,

Sc  Cyclic decoupled subsystem "..'

S Collective decoupled subsystem-"-.

S.P.D. Spectral Power Density -"
Ts  Blade rotational period

Tc  Sampling time .' 'L' '

Tx Synchro trasmitter " ''...
u Long. Vel. Comp. in body axes .-.-.-- '
V Helicopter airspeed -. [-.-.
V.G. Vertical Gyro•
R.G. Rate of gyro
w Vert. Vel. Comp. in body axes
w (t) Barlett window function
x r/R

I- INTRODUCTION

Focusing the particular aerodynamical, structural and control problems inherent .
to the two different configurations, the maneuvre and gust alleviation active control
strategy (Ref.1) applied to the fixed wing aircrafts, can be extended, in order to con-
trol the rotor blade flexibility, to the rotor wing vehicles. The current trend in the
helicopter gust alleviation technology is oriented to counteract the full development
of the gust induced airloads by pitching the helicopter or by rotating the rotor blades
into the gust. This strategy requiring, for the blade load relaxation, an appropiate cy-,
clic pitch control, is implemented in this study as an organized digital modal controlii:: i i..-. .
system where a spectral computing unit plays an important role in the gust alleviation
process.".- -. ' " '

The Individual Blade Control (I.B.C.) concepts, proposed by various authors and :-J'i :"

experimented by M.I.T. researchers (Ref. 2,3) is applied in formulating an advanced mo-
dal control strategy where an electro-optical laser (L.S.U.) sensor is employed to mea- :0
sure the blade linear displacements in respect to a reference plane. The cyclic pitch .. O...

actuations involved in the Gust Alleviation Control (G.A.C.) are governed by a propo- -"
tional and derivative feedback structure driven by a signal proportional to the actual '- ''
vibrational energy existing on the blade. Extending to the conventional flying vehicles "[-i i ""

the modal technique (Ref.5,6) proposed for the large flexible structure in space shape "i'''" ''
control, the active control actuations operated by the G.A.C. system are regulated em- '
ploying the Spectral Power Density (S.P.D.) data relative to the flexible blade mode of
vibration. A sinusoidal forcing function, the magnitude of which is made proportional to . . .
the S.P.D. computed in a specified frequency window opened in the range of the dominant ".. -  "
structural modes, is applied to the cyclic control channel; this driving signal will ma-.
ke the blades rotating in pitch with a generation of additional airloads relaxing the .:. :'-i'
gust induced airloads supported by the blade. The associated rotor precessional effects "."
arising from the rotating blade cyclic pitch actuation, will produce a rotor tip path"' ""

plane tilt into the gust. The last effect, involving the helicopter attitude changes,will
provide a direct gust effect compensation which is particularly effective in hingless ro-
tors which are known to transfer large moments to the rotor hub.. .._ . .

To cope with the rigid operative constraints predicted for the class of helicop- ' - .'"
ters treated in this study, the attitude variations due to the G.A.C. system actuations -'-'-'-:
must not affect the helicopter flight path. For this reason the G.A.C. system driving si- ~ " ""-

gnals are applied to the Longitudinal Pitch Decoupling (L.P.D.) unit described in Ref.4;•
this device is a multi-feedback control system processing all the observable helicopter
state variables is such a way that, if a command signal is applied to its "cyclic pitch.- -'-.
channel" input, only the helicopter attitude is varied not affecting the helicopter ver- ,.....
tical velocity; instead, the last state variable can be reached, without affecting the '[[ [[["2
helicopter attitude, by a command signal applied to the "collective pitch channel". Ser- '"".""
ving the L.P.D. collective channel with a reference datum derived by an Inertial Plat- . :--.-.
form or a Radioaltimeter, the G.A.C. system will be made capable, within the validity li-
mit of the linear state variables decoupling theory, to regulate the helicopter attitude, -"-
as required to develop the gust alleviation strategy, without affecting the helicopter " '"
flight path. "-."7-'.

In this preliminary G.A.C. system feassibility investigation tending essentially ::::::::::""""

to obtain, with a reasonable engineering accuracy, the basic informations on the proposed'-"'-"'"
control system structure and, in first approximation, the fundamental characteristics of
the G.A.C. dynamical behaviour, the mathematical models for the flexible blade bending -- -
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degree of freedom and for the rigid, helicopter longitudinal dynamics are assumed linear.
Additional blade degree of freedom, such as the in-plane bending and twisting, which are
significant particularly for the hingeless rotors, will be treated, as extensions in the
area of the G.A.C. system investigations, in next future work. The present analysis,which

is referred to a specified value of the blade hinge offset, can be extended to a diffe-
rent value of this parameter to simulate a particular blade "degree of rigidity" as re-
quired in the design. S

In the Section I, the helicopter rotor configuration and the blade geometrical and
inertial characteristics assumed as an introductive explanatory model for this presenta-
tion, are indicated. The results of the modal analysis for the blade lumped mass model
are presented in Section 2. The linear mathematical model for the blade structural model "'.•.'-
describing its first flatwise bending mode is discussed in Section 3 and in the next sec-
tion this model is employed to derive the feedback control structure providing the neces-
sary damping into the vibratory blade dynamics. The spectral modal control concepts and
their implications in computing the S.P.D. of the blade displacement and velocity time
functions observed by the the electro-optical laser sensor are treated in Section 5; he-
re the S.P.D. computing aspects involving a real time, high speed dedicated F.F.T. mi-
croprocessor and some software observations regarding the routine employed to generate a
frequency window through which the S.P.D. is evaluated, are discussed. In Section 6 fol-
lows the description of the general configuration of the G.A.C. system including the 5
L.P.D. unit. The results of the digital simulations considering the dynamical behaviour
of the bare and G.A.C. controlled blade subjected to a gust excitation and the correspon-
dent dynamical effects on the rigid helicopter are presented and discussed in the last
concluding section.

2 - ROTOR AND BLADE CHARACTERISTICS

The geometrical, inertial and aerodynamical characteristics of the untwisted, unta- .
pered blade with uniform mass and stiffness radial distribution, the rotor configuration
and its reference operating condition assumed in this study are indicated in Table I.

3 - BLADE MODAL ANALYSIS RESULTS

The modal behaviour of a non rotating uniform single blade represents a fundamen-
tal step in the study of the flexibility effects on the helicopter dynamics. Since the . -.
investigation is essentially devoted to solve the vehicle control problem under environ-
mental disturbances, only the fundamental degree of freedom influencing the helicopter
stability and controllability, i.e. the flatwise bending mode, is considered in this stu-
dy. To make the analysis essential in terms of engineering accuracy requested to analyze
the effects of the flexible blade motions on the helicopter dynamics, a lumped mass struc-
tural model, where the blade structure number of rigid masses connected by weigthless con-
nectors having the same elastic property of the actual physical structure, has been con-
sidered for the blade modal analysis. In terms of normal flatwise bending modes, the so-
lution of the eigenmode problem given by a series expression:

00

= Z k (r) (t) (I)
x=1

where 11k (r) is the mode shape for the k-th mode referred to the blade section at the di-
stance r from the hub hinge and gk (t) is the blade displacement time function relati-
ve to the k-th bending mode. The results of the eigenvalue and eigenmodes problems rela-
tive to the non rotating blade modelled as a 5-masses lumped model with zero structural
damping are given in Table 2 in which the modal shape relative to the first flatwise ben-
ding mode normalized in respect to the blade tip section displacement is described.

The linear representation of the k-th bending mode for the non rotating undamped -
blade is given by the second order differential equation:

M gk (t) + gk(t) = F Ct) (2)

where M and K are respectively the mass and stifness matrices and F is the vector of the
generalized forces associated with the k-th bending mode. The modes relative to the non
rotating blade are assumed as a reasonable approximations for the rotating blade modes.
In the next section the generalized aerodynamic forcing function causing the blade ben-
ding in a centrifugal force field is determined and the blade bending equation relative
to the first flatwise bending mode is given.

° .
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TABLE I - Blade and rotor characteristics and Kinematics

Datum Symbol Dim. Value

Airfoil - NACA 00112

Chord c m. 0.558

Lift Slope c I/rad 5.73

Blade weight per 
a

unit length w N/m 100. 4374

Equivalent hinge
offset eh m. 0.142

Flapwise bending 2
stiffness E I N.m2  0.860268 105

Flapwise mass 0
Moment Ib N.m. 10.9916

Blade Radius R m. 7.1092

Blade Number N 3
p

Lock Number - 5.79

Rlotational speed N R.P.M. 360
R

Rotational
frequency rad/sec 37.68

-- .-- ----

TABLE 2 - RESULTS OF THE MODAL ANALYSIS FOR THE NON ROTATING

5 - LUMPED MASSES UNDAMPED BLADE MODEL

Natural frequencies Modal Shape (Wi = 31.5) --

Mode (k) Freg. (rad/sec) x=r/R 1(k) -
-

- - - - - - - -. . . . . . . .

1 31.5 0 0
2 212.2 0.2 0.059886

3 382.2 0.4 0.219028

4 601.6 0.6 0.44659 0

5 924.1 0.8 0.71643

3 - ELASTIC BLADE DYNAMICAL MODEL

The mathematical model for the rotating elastic blade associated with
its flatwise bending mode is formulated on the basis of the theory given in
Ref. 2. The differential equation for the blade bending out of the rotational
plane in terms of blade normal mode is expressed by:

MI (t) + D (t) + CI g(t) = F (3)

where g(t) is the generalized blade displacement defined in (I) and specifi-
cally referred to the first bending mode, M I is the generalized mass defined:

f 1°o 2.f.. o

= M ( (x) /R R dx (4)

Ib 0
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D is the generalized viscous damping due to the additional airloads induced by the bla-
diangle of attack changes in a quasi-static aerodynamic field involved in oscillating
airfoil in incompressible flow:

= (I Cx) /R) x dx (5)
2 (x R. 

.

0S
C is the generalized spring constant defined:

CI =  HM (0 2(6)

F is the generalized force due to the airloads acting on the blade due to the blade

Pitch angle (0) changes: -'-

II
FI = (X) /R x2 dx (7)

The blade flatwise bending equation (3) expressed in phase variable form becomes:

_k (t) = Ab x (t) + B b (t) (8) ' •

where the state vector x (t) is defined:

x (t) = g(t), ( t) (9)

The equation (8) will be used, as a first approximation for the system control analysis
purposes, for modelling the elastic blade.
The characteristic equation for the system (8) referred to the case at hand will lo p
be:

2
D(s) = s I - A - s + 0.260535 s + 964.10.25 =

(s + (s+)I A2)AI,2 = -0.1302675 + j 31.049

yielding a pair of complex conjugate roots indicating a very small relative dampling
" (d 0.004272) and a natural frequency which is almost coincident to the first bending
mode natural frequency.

4 - BLADE AUGMENTATION CONTROL SYSTEM

To provide an adequate damping to the blade first bending mode, the longitudinal
cyclic pitch control is designed as a feedback structure implementing a proportional
plus derivative control law based on the blade displacement and velocity measurements
performed by an electro-optical sensor. The blade pitch actuations are governed by a
servomotor with a dominant time constant of 0.004 sec. Augmenting the state vector x,
describing the flexible blade dynamics (8), with the servo displecement state variable
C( ) defining the first order equivalent servo dynamic, the augmented state equation
for the servo blade system will be expressed by:

( (t)= Ab x (t) + Bb i (t) (10)

(t)- g (t), (t, W)
where i (t) is the servomotor forcing function. The system (10) is enclosed in a feed-
back branches involving all the elements of the state variable x (t) through feedback "
gains regulated to obtain a substantial damping increase in the blade primary varia-
ble g.(t). The control law employed for this purpose is expressed by:

i(t) = K( if (t) + K x (t) (12)

Regulating the feedback vector gain (Kf) and the forward gain (K ) as follows:
f 8

K 17.3935

Kf =Kf ~ , ~) (o.3s4~0.01592 1.22 10)

a. .:
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the blade damping will be increased to the value of 0.5 and the ratio of the blade rota-
tional frequency and the first bending natural frequency is increased to the value of
1.10 yielding a favourable effects on matching the rotor helicopter flight dynamics. Ag-
gregating the servo blade state equation (10) to the control law (12), the damped bla-
de - servo system can be expressed by a closed loop state equation:

_(t)- Ac x (t) + Bc  iref (t) (13)

5 - THE GUST ALLEVIATION CONTROL CONCEPTS - "

The blade feedback control described in the preceding section is considered as
a part of a more complex longitudinal digital flight control system performing, as pri-
mary function, the helicopter stability augmentation improving its rigid dynamical beha- 
viour and providing, when requested, the gust alleviation and associated longitudinal de- .
coupling processes. _.

The G.A.C. system is conceived as a unit generating on the blade a quasi-statio-
nary aerodynamic additional loads opposing to the gust induced airloads in order to coun-
teract their full development; this load relaxation effect is obtained by changing the
blade longitudinal cyclic pitch by a sinusoidal law:

( sin (0)f t) (14)

where the peack value c and the frequency 0) are propely chosen to satisfy the gust al-
leviation requirements. Considering (14) as the control variable for the state equation
(8), it can be shown that the blade forced response will be sinusoidal with the same fre- .- -
quencywf f and intensity peack which is inversely proportional to a factor (I - r2) where
r is the ratio of the frequency (uf and the first bending mode natural frequency (o )  ).
Making r greater than one, the forced response will result opposite in phase to the ho-
mogeneous solution admitted by the differential equation (8). As consequence of an appro-
piate choice of the frequencywof which must be adjusted as well to yield a satisfactory -.
matching with the helicopter dynamics disturbed by the blade flexibility effects, the the
blade maximum displacement, as offered by the complete solution of Eq. 8, will be reduced.
To generate additional airloads yielding an adequate counteracting effects against the
gust induced airload, the maximum cyclic pitch angle has to be somehow related to the ac- S0
tual vibrational energy existing on the blade selected in the range of dominant natural
frequencies. Furthermore the feedback augmentation effects introduced in the cyclic pitch
driving signal in order to obtain the desidered artificial damping effects, must be acti-
ve in the G.A.C. system process. These requirements can be simultaneusly summed up by
computing, in a specified frequency slot, the spectral power density of the time function
observed at the blade feedback controller and generating, by means of a function genera-
tor, a sinusoidal signal with frequency co and magnitude proportional to the averaged
value of computed S.P.D.; applying this signal to the input summer of the blade augmenta- *-

tion system, the blade will be actuated as required to implement the proposed modal stra- . - -.
tegy opposing the gust induced oscillation. In mathematical terms, referring to the Eq. :-

(12) and defining:
Fb (w,) - D.F.T. ( K x t)

= Mb ( 1 ) + J lb (a) 1 (15)

the discrete Fourier transform of the feedback controller output and evaluated through a
triangular (Barlett) frequency window centered at the first natural bending mode fre-
quency (0o), its Spectral Power Density will be expressed by:

Pb ( 0 I )  
Z4 ( I) (16)

The maximum cyclic pitch displacement appearing in the sinusoidal law (14) will be de-
fined as the mean value of the S.P.D. defined in (16)

E Pb (wi) (17)

Each G.A.C. system actuation will last the time interval correspondent to a blade rota-
tional period, i.e.:

T - 2 (18)

which is assumed also as reference time for in and out orerations involved in the S.P.D.
computations.

An other alleviation strategy aspect is related to the rotor precessional effects S
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induced by the cyclic pitch time variations while the blade is progressing in azimuth,
which will force the rotor tip-path plane to be tilted in the longitudinal place. With
a delay depending on the ratio of the aerodynamic and inertial forces acting on the bla-
de, the helicopter attitude will vary by an amount depending upon the moments trasmit-
ted by the blade to the hub. The vertical velocity component arising from the helicopter
attitude change tends to oppose to the gust induced vertical component yielding a gust .compensation effect which is particularly effective for the hingeless rotor.

Since both helicopter attitude and rotor longitudinal tilt angle are depending on-.- .. "
the cyclic pitch changes which are proportional to the computer S.P.D. (17), the above
mentioned gust compensation effect, will be proportional, although in some indirect way, "--." "- -
to the actual vibration level existing on the blade.

If the actuating cyclic pitch actuations were in magnitude, period and phase ideal-
ly adapted to match exactly the wind gusting characteristics the helicopter should pass
through the disturbance with no vertical speed perturbations. Since this condition is on-
ly theoretical, the problem to be faced is to implement a G.A.C. system not perturbing
the helicopter flight path when it is operated.

For that purpose the G.A.C. system command signals are applied to the cyclic chan-
nel input of the Longitudinal Pitch Decoupling (L.P.D.) unit described in Ref. 5 the func-
tion of which is to decouple the helicopter state and control variables in two sets of S
properly chosen decoupled subsystems:

S ( d c , ) Scc = (d cc, w) (19)

defined respectively the Cyclic Pitch Decoupled (C.Y.P.D.) and the Collective Pitch De-
coupled (C.P.D.) channel; the first will make the helicopter attitude ( ) recheable on- - . .-.
ly by by the cyclic pitch command (d c) non affecting the helicopter vertical speed compo-
nent and the other controlling, by means of the collective pitch command ( d ) the ver-
tical velocity component ( w) independently by the longitudinal attitude. Ascc described
in Ref. 5, the L.P.D. unit is a multifeedack structure, implemented by a feedback and
prefilter controllers, involving all the measurable helicopter state variables in a de-
coupling and regulating processes, the last one based on a specified desidered renspon-
se model. "

Applying the C.A.C- command signal to the (C.Y.P.D.) channel and driving the
(C.P.D.) channel with a reference signal derived by a radialtimeter (R.A.) or an inertial
platform (I.M.V.S.) and assigning an appropiate degree of authorithy and phasing to the
cyclic and collective driving signals, the G.A.C. actuactions can be developed under the
supervising control of the (C.P.D.) channel making the vertical velocity changes in re-
spect to some reference value compatible with the tollerance predicted for the mission
tollerance. 0-

6 - THE G.A.C. SPETRAL PROCESS

The mechanization of the spectral process yielding the spectral power density in-
formations requested in the proposed gust alleviation strategy is essential developed in
two computational stages. In the first the discrete Fourier transform of the time func-
tion: Tf(t) = KT 

x t) 
(19)

as defined in (15) is computed solving the analytical expression:

N-I k (20)
Fb (C ) = _f (n) e N

n=o k= O,I,..N-I

where f (n) is the time function (19) observed in time slot correspondent to the rota-
tional blade period Ts and sampled at time intervals:

T = - (21)
c N -

defining the D.F.T. computational sampling period. Since f(n) is a real, bandlimited ti-
me function, the D.F.T. spectrum (20) will a periodic symmetric conjugate frequency func-
tion defined in the frequency range:

F (22)
Tc ------. ' . "

T
c

The problems arising in the spectral Power density of the function f(t) as defined in (16)
are the definition, in the D.F.T. computation, of an approppiate frequency resolution al-
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lowing an accurate identification of the individual spectrum component within the main
lobe centered at the first blade bending mode and the evaluation of a bounded value of
the S.P.D. in the range of the observed frequencies presenting narrow peacks blurred in
the noise or lying on bias component. The convolution technique has been applied to fa-
ce the above mentioned problems, the first of which is involved in the spectral distor-
sions due to truncation effects introduced in D.F.T. computation of a finite number of
time function observations. 0

Operating initially in the time domain, the product of the Discrete Inverse Fou-
rier Transform (I.D.F.T.) of the computed spectrum F (o)) by the triangular window (Bar-
lett) discrete time function: b

w (n) = k I- k
N

n = 1,2,3,... N-I

is obtained and in the next computational step, the D.F.T. of this product is performed
yielding a convolution in the frequency domain corresponding to the smoothed version of
an infinite data sequence to an approximation which depends essentially on the window
opening (N ) at both side of the observed spectral frequency. Centering the window func-
tion w(n) Yn the range of the dominant frequencies of interest and choosing an appropia-
te window width, the desidered mean value of the spectral power density as defined (17), S
is obtained applying the algorithm:

I +Ao

E [Ph T P b (24)

w j = I-oj

where 1 (0 is the frequency increment taken as the terminal edges of the observed fre-
quency, the first bending mode natural frequency. The result of this computational step
is the bounded S.P.D. value assumed in the G.A.C. system process as a measure of the ac-
tual energy level involved in the blade modal behaviour.

The D.F.T. of the function f(n) is computed in the present study by a F.F.T. dedi-
cate microprocessor solving a 2-radix decimation in time - in place algorithm; this algo-
rithm is solved by a repetitive use of a computational block (Butterfly) working on se- .. .
quences of f(n) sampled applied at the butterfly input as even and odd data vectors.The
computational result for the k-th spectral line, is a complex quantity:

F(k) = F (k) + W F2 (k) (25)

where F (k) and F2()are the constituent spectral functions expressed by:
1F 2(

N/2-I nk

F (k) = f(2nT) W

n=o

FNk =1/2-I - n" "

2 = 2- f (2nT + I) W nkF2

n=o n=O,I,.. N/2-I

The phase factors W and W are complex vectors the numerical element of which are stored
in the computer memories and repetitively employed in the F.F.T. sequential processes.
In Table 4 a summary of the basic specifications regarding the F.F.T. process as it has
experimented for the case treated are given. 0

7 THE G.A.C. SYSTEM STRUCTURE

The constituent parts of the proposed G.A.C. system are the electro-optical Laser
Sensor Unit (L.S.U.), the Spectral Processor (S.P.), the Longitudinal Pitch Decoupling
(L.P.D.) unit and the Blade Feedback Controller (B.F.C.). The general topology of the
G.A.C. system is given in Fig. I. The constituent units are briefly described in the
following.

• . . , . . ,
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TABLE 4 - F.F.T. PROCESS DATA SPECIFICATIONS

Data Dim. Value

Measured Data

max . error N.D. 0.3%

Data Word Length N.D. 8

Dominant Natural
Frequency Hz. 5.016

Blade Revolution
Period sec. 0.166

Observation Time
Slot sec. 0.166

Sampling Time sec. 0.010376

Number of F.F.T.
Points N.D. 16

F.F.T. Frequency
Band Hz 96.376

F.F.T. Frequency 6

Resolution Hz 6.0235 ,

Clock Period 10- 6 sec I

Number of Butterflies
Block N.D. 32

Number of Basic operations -

per butterfly N.D. 3 •

Time for basic 3
operations 10 sec 0.250 " " -

Time for F.F.T. Batch 10 sec 50

Number of F.F.T. Batches
for G.A.C. operation sec 3

Number of fundamental
operation per G.A.C.
computational cycle N.D. 32

Barlett window width Hz.

Total time per G.A.C.

operation sec 0.158

The L.S.U. Package

To measure the blade displacement in respect to a reference datum and its velo-
city described respectively by the state variables g(t)and 4 (t) in the state equation
(8), an electro-optical Laser sensor, which is a particualar application of the laser
position encoder employed for shape measurements in the large structure in space (Ref.
6,7), is proposed for the G.A.C. system implementation. This device uses a coaxial
trasmitter-receiver pulsed diode laser with a swepting capability in a specified angu-
lar range. By means of a photo-sensitive detector, the angle of the laser beam strea-
king a reflector point fixed on the blade and the distance of the reflector from the
laser collimator lens, are measured. The basic principle in this measurement process
is that the emitted returned returned radiations from the reflector detected by the la-
ser head are imaged, with time delay introduced by a fiber optic unit, on a phosensiti-
ve array and the coordinates of the imaged spot are observed and measured. The signal
at the photosensitive L.S.U. output is processed by a microprocessor where the geome-
tric relation between the two measured quantities is solved for the discrete displace-
ment function g(n) of the observed reflector point in respect to a reference datum. If
a number of reflectors located at different points along the blade are included in the 5
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design and utilizing the L.S.U. scanning capability, particular g(n) functions and the
twist angle relative to the different bladesections may also be computed. The L.S.U. mi-
croprocessor is employed as well to evaluate the incremental changes in the discrete com-
puted function g(n), yielding, with an approximation compatible with the G.A.C. process
resolution, the discrete function 4 (t).

Applying the single blade control concept, the laser head, which is solidal to
the helicopter fixed frame, will be directed to observe a reflector point located in a

* position along the blade, 0.7 R in the present application, which depends from the rotor
. configuration.

The basic augmented helicopter flight control system

The basic longitudinal flight control system for the helicopter taken into consi-
deration in Ref. 5 consists of a multi-feedback structure involving all the helicopter
state variables which are regulated, in order to obtain the desidered dynamical behaviour,
by means of a set of feedback gains. The governing equations for the longitudinal autopi-
lot - vehicle system will be:

x(t) = AH x(t) + B u (t) (28)

u (t) = K h E(t) + Kfhx (t)) (29) 0

where the state and control vectors are defined:

x (t) = (ut), w(t), q (t), #(t)) (30)

uct = (d(t), dcc Ct) (31)

The forward and feedback matrices Kh and K are computed assuming as the primary varia- 0
bles to be controlled by the cyclic and coIective channels, respectively the helicopter
attitude () and the vertical velocity component ( w ) as indicated by the output equa-
tions:

y c (t) = Cc x (t) =0(t) (32)

Ycc(t) = Ccc x (t)= w (t) (33)

- The feedback and forward gains for the two autopilot channels are given in Table 4.

TABLE 4 - AUTOPILOT FEEDBACK GAINS FOR THE AUGMENTED AUTOPILOT

V = 56.5 m/sec, S.L.

Gain Sensor ....-C-clic Channel Collective Channel

K I.M.V.S. - 0.35133 - 0.030158
u

K " - 1.32133 - 2.38311w
K R.G. - 11,5025 - 20.6326q
K 0  V.G. 0.227311 0.40774

The helicopter dynamical behaviour improvements obtained by the autopilot feedback clo-
* sure are clearly indicated by the closed loop roots location in the complex plane resul- -

ting from the characteristic equation:

D (s)= s + (s + s + s +

TABLE 5 - HELICOPTER DYNAMICS (V = 56.5 m/sec, S.L.

----------------- - Bare Helicopter Au ented Hilico -t-er. . ..

Short period - 0.958 + j 0.2548 - 1.0737 + j 1.858

Phugoid O.OC44 + j 0.415 - 0.0116 + j 0.104

2
- - -------------------------------- ---------------------------------------- - - - - - ----
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The L/P.D. unit

The state and control variables involved in the augmented helicopter are transfor-
med in two sets of decoupled subsystems (19) which are forced to respond in similarity to
a specified response model by means of a regulating process which, together with the de-
coupling process, is implemented by the control law:

u(t) = K' x (t) + G' v(t) (34) 0
where K' and G' are respectively the feedback and forward matrices (Fig. 4) computed ap- .. <.-.. -

plying the generalized computer program described in Ref. 9 and requiring among the other " " -''
basic input data, the information relative to the desidered dynamics established for
each of the two decoupled subsystems (19). Since the decoupling process is expected to be .-..
employed to support the gust alleviation process and being essential in such event that - --

the helicopter, controlled through the L.P.D. unit has the same dynamics predicted for the
augmented halicopter, an unique response model must be adopted for the two cases; in this
way the same helicopter behaviour will be experienced during the G.A.C. system operations
in which the feedback closures implemented by the gains indicated in Table 5 will be sub-
stituted by the L.D.A. controller gains the value of which, with the prefilter gains, are
indicated in Table 6.

TABLE 6 - L.P.D. FEEDBACK AND PREFILTER GAINS
V = 56.5 m/sec; S.L.

Gain Variable Sensor Subsystem S Subsystem S
Cyclic channel Coll. ChanneTc

d Trx - 0.139381 0

2 d - 1.41754 IO
-3

2" -- 0.0271121 dc " ""' -

g 2 2  d - 0.01155

K II u I.M.V.S. 2.8923 10
-

KI2  w " - 1.91457 10
-3

KI3  q R.G.

KI4  %% V.G. - 1.5681 10

*K 2  u - 1.5681 10~

K22  w , - 9.39256 O1 0 -4

K23 q R.G. 0.625952

2 q0 V.G.

K24

8 - THE G.A.C. SYSTE4 PERFORMANCES EVALUATION

The effects of the G.A.C. system performances on the rotor dynamics, when it is
disturbed by a random disturbances simulating severe gusting conditions, were evaluated
in an extensive computer simulations employing the mathematical models given in the pre-
ceding sections. A stochastic model was employed to simulate the gust disturbance which
has been considered as a forcing function applied to the rotor cyclic pitch control in a
time interval correspondent to 900 "master" blade rotation within the azimuth sector (450
1350) in which the G.A.C. "identification" stage is carried out; in this time interval,
the function g(t) is observed in 16 discrete points and its spectral power density is
computed making it available for the next G.A.C. system actuation stage. Here the sinu-
soidal forcing function, modulating the blade in pitch, is generated in the attempt to
attenuate the vibrational energy level measured in the preceding identification stage.
The gust effects are updated at the beginning of the next identification stage in which
a new S.P.D. value is computed and the process will continue through the successive bla-
de revolutions. If the gust function is isolated and concentrated in the identification
spatial sector, and the blade dynamic is damped, the computed S.P.D. will be progressi-
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vely reduced to reach a minimum observable value and, at this time, the forcing function
is automatically excluded and the G.A.C. system becomes inactive until the effects of a
new gust function appear. As it was considered in the preceding section, the resulting
rotor dynamics are strongly dependent on the degree of the artificial damping introduced
in the augmented blade and on the frequency of the forcing function actuatixg the active
process. Several computer runs indicate that the best ratio of the forcing function to
the first bending mode natural frequency, is, for the case treated, ranging from 1.5 to
2 (value assumed 1.9) and that the number of blade revolutions required to reduce the com-
puter S.P.D. value from its initial value, strictly depende.,t on the gust intensity le-
vel, to a specified limiting bias value is dependent on the equivalent time constant re-
lative to the augmented blade. The number of the revolution required to reach the esta- . .

blished S.P.D. limiting value and the mean value or the integral squared value of the
function g(t) observed during the G.A.C. actuation stage, are the performance indexes as-
sumed, for comparison purpose, in the G.A.C. system performances evaluation. To investi-
gate the effects of the rotor flexibility on the helicopter dynamical behaviour, the mo-
ment differential equation relative to the helicopter short period mode mathematical mo-
del was augmented with the terms relative to the center of gravity moment trasmitted by
the gust disturbed oscillating blade to the helicopter rigid frame through the .rotor hub.
The same gust excitation technique used for the rotor, was applied for the helicopter-
flexible rotor dynamics simulation with the only difference that the cyclic pitch input
commands were applied to the longitudinal pitch decoupling unit. After initial computing
trials, directed to check the L.P.D. unit effectiveness in the decoupling and regulating
the helicopter cyclic and collective channels, the results have confirmed the positive
conclusions reached in the previous research study (Ref. 5) allowing the variable w(t)
to be omitted from the approximate mathematical model for which only the cyclic pitch con-
trol is considered.

In the simulation the blade displacements are excited, during the G.A.C. system i-
dentification stage, by a random function with a standard deviation of 1.4 m/sec and the
correspondent record is displayed in Fig. 6. The blade energy level recorded at the spec-
tral processor output results 0.354 N.m.; in the following actuaction stage this value
was assumed as the amplitude of the sinusoidal forcing function, having a frequency of
60 rad/sec., modulating the blade cyclic pitch for the time interval in which the blade
is completing its first revolution. At the end of the next identification stage, in which
only the blade residual vibrational motion resulting from the preceding actuation stage,
was observed by the L.S.U., the updated blade energy level was 19% lower than the prece-
ding value and it continues to decrease, see Fig. 7, in the third blade revolution after
that it becomes practically a costant with a value below the sensitivity limit, 10- 3 N.m., "

proposed in G.A.C. system operations; this terminal blade energy level represent essen- . ..-
tially an high frequency, low amplitude vibration which was removed taking the sinusoi-
dal forcing function out from the cyclic pitch channel actuation. In the next simulation 0
step the rigid-helicopter-flexible blade model was taken into consideration maintaining
the same gust disturbance and the results indicate that, after an initial gust induced
helicopter attitude variation, it begins to reduce exponentially falling rapidly to ze-
ro as the blade energy level has reached the observed constant value, indicating that
the residual blade vibration is not influencing the helicopter transient behaviour which
is resolved in a time interval correspondent to the helicopter short period mode time
constant. ;

9 - CONCLUSIONS

The objective proposed in the present research was essentially to evaluate in the
most simple and explanatory way the gust alleviation technique based on the spectral in-
formations obtained by a F.F.T. dedicate microprocessor working on the vibrational data
observed by an electro-optical sensor. The presented simulation results, among others
not presented for reason of work length, indicate the G.A.C. system feasibility and ap-
plicability particularly for combat helicopters which must operate in severe environmen-
tal condition which may be experienced particularly in high speed, low altitude penetra-
tion missions where rigid tollerance limits are imposed on the flight path profiles.
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FLIGHT RESEARCH ON VISUAL AIDS AND
NAVIGATION EQUIPMENT FOR HELICOPTER

LOW-LEVEL FLIGHT AT NIGHT
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SUMMARY

An avionic/optronic system comprising night goggles, electronic head-down display
and doppler navigation was tested in a Bo 105 helicopter in low-level flight at night.
Particular emphasis was given to the assessment of system performance and pilot work-
load. The results obtained as well as the methods and procedures applied are discussed
in a way that similar experiments in the future may benefit from the outcome.

1. INTRODUCTION

Currently two major helicopter projects are sponsored by the German Government: The
tank attack helicopter PAH2 (Panzerabwehrhubschrauber 2) and the light transport heli-
copter/search and rescue (LTH/SAR). While the PAH2 is a pure military project, the LTH/
SAR also offers a lot of promising features for civil applications. It is not unrea-
listic, therefore, to expect a joint military and civil effort for at least some sub-
systems of the LTH/SAR.

Common to both military and civil applications is the requirement that the helicop- 6
ter can be operated at night. DFVLR, therefore, initiated an appropriate research pro-
gram in the early seventies and flight tested a range of suitable equipment like FLIR,
LLTV, night goggles, HMS/D and electronic head-down displays. The research is coordi-
mated with related industrial programs by the German Department of Defense.

From the experiences gained from these equipment tests and from discussions with the
military it was concluded, that a system comprising night goggles, electronic head-down
display and doppler navigation would serve the low-level flight of helicopters at night -- e...
and would have certain advantages. These included low complexity, moderate cost and easy
installation and maintenance. However, system performance and resulting pilot workload
had to be determined.

2. PURPOSE OF RESEARCH

Figure 1 presents a typical flight profile for a batt)-field scenario expected in
Middle Europe /l/. Progressing towards the front line of the battlefield the helicopter
is required first to fly about 40 % of the mission below 300 ft agl (region D), then
another 40 % below 150 ft agl (region C), followed by 10 % of the mission to be flown be-
low 100 ft agl (region B) and finally to fly the last 10 % of the mission around 10 ft
agl (region A).

One purpose of the research was to gather experience on the performance of an
avionic/optronic system, suggested for the low-level flight at night, in regions B and
C. These regions represent about 50 % of a transport mission in the scenario depicted
in fig. 1 and require a maximum altitude of 150 ft agl to be maintained.

Another purpose of the research was to assess pilot workload. Prior to the experi-
ments it was anticipated that pilot workload would reach a high and temporarily un-
acceptable level. Possible causes are the combined effects of limited vision, risk of
collision with obstacles, imbalanced weight of the helmet-mo,-Ited night goggles, wor-
king in a dark cockpit, frequent navigation updating, lack ot radio navigation aids,
susceptibility of the navigation system to variations of the earth magnetic field and
to the magnetic field of power lines, unfamiliar aspect ratio of the terrain, heat and
noise, necessary frequent communication among crew members, excitement, perspiration and
anxiety - to name a few.

The more specific questions to be answered by means of the flight research were:

- How well does the particular avionic/optronic system assist the crew in per-
forming the mission?

- Is pilot workload kept at an acceptable level?

- How does the level of ambient illumination affect flight performance?

- Is the electronic head-down display of instrument information accepted by the
pilots?

The purpose of research, the design of the experiment and the results obtained are
published in greater detail in /2/.
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3. DESIGN OF THE EXPERIMENT

The avionic/optronic system to be flight tested was composed of

- night goggles (Electro Special, Type BM 8028)

- electronic head-down display (DFVLR)

- doppler navigation system (Standard Elektrik Lorenz AG,
Type AN/ASN 128 (XE-2)

The tests were flown in the Bo 105 - S123 helicopter of DFVLR. Figure 2 shows the
test pilot wearing night goggles, the electronic head-down display and tMe control panel
for the doppler navigation system. The night goggles were mounted on the helmet at some .
distance from the eyes so that the pilot could monitor the electronic head-down display
directly.

Figure 3 presents the details of the hea - down display symbology. FIRE, CHIP, HYDI,
HYD2, H-BL, GENI, GEN2, T-OL, K-OL, BAT and FILT warnings were displayed in the hatched
areas of fig. 3. Two blinking diagonal lines crossing the whole display area served as
master warning indicator. Identical auditory warnings were generated simultaneously by
a speech synthesizer.

Three pilots formed different test crews who flew a total of 70 low-level trans-
port missions. Most of the test flights took place at night but some of them were con-
ducted under ordinary daylight conditions with standard cockpit instruments for reference
purposes.

It was expected in general that the pilots would fly at a flight level well below
150 ft agl. Rather than commanding a specific maximum upper flight level the pilots were
instructed to

- fly as low as possible

- maintain an airspeed of at least 80 kt

- follow as accurately as possible a given track

According to previous flight experiences, duties were assigned to the two crew mem-
bers as follows: .. -.-

- The navigator (right seat) was responsible for pilot supervision and navigation.
He informed the pilot about necessary changes of the track, peculiarities of the
terrain and obstacles to be expected using a map scaled 1:50000. He also operated
the doppler navigation system.

- The pilot was responsible for flying the helicopter safely. He maintained the
demanded track and reported recognized and identified obstacles to the navi-
gator. Furthermore he had to acknowledge a specific TEST indicator, showing up
on the head-down display irregularly, by pressing a switch on the control stick.

The data recorded in the experiments iftcluded

- technical parameters like airspeed, radio altitude, stick motion etc.

- behavioural parameters like response time, eye-point-of-regard etc. 0

- physiological and biochemical parameters like ECG, EOG and urinary ex-
cretion of hormones

- pilot's comments gathered by means of rating scales (Figure 4) and a
structured questionnaire.

The experimental design and the analysis of data followed the guidelines for psycho- S
logical research as laid down, for example, in /3/.

4. RESULTS

The aims of the research could be achieved largely by the outcome of the flight tests
and the subsequent analysis of the data. In the light of the specific questions formulated
earlier the following results were obtained.

a) Avionic/optronic system performance

The pilots considered the system - night goggles, electronic head-down display and
doppler navigation - adequate to perform a low-level transport mission at night. For an
ambient illumination down to 5 millilux the pilots were able to maintain a flight level --.

of less than 100 ft agl at an airspeed of more than 80 kt. For lower levels of ambient
illumination and for flights over unfamiliar terrain greater average flight levels of
104 resp. 127 ft agl accrued. However, these were well below the 150 ft agl criterion
set prior to the tests.
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Accurate navigation was achieved by a combination of terrestrial and doppler navi-
gation. Pilot comments showed no statistically significant differences between low-level
flights at night and under daylight conditions regarding maintenance of the track, moni-
toring the terrain, obstacle clearance, monitoring the instrument displays, flight per-
formance and experienced workload.

However, the "adequate" rating of system performance by the pilots does not imply
"comfortable". Several improvements were considered desirable including stability aug-
mentation (not available on DFVLR Bo 105 helicopters so far), immunity of the magnetic
heading reference sensor of the doppler navigation system to the electro-magnetic field
of power lines and a special cockpit lay-out for the night vision environment.

b) Pilot workload

The demands on the pilot were significant, and table 1 presents as an example the
number of necessary conversations between crew members. During a flight period of 25 mi- 0
nutes, about 180 pieces of information were exchanged which corresponds to 1 information
exchange every 8 seconds. Therefore, the necessary conversation among crew members occu-
pied a significant portion of their available time budget. The analysis of response times
to the TEST indicator in the electronic head-down display supports this view. This indi-
cator was not connected to the aural warning system and could be detected only visually
on the display. While in ordinary daylight flights the median of response times was
3.1 seconds, it became 8.6 seconds for low-level flights at night. With a range of
about +/- 60 % around the median, maximum response times on the order of 13-14 seconds 6
were measured occasionally. This, again, signals a high time-load on the pilots. In con-
trast, the warning indicators showed-up on the electronic head-down display and on the
aural warning system simultaneously. Consequently, the response times to these signals
were accordingly low.

It was surprising, therefore, that the pilots did not rate workload significantly
higher for low-level flights at night than for identical flights under daylight conditions.
The physiological/biochemical parameters obtained from one pilot support this view. Average 9
pulse rate was surprisingly low (75-88 bpm) with maximal values between 80 and 95 bpm.
Furthermore, figure 5 presents as a reference the circadian rhythms in the normal uri-
nary excretion pattern of hormones of a group of 8 subjects over six 24-hour periods /4/.
The average excretion rates of adrenaline (2.4 Vg/3 h), noradrenaline (4.8 Ug/3 h) and
17-OHCS (35 Ug/3 h) measured during the low-level flights at night are well within
the ordinary circadian variation of these parameters. The excretion rates measured at
night during the flights also correspond well with rates normally expected for daylight
hours. This suggests that pilot activation during the flights was comparable to ordinary --

working hours. All together, there was no sign of extraordinary workload.

c) The effects of low ambient illumination

It was anticipated that each generation of night goggles enables the pilot to main-
tain daylight flying strategy until ambient illumination drops below a certain level. No
major change of flying strategy compared to daylight flights was experienced down to a
level of ambient illumination on the order of 5 millilux. However, for an ambient illu- - .
mination of less than about 5 millilux

- the variance of stick movements was reduced by 15 %
in pitch and by 30 % in roll

- the activity of the helicopter in turn, described by

2
(wz,rms)

e moment of inertia around the vertical axis

w - angular velocity around the vertical axisWz

was reduced by about 45 %

- the amount of non-coordinated flying with respect to bank and turn, described
by the squared product-moment coefficient of correlation of bank anqle and turn
rate, was reduced by about 55 %.

All together, these findings demonstrate that for an ambient illumination below a
certain level - in this case 5 millilux - the pilots changed their flying strategy from
taking full advantage of the handling qualities of the helicopter to a more cautious
handling of the vehicle. This goes along with a loss of mission performance as the heli-
copter is flown less well adapted to the peculiarities of the terrain. And this, in turn,
is considered an unambiguous sign that the operational limits of the system - in parti-
cular those of the night goggles - were approached.

d) Acceptance of the electronic head-down display

While the night goggles and the doppler navigation system were only additions to
the helicopter, the electronic head-down display was a critical replacement of the
existing conventional instruments. But the pilots rated the readability of the elec-
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tronic head-down display significantly (p < 0.001) better than that of the conventional
instruments, and they appreciated the integration of all vital indicators in one cen-
tralized display. They unanimously voted that almost too much information is displayed
simultaneously. Two pilots suggested different modes to unburden the display, i.e. a dif-
ferentiation between the symbology required for low-level flight vs. the symbology re-
quired for IFR flight, because it is unlikely that both modes are required at the same
time. Furthermore the pilots reported that the various warning indicators were easy to .
identify and they rated their combination with identical aural warnings very efficient. 0

Eye-point-of-regard measurements showed that the pilot's vertical angle of view -
referenced to the horizon - covered a range of approximately 0 degree (search for navi-
gational fixes) to -15 degrees (passing an obstacle). The latter value became -30 de-
grees sometimes in cases of very low visibility. According to these results it was con-
cluded that a head-down display in front of the pilot should clear a vertical field of
vision on the order of -30 degrees and should fit within a vertical field of vision bet- -

ween -30 degrees and -50 degrees. This constitutes a compromise between unrestricted ob- 0
servation of the terrain and comfortable monitoring of the head-down display. If greater
emphasis is placed on pilot's unrestricted view, the display may be moved to a side or
center panel position.

e) General aspects

The purpose of the research, i.e. the assessment of a specific system for helicopter
low-level flight at night, has been largely achieved. The results were appreciated by
those involved in the definition, design and operation of advanced helicopters. But the
experiences gained from this research also emphasize some more general aspects.

One aspect is the employment of a marked change of pilot's flight strategy as a cri-
terion to determine the operational limits of a given system. In the experiment ambient
illumination below about 5 millilux was the fundamental cause for such a change. Improved
night goggles may shift the occurance of this change to a lower level of ambient illumi-
nation. But the introduction of command/stability augmentation which unburdens the pilot •
in a different way might have led to a similar effect. However, the criterion would re-
flect the combined effects of both subsystems on flight performance. Therefore, the cri-
terion of a change of flight strategy is considered operationally relevant and efficient
to explore the overall limits of system performance under changing environmental con-
ditions.

Some time ago an AGARD Working Group listed in a _y 55 more or less different
parameters to measure workload in aviation. In the mean-time this number may have more
than doubled. But experience shows that only few parameters have a chance to be general-
ly accepted. In the experiment, therefore, only those methods and parameters were utilized
which

- are well-known physical quantities (time, power, bank angle, eye-point-of-regard
etc.) in contrast to, for example, a quantity described as "eye blinks per bit of
information displayed" -

- have found acceptance in different fields of research, e.g. subjective ratings,
biochemical analyses, behavioural data etc.

- are accepted standards, e.g. statistical methods

The major advantages are, that such methods and parameters are almost generally
available and that at least in one field of research some form of a standard exists. The
importance of adrenaline / noradrenaline as stress-indicators, for example, is well known 0
and a lut of experience exists regarding the relationship between these parameters, known
stressors (acceleration, extended work periods, rapid change of time zones etc.) and re-
sulting human performance and reliability. The same applies to the known effects of heavy " - '""

time-load, to the design of unbiased subjective rating scales etc. Therefore, the set of
parameters chosen for the experiment is considered balanced with regard to the many facets
of workload. However, possible improvements are being investigated for future experiments
including the subjective workload analysis technique (SWAT) as well as voice stress ana-
lysis (VSA).

5. FUTURE PLANS

The pilots expressed their desire to continue the test flights and to get more ex-
perience with low-level flights at night over unfamiliar terrain at different speeds and
with landings of varying difficulty. Even more, they suggested an identical test program-
me for the next (third) generation of night goggles and that a greater number of pilots
should participate in the experiments.

It was felt, however, that in such a programme more emphasis would be placed on pilot
training with existing systems for low-level flight at night than on the development of
more advanced systems. DFVLR, therefore, decided to give greater priority to the research
on command/stability augmentation systems, fly-by-wire/light technology, digital flight
control, new types of displays and controls and improved sensor and navigation systems in
the future.
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DFVLR's new HETAS (Hubschrauber Erprobungs-Tr~ger fUr Avionik-Systeme) is an experi-
mental system comprising two Bo 105 helicopters and corresponding simulation facilities
on the ground serving this future programme. While the Bo 105-S3 helicopter will carry a
triple-redundant fly-by-wire/light control system, the Bo 105-S123 helicopter is employed
as a test vehicle for other avionic and electro-optical systems. Both lines of flight re-
search may eventually merge and be transferred to a BK117 helicopter serving both as a
test vehicle and technology demonstrator for integrated helicopter avionic systems.

The HETAS facilities on the ground are centered around a VAX 750 computer which con-
trols a helicopter fixed cockpit flight simulation and supports software generation, hard-
ware test and integration of helicopter avionic systems. The airborne and ground facili-
ties of HETAS will have compatible system structures and subsystem interfaces so that ex-
periments successfully completed on the ground can be easily transferred to the helicop-
ters for flight tests.

HETAS will be available to both industry and DFVLR to evaluate and demonstrate avio- •
nic subsystems and their integration into helicopter avionic systems. DFVLR provides the
methods and procedures necessary for test, evaluation and documentation.

6. CONCLUSIONS

From the results of the flight research the following conclusions were drawn:

The performance of the investigated system - comprising night goggles, electronic S
head-down display and doppler navigation - was considered adequate for a low-level trans-
port mission at night. However, performance limits were approached for very low levels
of ambient illumination and for flights over unfamiliar terrain. These limits may be over-
come to a large extent if better visual aids become available.

The mission to be flown was not considered particularly difficult for trained pilots.
Pilot workload was found to be at an acceptable level.

The readability of the electronic head-down display was better than that of the con-
ventional instruments. The integration of all vital instruments in the display was a
significant factor contributing to the good overall performance of the system.

An unobstructed view of the terrain in the vertical plane down to at least -30 de-
grees with reference to the horizon is recommended. An electronic head-down display in
front of the pilot can be comfortably monitored below this area at a vertical angle of
view between -30 and -50 degrees. .

Pilot's flight strategy, characterized by pilot control action, helicopter motion and
the degree of coordinated flight with respect to bank and turn, mainly depends on the dif-
ficulty of the task, on the performance of the technical system and on the safety level
assumed by the pilot. For a constant task, a noted change of control strategy - as ex-
perienced in the flight tests - therefore is considered an indication that system per-
formance limits are approached.

The employment of generally available, non-exotic methods to assess workload pro-
duced results which had a large degree of objectivity and mutual agreement. The results
are easy to interpret by those involved in the definition, design and operation of heli-
copters.
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identified by regions A)-D. 5

Fi.2 Bo 105 helicopter. The night goggles are mounted on the
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helmet at some distance from the pilot's eyes so that he

can monitor the electronic display in front of him direct-
ly. The controls for the doppler navigation system are

under the pilot's right knee. 5
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Fig. 5 urinary excretion levels of hormones during low-level
helicopter flight at night (1 pilot). The underlying
graph of the circadian rhythm in the urinary excretion
pattern of the hormones (from /4/) is presented as
reference. The hatched areas represent night periods.

I+

FLIGHT FLIGHT

NAVIGATOR A B

NAVIGATION ANNOUNCEMENTS 46 47
NAVIGATION CONFIRMATIONS 7 17
SPECIFIC ALTITUDE ANNOUNCEMENTS 10 5
SPECIFIC OBSTACLE ANNOUNCEMENTS 31 25
QUERIES AND OTHER ANNOUNCEMENTS 14 11

TOTAL 1o8 105

PILOT

NAVIGATION CONFIRMATIONS 2o 35
NAVIGATION QUERIES 15 11
ALTITUDE CONFIRMATIONS 5 5
OBSTACLE CONFIRMATIONS 28 13
ALL OTHER ANNOUNCEMENTS 5 7

TOTAL 73 71

GRAND TOTAL 181 176

Table 1 Number of verbal information exchanges of navigator
and pilot during low-level helicopter flight at night.
The results of two different flights are presented for
comparison.

p S .1
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DEVELOPMENT AND FLIGHT TEST OF A HELICOPTER COMPACT, PORTABLE, PRECISION
LANDING SYSTEM CONCEPT

John S. Bull, George R. Clary, and Thomas J. Davis
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Moffett Field, CA 94035

John P. Chisholm S
Sierra Nevada Corporation

Reno, Nevada

SUMMARY

A novel, airborne, radar-based, precision approach concept is being developed and flight tested as a -
part of NASA's Rotorcraft All-Weather Operations Research Program. A transponder-based beacon landing system 0
(BLS) applying state-of-the-art X-band radar technology and digital processing techniques, has been built and
is being flight tested to demonstrate the concept feasibility. The BLS airborne hardware consists of an
add-on microprocessor, installed in conjunction with the aircraft weather/mapping radar, which analyzes the
radar beacon receiver returns and determines range, localizer deviation, and glide-slope deviation. The
ground station is an inexpensive, portable unit which can be quickly deployed at a landing site. Results from
the flight test program show that the BLS concept has a significant potential for providing rotorcraft with
low-cost, precision instrument approach capability in remote areas.

INTRODUCTION

A self-contained navigation system requiring minimum ground-based equipment is desirable to make full
use of the helicopter's unique capability of remote-site, off-airport landings. In pursuing this goal, the
NASA Ames Research Center is conducting cooperative research with the University of Nevada, Reno, and the
Sierra Nevada Corporation to develop the use of airborne weather radar as a primary navigation aid for heli-
copter approach and landings in instrument flight rules (IFR) conditions. In the first phase of this effort,
the detection of passive ground-based corner reflectors using a device called an echo processor was success-
fully demonstrated (Ref. 1). Use of this passive-reflector detection scheme in the overland environment pro-
vides pilots with a target on their radar display, and gives them the range and bearing information necessary . -
for a nonprecision approach to the landing site.

To expand on the echo processor technology, a second phase of the research program was undertaken with
the objective of developing and demonstrating the feasibility of a weather radar-based precision approach
concept. The feasibility criteria for this concept included (I) minimal, passive, or battery-powered ground- -

based equipment; (2) the same pilot technique for flying the approaches as for instrument landing system (ILS)
approaches; and (3) airborne weather/mapping radar modifications that could be accomplished as inexpensive
retrofits for current civil radar systems.

To meet these objectives, a concept was pursued whereby an array of specially designed directional
passive reflectors oriented along the localizer track would provide the directional signals necessary to
derive ILS-type guidance. By using an on-board digital microprocessor installed in conjunction with the air-
borne weather radar, glide slope and localizer guidance would be calculated and displayed to the pilot on the
existing ILS course deviation indicator (CDI). The reflector-based ground station would need no ground power,
but would require 1.2 to 1.8 km (4000 to 6000 ft) of terrain for installation of the reflector array when
used in conjunction with civil weather/mapping radar systems. Although this requirement would not be a problem
for aircraft landing on conventional runways, it would be impractical for heliports.

An alternative to the radar reflector array, a radar transponder-based ground unit, has proven to be - -
much more practical. An X-band transponder beacon with multiple-pulse reply capability was modified to reply
through an array of directional antennas. This beacon-based ground station can be packaged in a small,
inexpensive, battery-powered, portable unit.

In early testing of the BLS, the concept feasibility was demonstrated (Ref. 2). Current work is in
progress with the objective of refining the BLS concept by (1) improving ground station design to eliminate "  

. . .
multipath, (2) reducing localizer sensitivity at close ranges, and (3) preserving full-weather/mapping radar
capability while on a BLS approach.

This BLS concept has signif'cant potential for a large number of applications. It differs from other S
portable landing system concepts in that the airborne radar is actively used to interrogate and receive the
ground station signals. Thus, distance to the landing site is inherently available on-board the aircraft.
Also, the ground station power requirements are small because of the pulse-type replies of the ground station
instead of the continuous wave (CW) mode of operation used in other landing systems. This paper describes the .

BLS concept, the concept demonstration hardware, and the flight tests in progress to verify the design
principles.

CONCEPT DESCRIPTION

The BLS concept represents a combination of advanced, digital signal-processing techniques and X-band
radar systems. Many of the same operating principles are used for a standard ILS, with important differences - "
being in the carrier frequency and beam-discrimination methods. The following sections describe the operating "' ""
theory and the concept demonstration hardware built to validate the feasibility of a weather radar-based
precision approach concept.
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Landing System Concepts

The weather radar precision approach concept operates on the principle of four overlapping, narrow radar
beams oriented left, right, above, and below the desired flightpath. The sketch in Fig. 1 depicts the two
glide slope beams, oriented above and below the desired flightpath. With this beam orientation, as the air-
craft deviates from the desired flightpath, one signal increases in amplitude and the other decreases. When
all four signals are of equal intensity, the aircraft is on course. Glide-slope deviation from the desired
course is proportional to the difference in received signal strength of the up-down beams, and localizer 0
deviation is similarly derived using the left-right beams.

A survey shows that two basic types of precision approach systems are used: Fixed-beam systems and
scanning-beam systems (Ref. 3). Fixed-beam systems, including ILS and BLS, provide a single approach
corridor, whereas scanning-beam systems, such as the microwave landing system (MLS), have the added
flexibility of pilot-selectable approach paths (Ref. 4). A summary of ILS, MLS, and BLS character-
istics is shown in Table 1. Although ILS and BLS are both fixed-beam systems, there are important differences
between the two. First, the carrier frequency for the ILS beams is two orders of magnitude lower than for
the X-band BLS. Since antenna size to achieve a given beam width is inversely proportional to carrier fre-
quency, the high frequency of the BLS makes it possible to use small antennas at the ground site. Second, the
techniques for discriminating between the four beams are very different. For ILS, the ground signals are
transmitted on a CW basis, and they are tone-modulated for purposes of discriminating between the beams. The
BLS makes use of the multiple-reply capability of X-band ground transponder beacons, incorporating a high-
speed switching circuit to transmit the time-sequenced replies through the four directional antennas. The
on-board microprocessor installed in conjunction with the airborne weather/mapping radar can then discriminate
between the four directional guidance beams based on the time sequencing of the pulses. Unlike other landing
systems, the BLS is a transponder-based system, and range to the ground station is inherently available. Other
landing systems require co-located distance measuring equipment (DME) or marker beacons to provide the pilot
with range fixes.

Ground-Based System

The ground station consists of a modified X-band radar transponder beacon with multiple-reply capability.
Normally, the first reply is used to identify position, and additional time-sequenced replies are used for

* identification. In a standard beacon, all replies are transmitted through an omnidirectional antenna. Power
for the beacon is either 28 V DC or 50-60 Hz, 120 V AC. With the BLS concept, the beacon is modified to the
extent that a logic circuit is added into the normal beacon receiver video and modulator lines. This logic
circuit is used to control both the beacon transmissions and a single-pole, five-position, solid-state micro-
wave switch connected to the beacon transmitter. The switch allows sequential transmission of beacon reply
pulses from five different antennas for each interrogation. The logic operates as follows. In the absence of
an interrogating signal from an airborne weather radar, switch position 1 is selected, connecting the beacon
to an omnidirectional antenna. Upon interrogation, the first reply pulse is transmitted through this omni- - .
directional antenna, providing a beacon-type wide-coverage reply for general landing site identification.
After the first reply pulse, the logic circuit sequentially switches five beacon identification pulses, four
to the four directional antennas, respectively, and one back to the omnidirectional antenna. The purpose of *. -

the last omnidirectional pulse is to provide a pu'se spacing between it and the first pulse that positively ---*-
identifies the station. The net result of this process is the radiation of six pulses, the first from the -*-
omnidirectional antenna, followed by four directional pulses, followed by another omnidirectional pulse. ...... -

As seen in Fig. 2, the four directional antennas used for the early concept demonstration BLS ground
station were standard 30-cm (12-in.) weather radar flat-plate antennas. These antennas were chosen for test
purposes because of their low cost and availability, but testing revealed multipath problems associated with
such small antennas. A study of antenna size versus system performance indicated that BLS antennas 60 to
120 cm (2 to 4 ft) in height would be best. Current tests are being conducted with two parabolic antennas,
23 cm (9 in.) wide and 90 cm (36 in.) high, replacing the four directional antennas. Each parabolic antenna
contains two appropriately oriented feed horns so that one antenna provides localizer beams and the other
provides the glide-slope beams. These directional antennas should allow for multipath-free BLS operations at
glide slopes of 40 or greater.

For current testing, a change in the design is being considered in which two sector antennas replace the
single omnidirectional antennas. The sector antennas are higher gain, resulting in either reduced ground
station transmission power or greater BLS range. Also, proper localizer CDI indications can be derived at
deviations up to ±350 from the course centerline using amplitude comparison of the sector antenna replies. "- .
The current ground station, incorporating the two parabolic antennas and the two sector antennas, is packaged
on a compact, portable pallet as shown in Fig. 3.

In early BLS testing, the ground station always operated in a transponder mode. However, in current test-
ing, a dual-mode transmission is bein, used to preserve full on-board weather radar capability on approach.
The transmission modes include the t .nsponder, or synchronous, mode for operation during interrogation by the
airborne radar and an asynchronous mode in which the ground station transmits pulse trains 100 times per .' .
second. In the asynchronous mode, the aircraft receives localizer and glide-slope guidance, but no range
information can be derived.

Airborne System 0

The weather/mapping radar used for the BLS demonstration flight tests is typical of radars installed for
offshore operations. The radar is an X-band (9375 MHz) color radar, with an average pulse power of 8 kW, and
a pulse repetition rate of 121 pulses/sec. The radar can be operated in a primary mode, beacon mode, or a
combined radar and beacon mode. For early BLS testing, the normal 46-cm (18-in.) flat-plate antenna was
replaced with a very small, nonscanned, wide-beam antenna. Current BLS flight testing configuration includes
a separate X-band receiver to allow simultaneous BLS and weather/mapping radar operation.

The BLS processor analyzes the beacon video signal to calculate range, localizer deviation and glide-
slope deviation. Localizer and glide slope deviations are displayed to the pilot on an ILS-type CDI, and range
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information is available on a panel-mounted digital display. The BLS processor is designed to easily inter-
face with the airborne weather/mapping radar as shown in the installation diagram (Fig. 4). The processor is
microprocessor-based with A/D (analog/digital) and D/A converters. Two signals, the beacon-receiver video and
the modulator trigger, are input to the BLS processor from the radar receiver/transmitter (R/T) unit, and an
automatic gain control (AGC) voltage is returned to the R/T. In the current airborne configuration (Fig. 5),
a separate X-band receiver is used for the BLS guidance signals, with the processor controlling its AGC. The
weather radar modulator trigger is still input to the BLS processor for range determination when the BLS is
in its synchronous (transponder) mode. .

System Operation

This section describes the concept demonstration BLS equipment in operation. Figure 6 shows an oscillo-
scope trace of the ground station beacon return with the six BLS reply pulses spaced at 6-ijsec intervals. The
BLS microprocessor is programmed to search this radar return for the two omnidirectional radar pulses 30 )sec - -
apart. When consistent omnidirectional returns are received, the first is tracked and range gates are opened
at each directional pulse location to measure signal strength. The first omnidirectional pulse is also used 0
to adjust the AGC voltage, keeping the X-band receiver in its linear range and ensuring that side lobes of the
directional precision guidance antennas do not generate false courses. For each guidance signal pair, the
signal amplitudes are differenced, scaled, and filtered for output to the CDI.

With the current BLS dual-mode equipment, the ground station automatically switches between the synchro-
nous and asynchronous modes. The airborne radar, sweeping a ±30' sector at a sweep rate of 24°/sec, interro-
gates the BLS ground station for about 0.3 sec of each 2.5 sec. Between these periods of synchronou' opera-
tion, the BLS reverts to the asynchronous mode of operation to provide continuous localizer and glide-slope
course deviation information.

FLIGHT TEST PROGRAM

The early concept feasibility BLS flight testing was conducted with the BLS ground station configured
with four 30-cm 12-in. flat-plate antennas. These tests measured navigational and pilot tracking performance,
and obtained qualitative pilot opinions of system performance. Current BLS flight testing, using the new 0
ground station described above, has the following objectives: (1) identify any multipath problems, (2) obtain
pilot comments on "course softening" at short ranges, and (3) qualitatively measure performance of simultaneous
BLS and weather/radar operation.

Aircraft

The test aircraft is an IFR-equipped Sikorsky SH-3G helicopter (Fig. 7), the military equivalent of the
S-61N. The SH-3G is a twin-turbine, five-bladed, single-rotor helicopter with emergency amphibious capabili- .
ties. The aircraft has a flying boat hull and two outrigger sponsons, into which the main landing wheels can
retract. The rotor diameter is 19 m (62 ft), the gross weight is 8660 kg (19,000 lb), and the maximum air-
speed is 120 knots. During flight testing, two pilots, the aircraft crew chief, and one to three experimenters
were aboard. Experimental equipment and data acquisition system equipment were mounted on a rack in the
cargo area.

Test Locations

The SH-3G helicopter is based at the NASA Ames Research Center, Moffett Field, California. System check-
out and initial evaluation flights are made at Moffett Field, and quantitative data collection flights are
made at the Crows Landing NALF, Patterson, California. The NASA Ames Flight Systems Research Facility at
Crows Landing, equipped with radar tracking systems, a data telemetry receiver, and ground-based data monitor-
ing and recording equipment, is used to record quantitative data to analyze BLS performance.

Approach Procedures.

The approach procedures being tested are similar to those used for standard ILS approaches. Tactical
air navigation (TACAN) bearing and distance are used to position the aircraft for BLS intercept. Following
acquisition of the BLS guidance, the warning flags on the BLS CDI disappear, and the pilot intercepts and
tracks inbound on the BLS course. On system checkout and demonstration flights at Moffett Field, the BLS
ground station is located near the approach end of runway 32R, and approaches are made parallel to the run-
way 32 approach corridor. Glide slopes ranging from 40 to 90 have been demonstrated. At Crows Landing, most
approaches are made with the BLS ground station located 61 m (200 ft) left of the runway 35 centerline and
near the STOL runway threshold. This location allows excellent tracking system coverage throughout the
approaches.

FLIGHT TEST RESULTS

Figure 8 shows a typical view of the helicopter during early testing as it approaches the battery-powered
BLS ground station on an approach. Note that during this early portion of the flight test program, the omni-
directional ground station antenna was replaced with a directional antenna to match signal strengths at the _
airborne receiver. For current testing, the directional transmissions are attenuated 10 dB to match signal
strengths from the sector antennas. Testing to date has demonstrated BLS guidance intercept at ranges out to
17 n. mi. and glide slopes ranging from 4' to 9*. For quantitative evaluation, a 6.60 glide slope was used
with localizer intercept 8 to 10 km (5 to 6 mi.) out from the ground station.

Pilot Comments

Pilot comments on the BLS have been favorable and enthusiastic, confirming the operational feasibility of
the BLS concept. Pilot workload and piloting techniques are like those of ILS approaches. Since localizer and

Ki
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glide-slope intercepts and course tracking use standard ILS techniques, pilot acceptability of the BLS
approaches has been excellent, and pilot training on BLS approach procedures was minimal.

Pilot comments during early testing also identified the need to reduce close-range localizer sensitivity.
A fixed-base piloted simulation was conducted to investigate pilot acceptability of several localizer "course
softening" algorithms. These algorithms reduce localizer sensitivity as a function of range, which is avail-
able aboard the aircraft when the BLS is in the synchronous (transponder) mode. Results of the simulation
identified a number of algorithms that reduced pilot workload at close ranges. Two of the most promising of 0
these algorithms are being incorporated in the current flight tests for further pilot evaluation.

Pilot Tracking Performance J

During three data flights on which the pilots were flying under simulated instrument meteorological condi- --
tions (IMC), 25 approaches were made. Composite pilots showing the lateral and altitude tracks are shown in
Figs. 9 and 10, respectively. Figure 11 shows the o' !-sigma standard deviations of localizer cross-track .
errors achieved during this BLS testing. Also shown are the comparable envelopes for 60 glide-slope MLS ID
approaches (Ref. 5, see Fig. 14) and airborne radar approache, (ARA) to oil rigs both with and without auto-
matic target tracking equipment (Ref. 6). The one-sigma stan.drd deviations from glide slope for BLS and MLS
approaches are shown in Fig. 12. (Note that since ARA are nonprecision approaches, there is no glide-slope
tracking data for comparison.) These envelopes show that the tracking performance achieved with the concept
demonstration BLS was excellent, far exceeding that previously achieved for civil ARA and comparable to that
achieved on MLS approaches.

BLS Navigation Accuracy 0

During early BLS testing, the BLS navigation accuracy was recorded. Although this equipment was in no
sense optimized for accuracy, studies of the system errors are proving useful for further development of the
BLS concept. Navigation errors identified to date include bias errors and signal multipath effects.

Bias errors, particularly in the localizer course, resulted from two sources: alignment of the direc-
tional antennas on the BLS ground station with respect to each other and alignment of the BLS ground station
with respect to the desired approach course. For glide slope, use of an inclinometer for setting the ground
station pallet at the desired glide slope was very repeatable, with repeatability achieved over the five data
flights within ±0.1° . However, ground station glide-slope antenna alignment was 0.60 above the reference
plane of the ground station pallet. Setup of the localizer course by siting along the edge of the ground
station pallet was less accurate, and localizer course biases of up to ±2' occurred. For the current system,
an improved localizer alignment siting method is being incorporated into the ground station.

Another problem, identified early in the test program, was with multipath, particularly in the glide-
slope signals. The glide slope exhibited some waviness, which was worse at the lower glide slopes. Subsequent ? .
ground tests confirmed some nonlinearities in the approach course attributable to multipath phenomena. Reduc-
tion of the multipath errors was achieved using the current 90-cm (36-in.) high ground station antennas in
place of the 30-cm (1 ft) antennas of the concept demonstation BLS.

Independent of the bias BLS error, the one-sigma navigation accuracy achieved with the concept demonstra-
tion BLS was ±0.220 in localizer and ±0.140 in glide slope. Figures 13 and 14 show composite data from the
flight tests, compdring the localizer and glide-slope positions calculated by the BLS with the actual localizer
and glide-slope deviations as determined using the tracking radar. These navigation accuracy data points were
taken over a period of 3 weeks on four separate data flights.

CONCLUSIONS

A novel X-band precision approach concept has been successfully developed, and the concept feasibility has
been demonstrated In flight testing. This concept appears to have significant potential for both civil rotor-
craft operations and certain military missions in which remote-site precision landing systems are required.
The portability and low power consumption of the BLS ground station also make the concept attractive for emer-
gency and rapid deployment missions that require precision approach capability. Specific project conclusions
are as follows:

1. The BLS X-band ground station is portable, compact, inexpensive, lightweight, and battery powered.

2. ILS-type guidance can be derived using a small microprocessor, easily interfaced with airborne
weather/mapping radar or with a separate X-band receiver.

3. Pilot workoad and piloting technique for BLS approaches are similar to those in conventional ILS
approaches.

4. Approach cross tract -ors using the BLS are far smaller than those achieved previously for civil
ARA and comparable to those a ed on W4S approaches. Glide-slope tracking errors using the BLS are also
comparable with MLS.

5. One-sigma navigation accuracy achieved with early concept demonstration BLS equipment was *0.220 in
localizer and ±0.140 in glide slope with bias errors of less than ±2.0" for localizer and ±0.10 for glide
slope.

6. Simulation results showed that pilot workload at close ranges can be reduced by using an on-boardalgorithm for localizer "course softening."

7. Use of a 90-cm (36-in.) high parabolic antenna should allow for multipath free operation at glide 0
slopes of 40 or greater.

, *- . . - %
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TABLE 1. COMPARISON OF LANDING SYSTEMS

System characteristics ILS MLS BLS

Frequency 100 MHz (localizer 5000 MHz 9400 MHz S
300 MHz (glide slope)

Antenna size Large 1.8 to 3.6 m 0.6 to 1.2 m
(6 to 12 ft) (2 to 4 ft)

Signal characteristics CW, tone-modulateL Interrupted, CW Transponder using
sequential pulses

Guidance beams Fixed: up, down Scanning Fixed: up, down _
left, right left, right

Derivation of guidance Beam amplitude Time between signal Beam amplitude
comparison peaks comparison

Range data Requires co-located Requires co-located Inherently . -

DME or marker DME or marker available
beacons beacons

Airborne equipment Widely installed Must be added Minimum retrofit •
for radar-equipped
aircraft

AS

DESIRED GLIDEI'ATH

DIRECTIONAL ANTENNAS

Fig. 1 Overlapping directional antenna beams Fig. 2 Landing system ground station.
provide course guidance.
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.FEED HORNS 90 Cm
100 Cm (36 in)
(40 in)

SECTOR ANTENNAS

PARABOLIC ANTENNAS

75 cm 65 m
(30 in) H 26 in)/

Fig. 3 Current parabolic antenna.

CDI DISPLAY
RAW BEACON OF ILS-TYPE
RECEIVER VIDEO MODULATOR DATA

10dB FORWARD- AGC SIGNAL TRIGGER

FACING ANTENNA __ __ _._ PROCESSOR___i'""-."...

INDICATOR I
RADAR RADAR R/T AND
ANTENNA BEACON RECEIVER -_ --------------- i ..

EXISTING RADAR J

Fig. 4 Initial airborne configuration.

AGC SIGNAL CDI DISPLAY 5
RAW BEACON MODULATOR OF ILS-TYPE.

SMALL l RECEIVER VIDEO TRIGGER DATA ".. " "
RECEIVER\ ,' i'"

" '  
" -"

10dB FORWARD-
FACING ANTENNA PROCESSOR

I RADARI INDICATOR
RADAR RADAR R/T AND
ANTENNA BEACON RECEIVER

L EXISTING RADAR

Fig. 5 Current airborne configuration.
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Fig. 6 Received beacon video signal aboard the Fig. 9 Composite of x-y tracks on BLS approaches.
test aircraft.
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3000-

0
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RANGE, In. mi.

Fig. 7 Test aircraft. Fig. 10 Composite of altitude profiles on BLS
approaches.
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0 150
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01

-4 -3 -2 -1 0
RANGE, n,. mi.

Fig. 11 Standard deviation of cross-track errors for
various types of approaches.

Fig. 8 BLS flight demonstration on short final
* approach path.
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Fig. 12 Standard deviation of glide-slope errors Fig. 13 Composite showing BLS localizer navigation

for BLS and MIS approaches, accuracy.
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